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A MODEL FOR MATHEMATICS CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

A Title III, ESEA Project Developed by: The Sheridan
School District #7, Sheridan, Wyoming.

This publication is the initial results of a Title III,
ESEA project in Sheridan, Wyoming.

The project was proposed for the purpose of developing a
coordinated curriculum in mathematics and social studies through the
use of behavioral,objectives.

The dissemination of this publication by the State Department
of EdrcA,Uon is intended to provide the school districts of Wyoming
with 6 model, from which each individual group can develop their
own mathematics curriculum.

This guide was developed around the available materials,
projected program plans and local philosophy of the Sheridan School
District. It.is immediately apparent that any curriculum group
wishing to use this model must adapt it to. their local situation.

PleL.se note that this curriculum publication is offered,
not as a finished product, but instead as an on-going handbook which
may be revised, re-worked and improved as the needs arise. Curriculum
development is by necessity an on-going flexible process, and it is
hoped that you, the users of this publication maintain this flexible
spirit in your endeavors.

Certain of the activities listed in the section following
the behavioral objectives were reproduced from various commercial
sources. In some cases these sources are not noted. It is hoped
that when these activities are used in classroom quantities the
commercial source will be referred to by the teacher before using.
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POLICY

We recognize the right of the individual student to develop to the fullest

extent of his capacities. It be the policy of the mathematics program of

the-Sheridan Schools that each student experience success in his work and realize

a need for under5tandinG and applying mathematics effectively in daily living.

OBJECTIVES

In accordance with this policy the mathematics program proposes the follow-

ing over; ll joals;

1. To enable the student to compute accurately in the fundamental operations of

addition subtraction, multiplication, and division of rational and irration-

al numbers. The student should live a Workinf knowledge of the properties of

numbers.

To develop the student's ability to solve problems: (1)interpret f : -.cts in

given problems, (2)discriminte between pertinent nnd nonpertinent facts,

(3)Visualize the relationship of those facts and form a ilvAhematical sen..

tense using them, (4)determine a reasonable answer by estimation, (5)com-

pute accurately and (6)apply a reliable check,

To understand and use numeration systems with particular emphasis on the

decima. system.

4, To develop a sequence of logical thinking necessary to understand the

structure of mathematics.

5. To identify the rel.Aionship of mathematical sentences to applications and

problem solving.,

6. To analyze and apply mathematical interpretation to graphic representntions.

7. To recognize, represent, and interpret geometric shapes,



8. To develop awareness of the practical applications of wthematics and

arithmetic computation iv. everyday living.

9. To ::quire bz.sic concepts, commensurate with his ability, which would

enable the student to progress to the next level.

10. To develop student's mathematical reasoning ability. This involves

both logicra and critic ;1 thinking, which should lend to wise decision

making and open the door to intuitive discoveries in new fields.

11. To encourage flexibility in appliction of mathematical skills so they

can be adapted to the ever-changing needs of our society.

12. To explore the uoe of statistics, probability studies, and graphical

analysis in solving problems in our complex society.

13. To make the student become aware of the interdisciplinary aspect of

mathematics, i.e., the correlation of mathematics with other disciplines

and the Pavers°.



INTRODUCTION

This mathematics guide w,:s produced during a six week summer workshop

as a curriculum project of School District #7 with major funding under

Title III of the lementary-Secondary Education Act. It is offered, not as

a finished product, but instead as an on-going handbook which may be re-

vised and improved ns the need crises. The objective of the guide is to

assist teachers by suggesting a variety of materials and approaches to

mathematics, which it is hoped will enable every student to experience

success in this area.

So the.guide may function more successfully, the following points

should be noted:

(1) Only if every teacher uses the guide can a fair evaluation be

made of its effect on the mathematics program. Such evcluation

will be attempted by comparing the results of the Stanford Achieve-

ment Tests:given in the fall of 1969 and the fall of 1970, ,Ind by

informal attitude tests.

(2) The guide is intended to be a useful teacher handbook. There-

fore, additions or revisions are requested. Extra space has been

left on each page for this purpose.

(3) The guide is coded to the scope chart. The right kr. nd side of

each page bears the code. Immediately belowt the grnde levels con-

cerned rare indicated. The rectangular box contains the curricular

objective and its sequences. The remainder of the pc.ge contains the

behavioral objective and related activities. The typical breakdown

which follows may be helpful in clarification. Coding for the grade

levels is as follows:

G - grade. Hence, G4 means grade 4.

I - intuitive

S - standard (mastery)

R - reinforce

E - extend

O - optional,



Curricular
&bjective
Sequence

IV Measures cliaapia

Linear and Metric
Perimeter G4 S

G5 R Grade

G6 R level

1Instructional (behavioral)
Objective

Readiness pertinent to the

objective

Activities

1C,'

b.

C.

d.Evaluation

(4) Behavioral objectives are so stated that the evaluation of the

student's achievement is explicit in the objective. However, in

many cases, a sample evaluation is offered'as an ndditional help.

Since behavioral objectives must, of necessity, state a definite

standard of achievement, the objectives in this guide are so

written. However, we recognize that each student is an individual

ane varyinfT Ce(crees of :performance may be expected. Therefore, the

level of efficiency for each student must be left to the discretion

of the techer.

(5) Each behavioral objective is accompanied by a list of activities

and media. Some of these are listed or explained on the same sheet

as the objective. In other instances, a reference may be made to

u
activity An'the activity section. In every case, the aetivi-

!.

vaa. so mentioned'are to be found immediately following the section

or strand and are printed on green per.

(6) Not all of the materials sumected in the guide are at the present

time available to teachers. However, each teacher is encouraged to

order recommended materials through his own school as soon as possible.

(7) Many of the activities listed entail the use of media which can be

found or made easily.. Teachers may wish to assemble these into pack.

ets which the individual student may use as prat of his learning

experience.



SCOPE
I. Sets

II. Numeration and Number Theory
A. Recognition of numbers
B. Numeration systems
C. Place value

1. Decimal system
2. Other number bases

3. Exponents

4. Scientific notation

5. Clock arithmetic (modular)

D. AbsoluteNilue
E. Factors
F. Properties

III. Real Number Operations
A. Addition - subtraction

1. Whole numbers
2. Rational numbers

a. Common fractions
1. Decimals

3. .:ional numbers
B. Mu _Lcation- division

1. ,onole numbers
2, Rational numbers

a. Common fractions
b. Decimals
0. Per cents

3. /rrational numbers
C. Word-problem solving

1. Symbols
2, Estimation
3. Practical applioations (including interdisciplirgu7)

IV. Measurement
A. Linear
B. Weight
C. Volume

D. Time
E. Temperature
F. Area

V. Honey

VI, Geometry
A. Plane

1. Recognition of shapes
2. Construction and mensuration.

3. Proofs
B. Space

VII. Mathematical sentences
A. Number sentences
D. Sentences with variables
C. Equations and inequalities

VIII, Graphs
A. Pictorial graphs
B. Coordinate graphing

30c.

0, Metric

Probabilities and statistics
A. Descriptive statistics

1. Averages - means medians mode
2. Frequency-distributions cumantive. poiseutils
3. Variance and standard deviation



Continued
B. Combinations :rid permutations

C. Probability

X. Trigonometry
A. Right triangle trigonometry
B. Circular functions, defined, mrapats (all six functions)

C. Reference angles and use

D. Graph of the trig functions
E. Idontiti.
Al. Trig equations
G. Function:: of run, difference, double, and half angles (formulas)

H. Inverse of trig functions and relations

I. Polar cofmdinates and vectors

J. Sine law and cosine law
K. Using loos to solve right and oblique triangles.

XI. Analytical geometry (see Functions)

A. Coordinates
B. The linothe plane
C. Functions, relations and graphs

1. Range, domain, function notation
2. Linear function and direct variation
3. Quadratic functions-

a. Circle c. Parabola

b. Ellipse d. Hyperbola - inverse variation

4. Parametric and polar' equations
D. Transformations

1. Rotation 2. Translation

III. Reasoning or Logic
A. Logical statements
B. Variables and quantifiers
C. Conditional statements
D. Compound statements and truth tables

Deductive, inductive, and indirect proof

F. Mathematical induction
1. Sequence and series

a. Arithmetic and geometric progressions
b. Infinite sequence

2. Binomial Theorem
G. Digital comptter methods.

XIII. Functions
A. Polynomial functions
B. Exponentiol functions and numerical concepts
C. The logarithmic function
D. Quadratic Formla
E. Evaluating the function

1. Nature of roots - complex numbers
2. Synthetic substitution
3. Remainder and factor theorem

F. Property of continuity - irrational roots
G. Limit concepts

TIV. Matrices and determinants
A. Definition
B. Cramer's Rule



SHERIDAN PUBLIC SCI 00%S

SUGGESTED CHECK SHEET on Er7IENTAIIY M7H

Key to Marking: Circled number means the t-r,i(1 hls boon introduced
Slash within circle mean- topi:. iitzoduced and

somewhat dm:loped b.).t g:(r...-3, more work

X within circle means itcl i7.clavoloped to the
extent indicated uy the behavioral objective

Objective Numbe':

I. Sets 1 2 3 4 5 u 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

II. Numeration and 1 2 3 r. 5 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Number Theory 1 ljd._

III. Number Operytions
Addition-Subtraction
Whole Numbers

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 9 10 11 12 13 14

III. Number Operations
Multiplication-
Divi ion--Whole Numbers

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

III. Number Operations 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Common Fractions 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

III. Number Operations 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Decimals

III. Number Operations 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Per Cent

IV. Measurement 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 38 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

V. Money 1 2 3

VI. Geometry 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 17 17 18 19 20

VIII. Graohs 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Teacher's Tear,--_:'s

Initial Year In7..ia1 Year
K. 19 - 4. 19 -

1. 19 5. 19 -

2. 19 - 6. 19 -

3. 19 -



11...
PATTERNS

MION111111ftwool

1. The learner will show a
reoognition of patterns by
continuing the pattern either
by drawing or with concrete
objects uith 855 accuracy as
observed by the teacher.

Readiness: 2ecognition of
objoots.

I. SETS

K-S

a. Addison.ftsley-Kdgn-Unit 2
b. S.n.A.-Kdgn-pp, 13-18
c. Floor tiles
d, The children
e, Felt geometrical shapes
37. Children's clothing
g. Deads
Ii. Peg board
i. Mocks
j,,IChalkboard

POSITIONAL AND CAPARISON RELATIONS

I SETS

K-S

2. The learner will compare two
object' vital respect to size,
height;,, length and shape with
855 accuracy as observed by the
teacher.

a.

b.

C.
d.

e.

Addison-Wesley-Kdgn-pp, 1-6
SZ.A,-Kdoni-pp. K11-K14
Geometric shaped blocks
Refer to activities #1-88 22
Refer to materials section



POSITIONAL AIM COMPARISON RELATIONS

I. SETS

K-S

3. The learner will identify
ordinal relationship of two or
more objects with 85% accuracy
by teacher observation.

Readiness: Patterns

3a.
b.
c.

d,

C.
f,

Addisori-Wesley-Kden-pp. 1-6
S.R.A.-Kden-pp. K11-1(14
S.R.A.-Grade 1-Unit 4
Refer to activities 1 #4, 6, 2l
Concrete objects
Refer to meter/alb section

PRIMITIVE NUMBER CONCEPTS

I. SETS

.S, 01-S, G2 -R

Z. The learner will discover .

similarities and differences
of objects in given sets and
indicate by telling, pointing
or marking which is more or
less with 85% accuracy by
observation of the teacher.

Readiness: Comparison relation
ships

4a.
b.

, c.

d.

e,

r.

G.

AddisonpesleyKdgn-pp. 1346, 23.26
Addison.4esloy-Gr, 1-pp. 144
Addison.4esley-Or, 2-pp, 1 -2
S.R.A. -Gr. 1-Unit 1
Jenn Publications Catalog-masters
and transparencies
Refer to activities Y9.10
Refer to materials section



PRIHITIVE NUMBER CONCEPTS

40.11....,ImponliM1111..=1,1

5. Given a set of objeete, the
student will demonetrate one
to one matching by drawing a
line u.stween correspohding
objects with S55 accuracy by
teacher observation.

Readiness: Concept of compar-
ison relationships

6. To show equivalent sets, the
student will match by drawing
e line between two correepon
objects in 3iven sets with 85ri,
accuracy as observed by the
teacher.,

Readiness: One to one matching

1. SETS

G144 G2.11

5a. AddisonAlesley-KdgnIV. 17-16
b. S,R,A.-Keign-pp. 19-26
0. Addison=Uesley-Gr. 1-pp. 3.10
d. Addison-Jlesley-Or. 2-pp. 1-2
e. S4RJA.-Gr. 1-Unit 1
f. Jenn PUblications Catalog-masters

and transparencies
g. Refer to activities 111-15
h. Refer to materials section

6a. Addison-*Tesley-Ndgnopp. 17-22
b. S,R.A.-Xdgn-pp. 23-26
c. AddisonJesley-Gr, 1Unit 1
d. Jenn Publications Catalog- masters

and transparencies
e. Refer to activity 116
t. Refer to materials section

7. TM learner will demonstrate 7a, Addison-"Teeley.Ore 1.p. 20
equivalency, by drawing a set b. S,R,A,..0r, 1-Unit 1
equivalent to a given set with c. Refer to materials section
85g accuracy as observed by the
teacher.

Readiness: One to one matching



I. SETS

MON OF SETS
G 1-R S G2-6-E

8. The learner will demonstrate
union of sets by manipulating
two sets of concrete objects
into one group with 85%
accuracy as observed by the
teacher.

Readiness: Understanding of
concept of objects in separate
sets

9. Given tuo sets of objects, the
learner will demonstrate either
orally or on a mitten page the
concept of set union with 855
accuracy as observed by tte
teacher.

Readiness: flanipulating object
into one set and counting

Ba. Addison :Lesley-Kdgn-pp. 39-72
b. Addison-T/esley-Gr. 1-pp. 107-108
o'.---Quisenaire rods

d. Objests about the room
e. S.R.A.-Or. 1-Unit 1
f. Refer to materials section

9a.

be

C.
d.

es
f.

G.

he

it

Addison+qeslep.Xdgn.Unit 5
Addison-Uesley.Gr, 1.Unit 6
Atidison-Tiesley.Or. 2-pp. 31.32, 35, 37

Addisonwlesley-Or 3 -pp. 48.49
AddisonoMesley.Gr, 4.pp. 48-49
Addisonwlesley.Grs 5.pp, 174-175
Addison-Wesley-Gr. 6-p. 92
SaR.A..Gr. 1Unit 1
Veer Diagrams
Materiels section



SUBSETS

SETS

X-S, G1 -Ss 02-R

10. (liven a set of concrete object 10a.

the learner uill demonstrate
the concept of subsets by
removing like objects to form
a subset uith 855 accuracy as
observed by the teacher.

Readiness: Union of sets

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

Addison-71es10-agn-pp. 65-72
Addiaon=leslepar. 1-Units 7-8
Addison4fesley-0r4 2-Unit 3
Flannelboard
Objects in the classroom
S.R.A.-Gr. 1-Unit I
Refer to Activities 117-18
Refer to materials section

moI.
SEES

EMPTY SET
X.8 GI6a

116 The learner uill recognize
the empty set as a set
containing no objects.

Readiness: Counting and
primitive number concepts

11a. Addison-Ilesley-I{dgnpp, 35-38
b. AddisonpUesley-0r. 1-p. 35
c. Addison-Uesley-Gr. 3.p. 49
d. Addison-Uesley-Gr. 4-p. 49
e6 Addison-Uesley-0r. 5..p. 175
f, Addison=1esley4r, 61). 92

g. refer to materials section



INEQUALITIES AND ORDER, AND EQUALITIES

12. Tho learner will compare two
sets of unequal numbers using
the symbols for greater than
and less than K) with
85% accuracy,

Readiness: Grouping concrete
objects

13. The learner will compare two
sets of identical objects
using the symbol for equality
( = ) with 85% accuracy.

Readiness: Inequalities and
Inequivalency

.1

T. SETS
Gl-I0S
G2-3 -R

G14 -6-'E

12a. Addison-Wesley-Grade 1-Unit 5
b. Addison - Wesley -Grade 2-pp. 17-30,

185-188, 195-196208-209
c. Addison-4esley-Grade 3 -pp. 96 -97
d. Refer to activities #19 -20, 23
e. Refer to materials section

13a, Addison-Wesley-Grade 1-pp. 113-116
b. Addison-Wesley-Grade 2 -p. 221
c Refer to materials section



PRODUCT SETS

JI. SETS
02-I
G3-S
G1 -R

14. Given a pictorial set of
objects, the learner will
demonstrate the concept of
product sets by pairing
objects and forming as many
combinations as possible with
855 accuracy.

Readiness: Addition and
counting.

14a. Addison-Wesley-Grade 2-pp. 261-264
b. Addison-Wesley-Grade 3-pp. 124-128
c. Addison-Wesley-Grade 4-pp. 122-125
d. Refer to activity #21
e. Refer to materials section

INTERSECTION OF SETS

I. SETS

G4 -S

G-6-R E

15. Given two sets of objects, the
learner will demonstrate
either orally or written the
concept of set intersection
with 855 accuracy.

Readiness: Set union

15a. Addison-Wesley-Grade h-p. 48
b. Addison-Wesley-Grade 5-pp. 174-175
c. Addison-Wesley-Grade 6-p. 92
d. Venn Diagrams
e. Refer to materials section



I. SETS
SYMBOLS FOR UNION, INTERSECTION

AND THE EMPTY SET
05-6-S

160 The learner will demonstrate
a knowledge of the symbols for
union, intersection and the
empty set by use in problem
solving with 100% accuracy.

Readiness: Previous work with
sets.

16a. Addison-Wesley-Grade 5-p. 174
b. Addison-Wesley Orade 6-p. 92
c. Refer to materials section



ACTIVITI7M m SETS

1. Spool i'atch - K-1

iLaterils: 12 spools with a 4" long dowels inserted. Cut shapes'Out
of construction paper such as i star, circle, rectangle, diamond,
cresent, oval, etc. (In envelope)

Example:
,

Directions: This is a matchin7 tone that .lay be played whet. your work
is finished. Place the spools on your desks. Take all the shapes and
d:ltoh them with the spool with the sane shape.

2. Puzzle Fun - K-1

Let t: children Take jigsaw ?tizzies 1:0, pasting a colorful picture
fro a m .;azine onto c,,:rdboard. Take a felt markinR pen and scribble
a .,pattern on it to be cult out into pieces. (This is especially good
for eye-hand coordination, spatial relationships and shape and size
discrimination.)

3. Bir: and Little - K

Eac:1 child is given clay. Have the children mike objects showing big
and little. Let the children decide w71ich is big or which is sall.

4. Five in a Row - 1-2

Call 10 people to t'le front of, the room. Tell the children to listen
careflly .rid see ii they can follol/ directions. Give directions such
as

1. Will the secondrson clan his hands.
2. Will t',e fifth person turn round three times,
3. ill t'v first person jump up and down,
4. Will the fourth person..,wa:).e one h.nd.
5 "':fill' the third.proon

5. Bit; or Little - 1-2

Children will need paper, pencil sand crayons.

Directions: You may pl.ly_a,game called Big or Little. To play this
game you roust first fold_your pa,ler in half the lone; way (demonstrate).
iiext fold it in half the short way (demonstrate). You h.lve six squares
now In each square draw a picture of two exact objects making one
big and one little. Under each big picture write the word big;
under each little pilture write the word little. These words are
written on the board to help you. If you have enough time color
your pictures.



6. Positional Skills - K

(1) Have children work with sets of cutout shapes and arrange them
in order of increasing or decreasing size.
(2) HelP-children line up according to height--can go from tallest
to shortest or shortest to tallest.
(3) Puzzles which require children to fit graduated circles, squares,
etc. in corresponding holes

7. Perception Skills - K-1

Six year olds enjoy matching concrete objects. They are also develop:1"e
Skills and the relationship of 0-jects, as 'before, behind, below, above h

it first use the overhead projector and two popsicle sticks. The children
at their desks, place their sticks in the same position as those on the
screen. When they have mastered placing two sticks in pooition as those
on the screen. When they have mastered placing two sticks in position,
use three sticks, and so on. Child can then match sticks to other shapes.

8. Positional and Comparison Relations - K-1

Use simple seasonal drawings to develop arithmetic vocabulary concepts,.
Two jack-o-lanterns in different sizes, for example, can show "big
and little, large and small". A cat on a fence and one on the ground
can illustrate high and low, while a flying owl over a moon and one
sitting in a tree under it descr ;.be 'over and under."

9. Spool to School - K-2

Materials: Have 2 square rackr, of 3/8 inch plywood and 100 pou3try
netting staples g 1:sy 3/Clinches as follows: Place staples 1*
apart, which allo,s lye iLoh border. With pliers soueeze stc,ples
almost together at the sharp end before pounding them into the board in
ten rows of ten.

Directions: Divide the class into two "collecting terlms," As the
spools come in each day the children pl.lce them or, the yr,:ek belong-
ing to teir teaca, putting them in rows of ten. Discur,s which team 112.s
.core or less until one team wins.

These spools can be later sprayed with enamel and could be used for
many number games.

10. More or Less - 1-2

Players: Groups of two

Materials: Sets of number cards 1-10 e,ch showing one number or symbols
or pictures.

Directions: it a signal each child turns up a card. The child whose
card has the larger number is asked to tell how much larger his
number is than the tither. If he is correct, he gets a point. The
child who first gets 10 points is the winner. (Good for a rainy uay



11. One to One Corresaohdence - K-1

Use paper dolls or magazine figures to r. :ive nractice in number late,in7.
On the front of a pair, of figures (two ,7irls4 boy and_ girl, mother anew
father, grandaa and grandma, and so onl) write the se .number.
pair a different number. un tle dolls And nut all toet,er in
a box. In free ti:e a child can pair 1.1) dolls, :lzi.zing sums that
the numbers match.

12. Bounce the Ball 1 X-2

Materials: Tennis or ru5ber ball

Directions: The teacher says the number, such as 15. the then bo-races
the ball while the children count to .theselves. Before the designnted
nuAher is reethed, cllls upon 0 child to comnite the bounces.
This child in turn starts a new series and calls on another child to
comlete these bounces.

13. Number Party - 1(-1

Materials; Played in grow 's of to twelve. are c rds for each
child, two ,,ach. F:ach chile hol's one of his own c,rds. l'he matching
cards re held by the "party giver" to 7'e used in cocking the number of
letters in e-eh name.

Directions: The 'party" is composed of several class members, of
whom one is appointed the "party giver." One child cones to the ;arty
and taps five til'as on the wall or door hecause th-re .17:e five letters
in her name (Serah). If she taps correct], the party giver says,
'Tome in Sarah." If not she tans again. new "party giver" and.
party comer" are appointed and go,Re proceeds as before.

14. Firwers are Rena - 1-2

Ask a child t near the lembnrs of hip faily, un one fin:;-:r
for each. Anol:h-::r child a tally mar'7'on chalkbolrd for
eoic. finger raised. The fist child then counts t !In tally marks And
writes the correct number. Continue with ,ac's. child.

15. One _to 'One Corresilondenc:.; - 2-3

Ten c,rds are laid out in a pattern corresponding to the symbols on
the cards.- A dealer thinks of a card on the board .nd noints to its
position on the ten card. The other children guess which card on the
board he is thinkinf of.

117:51c)
i C6Iir

.:.;c2 0

__..,3 IS Y,

c; c)

Ex: Dealer pOints to ITTI-5Osition on 10 card,' therefore the card he
to thinking of is the 4 of er.lados.



16. Pupils are given (or they may draw) pictures of some object:
animal, machine, vehicle, person, etc. The leader Von names an activity
such as: "They can run"; "You can ri4e t"em+; "You out animals in them";
or "They haul things for us." This may be played as-a (Wick response

solethin, like "Simon Says." The set catagories may be prenared
in .tdnco for ,young children, and tin leader miy draw one from a deck

..cry cards pleceal face down Oil d table. Pupils holding aprro-
priAt..: crdc, stand.

Tea!rs ,Jay use the !core as a couletitive exercise, or thtr, may simnly
observe r..ictions of nupils as different seta are can't!.

1'. Fox and 4ranes 7.2:1

Naterials: nine corks

Dirtctions: The teacher tells story: "One day a fox fourd nine graves.
,tc! tri.d to think of all tin-ways he could group hisgra-ILs before
e it,ng t en. L..t's help fox." On child easy say "lie could eat
th.- today, three tomorrow, and three the next day" (Show groups with
co;.:7.) let 38 many ideas as nossible froo the group.

I. Subset Chart

19. Gr.:ater Than--Less Than - k-2

This shows that "Billy" is a member
of the set "school" %Odell is a sub-
set of the set "town" and so
forth.

To review the content of "greater than" and "less than", have several
c ildren io do not really understand the idea step one step forward
to s'aw 3great,:r than" and one beck to shoeless." Use floor tiles number
1-9.

K-2

Jaye a child use a lrge number line on the floor. The child places
brAl. re t. an the number four. be steps one stems forward and then says,
"Five is t an four." rien have the child step bask one step
and say, irlacee is 1.ss than four."

21. -reduct Sets. - 2-4

The teacher ass how many difrerent three-figure nuf:bers can be
written with three different figures. 1:camp141. "Row many three
figure nutbers can be written with the firures 1, 2, 3? The children
should nake a. guess before writing. They should also remenber that
each number should have three figures and 3 figure should only be used
once in a nuober. Six combinations are possible: 123, 321, 213, 231,
312, 132.



22. Shape 44nt - X-1

kisterials: Cut 6 different geometric shallas fro construction Taper.
Cut two of r'Ach am.ape. qhile children ire out ror recess, histe
set around tha 1.

Directions. 1 hid'6 so.1:whci-o in the cllsorrom. They lo;,!.
"it:s tills (hold tNe m te-inrr not r six). I im fro3.n,7 to d.vc 6
people one of t1',se ,c'1 :lust inn]: unt41 tho Ztch to

slane is found. If "on n::e on- that is not oxlctiv yourn,
right by ,nd nAy not:linr,. Lot's F3'.0 *low it tlIt's to ;'4,10 411
s :-capes. After All .1:.0 found, child-7:.rn put L' i.. N,;.ds on tOci.-e

slabes :re 'ridden again.

23. Which Ire the SaAe? - 2-3

Laterials: rinted tiorkshets. trite on ;?rinted r)gn:s pairs rf
nunbers, some of which mlItch .cactly and some th.t differ sli0.1t1::.

.Directions: Circle the n er tit re eIctly ulii e.

24. Catcher's ilitt - k-1

EateriAls: 20° squared tagboard--2° squ,res, r,-d 1-100. 1
c,,tch:Irs ;.0.tt drawn on tagboard 10.t'1 hole ia `.''..'. iedle.

E xam-rge:

Directions: Wa :11.1 CL y c4tel wit"" 'ar.7b.,rs. One ,,.17n'n will o,-.4c to
th, front yi the roe,. I will t,-11 `'on IlhA :cm 1d :ulny

When I "throw". :on a nuly you .lust catch it with,. your nitt by
Mans it to the cor-ect hol.' cr,'r th:!. nunber. If
you are torroxt, y..11 wiT3 :-;ct L noint. -Nen you !et oints You
oay choose Jnot,r.r .;layar. ,',zi could br' -1 1y,d in tel.s.



SETS.

FILMSTRIS.

Davis Audio-visual, Inc.
Educ:tional Programs, Inc.
Denver, Colorado

Primary and Interc3iato

Seri.,:s No. 1020 - -The Stry Numbers.
Comparing

Numberis
The Meanin; of Numbers-One Through Ten

Series No. 1000--Introduction to Sets.
One to One Correspondence Between Sets.
Ordering Sets and Ordering Numbers.
Basic Subs As and the Empty Set
Set Description avid the Use of Braces
Sets and Numbers in Mathematical Sentences
Inequalities-Sets and Numbers
Union of Sets and Addition of Numbers
Diffc,rence of Sets and Subtraction of Numbers
The Extension of Set and Number Ideas

Series MT-1 From Sets to Nymbers
Series MT-2 From Numbers to Numerals
Series UT-3 From other Bases to Base Ten.
Series HT-4 From Base Ten to Other Bases
Series V,T-5 From Union of Sets to Addition of Whole Numbers

Herbert M. Elkins Co.
10031 Commerce Ave.
Tujunga, California 91042

Set 75--No. 573-More or Less :$4.95

Society for Visual Education Inc.
1345 Diversey Parkway
Chic..go, Illinois 60614

531-1 Recognizing Sets Symbols, Numerals
531-2 Sets Using Simple Addition
531-3 Subsets
531-6 Sets with teen concepts
531-7 Sets with teen concepts
531-3 Sets by l's, 2's, 5's and 10's
531-12 Sets by 2's, 3's, 4's, and 5's
532 -1 Sets, Concepts, Symbols, Operations



Ginn ..and Colnony

Ten Color v. ic'vrec; qu.-1

Using Sets Ind PArlb3rs

FILMS

Univt,zsity of 'yollin:;
11:.0. LitIr.ry

Intersecti:,a color.

.dnivlrsity of Soup D kota
Film Libr,ry
Extension DiViSiOA

One to One corres $oncence 'no r.0 'inraan In t c Shoe'--11 linutes.

TRADSPARCOCICS

Davis Audio-Visual, Inc.
J3ducational Procx.11,13, Inc.
Denver, Ooloado

Int:rmeditte

MI 1120--A Sot Coll action of Things
MI 1121--nuival
Hi 1122--Equal Sets
Sets of iiumberm I

Sets of flulb,rs II
Set Union
Set Intersect3 .

Primary and

Series 3002-- 32 Color transnlrIncies
Sots
1:11,4b1r Consents

C.rdinal Pumbr
Union of c'ts



TJANSPARCS
terIcin Scool Sup:dy

mil. !7,e

Colorido 0205

Math Dori::s
31sic Concept of St

NI-1121 Concept of Equivalence .1nd 2quality
MI-1122 Concc,-It of Sot
M1-1125 Introduction of Set Union :end ssociated Symbolism
MI-1126 Conce-9t of Sot Intors.)ction
M1-1127 Conccpt of Pro.)try
NI-1128 (_,1;tioil of SJt Union

Instruction.11 Aids for 1--ithi,letic

Loll, anoh,Art 1:1inston, Inc.

Colburno
2702 innt.1,1,1 Ave.

,.ontona 59inl

511 Ci-ss olAce trunsporencies in Companion set
Man?wtics Z-Adincos 1400 14 trans,larencies with overlays

nlus So cutout, ill. nulti- color :d
Includes: iateling Sots Comparison



RECOGNITION OF NUMBERS

II. NUNERATION AND
NUMBER THEORY

Ka,S

Gl-R, S
G2-R

1. The student will demonstrate
the sequential order of 0-9
cardinal numbers, either orally,
written, or with concrete
objects with 100% accuracy.

Readiness: Recognition and
construction of numerals

2. Given a set of concrete objects
or pictures, the student can
identify, name orally, and
write the numeral for the
cardinal numbers of the set
with 1005 accuracy as observed
by teacher.

Readiness: Understanding and
recognition of sets.

la. Addison-Wesley-Kdgn-Unit 4
b. Addison-Wesley-Grade 1-pp. 45, 51-52
c. Addison-Wesley-Grade 2-Unit 1
d. Refer to activities #1-24
e. Concrete objects -- blocks, chairs,

beads, etc.
f. Cuisenaire rods
g. No. 525 Number Concept Chart from

Ideals
h. No. 620 Number Readiness Posters

from Ideal
i. Refer to materials saction

2a Addison Wesley -Kdgn-Units 1 & 5
b. Addison-Wesley-Grade 1 -Unit 2
c. Addison-Wesley-Grade 2 -p. 3-6
d. S.R.A. Kdgn -Unit 3
e. Refer to activities #8, 10, 11, 14,

16, 17, 20, 23, 25
f. Concrete objects
g. Abacus
h. Cuisenaire rods



RECOGNITION OF NUMBERS

II, NUMERATION AM
NUMBER THEORY

K-S, G1 -S, 02-R

3. Given a verbal or written
numeral such as 7, the learner
can construct and identify sets
containing 7 members with 100%
accuracy.

Readiness; Identification of
numerals

4. The learner will demonstrate
the concept of odd and even
numbers by counting orally or
by completing a sequence of
odd and even numbers with 855
accuracy.

Readiness: Oral and written
number concepts.

3a., Addison-Wesley-Kdgn-Units 4 & 5
b, Addison-Wesley-Grade 1-Unit 3
c. Addison-Wesley-Grade 2-p. 5
d Refer to activities -24
e. Cuisenaire Rods

4a. Addison - Wesley -Grade /-pp. 269-270
b. Addison-Wesley-Grade 2-pp. 241-244
c. Addison-Wesley-Grade 3.-pp. 290 -293
d. Addison-Wesley-Grade 4=p. 220
e. Addison-Wesley-Grade 5-1). 55
f, Refer to activities #11, 25-29, 36,

38
g. Concrete objects



.=111.
RECOGNITION OF NUIVIBERS

II. NUMERATION AND
NUMBER THEORY

Gl-S, G2-3-R

5. The learner will demonstrate
skip counting of 21s, 310, 41s,
5's, 10's, 50's and 100's by
counting orally and by cont;-
pleting a series of given
numbers with 85% accuracy.

Readiness: Odd-even numbers

5a.
b.

c.

d

Addison - Wesley -Grade ly.pp. 271=274

Addison-Wesley -Grade 2-pp. 199,

245-246
Addison-Wesley-Grade 3-pp. 33, 39,
123, 137, 140
Refer to activities #26, 28, 29,
36, 38



ROMAN NUMERALS

6. Given the numerals 1-12, the
student can read and write the
Roman numerals

Readiness: Understanding of
Arabic numerals.

NUMERATION AND
NUMBER THEORY

G2 -S

G3 -6 -R

6a. Addison-Wesley-Grade 2-pp. 137-138
b. Refer to activities #30-33

7. The learner will read, write and 7a. Addison - Wesley -Grade 5-pp. 14-15
know the meaning of the Roman b, Refer to activities #30-33
numerals L, C, D, and M.

Readiness: Previous work with
Roman numerals.



CCHER SYSTEMS

8. Given a series of worksheets,
the learner will recognize and
write the correct number, by
using the Egyptian-Greek and
East Arabic numeral tables.

Readiness: Roman numerals.

II. NUIERATION
NUMBER THEORY

G5-6-0p.

8a. Addison-Wesley-Grade 5-p. 15
b Addison-Wesley-Grade 6-p.1
c. oThe Story of Figures," published

by Burroughs Corporation

PLACE VALUE

IL NTYMERATION AND

NUMBER THEORY

G1 -S

G2 -R

9. Given a set of 10 concrete
objects, the learner will
recognize the concept of ten
by counting orally with 85%
accuracy.

Readiness: The cardinal number-
0-9

S. Addison - Wesley -Grade 1-pp. 153-156
b. Addison - Wesley -Grade 2.pp. 7-8

c. Refer to activities #1-24
d. Concrete objects
e. Abacus
f. Cuisenaire rods



PLACE VALUE

NEJMERATION AND
NUMBER THEORY

GI-S
G2-R ..114N

10. Given sets of concrete objects
containing 30, 401 or 50
objects, the learner will
demonstrate the concept of
grouping by 10fs by counting
sets of ten with 85% s:curacy.

Readiness: ,Corcept of ten.

11. Given a set of concrete
objects (such as 43) the
child will group the objects
By 1088 showing the concept
of grouping by tens when the
number in the set is not a
multiple of ten with 85%
accuracy,

Readiness: Grouping multiples
of ten.

10a. Addison- Wesley'.G:ade
b, Addison -Wesley -Grade 2-pp. 7-9
c. Refer to activities i35=39
d, Concrete objects
e. No, 7305 Counting Frame from Ideal

lla. Addison - Wesley -Grade I-Unit 7
b. Addison - Wesley -Grade 2-Unit 2

c. Refer to activity #35
d. Concrete objects
e. Two Place Number Board - $3.30

from Ideal - No. 758



PLACE VALUE

II. NMERATION
NUMI3ER THEM

G1 -S

G2 -R

12. Given a worksheet of pictorial
sets, the s'Aident will write
the corresponding two-digit
numeral with 85% accuracy.

Readiness: Grouping by ten,

13. The learner will demonsrate
the order concept within a
given decade by counting and
writing 0-99 with 85% accuracy.

Readiness: Grouping by ten.

12a. Addison-Wesley-Grade 1.--Unit 7

b. Addison-Wesley-Grade 2Unit 2
c. Refer to activity #35

13a, Addison-Wesley-Grade 1-pp. 59-88
b. Addison-Wesley-Grade 2-pp', 9-22
o. Refer to acttuities #1 -214, 36-39
d, No, 522 One Huilfired Chart from

Ideal
e, No. 757 Counting Bar K-1



PLACE VALUE

II. NUNIERATIOP AIT

FUMBER THEORY

Gl-I, G2-S, G,5A

14. Given a two-digit numeral (such
as 67) the student can identify
name, write and distinguish the
numerals that are in the ones
and tens places with 85%
accuracy.

Readiness: Grouping by ten.

15. Given a two-digit numeral (such
as 82) the student will write
the expander'. numeral (80 + 2)
with 85% accuracy.

Readiness. Grouping by 10.

14a, Addison-Wesley-Grade i -pp. 255-258
b. Addison-Wesley-Grade 2-pp, 7-30,

155
c. Addison-Wesley-Grade 3-pp. 2-8
d. Refer to activity #35

15a.
b.

c.

d.

Addison-Wesley-Grade
Addison-Wesley-Grade
Addison-Wesley-Grade
Addison-Wesley-Grade

1-Unit 7
2-Unit 2

3-pp, 26-28
4-pp, 26-2(



PLACE VALUE

II. NUMMI-a:IMAM
NUMBER THEORY

G2 -S

G3 -4 -R

16. Given a three-digit numeral
(such as 317), the learner
can identify, name, write and
distinguish the numerals that
are in the one's, tents, and
100Is places with 85% accuracy.

Readiness: Two-digit numbers

17. Given a three-digit numeral
(such as 743), the student
will write the expanded
numeral (700 + 40 + 3) with
855.; accuracy.

Readiness: Two-digit expanded
notation.

16a. Addison - Wesley -Grade 2-pp. 27-30,

179-187
b. Addison-Wesley-Grade 3-pp. 6-8
c. Addison-Wesley-Grade 4-pp. 28-29
d. Refer to activities #36-40
e. No. 755 Place Value Chart from

Ideal
f. Ho. 748 Modern Computing Abacus

from Ideal
g. No. 747 Number Grouping Frame-K-3

17a. Addison-Wesley-Grade 2-pp. 179-187
b. Addison-Wesley-Grade 3d-pp. 9-11
ci Addison-Wesley-Grade 4-pp. 28-29



PLACE VALUE

40.111

18. Given a four, five or six
digit numeral, the student
can identify, name, write,
and distinguish the numerals
that are in the l's; 10's;
1001s; 10001s; 10,0001s;
100,000's places with 85%
accuracy.

Readiness: Three-digit
numerals.

19. Given a seven, eight, or nine
digit numeral, the student
will identify, name;, write,
and distinguish the numerals
that are in the 1's; 101s;
100's; 1000's; 10,000's;
100,000's; 1,000,000's;
10,000,000's; or 100,000,000's
places,

Readiness: All previous place
value work.

n. NUMERATION AIM
NUMBER THEORY

18a, Addison -- Wesley -Grade 2-pp. 188-199
b. Addison Wesley -Grade 3-pp. 11-18
o. ilddison-Wesley-Grade 4-pp. 30-311

36-37

19a. Addison uWesley-Orade 4-04 38-41
b. AddisonAlesley-Grade 5-pp 4-6



PLACE VALUE

II. NUMERATION AND
NUMBER THECRY

G

20. Given any numeral through
trillions, the student will
identify, name, write and
distinguish the numerals that
are in the ones through the
trillions places.

Readiness: All previous place
value work.

20a. Addison-Wesley-Grade 4-pp. 44-45
b. Addison=Wesley -Grade 5-pp. 7.-9
c. Addison-Wesley-Grade 6-pp. 1-7
d. Addison-Wesley-Jr. High

First course-pp. 1-17
Second course -pp. 1-20
Third course-pp. 1-13

EXPONENTS

II. NUMERATION ANt
NUMBER THEORY

21. The learner will recognize
exponents and re -name them
using exponential notation
(such as: 10 x 10 = 102).

Readiness: 'lark in place

value and expanded notation.

21a, Addison- Wesley- -Grade 6-pp. 10-13
b. Refer to activity #41



OTHER BASES

II. NUMERATION AND
NUMBER THEORY

25-s

22. Given a.numeral of another base
(145), the learner will read
"one, four base five" 2241im
the base ten terminology--"Four-
teen" with 100% accuracy.

23, The learner will count orally
or write the sequence of
numbers in a bAse other than
ten with 85% accuracy.

Readiness: Base ten.

22a.
b.
c.

d.

Addison-Wesley-Grade 5 -pp.10-13
Addison -Wesley -Grade

Houghton-Mifflin-Grade 6 -pp,24-25,
184-187, 266, 329
Refer to activities #42-44

23a. Addison - Wesley -Grade 5-pp. 1013
b. Addison-Wesley-Grade 6-pp. 14-18
c. Refer to activities #42-44
d. The Dienes Multi-base Arithmetic

Blocks #28008



...,..
OTHER BAS 7S,

24. Given a set with 1-10 members,
the student can group the
members and write the numeral
for other bases (such as five)
for the cardinal number of the
set. This should be used to
strengthen base ten.

Readiness: Base ten.

I

II. PUMERATION AM
ITUMBER THEORY

05-I
06-Jr. Hi.-S

. Addison Wesley -Grade 5-pp. 10-13
b. Addison-Wesley-Grade 6-pp. 1L -18
c. Addison=Wesley-Jr. Hi.

Second course-pp, 21-25
Third course -pp. 20-25

d. Refer to activities #42-44
e. The Dienes Multi-base Arithmetic

Blocks #28008

PRIME AND COMPOSITE iTUIDERS

II. NUMERATIOP APD
AMBER THEORY

03-10S
04-6-S

25. Given the numerals 1-100 the
learner will identify which'
numerals are prime numbers
and which numerals are
composite numbers with 855
accuracy.

Readiness: Multiplication and
division skills.

25a. Addison-Wesley-Grade 3-pp. 296-297
b. Addison-Wesley-Grade 4-pp. 226-227
c. Addison-Wesley-Grade 5-pp. 172-173
d. Addison.-Wesley-Grade 6-p. 90
e. Refer to activity #45
f. Filmstrip "Factors and Primes"

No. :1.01-20 from Ideals



ACTIVITIES - NUMERATION
& NUMBER THEORY

1. Hull Gull - K 1

"IT" takes a number 1-10 of beans from a box of beans while "player" looks
away and closes his eyes, " "IT "" extends his closed hand and says "Hull -Gull
handful, Har many ? "" "Player" guesses a number from 1 4) "IT" opens his
hand and-they count the number together. If "player" guesses correctly,
then the two change places, If not "lT" remains "IT" and the game continues.

2, Concept of Numbers 1-5 - K

On about twenty strips of cardboard write the numbers from 1-5, These are
placed upside down in two plastic cups. Children form two lines, The first
one in each line draws a card, reads the number and takes that many steps
forward (could hop., jump and so on). The line getting across the room or
playground. first mins.

3. Number Party - K-1

Use this game to give practice in counting, One child sits in a corner,
Another comes to him and taps on the floor or wall. The one in the corner
says, "Come in, four (or whatever the number is)." He sits beside the
first child. Another comes and so on. Children must tap distinctly,
When the one in the corner counts wrong, he must change places with the
person tapping,

lir Pony Trot - K-1

Materials: Humber cards CV x 4") from 1-10 (do in groups)

Directions: The children stand in a circle, each child holding a number
card. The "Ringmaster" calls a number. The "ponies" with that number,
step to the center and tap their feet to correspond with their number.
If right the "Ringmaster" says "Trot ponies." The "ponies" trot around
the circle once and back to their places, Continue until all ponies have
trotted.



5 Hop Scotch - K-1

Materials: Lax4e pattern drawn an floor, sidewalk, or a large sheet cf paper.

Example:

r7

L 4
, 1 3-

Direction'; The child jumps from section to section calling out the numerals
af! ti.Pv jump. The child who reacbes.10 withoUt't.ouohing a line or touching
his other foot to the ground wins. Could be played iD reverse from 10 to 1..

6. I Spy - K-2

Materials: Pocket chart and numerals from 1-10 written in manuscript an pieces

of Oaktag - 4" x 4".

Directions: Place .cards i
r

n the_pocket chart in.a scrambled fashion. Tbe
teacher says, the number that comes betweeh 4 and 6." The child pic%s
up 5, says "Five," and returns it to the pocket chart. Continue this having
a child ask the next numl.,er.

7. Numbers - K-1

Materials: Cut a dachshund frrom tagbOarliie Ca the dog io two as shorn by the
dotted line in the example-: 7110ftke 10 141a ardTlabelad frio 1-10;

10:7

Directions: Here is a game you may play in free-time. You make the dOg grow
longer. Put the dog on your desk. Pick up one "number card. If you can sa7
the number, you may place the card in the dog. - (demonstrate) Then nick up
the next and so on. See how long you can make /14poe dog grow.

-ft..

\
1

1

-4-



8. Sad Bozo - 2 3

Materials: 31 cards of tag board--on one card draw a sad clown, on the
remaining cards make three matching sets (one showing the numerals from
1 -10, another showing the written word from "one to ten," and the last
showing objects from 1-10,

Example:

Lid Lt el
Directions: Three or four players sit around a table---one child deals all the
cards. Each child holds his cards in his hand. On his turn he draws a card
from any player. The object of this game is to collect matched sets of three
cards, 11 set is: a numeral word, a pictured group, the number card; show
children a matched set. Each time a child gets a matched set he puts-those
cards on the table in front of him. When everyone has used his cards,, the
winner is the one with the most matched sets. The loser will have Sad Bozo.

9. Dot to Dot - 1-2

Have the children create their own dot to dot pattern. Most children will
make abstract pictures, some will be able to plot actual pictures. This gives
the child practice not only in recognizing numerals but in writing them in
order too.

10. Count the Bloch - 1-2

Materials: Draw on board groups of various marked blocks.

Example: CD TOD OD
IE

Children need work sheet like example.

Example: 1. How manygl?

24 How many 12?

3. How many a?

Directions: Children must count, then write the numeral.



11. Cross the River - K-2

Materials: 1 large sheet of oak tag with irregular riverbank drawn. Ten
stones from construction paper with set patterns from 1-10 drawn.

Example: t qt g
ft

Directions: Separate class in two teams. Have a member of team 1 try to
jump stone to stone in proper sequence. Continue with both teams. Each time
a player gets across they score a point. Change stones from time to time.
This would be good to use for odd and even numbers and skip counting.

12. Concept of Numbers

Materials: Twenty strips of cardboard with the numbers from 1 to 5, two plastic
cups.

Directions: Children form two lines; the first one in each line draws a card,
reads the number, and takes that many steps forward. (could hop, jump, skip).
The line getting across the room or playground first wins.

13. ATAAEONt222112212 K-1

Materials: Cut patterns such as pants, shirts, skirts, socks, etc. On these
print the numbers from 1-10. Clothesline & clothespins

Directions: Divide into two teams. Pupils from each team take turns selecting
a garment from the basket. If the pupil knows the number, the garment is dry,
and is put on the table. If not, it must be hung on the line. Team with
fewest met garments win.

14. ilumeration

Uses for detergent bottles are many, but the unused caps sometimes just
collect. These may be used as counting devices in kindergarten. A large
paper numeral (from 2 to 10) is placed on a table. Choose a team to arrange
colorful caps to make that number. If the numeral is 5, the children might
show it with 2 green and 3 white tops, or 4 pink and 1 green,

15. Sand Writin - 1-2.

Materials: A table with a cookie: sheet or jelly roll pan containing sand.
Near the tray, display a chart showing the correct formation of the) numbers
from 1-10.

Directions: Look at the chart by the sand tray. Take your finger and
practice writing one number over and over again in the sand until you think
you can write it just right. Then try another number.



16- Grab 3a - K-1

Materials: Twentyive 3 x 5 cards with drawn or pasted pictures of 1-5
objects Place in a box,

Directions: Child picks a card from
gives the number associated with the
card. If incorrect; he puts it back
drawn, the child with the most cards

the'box looks at it and. immediately
object shown. If correc:C0_he keeps the
in the box. When all the cards are
wins.

17, Pegs - K-1

Materials: Cards on wnich numbers are written. St mks, beans or other
markers,

Directions: Each child at his desk is given several cards and a handful of
markers, The children place the correct number of markers on each number
card. (six markers on the card on which the number 6 appears, etc.)

18, Guessing Game - K-/

Materials: Card holder and cards on which numbers appear.

Directions: A series of consecutive numbers are placed in the cardholder such
as: 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. One child hides his eyes while another child removes one
of the cards. The child who is "IT" tries to name the missing number as he
looks at the remaining cards.

19. Fireman - K-1

Draw a large house on the blackboard with smoke coming out of the window to
indicate that the house is on fire. Draw a ladder next to the house vith
each step numbered. To rescue someone in the burning house, a player must
read the numbers up the ladder and down again. For each player who rescues
a person, a fireman!s hat is drawn on the board.

20. Postman - K-1-------

Make two sets of number cards. Choose one player to be postmen and give him
one set of number cards. Place the other cards on the "houses" (desks) of
the other players. The postman must match his cards with those on the
"houses". When he misses, the person who lives in the "house" becomes the
new postman.

21. Bounce the Ball - K-2

One child stands in front of the group. He bounces a ball any nunber of times
from one to ten. Other children listen. He calls to another listener to
tell how many times the ball was bounced. The child who gives the correct
number is permitted to bounce the ball next.



22. Number Party - K-1

Several Children-Sit-in-a-cerner.Other-aildren have nuMbers as names-.- One
ofthejatter comes to the first group..ux'. "May I come to your prTty?",
and,tapshiS-nthilbererithe-floerorall. The children in the Cornerlyn;
"Yeal_Five,:or 'whatever nUmberi-YOUCan Como'in."' Other guestapproach til
the Sallie waY. The children in the Corner :may take: tUrns,inViting the other
children-to-the-party.

23. Basketball - K-1

Materials% ilastebasket or box, five to ten beanbags,

Directions: Set wastebasket or box in an open space, Draw a line six to
eight feet distant, Have players stand behind the line and take turns
throwing the beanbags into the basket, Each child gets five to ten throws.
He then counts the number of beanbags in the basket to figure his sccre.

24. Buzz

Children stand in a row. The first child says One." The second child says
"two," The third says "three." The fourth says "four." The fifth child
says "BUZZ." The sixth child says "six," and so on through 10. Then start
with one again. Buzz may be sUbstituted for any number, for all even or odd
numbers, multiples of given numbers (at a higher /evel) or numbers divisible
by certain numbers (also at a higher level).

25. Odd or Even - 1-2

Divide the class into two evenly matched teams. One team cal1W."0DV and
the other "tVEW" One member from each teala will come to the front of the
room and stand "back to back. Each child will hold up any number of fingers
on one hand. Each player must not peek to see how many his opponent has
raised. The rest of you will quickly count how many all together. If the
total is an odd number, that team scores a point, etc. The next player
comes forward and the game continues. The team with the most points wins.

" ,
26.

Place 4a0caro with the nUmbers'1-2cprinteclen them along the chalkboard
MakeSure-that-they are not in proper SequenCellaVe'one child, cepioup,and
pu all the "odd" numbers in proper-SeqUence-Or-ali-the "evenflhUmbers In:
proper sequence, Uhen the child finishes he mixes them up and calls or.
another child.
Game could be varied by having cards from 1 to 100 and have themr-COUnt.
21s, 5:e, or 10's.

..,, "".. '



27. Ring...Toss 12

Materials: A stand-up board with numbered hooks and 3 fruit jar rings.

Directions: Divide into two teams, "odd" and "even". Each child tries, to, toss

his rings at either odd or even number:; depending on which team he is on If
he gets one on he gets 1 point, 2 = two points, 3 = three points. The team
with the most points wins. Team Captain could tally points on the board.
Could have 2 boards going at one time.

28. Skiff Counting 1-2

Follow the dots courting by two's. el

?6, j)
.Vies Z Lk

5-.

'22
..2

e:4 ,3 .1.

,,, i3 " .?

, is- '4/0

.42 .12. .1i
A;

. / 7
'

423. 7

29, mber Down 1-2

Divide the class in 2 groups standing on opposite sides of the room. 'Give a
number to the first person on team A. He mast continue counting,by 2; 52 10,
or what ever direction given until the teacher says stop. If correct, he
remains standing, if not he sits down. Then do the seas to group B. The
team with the most standing wins,

30. Be A Roman 2-6

Write on the board the. Roman numerals from 1 50 (or depending on the grade
level). Have one student put his heaollon the desk, while another child
erases 3 of the Ronan numerals. The one with his head down will-g0.to the
board and write the correct numerals in the places where they have been
erased, If he does this correctly, he may be the one to erase the morals
next, while someone else puts his head down,

31. Roman Race 3-6

With paper and pencil, give the class 10 minutes to write the numbers from
1 to 100. Doesn't that sound easy? There is only one minor rule to this
game. Please count in Ronan numerals.



32. Romanjumeral Bingo 4-6

Haterials: cards 9" x 9" per group. Divide cards into 16--2 1/4"
squares. Pria A difibrent Roman numeral in each square. There should be
L 5GLS Oi ]L each 2" x 2" cover cards. Oumber words are written on one
side and a Roman numeral on tho reverse side to match the playing boards.
Three sets znA. used 1),- players, the fourth by the caller.

Directions: tykes a bingo card and a set of cover cards. The
players spread their cc.ve:' cards in front of them, Roman numeral side up.
The caller draws a card from his stack, calls it and places it on his playing
board. The other T7dayers find the card and place it on their board. This is
played. like Bingo. it is checked by looking at the answer side.

33. Roman Kumeral Drill 2-3

On a printed worksheet have the class match the Roman numeral with the Arabic
numeral.

1 IV cont. 7 VIII

3 IX 8

2 V 10 III
6 X 55 II

4 VII 9 VI

314. Find the Hidden Object -- Shade in the ten's.

04'

N 1/4-'5\

\\

_...--------

.r

.. .--,

. -

\ .)-1.
( -

Z-->

.._ ...

--,...,

I.T\-

4!"

V....r.--

\\I



35. Who Am I? 1-2

One child is "IT". He comes to the front of the room and thinks of any number
between 1-100, He gives a clue so the rest of the class can guess what it is.
Suppose "IT" was thinking 53. He would say "I am 5 tens and 3 ones. ho am
I?" The child who guesses correctly when called on is the new "IT". This
could be used with groups around the room.

36. Number Board 1-2

Materials: One square y f plywood or lightweight wooden sheet in which
10 rows and 10 columns o is have been pounded in

Directions: I have a new game for you to play in your free time In this
box are 100 circles numbered from 1 to 100. To play this game, you hang
numbers on a nail. When you finish, the numbers should be in proper order.
(At first the teacher should check this--then have the children do it). This
could be used for odd and even or skip counting.

37. Count to 100 1-2

Call on someone to begin counting to 100. After a short time say stop and
call on another child and so on. Continue in this way until you reach 100.
The child must listen carefully because he never knows when he may be called on.

38. Bad Egg 1-3

Materials: On a stencil sheet, scatter numbers from 1-100. Write ,e number

twice. Duplicate one sheet for each child. Children will need a r ncil.

Directions: On this sheet are the numbers from 1-100, but one number is
written twice. Call that number the Bad Egg. To find this number circle
all the numbers in sequence starting with 1.
This could be used for skip counting by using 21s, 5,s, 10's. The bad egg
could be a number not needed. It could also be used for odd and even by
putting all odd or all even numbers and the bad egg would be one of the
opposite.

39. Automobile Number Game

Materials: 3 toy cars, 50 cards with the numbers from 1 to 50, a large number
line on the floor that goes up to 50.

Directions: Children form three linesrthe first one in each line draw a
card from the teacher, reads the number, and moves his car that many places
forward. The team getting to 50 is the winner. This game goes very fast
so it could be played many times.



40, Place Va] ue Drill 2-6

Materials: 30 squares of tagboard numbered from 0-9, making 3 cards for each
number, Put tens, ones; and hundreds on each set of 3.

Directions: I have giten 30 of you cards with numbers on them, Look care-
fully at your number :end at the word written below that number. Those of you
without cards will c111 out numbers, such as 385, The ones that represent
these numbers will come to the front of the room and arrange themselves in
proper order, This could be done by giving 15 children two cards.

41. Exponents

1. Make true statements.

(a) 52 = 5 x (d) = 125 (g) = 15,625

- (b) 5 x 5 = (e) =625 (h) =57

(c) 3 = 5 x 5 x 5 (f) = 55 (1) 51=

2. Make true statements.

(a) The exponent in 53 means that 5 is used as a factor times.

(b) Since 125 = 53, we say that 5 is the power of 125,

(c) The exponential form of 5x5x5x5 is

3. Name each of the following as a product of factors. Then write the
standard numerals for the products.

(a) 55 =

(b) 17=

(c) 35 =

(d) 26 =

(0) 104 =

(f) 122 =

4. Name each product in exponential form.

(a) 6 x 6 x 6 =
(b) 8 x 8 x 8 x
(c) 12 x 12 x 12 x 12 =

(d) 10 x 10 =
(0) 7x7x7x7x7 =

1 x1x1x1x1x1 =

5. Write standard numerals for each of the following.

(a) 23 =

(b) 32 =

(c) 53 -

(d) 19=

(e) 72 =

(f) /43 =



=timed

6. Make true statements.

(a) 9 is the power of 3
(b) is the 3rd power of 7
(s)/565. is the power of 8
(d) 36 is the 2nd power of
(e) 729 is the power of 9
(f) is the 2nd power of 11

(g) is the 5th power of 6
(h) 100 is the power of 10
(i) 1 is the 12th power of
(j) 1024 is the power OF-4
(k) 6L is the power of 8
(1) is the 3rd power of 1

7. Give standard numerals to make true. statements.

(a) The product of 22 and 31 is . (c) The product of 52 and 23
is .

(b) The product of 32 and 42 is . (d) The product of 33 and 51
is .

42. Base-Five Numeration System

1. Group the dots pictured below by twenty-fives, fives and ones.

(a) The base-ten numeral for the number of dots pictured is
(b) The base-five numeral for the number of dots pictured is

2. Follow these steps to change 88ten to an equivalent base-five numeral.
Think of a set of 88 objects.

(a) How pony subsets each containing twenty-five members can be formed?
88 = (3 x 25) +

(b) What numeral should be written in the twenty-fives place?
(c) The difference of 88 and 3 x 25 is ____--
(d) How many subsets each containing five members can be formed from a

set containing thirteen members? 13 = (2 x 5)
(e) Nbat numeral should be written in the fives place?
(f) The differeni-;ra of 13 and 2 x 5 is
(g) What numeral should be written in the ones place? 88t-en= 2

3. Complete the table of numerals below.

Base-ten 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 114 15 16

Base-five 0 1 4 20 31

five



42. Continued

4. Tell if the number named is even or if it is odd.

(a) 32
five

(b) 103
five

(c) 133five

(d) !any°

(0) 101,.
live -----

43. Addition in Base-five

(f) 2?1
five

(6 334fivo

vivo

24f

(k)

(1) 102fivc

(r.) 33f, c

(n) 21fivc

) 222fivz

1. lie can easily complete the base-five addition table shown below by
using what we have learned-

(a) Mat property of additicz. ± 0 2 3 4
enables you to complete the
base-five addition table C 2 3 4
without computing? -tt

(b) Complete the table without 3j 4 10
computing.

(c) What other property of add- 2 4i 10 11

ition is illustrated in this
table? 11 12

13

2. Make true statements and tell what property of addition was used,

(a) 12five + 31five = five 12five

(b)
five

= 14five
14

(c) 21five + ( five 30five) 21five (30fiv: 23five)

(d) (11 (12five + fivu)---five 12five) °five 31five

(e) 12five + 0 = five

(f) (3 + ) + 1 = 4 + ( 4: 1)



43. Continwd

3. Make true statements.

(a) 4 4- 1 = (e) hfive + 10five -five
(b) 44five + 1 ' _five (f) 44five + 10five = five

(b) '"`'five + 1 five (g) Latlifi 4. lofty. .
five

(d) hhtdifive + 1 = (h) hhhhfive + 10five = fivefive

4. Name the sums as base-five numerals.

(a) 1 (h) 2 (c) 3 (d) 3 (t ) 4 (f) 2
2 2 2 3 3 2
1 2 1 3 1 3

(g) 13five
20five

(1) 41five

30five

(h) 34five (1) 44five (i) 40five (k) 43five
12five llfive 23five 33five

(m) 31five (n) 1t0 five (c) 30five (P) 41five
12five 14five 34five 41five

44. Hake a calendar using other bases besides base 10. Example below
taken from a 1967 calendar.

JANUARY 3033
2five

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu jFri Sat

1 2 3 4 10 12 I

131 14 20 21 22 23 24

30 31 32 33 i 34 40 41

42 43 44 100 101 102

1041 110 111 I

__,1.03



45. Prime and Composite Numbers

"Prime (Arithmetic Teacher, February, 1969)

This game is similar to Bingo. On a ditto construct a five inch square, then
divide it into twenty-five inch squares. Above the five columns print the
letters, P-R-I-M-E. Select sets of twenty-five numbers between 1 and 99 from
a table of random numbers, Place one number in each square on each game sheet.

On slips of paper, - :;rite or type an appropriate selection of the following
statements for each of the letters P-R-I-H-E, (In items 21 and 22, you may
select the number to take the place of the blank)

1. A prine number
2, The largest prime number
3. The smallest prime number
4. A composite number
5. The largest composite number
6. The smallest composite number
7. A twin prime
8. A composite number between a pair of twin primes
9. A single-digit prime number

10. A two-digit pril,e number
11. A two-digit com?osite number
12. A two-digit number if either of its digits is a prime number
13. A two-digit number, the sum of whose digits is a composite number
14. A two-digit number with a prime number in the ones place
15. A two-digit number, the sum of whose digits is a prime number
16. A two digit number, with a composite number in the ones place
17. A two-digit number with a prim number in the tens place
18. A two-digit number with a composite number in the tens place
19. A two-digit composite number' with both of its digits prime numbers
20, A prime number less than
21. A prime number greater than
22. An even prime number
23. An odd prime number

Your rule slips should look something like this:

M: A two-digit prime number!

Pass out the game sheets to the students. Spread out the rule slips face
down in front of you, Choose at random a rule and read it aloud to the
students, If a student has a number on his game sheet, under the appropriate
letter P, R, I, My E, that is defined by the rule, he is to put an X in that
square.
For checking purposes, have the students write the number of the rule in the
lower right-hand corner of the square in which he places the X, The first
rule read would be considered number one; the second rule read mould be
considered number two, and so on. Keep these rules in thc order that they
are read,
Make sure that the students understand that only one square can be crossed
out per rule, and that after a square is crossed out, the number in it
cannot be considered for 'illy following rules.



45. Continued

Continue selecting rules and reading them aloud to
has crossed out all the blocks in a single column,
Have the winner read aloud the numbers in the row,
with the rule that permitted him to cross out each
these rules and numbers on the chalkboard and then
check the validity of the winner's card.

The ditto may look as follows:

E

47 13 54 77 38

72 38 16 11 5

28 46 9 76 23

27 62 61 99 41

30 97 54 20 39

the students until someone
row, or diagonal.
column, cr diagonals along
of the numbers. Record
have the class help you to



NUMERATION AND NUMBER THEORY

FILMSTRIPS

Eye Gate House, Inc.
146-01 Archer Ave.
Jamaica, N. Yo 11435

$5.00 for each filmstrip

Set I--103A Counting
103B Numbe.s 1-5
103C Numbers 6-10
103D Groups of 2-10

Set II-106B Counting by l's, 21s, and 5's

Herbert M. Elkins Co.
10031 Commerce Ave.
Tujunga, California 91042

Set 84--No. 635 Numberland
"To. 636 Numbers for Beginners
No. 637 Building 10fs and l's

Society for Visual Education, Inc.
1345 Diversey Parkway
Chicago, Illinois 60614

532-8 Numeration: Base 10
532-16 Numeration: Base 5
532-21 Numeration: Base 6
532-23 Numeration: Binary

FILMS

University of South Dakota
Film Library
Extension Division
Vermillion, South Dakota

Primary: "Let's Count" - ordinal, cardinal, 11 minutes
"Ones, Tens, Hundreds" - Place Value, 11 minutes

Intermediate: "Story of Our Number System" - 11 minutes



NUMERATION AND NUMBER THEORY

TRANSPARENCIES

Colburns
2702 Montana Ave.
Billings, Montana 59101

Mathematics Readiness Series 1400-14 Transparencies with overlays plus 80
cut-out, multi-colored. Incluaes: Numerals and Their Names; Writing Numerals;
and Counting by 21s-5 /s.

Stanley Bowman Co., Inc.
4 Broadway
Valhalla, N. Y. 10595

Number Concepts 1 -10 - -Set 510016x -- transparencies with flay (10) - $40.00

RECORDS

Learning Arts
P.O. Box 917
Wichita, Kansas 67201

Counting Games and Rhythms for Little Ones - $4.15

American Encyclopedia of Learning through Music

All About the Numbers and Counting

Stanley Bowman Co., Inc.
4 Broadway
Valhalla, N. Y. 10595

30.5000 2-12 Long play - Teaching children mathematics through games, rhythms
and stunts. Special Education and Kdgn.

GAMES

Learning Arts
P.O. Box 917
Wichita, Kansas 67201

Games for Growth in Math
Books 1 and 2 - $.98 When bought in set of 10 or more



GAMS (CONT,)

Stanley Bowman Co., Inc.
1 Broadway
Valhalla, N, Y, 10%15

Games for Growth in Math - Primary
99,27 Bock 1 - $1-50
99.28 Book. 2 - $1.50

School Service Company
45101? Pico Blvd,
Los Angeles 6, Calif::rnia

Connerrial Ganes fcr G::ades K-2
Bingo - No 5510 - $1,en

O. Schoenut'17m,
Philadelph3a, Per :1.

Colored Pick-up Sticks (primary) - $49

Ma 'z Media Division
N & Fl Associates,
P:0- Box LOT
Danbury, Conn. 06610

N102 Doslie Bobbers K-Up
Smn11 nolorsd notched discs which interlock, Can build 3-iimensional designs

M103 Lego Junbo Br:Ick Set
60 jr-abo size 1" x 2" x 4" in red, white and blue. Stimulates creative
activity

N107 Construc-o-straws - Grade 1-5
Consists of polysthlene tubet.. and an assortment of 8 different kinds of plaster
joiners. Devops creative imagination, manual dexterity, and understanding
of basic comepts,

ADDJTIOMPJ ADD7.3ESS ES

Herder & Herder
232 Madison Ave,
New York, N, Y. 10016

Math Media Division
N & M Associates
P.O. Box 1107
Danbury, Conn, 05810

WFF'N Proof
Box 71
New Hawn, Conn. 06501

Selective Educ. Equip,
Inc.

Three Bridge Street
Newton, Mass, 02195

Study-Scope
319 E-Front St.
Tyler, Texas 757c1

Science Research
Awe, Inc.

259 East Erie St.,
Chicago, 1110 60611



INTRODUCT:KON TO 4DDITION EQUATIONS:
COMBINTIONS THROUGH 5

IrMOMMI=111111

1. Given a page of addition com-
binations to 5 in equation
vertical notation the pul)il
should be able to write the
sums or missing adeends in
5 minutes.

Readiness. Teacher evaluation
of child's understanding ei
the u:lion of sets.

III. R.,3AL FUMBER
OPTRATION
Addition and
Subtraction.

1. S

la Addison esley Book 1, pages 57 - 65

b. Danlicator Masters Book 1, pages
19-22

a. Teacher's Manual 1968 edition.

Number line on Cie floor made of
:light colored "Contact" split down
the center.

See activities 1 -.13.

g. Cyclo-Teacher M-4

valuation: Teacher made test Ilarres
68, 70 test.-



III. nEil, FUR:32R
OFMATIONS

SUBTRACTION EqUITIONS A.ddition and
CCNBINATIONS THROUGH 5 Subtraction.

G. 1. S

2. Given a page 07 subtraction
combinations through five,
ex,ressed in covetion or
vertic-A form, the child
will supply the difference in
5 minutes.

Readiness: Satisfactory
completion of a test over the
addition facts 1-5.

3. Given a page of sets picturriug
co;lbinati.ons to 5 the child
will 14rte 4 equations for
each shoving the inverse
relationship betvreen addition
and s..,btrnction with 1.35
accuracy,

24 Addison Wesley, Book one pages 73-96.

b. Duplicator Masters 23-31

c. Invent 6tories to involIre children
in acting out subtraction eunti.ons.

(Wal',7 away, sit doun, eltn).

d. Number Puzzles
(teacher's Manual A-1d good)

e, Cyclo-teacher ;i-13

f. See-activities 1-13

g, Evaluation: Teacher-mAa tests



ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION EQUATIONS
COM3INAT IONS THROUGH 9

4. The pupil should be able to wri
the stuns or differences in a
mastery test covf3ring all com-
binations of addition ,Ind sub-
traction throlIgh 9 with 95:i
accuracy in four minutes.

.:3oadinoss:

Test of child's with
combinons to 5.

III. REAL NUMBER
OPERATIONS
hddition and
Subtraction.

G. 1. S

4a. ,ddison Wesley, Book 1 97-152

b. Teacher's Edition 1968 for activities
d. Duplicator mastors 30-41

d. Cyclo-teacher N-5,6,7,8,9,10
Addition Subtraction N 14-19

e. Uso stories to involve child activ-
ity with coins (real or play.)

f. Se:: activities 1-13, 16.

g. Evaluation:
Addison Wesley 144, 149, 151, 152
Teacher-made test.



ADDITION AND SUBRTACTION
THROUGH 10

5. Given a m.:st:s.ry test in sub.
traction and/or addition
with all combinations trough
10, the learner should be abl
to write the differences or
sues within 3 minutes with
95% acuracy.

Readiness: Teacher's obser-
vation of child's understand-
ing of order and grouping
principles and place value..

III. REAL ITUNBER
OPERATIONS
Addition and
Subtraction

1. 1
2. R, S

5a. Lock 1 - Addison Wesley, -pg.
199-222.
b._ Teacher's for activities, pg.
233-261
c. Duplicator Master's pg. 55-62

d. Book 2 - Addison Wesley, pg 53-70

e. Teacher's Edition 1968, pg 84-103

f. Duplicator Masters related

g. See Activities 1-17, 30.

Evalilation;

A. W. pg. 203, 213, 217, 218,
Cumulativo 221-222_.



PROPERTU3S
ORD212 (COICUTATIVB)
GROUPING (ASSOCIATION)

6. Given problems such as 23+34=
34+_.. and 12+(6+11) = ( + )

+11, the larner will be ablo
to demonstrate his understanding
of tile order and grow)inr: -arin-
ciplas by completing the pat-
terns with 85'; accurlcy.

Tonelor observation.

III. HEIL NUMBERS
OPERATIONS
Addition

G. 1. s

.,...

6a. Addison Wesley, Book 1, pg 223-234.

b. Teacher's Second Edition pg. 262-
275.

o. Duplicator !;asters 63-65

d. irithmatic Teacher t Nnv. 1965
+

.Basic Laws for Young Childron."

e. SeeAktivity 24.

ADDITION COMBINATIONS
THROUGH 18

III. REAL NUMBERS
OPERATIONS
Addition

- ww.:111111.1 MmENP. .=1141=Mb
1 -1.
2. R and S

7. Given a tes in :ddition com-
bintions through 18 and a
choice of methods, trio pupil
should bc bla to colpul:0 the
sums ifith 85% accuracy.

leadiness. Teacher observation o
child's understandiag of fmolAp-
ing and order principles and
pl.ice value.

7a. Book 1, Addison Wesley, 235-258

b. Teacher's second edition, 276-301

c. Dunlic.tor iiasters, 66-73

d. Book II Addison Wesley, 71-96

e. Teacher's edition 1968, 104-131

f. Duplicator Mastors as they relate.

g. See Activities 7-17, 25-30.



ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION
THROUGH 18

8. Given a test in addition and
subtraction combinations through
18 and a choice of method, the
pupil will compute the sums
or differences with 35%
accuracy.

Qeadiness.Test over facts to
10.

a.

III. MAL NUNBERS
OPERATIONS
Addition and
Subtraction

G. 1.
G. 2. S
G. 3. R
G. 4. R
G. 5.R

a. Book 1. addison Wesley 1962,
pg. 259-268

b. Duplicator Masters 74-75

c. Book 2 A. W. 1968, 97-140

d. Book 2, Duplicator Masters
pageslolated.

e. Book 3, 1963, A. W. 48-77

f. Te.lch;.r's edition 1966, 20-43

g. Related Duplicator Masters.

h. Workbook to accompany above.

i. Book 4 A. 1/r. pg. 48-55 1963

j. Tcaeers edition 1968 21-27

k. Related 'Duplicator Plasters.

1. Book 5, 1863, 20-23, 30-31

Teachor's edition 1968, 18-45
Some activities that can bo
adapted.

n. Omit digits from the problems

+ 4 7 9
9 -

12 5 .7
14

o. See activities 7-17, 25-30



III. REIL NUMBERS
OPERATIONS.

ADD OR SUBTRACT THREE TO FOUR Addition and

DIGIT NUMBERS (NO REGROUPING) Subtraction.

G. 2. S
G.3. 1/

9. Given ten addition and ten
subtraction examples having
pairs of numerals with
three or -fo::.digitsand
guided by operational signs,
the pupil will write the sums
or differences without re-
grouping. Successful perform-
ance is 855 accuracy in 20
minutes.

Readiness: Successful comple-
ion of a est over combinations

to 13.

*Y.+. 11,

9.a. Addison Wesley Book 2, 1963
edition. pg. 199-208.

b. Teacher's Manual pp. 241-251

c. Duplic'tor ti store, Book 2.

d. W., Book 3, 1963, PT 78-95

e. A. W., Book 3 Teacher's Manual
pp. 51a-67.

f. See activities 27, 31, 35 -33, 41.

'Evaluation: Teacher-made test
or aay use pn 199, 201, 202,
208 from text.



III. REAL NUMBERS
OPATIONS

ADDITION: TWO DIGIT NUMBERS Addition and
WITH REGROUPING Subtraction

10. Given a page of two-digit
addition examples requiring
regrouping, the learner will
write the suras with 85°0
accuracy.

Readiness- Test of undarstand-
ing of regrouping with sets.

G. 2. S

G. 3. R
G. 4. R, E.

10. a. Addison Wcslcy, Book 2, 1968

b. Duplicator Mistcrs, 1969

c. A. W. Book 3 pr 98-100

d. Duplicator Mastars.

c. A. W. Book _4, 1963, 4",-63

f. Duplicator Masters.

g. Usedoxpanded notatjon and
Seri aiiri,;.

51 = 5n + 1 = 4o +11
- 24 = 20 + 4 = 20 +4

20 + 7 = 27

h. The Cycle-teacher Ml?, 1i21.

I. See activities 18-23, 27, 29,
30, 35, 37, 39, 40 41

j. Evaluation: Teacher test of
child's masters of the standard

:algorithm.
Teacher observation of child's
understanding of regrouping.



SUBTRACTION: TWO DIGIT NUMBERS
WITH REGROUPING

III. REAL NUMBERS
OPERATIONS
Addition and
Subtraction

G.Z. S
G 3. R

11, Given ten subtraction examples
havinrs pairs of twb-digit
numerals, the pupil will use
regrouping to write the differ-
ences with 3% accuracy.

Readiness : Teaeler observa-._

Lion of child's ability to
use sets of objects in the
rc:3roupinm process. The
thou2,ht process is the im-
portant item to be checked.

11. a. Addison Wesley Book 2, 1968,
Pp 221-240

b. Teacher's Edition 1968, pp 226-287

c. Duplicator Masters 1969

d. Book 3, 1963 pp 101-110

e. Teacher's edition 1968, pp 20-43

f. See activities 27, 35, 38.

g. Daily observation of understand-
ing of remrouping. Test of com-
putation efficiency. Text p. 239- -
a cumulative review.



ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION
THREE DIGIT NUMBERS
WITH REGROUPING. G. 3. S

G. 4. R

III. REAL NUMBER
OPERATIONS
Addition and
subtraction

12. Given a page of addition ex-
amples, each having columns of
three-digit numerals, the
learner can write the sums
with 85% accuracy.

Readiness: Test child's under-
standins of regrouping invol-
ing tens and placc.value.

13. Given a page of subtraction
examples having pairs of
three-digit numerals, the
lc,arner will the
aifferencts with 85% a ccuracy.
46acn example will xor
regrouping from the hundreds
place and some should have
zero in the ones place.

12. a. Addison Wesley Book 3, 1963
pp. 108-111

b. Teacher's Edition 1968, pp. 31-83

c. Duplicator Masters , 1969 Book 3.

d. Addison Wesley Book 4, 1963
1311. 64, 77.

e. Teacher's Edition 1968, pp. 22-55

f. Duplicator Masters 1969

g. "Practice in Renaming Numbers--
An Aid to Subtraction" - -The

Arithmetic Teacher, Feb. 1965.

h. See activities 20-23, 27, 31, 35,
37, 39, 40, 42, 43

i. Evaluation. Teacher-prepared
tests.

Teacher observation of child's
ability to think and reason.

Text Pp. 82-83



ADDITION AND SUBTRCTION

III. REAL NUITBERS

WITH REGROUPING
G. 4. S

OPERATIONS

Subtraction.FOUR-DIGIT NUMERALS

G. 5. R
G. 6. R, E

14. Given a set of ten :Acamples
such as:

896
?84

6735

36?
599 8432'

657

14.m.Addison Wesley, Book 4 pp 64-69,

b. A. W. Teacher's Edition 1968
pp. 22-63

8000 c. Duplicator Masters 1969
- 6385

the learner can write the sums
or differences with 90%
accuracy within 20 minutes..

d. A. W. Book 5, pp. 36-95

e. Teacher's edition 1968, pp .
28-29. 44-45. 102-111.

f. Duplicator Masters 1969

g. Addison-Wesley Book 6 pp. 44-49

h, Duplicator Masters 1969

i, See Activities 20, 22, 27, 31,
35, 37, 39, 4o, 42.

j. Evaluation: Teacher-made test
and Chapter Review.



ACTIVITIZ5

1. A clothespin (or bead) lino can be made from a wire coat hanger nnd
tapring-typo clothespins. Add pins as you work with more difficult
numbers. It can be used to m*e -a transition from horizontal to ver-
tical form in addition 'nd subtraction.

2. Spin It.

Materials. Oaktag, paper clip, brass p..)er fastener.

Directions. Draw a 6" circle on a sqtvre piece of t'gboard. Divide
that circle into twelve coual sections. In elch secti.on write an
addition or subtrActi!ln fact. Use VI.) brid to fasten the paper clip tL
the center of the circl.!. To pity the game each child spins the ell:
in turn, reads the number fact to which it points, rest nnds with t%,;
sum or difference. The child lAth the most correct simmers wins.

3. Other names for numerals.

0 + 0 2 + 0
0.-0 1 + 1
1 - 1 0 + 2
2 + 2 2 - 0
3 - 3 3 - 1
4 - 4 4 -2

4. Addition Combination Chart. ( 1-10 )

2 3 10

1 + 0 2 + 0 3 + 0 10 + 0
0 + 1 1 1 2 + 1 9 + 1

0 2 1 + 2 8 + 2
0 + 3 7 + 3

6 + 4
5 + 5
4 + 6
3 + 7
2 +
1 4. 9

0 + 10

Subtraction table in same manner.
-

8
10 -2
9 - 1
8 - 0



5. Number House Grade 1 -2

Naterials: .Number houses Wi"x 536" either toacher made or made by the
students. AL) houses should be made of heavy paper or oaktag doubled
to open like a book (sec example). Cut the windows out in order to Boo
the answer.

`carip 1

.....,

Directions: Have two children quiz oach other on either subtraction
or addition facts. Chock your answer by opening the window. Tho
children could tr'do houses. They could also play a game to see who
could win the most points by being correct.

6. Numbers aad Stories.

Write trao numerals such as 3, 7, 2, on thz chalkboard. Ask the cless
tc toll a story about these throe figuica. 3xamplo; "Two children
want walking. Five ()the: children joined then, so there were seven
Clildron walking along together. Four children stopped to play so there
were only three walking."

6 A. Rod Riding :food and the Wolf

Could be used on a bullo*tn board or flannel
board. Make Vic house of tagboard or felt.
Place number facts in the windows and door .

4,:dor -points to a fact. If playerms-londs
A correctly the shutter is closed. If response

24 is incorrect the cutout wolf moves one stop
nearer. the gale is to sec if all the
windows and t!le door can be closed before
th,- wolf riches the house.



7 Secret Code

The leader taps out an "addition" message. (Could use triangle from
rhythm instruments). A child at the board records the message in column
(or equation) form and computes the sum.

8. Roll the Hoop

Write number combinations in addition or subtraction on tho
spokes of this whbel. The player makes the wheel turn as
fast eta he can by giving thecnswers in order.

9. Hide and Seek

Write combinations on the board with the different p_irts missing, ,s
5 + 2 + , 7 - 2 etc. The child should fill in the blanks -.nd
repeat the combinations.

10. In and Out.

Use large flash cards showing the facts on which you arc working. The
pupils stand in a circle. Going around the circle, the child who Sivas
a wrong 'newer must stop within the circle while the next child answers.
Should someone maT:e an error, the child in tho center is allowed to
answer and restyle his place in the circle.

11. Crossing the Bridge.

Flach'cakde'show'ing combinations an; placed on the floor at well--.
spaced intervals. The child -iretends that each flash card is a plank
in a bridge. In order to cross the bridge he must give the correct
answer for each "pi.n.tk" is ho-takes a step. If he makes a mistake he
sl.ips off and gets his feet wet.

12. Footprints.

Draw an igloo ( or space shi7), tepee,.Santa's workshop) and snowshoes
or footilrints on the board. 'Trite combinations on Vic snowshoes.
Each chil.d has a chance to se.: if he can answer all t'io combinations.
If he can, he can go to the igloo, spiceship etc. Change combinitions
each time.

13. Maintaining Facts.

Give each stuOent 7 number c'rd suitable to facts being studied. The
teacher lee:s questions such as:
"I have five (holding up five card), Who can make it eight?'
Tho child with the three card comes up to join her.
nr.havo ten. Who can mikc it three?"
"I hive seven. Who can meko it 56?"
"I hive 31. Who c:11 .,rake tt 9?



fib
1. Add num: '3;o, to he,ne in tha oblong.
2. ..2ubtrict t' bctto:. 1111-, of t!)- lAdorkom .0,e number in the
act:1,161c.

3. Add the nv,lber tr, one in the clock to which the
minute
4. steAl.ict nt-11)-r on thu doe': at t;le 'tour hand from the number.
on the tr-,, of the 1-dder.
5. Subtr.tct the number in '.he -:Addle of tile ladd:r from the number
in the circle.
6.Add the auahers on the ldee7.
7. .Subtract nv.mb,-r in the square- from the 400 in the rectangle,
3. Add the numbi:r at the minW7.o hand to the one at the hour hand.
9. Add the two siallost numbers totther.
10. Subtr.-.ct the &lellest number from the 14rgost number in this
;uzzlc.
.05r: 1. 12. 3 7 5. 5 .7. 4 9. 1

P. 2 4. 6 6. 13 8. 4 10.

Baseball o'S

Write soveral numerals at each base and in the pitcher's box as
shown below. Select thu numbers so that the sum of the numbers will
not b sreAter then h-Li been devolopud at that ,,articul.lr time. Two
children .act as captains and choose teams. The teache points to one
of the numerals in the Ilitcher,-s box and to one of the numerals at
first base. The child who is ;.t bat must give the correct sum for the
numbers named. if he f!-Iils he is out.-_,If he gives the correct sum,
he kee?s"4battine, The teacher roints to a number in the pitcher's box
and one at second base. The pl:y continues until batter is out or has
scored a run. 'Then three hatters on one side aro out, the other side
takes its turn. P1,-..y continues for any desired number of innings. The
side with more runs at the end of the game is the winner. Vary by
saying plus, minus, or times as you point to the nu, mbors.

grozi but tz:.

OMC

5



16. Concentration Grades 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

Introduction: 7';atch and listen to my rhythm pattern. When you arc
ready join me. The pattern is cl,T twice, snr finger right, then
left twice. Those four bets should be steady.

Now I will continue to clap and snap riving a problem. the first child
in the row will clap as usual and as he snaps his fingers answer the
problem. Then I will go to the next chile. Let's see how far we can
go before someone breaks the rhythm.

!;xample. Clap clap five - two

Clc :? clap se - ven
Could be done with multiplication.

17. Magic Squares - 3 x 3

n - 1 n-2n1-3

n i-k n n --t1

n_.3 ni- at 1

18. How to construct Magic Squares.

a. The number of small souares within a 17.17;e square must be uneven- -
9, 25, 49, and so on.

b. The first numeral is placed in the center small square o top
row.

c. To find the second square, move one square up and to the right.
This takes you outside of the square, so go to the bottom of the next
row.

d. For the third square move 1.1-? ,Ind to the rir,ht. If you ..re con-
structing a sall magic squre of 9 squares, this takes you outside
the lo.rge square, 'so go to the far and of the hbrizontal row.

e. For the 4th souare drop to the square below. For squres 5 and 6
move up diagonally. This takes you back to the up!er right hand square.

f. Dr' down for number 7.

NimhbekA is reached 1)7 jumnin to to t5e left hand up.aer corner souare.
j'his leaves only the center square in the bottom row to be filled by 9.



13. Cont'd.

3

lo
I Y

3

Interesting facts. T1 eento7. equxs'e in either sc::re (3 or 5) .

magic Squreis the eve age of the or di'lerence of tha sou.re.

19. Special Snuares -;v.per Magic Souare (Albrecht Dui

4 squares. There are .it least 40 different nays of finding groups of
34 in the 'square.

Reverse the

I a. 2 1/3
.5- II le ...

e)

'1 6 /

1/ by-p,31 1

and line numbers.

Add the colored squares usity; the numbors .as ,in the origi:lal
the original :.quay e. .shat is the answer for each grouping.

20. K410-.2..89.14aY

Only one of the ,,;.1 tree squires is 1)aagic souare,tat is, a squlrc
in which the sum of the numbers named in each row, column, and diecnal
is the same. Find the magic square.

ira n? 1416

36q 2,051 1A3_1

30i1tity 441

c.

Add 25 to each number in, the square, and irite the nuilerals for tho
sums in the empty sNices of square D. Prove that your new' square i5

also a Tilgic square. (MalTic number is 640.)



21. Magic Square #.2_

Complete these magic squares.

I

ID

15 3

31 liff 1 li, (a
/0 pi ®3A

e /2 6 `to 11

c 0 3 Lt.
H

6

.3to 0 4-1 ig

101 Gallo
,

low

0113
1

103 SO

.P.07 i(Q Ilt) a
141- Hi I G hosi

e.=1

17,DH, 15

® 5' 7 PI 0
q D 13 019,

IA ihoal3
it 18 15'

22. pagic Squase #4

Once having completed a riuzic.squzre, subtract 2 from etch number.
Find the sum of ooch column, row, and diagonal. (-t new magic

In a 3 x 3 magic sou-re th.- dent,r number is the average of th=. sera oftne diagonaisvIor 5 times the nurtoer'ned in center.

In a 5 x.5 magic square each diagonal sum is 5 timas A s gre.lt
center nuniber.

23. Magic squares may be mode in various ways.

a. Consecutive numbers.

b. By adding a certain number to the starting number..

c. By subtracting a certain number from the starting number.



25. Cont'd.

/ 4/4/'

4f1 A/

Y. y ;'/;/

4i, I e_ 1.2

94.

!alp

I g/4, /6/

71,2./1 / 3 /,.)1

/61

as

/0
I/

1

6

/2

7 Iv

4)0

al

.a

3

24. Properties in Addition or Multiplication --Associative. and Counut.-
ative.

Give three children cards with numerals representing numbers no greater
than nine. ',lave t' em stand in'a straight line in front of the class.
Have numbers re:d from left to right and the related equation written
on the chalkbOard and read aloud. The children will c!lakge places
in accordance with arrat3ements svggested by the class,

25. Slide 21.11e. For addition and subtraction to 18.

Use a piece af tagboard 4h x 20". Fold in half lengthwise to make the
body of a slide rule. With a felt' pen, write the numerals 0
.through 18 at intervals of one inch, one-eighth inch down from the to-a.
Use another -?ioce of tagboard 20" and write the numerals 0
through. 1v, two and one-half inches from the bottom of thl tagboard.
This is the"slide."

Place the slide in the body. Move the slide to the right until the
zero is abolic one addend. Leo': along the slide or the Second addend,
On the body below the_ second addend is the sum,

Rule showsPo (1.? zi 6 7 g //'
AIJ `Pis 6, 7 g9 / 3 + 2 = 5

3 + 3 = 6
3 + 5 - 3
3 + 8 = 11 etc.

See May 1966 Arithuotic Teacher for suggestions--pp 40.404 for
rulers to add, subtract, multiply Ind divide whole numbers.



26. First Back

111terials: plavinf; ba,Ird 2,1 sot of :)laying
oards'such as 11 4-21.1, /8 - 5/12L- 4744 Gte. piled face down in the center
of the board. -mar.or fr ach ploYor r;..o out of a button .:.icce

of different colored paper.

Directions: .,ach child .ruts hism-:-T!,:flr on on c) colored. spaces.
One child draws a card. :le roads loud -ahra::ie that is written on
the and gives t'e name oft'ne nnaocr. If his response is correct
he moves tIse eaarl:er a corr::spc)ndir..: nu.ber of sp::ce!,.. is direction
indicated in the illustration. I ',is answer is incorrect, 7.7; is not
allowed to more his :tarr 71.nd the nr:xt t-ts turn. The nlavor
who goes all the way :round and returns to "7.1s starting -olcc first is
the winner. manumumummumummer)

" A 51)o.c e5 11',W

OA=
27. FlqaLIEgz_

mow 11111111111 I Sill _

ccoc- corner a.
v c

Separate class into 5-8 teams. 2rovide each team yith a wor%eloet on
which are written the basic facts studied so far. he first player
completes the first exercise .Ind hands the shoot on to the next player.
The second player completes ne second exorcise, passos the sheet to
the third player, ,:nd ro on. r7ontinue until X1l exercises are complte.
Responses, once 'eritten, cannot be changed. Gr:!atest number of ::esponses
correct wins.

28. Usitg 7atters for adding pairs of numbc:rr.:--1d to wr)reciatien of
our orderly numer-tion system. -tad exleriment 7rItterns of own

4 7 4,1

29. Sim--0

/ ; 3 (4 ) 6
(

t'

Have each child take two blocks :rich, two inches 44re, using the

Jattorn Oxon. a number on oach square with crayon before folding

the oa'-tag into n block. Close the blocks with tn7)e. Players toss the

blocks and add the numbers tt.rned up. (Could use sugar cubes or dice.)

30, Can You_hatoh M

Two or three students of any ac:e or nbility can piny independently.
Use chalkbolrd or small objects in groups. One student composes
mathmotical expression which can be mo.tched in number of ways by other

students. Given: LtaL liatching 10 - 3, 15_714_30 + 5

3



31. Prorrreas:;ve Addition

..;nch student writes 71n iddition (or multilliciAion) combination
such 3S + on sheet of 7)::per. This sheet is then given to the Icxt
parson, who -,rites the anser to thj'first coobinition and ndds-,.nother
n-o:C)ar to be added. Ihepapers arc passed gin lnd again ri.th elch

a!'441.g the conbin:tion riting .Inntkler n1-.mral to be ndeod.
Conti:-.ut until thc: paper r-turns to th, person r:: me name appears on
the 6r the time exiAres. Yhe own.:2- must check for any errors.

9 22

9
o

?-5 31

52. Calendar Fun.
. . . . _ . .

33. Calend3r '2un

Ill the sums are the same--54
Use for 21-row arithmetic.

to *le= 14
/714 /I

&Acct. lny bloCI: of 15 numerlls--4 columns or 4 numerals coch.
.:1y num.:ral ant cross out tle oth r numornls in that row

and column. 3el;et lnoth_r num.:1. 1, draw : box !round it, ind cross
eot ,:.11 the ot!lar nei-als that box and colrmn. 'tepeat the stew,

draw ! box :round t:,-; remaining numerals. The sum of the
nr.Abors reprosted in 'the bo;:es will ,-Awivs.be equal to the suit of the
n ".'-lberr; represent d in .our comers or doubl the sum of nunbars

.7-1-1::ed in op osite c.-.7ners.

34. Calendar Fun *3

Ask child:.on to and ne s-:.m of the nuAbers in a givori c3l3nder block.
wrien; sum and covers it. The children will think the

tylcl.r is brilliant when he arrives at the answer so ,quickly.
(The cenir numbor the number of numbers in the array will give

sm, (t- 11 the nu.rs included.)

35. Addition on a Grid. May also be used for multiplication.

t6et.,1111

-

:10/
174'.

, k---

4
t I

--)

-1

1

Je

94 2 3 its3 If ry

37
s

/5', 76/
1 %Ai r

- I

44,-;.......,
A 0

f

I3
CO

, 33 ,y1el



36. Using Tons in ..dci.tion. r':.1
.-1....:.:-.:

8 St.artj.n': -t the base of the column and adding upward. 3 + 6 = 10

4 + 4. Stri.o. ,Irt tl:o 6 becouse it was the last digit used to

7 obt.zin 10. St7rt with the 4 remaining after the ten lams been-

2 suhtr:.ct:ad. 4 + 2 + 7 = 10 + 3 Strike out the 7.

6 . 3 + 4 + 3 = 10 + 5 Strike out the 8.

0,1 .lit 5 at the bottom of the column.' Three tens
-T5---- hvo been, struck out so plco 3 in tons ploce.

37. Several columns cian bo :IddA by tens.

2a9' Begl=ing with the ones column add up: 4 + 9 = 10 + 3.
357 Strihe ort the 9 becouse it was the last digit used to
22 obtnina group of ten- 3 + 0 + 4 + 8 = 10 + 5
908. 5 t 6 = 10 + 1, 1 + 7 + 9 = 10 +,7. Write the 7 :it
.1./?4 the botto:1 of tho ones column. ::Carry" the 4 tens marked
mo out to the tens column. 4 + 3 + 9 . 10 + 6, 6 + 6 =
T , ' 9 10 + 2, 2 ± 7 + 0 + 8 = 10 + 7 7 + 5 . 10 + 2
4204 ,-,

2.+ 3 = 10. Zero Bogs nt the bottom of the tens column.4677 Yive tens n7c enrr_cc, to tne hundreds column.
5 + 3 = 10 + 3 3 + 3 + S = 10 + 4 4 + 6 = 10
9 + 2 = 10 + 1 1 + 3 + 2 = 6 . the 6goos to the bottom
of the :lund-.:-eds column. i.he 4 tens marked out are carried
to t'i.c thr.usands place.

3.2 chec for Subtraction. .

If nine or one of is multiples is in th:: subtrohend,
tho sum of the digits in the remainder will equal the ..su

ej.its in 2xa'Iple 72 7 + 2 9

- 36 3 + 6 9
36 3 + 6 9

39. Cououtq ox

7,53 (c 7)
5o91 (e = 4)

5)
95no ( n=3)

9+ ?_:.?1(6 = 1) 2376, 1.1 = - 7777 .4=1)lb9c
_-.51.1u r1709

40. Bent the Clock. .n -2i.d to odeition and subtraction bridging.

IL:teri:Ils: 1 piocc of crdboard 30'; x 36".

Draw margins 5" from the ty-D and 5" fro: the sides of the cardbo:Ird.
Drw vortical lines every 3; and 1.). Draw h:)ri?,ontal lines every 2)
and 1W Use o sh-Irp blade to remove the 3° x 23/2 blocks. Letter and
number th chrt with felt -.pen.

Hove th.a student placcJ chart ogainst n chalk board. Have hi i odd
a cort:1'n numbc,r such 9 ._id 12, to :.ach -)rinted number, writing

:11swl7s in och spice (shown on chart). Sat a time limit
to eliminote finG,:r counting.



41. Find the sum of r. 2 + 4 + 6 + 8 + 10 + 12

Ade the first and sixth addend = 14 (2 + 12)
Add the second and fifth addends = 14 (4 + 10)
Add the third and fourth addends + 14 (6 + 8 )

-472-

42. Check for Addition (Cast out nines).

.6489 0 Add the numbers -:cross in ench figure . Discard
7349 5 -lily whole nines, writing the remainder to the right.
2331 5 6439 idds to 27. 27 contains 3 nines with no rema:l.n-
2515 4 dors. Ropo:It the procec:s for cr..ch figure including

18734 5 VI: sum. Add the remainders _Above the addition line
23 = 5 (14) ind cast out nines. 5 remains.

If the ltter number coincidos with the remainder
obtained froM the :addition answer, the answer can
be assumed to be correct.



43. Addition-Subtrnetion Activities

_how 1. 35
-23

16
+ .2

11
+10

38
..13

46
-28

63
.L.24

26
+17

11
+ 3

59
-42

Row 2. 28 7 35 55 70 18 33 27 17
- 9 -17 -18 -16 -28 +15 -19 +i3 +18

Row 3. 91 44 .64 73 37 92 48 91 46'

-28 -18 -39 -41 -38 -3& -24 -39 -19

Row 4. 16 17 35 71 97 17 62 14 95
+ 8 + 9 -17 -42 -La +19 -34 +13 -32

Row 5. 48 51 87 72 62 25 70 90 21
+18 +19 .-26 -19 .12 -22 +13 -46 +20

Here is a February picture puzzle. Can you wo:7. k it? irrite the answers
to ;,111 problons on this p.Ige and t!1:1 follow these directions.

Row 1: Put a ring 'round your four largest :-..nsw:xs.
.tow 2: Put a ring 1round your three largest ,.nswers.
Row 3: Plitt a rf,.nr,, :round your two al:alst nu:Ilbers.
Row 4: .:.tit 1 ri.n;tround your two largest answers,
Row 5: Put a r' nn: around -0.1° smallest .1nswer.
Find your largest an 3wor in Row 1. Now take n rT:d craynn ane goin- in
a clockwise dir.:ction, eanw lina to c.,-,c11 of your circl:-.:d

,;11-11t is tho .)icture? Would 7/09. lika to c.-dor with crayons?



fiREAL NUMBER OP:MATIONS
RECOGNITION OF MULTIPLICITION FACTS I Multiplication

1 2. S

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVSS

1. The learner can recogni7.e
rzaationships between equiv-
alent sets, reped addition,
ancl S'zip counting. 7.ie should
be able to show this recog-
nition by com-doting a test
of 15 problets similar to the
following with 35 accuracy.

5 + 5 +.5 + .5=

4 x .

0 0 0 0 0

q5-10 0 0 0 01 3 x 6

.sAr
a 0 3 y 4, y b 9 1 ef it fo. /3 ty

4 x 4

Activities.

1.3 Text: Addison iesley Grade 2
unit 13.

b Many games and activities are pro-
vided in the reacher's manual 2nd ;!;dition.
A list of these games and the materials
needed for tli.om arc listed on page 21
of t%is,manual.

c. Old Scott Foresoan paperback
teacher's manual activity 13, P 337,

d Activities 1-6 in Multiplication
Division activity section,

Student authored problems . Students
should be able to supply correct answers
to their -)roblems.



III REAL NUMBER
OP3RATIONS

MULTI:LIC.tTION .ND DIVISION FACTS--
INVERSE REaATIONSHIPS GROUPING PRI-CIPLE Division.
IDISTRIBI1.2IVEI3UrCIPLE, TEPATED SUBTRACTIOF

2. Given the set of multiplication
facts whose products are 25 or
less, the learner can write the
answers with 90 accuracy in
three minutes.

3. Given a group of division facts
whose dividends are 25 or less,
the 13arner can write the
answ:trs with 90'4 accuracy
in three minutes.

4. Given a group of products less
than 25, the learner can write
the four-member multiplication-
division fact taw for rJ.Ach
product with 85'{, accuracy.

5. Given a test of 10 word prob-
lems, the learner should solve
them with 90% accuracy. These
should be in the same difficulty
range as fact lroblems above

Tests nay he 'Kee7)ing
in ouch:: pages and sets 33-
52 0- tic text. Grade 3
P. 359 - 365.

3. S
2, 3, 4, 5.

Addison (:.sley TextGrade 31
units 5 - 9.

Z. Addison Wesley Teacher's -anual
chaptrs 5 - 9.

C. Activities 1 - 14 1ultiplic,tion
1 Division activity section.

athetical Skill Builder ecor,',s.

Scott Foresman Teacher's anual
(paperback) activitis 21 -36.

1 L. Cycle Reader disks r:22 - 1144.

g Pupil Ilithored problems.

1

h. Duplicotor 'asters for Gn:lee 3.

1.. Continental Press Duplicating
:fasters Grade 3. Parts 2 and 3.



III REAL NUMBEil,
OPERATIONS.

r MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION
Multiplication
and Division

MASTERY OF FACTS - COMPUTIONAL SKILLS o S

4 S
R. 5, 6
E. 5, 6

6. Given the 100 multiplicetien
6, 7, 9

.;...,.4ddison Wesley Text 3 -units 5 - 9.
fact test, the learner can write
the answers 'with accuracy hti 1ddison Wesley Text 4. Un:Lts 4 - 8.
in 5 minutes

c. All acvivities.listed in Addition
Wesley Teacher's Manual, second edi-

7. Given the 100 division facts tion; Text 3, Units 4, 5, 6, 8, and
test, ne l.arner can write t4e1 9 Text 4, units'5 - 9.
answers with 902 accuracy in
7 minutes. d. All activities listed in Hultiplf"

cation-Division activities section.
0
(..) Given a irou-p of problems such

as

579 x 3 x6 . 6379

;_-

785 9399 607
75 4 791

394
485 725

903

The lc:arnr can compute tham
with accurcy.

9. Given a group of problems
such as:

2) 6727 6) 7531

31) a6 78) 643

83? -:. 31

He can compute nem with
85% accuracy.

Cyclo Teacher Disks N22 -

f. Old Scott Foresman wperback
Teaeler ilanual Activities 13 - 36;
Pages 337 - 351.

F7;. Student authored _problems.

h. Continental Press Duplicating
J6:sters Grade 3, Parts 2 -nd 3;
grade 4 ?.arts 1, 2, and 3.

44;3.dir3on 7Josley Duplicator hostel's
Grades 3, 4, 5, and 6.



101..
III REAL NUMBER

------------------------- OPERATIONS
MUltiplication and

1 Division
SPECIAL PROPERTIES OF 0 IN

MULTTPLICATION AND DIVISION.

10. Given asset of 20 prohlema in
multiplication and division
involving zero, the 17.,rner
can write the answers with
35% accuracy.

3 x 0 =, 21 x 0. =., 0 x .15 =,

20 0 14 0 =

---- 4. S
5. R.
6. R

10. Addison. Wesley Text Grade 4.
Pages 102-103; 114 - 115.

1. Valuable article The Arithmetic
Teacher, Nay 1969, Zero, the Trouble
Nakor. P. 365 - 367.

c. Emphasize the fact that zero should
be twins as it has to preform dual
roles. In 93,104, zero represents
a number, while in 93,000 zero
acts as a place holder...

4. -Emphasize the fact that the role or
0 in division ads undefined.

e. Student authored problems.

f. Addison, Weelcy workbook - -Grade 4,
pages 23 avd

g. Gamer-Pickilg up zeros.

Have the student nretend that he is
7,icking wpzeres from the floor and
placing'thm on'his desk. This helps
to show him that zero represents an
empty sot, .therefore could not be
used as a divisor. When used as a
multiplier the product would always
be zero.



III. REAL NUMB

1401.n DIFFICULT MuLTMJICATION AND I

OPERATIONS .

DIVISION FACTS AND PMEILITi SOLVING
and Division.

7
11. HGiven problems such 'as :

4359 43) 196L,.
643_

4, I
5. S
6. S

plus several story -rabluns
using these operations, the
learn::r shoUld be able to
work them with 8%.accuracy,
using a check sy7tem to
verify his accuracy.

11.M, Addison Wesley Text 5. Units 2 - 5.

b. Addison Wesley Text 6. Unit 3

C. All activities in Addison
Wsloy Teacris ilianuals second
Edition texts 5 and 6. Grade'5
Unit 2 - 6. Grade 6 Units 1 -3.

d, r.11 activity_ .s in. n.ultithcationv
Division Activity suction.

c. Cyclo RQader Wheel 11. 43.

f. Studunt fluthore d problems.

Continental Press Duplicating
masters Grade 5, -ort 1 and 2. Grade
6 part 1 :And 2.

6, Addison Wesley Duplicator Masters
Grades 4, 5, and 6.

__J



t]STIMATION IN DIVISION.

12. Given a test of long division
problems, t'ie learner can use
estimation in solving these
Ilroblems.

Evaluation--

Teacher made tests--Sources
Keeing in Touch pages .and
chaptar r7wiew, ,lages
159 Grade 4. .ddia'on

'esley 'ceYt.

III. RGAL NUMBER
OPFRATIONS.
flultiplication
and Division.

4, S
5. R, E
6. 13, E

12. a. Addison Wesley text Grade 4,
Unit 3.

b. AOison Wesley Teacher's Manual,
second ec'ition, p. 163.

c. Container estimation.

Obt.tin an assortent of contaThers of
all shapes, sizes and kins. Such as
strawberry or fruit boxes, .layonnaise
jars, small pails, cottage cheese con-
tainers, oatmeal boxes, cold c earl
jars.

Have on hand rice, lima beans, 1-inch
cubes, and many other siiallcbjects.

.1ciarcrales of estimxtion.

:pf beans in a jar.

Fill square and round containers of
abo'l- the sane size--fill with beans o
or j_ce. Sec which container holds
more.

rove that two equal measurements are
eqr:.11 by using two different,bc!suring
insi,ruments--a quart bottle and two
pint bottles.

Teach children that estimation is
a usefultool by using it during the
year. lave children estimate which
child is the tallest, shortest,

viest, lightest, etc.

CMIcir-- If a class -ember is obese,
avoje, t2stimating elildrenic weirts.

.

.2c activity sh,-,ets for aelded '.?,stim-
tdon helps.



MULTIPLICATION AI;D DIVISION ACTIVITIES
'M ED TO INSTRUCTIONAL OBJ:!;CTIVES

1, MultillicItion Wheel Instructional Objectives - 1-12

Cut two circles about 7 ,cross out of construction paper. One one
circle write several -)roducts for number facts around the ezlic On
the other circle cut a scure so the numbers on the first circle will
s:low trough. Next to the square write: 7.3x.:1!'.ple 3 x ? =d Fasten the
ci..cles together the center 1:::;.01 ,3aper fastener. The circlos
should be free enough to mo,fe cosily.

/,--

(

2. Graph Paper MultiplicationOn .71 ?piece of graph ca.-:r h.ve =lach
child draw a picture of a multipliction fact by tracing around the
Lumber of -nws and cclumns irdi-:ted by certain multinlication
Show t'lei how different.-roble,s can he equal like 5 x 3 = (5 x 2) +
(5 x 1)

g-

3. Race Track - 1-12

11111.-

Draw an oval race track on a large piece of paper. Divide it into 12
or 14 spaces. Divide the class into 2 teams, assigning each a cutout
horse as a marker. .-ilternating from tea:1 to team, holdup c:rds con-
taining probleis to be worked without pencil paper. The cards
might contain .roble7s such as 3 x 2= for the begin Hers to 9.x 6g
for the advanced students.. The team advances one space for each correct
answer.

4. Matching Game -1-12

Print multiplication and division facts, one to a c-;rd, Put answers
on other cards. .1.ach player draws 4 cardsremaining cards are placed
in the rid .1' of -the table in a °bonepile". The player on. the left of
the dealer starts the game by giving the fact of answer appearing on
one of his cards, naming another player to supply the answer of fact.
The player.thus named 'ust surrender that card to the player if he has
it. If not, the player draws a card from the 'bone pile". If he is
successful in eit.ler event, he lays the "pair" down on the table.
Play now passes to the left, whether nr not the caller has be-,n
successful in obtaininc a set.



5. The Tables Train - 1-12

Children make a train, each -;;Iemb],r being one car, except the first one
who fills t cy:' engineer. Startin:; a multiplication Fact

,1",-.ceed from the enf:ineer to the box cars to the. caboose at the
end of th trcin. If o -fact" is missed, the next car has the op or-
tunity to riv:.:.h_correct answer. If able to do so, he advances to
t'!() enginer'S seat. cild moves back one to .1,a':e roar,. for the
enj_ne.)r.

6. Lotto Haltiplicatian Drill - 2 12

Like bo rds dividld into 25 souas. In each square put the answer of
nay ulti ai.c tion fAet. Counters Are provided for eac'e player.
anothyr stu( nt calls vat a ::ultinlicItion fact. Players place
covntea:s on the ca:rect answers they Fine: on t,eir cards. Winning
cards can ba filled vertically, hori.7.onticall,r or diagonally.

7. Over the River- 2. -12

Two toaias, one on e-ch siOe of thr. river. Show a flask card. The
first .acibrs of .cich teal will comPete. the fi-st player to answer
remains on his side m the river, but the loser must cross over the
river and join e other team, going to the end of the op-)osijle tea'l's
line. The longest line wins the game.

Boiling Pot. - 2-12

Ilar1c off an area to be called the Boilin 1161d up a multipli-
cation or division fact card. Call two c,-!ildren's nats. The last
to giw) the cor.re-t answer just sit in ne "Bong.'et." Now hold
up new care, one child's name.' in the "Boiling
ot" competes with the cild whose na-le has itiit been called. If

he is able to answer correctly bcforl the other child does, he may
1e.:.17.e the :731.-71n:-; Pot" and the other child must 3-6 to the pot. If
a child does nfli; succeed in gett5ni7 c).-4' of the poi; after the third
try, appoint another child to take hipice.

9. Traveling - 2-12

First Child in the row stands beside ''he 'child ins.e.ett lehi.tid him.
Seated child holds up a flash curd. 6f standing. chi: answers ccr-

.,

rectly, he moves to the next child i0he row. Nelay':itove backward
seat by seat until he misses an answe. a scorekeper-ia needed to

..

4.keep score of correct res'eonses.

10. Who's the Winner? - 2-12

Write as many problems on board o5 there are! players. Divide the
group into two teams. When I say "Go," the first player on each team
will run to the board and work any problem that he selects and takes
the chalk back to the next person in the line. Watch the other team's
work. If an error is made and you can call attention to it, the next
Dlaypr on that must correct it before he can work his problem.
If the mistake Is n)t noticed by the opposite team, the problem need
not be correctly,



11. Baseball - 2,.12

Diveide class two -teams Dr: t diamond on blackboard. i> basemen

guards first base. The .)itcher calls two different problems, one for
each -player to solve. At a ..iven si!.mal, they begin to solve theiP
res:ecctive nroble;s . At t'ic enc' of one minute, the umpie calls time
r rid the-. ).roceed on to s: coed lose, then to third and on home, having
liorIced 3 -)rablem gt .ach If All our problems are worked correctly
1-le wins a foe his team. (:.one Am.) gave can he used for

rlifforent different -leocesses in math. If on1. one player
works 7r,ob1.c co-,--ectly, he can nroceod while the other player just
re aim on basr until he can answer a noblem correctly,

12. hewsaaner .roble,Is. 2 - 12

Cli)pings taken frnm news.).A)ers portainin7 to mua:Aplic tion, division,
-.?ercentA!:;?8 2.C. A clipping is chosen, psted on note naper. Then an
original nroblem is written Co: it and sol,red. As an added exercise
an additional problem or difficulty should bc chosen from the
txt book And wor7;ed.

13 atidic:tion - 2-12

Divide the class into three teals. Line teams u' facing chalkboard.
Give each team a number 1. . 6, 7, n. At the signal the first member
of each tea:; races to tho boor0 writes th.2 answer to any fact in
pis assigned table, retrrns to the line ,Ind hands chalk to the next
who .)rocceds to tho board Ind writes the answer to another fact. The
fac.s need not be written in order. The winner :,cores the last
wri'ten by his- team glus the 1.st multiple written by the other two
teams.

14. 'land - 2-12

Number the fingers on your hanes 1-10, from tke left thunb to the right
thumb. Place your hinds on the desk with -nolms up, or in front of the
player with palms facin)7, the player. To show x 9, bend down the
finger that is numbered 4. The finger to the left of this bent finger
represent the number of tens of this nroduct. The fingers to the right
of this bent fin7er regresent the number of ones in the product.



15. Catcher's Mitt - 3-12

Catcher's eatt cu',.; from tagboard with a two inch hole in the denter
fastened to the end of a ruler or a stick is the tool used by the players
Throw the ',-layer a proble-1 on a flashc:.1rd or call out a problem to him,
He will catch it by movimg his c,:ttche:-'s mitt along a hundreds chart
until he finds the correct answer and indic-tes his answer by maing
it ap-Dear in the hole of ais mitt. &ach ''catch" will score ()Ile point.

may continue to catch until he mahz.s an error. One child will be
given the r::sponsibilit:T of bein7 sc.)re 1.caeper.

16. Spinning Game. - 3-12

ecluired: A hundred number sauare and three dire or spinners (these
can be home-made) with varying insturctions written on t'iem instead of
the. usual spots.

ai.r:%ctions: Two or more players c,ch stAt at No. 1 on the board and
shako the 3 dice (or spin the 3 spinners). it choice of only one of th.)
three ,:esults which turn up is made, e. g. from

double add 9 treble
on or on th or on the

one dice other dice last dice

one instruction can be chosen. Each player does this in turn. The
winner is the first player to reach a chosen number, e.g. by chang.1._
the instructions on the dice, and it can be -axtended as the children
becoml ,Jith more relationships.

17. Distributive Property of MultiPlication over Addition - 3-12

1. This man Ils 14 buttons his overcoat; 7 on the left,
7 on the right. 2 x 7 = 14.

2. Ue now puts his belt on. Above belt 4 buttons on the
left and 4 buttons on the right. 2 4

Below b lt, 3 buttons on the. right an0 3 buttons on the left:
2 x 3.

Altogethc?r 4 + 3 on t'ie left Jnd 4 + 3 cn the right.
2 x 4 + 3 = 2 x 4+ 2 x 3. This can be writtca as
2(4 Al 3) = 2 x 4 + 2 x 3.

Putting t1-2 belt farther down, you would have 2 x 5 + 2 =
2 x 5 + 2= 2 x 5 + 2 x 2 or 2(5 x 2) + (2 x 2)



18. liulti-alication and Division Practice. - 2-12

Start at 10 and move in direction of the_ arrows. Write answers in the
blank space. What is your answer?

19. Number 9 Family Ch.l.rto. 3 -12

12,345,679 12,345,679 12,345,6799 x 1 = 9
9 x 2 = 13 9 9 9
9 x 3 . 27 111,111,111 222,222,222 3331333,333
9 x 4 36
9 x 5 . 45

9x6 =54
9 x 7 63
9 x 8 72
9 x 9 = 81

19 A Multiplication Wheel - 3-12

Laidlaw, Grade r, Teacher's Manual p. 71

20. Finger Multiplication. - 3-12

Number the fingers of elch hand fron 6 - 10, starting with the little
finger. To multiply 3 x 7, let the fingers which represent 8 x 7.
touch. Take the number of fingers below the touching fingers (3) and
,Idd the two fingers that touch (5). This is the nuAber of tens in the
product of 5 x 10. Multiply the number of fingers on each hand above
the touchinc fingers (2 x 3 = 6). So 8 x 7 . 50 + 6 = 56.



21. Football - 3-12

Draw 11 parallel lines on the board, marking them with numerals from 0 -
90, representing the ten-yard lines on a football field. At the other
end of e...ch line put a numeral suitable for multiplication facts. Aal,:.e

five small t$7,gboilrd footballs with a digit from 0 to 9 on each. Divide
the players into two teams. Team will ci:rry the ball first. 141e first
player draws a football from the bo;:, multiplies the number on his foot-
ball by the number on the 10 yard line in 20 seconds.'hake standards
stiff--making touchdowns on the field is not a snap. Lie can keen on
plying as long as he can .answer correctly in the specified time, advanc-
ing from the ten to the twenty'yard line and so on until he misses. The
ball ts'en .oes to no other side when he fumbles. This-can be used fo2
+, and t as well.

22. Divisibility. - 3-12

To decide whether or not a .number is divisible by 3 without a remainder,
look at the figures in the numeral. Find the sum. Can the answer be
equally divided by 3? If so the numeral can be divided by 3.

By 4. Look It the last two figures in the numeral. If the number expr-ss-
ed by them can be divided by 4, the number itself can also be divided by
4.

r 5.Any number whose numf.,::al ends in 0 or 5 can be dividd by 5..

By 6 . A number is divisible by 6 if it c_;11 be divided by both 2 and 3.

By Is 486 divisible by 7?

4,9;8

- 16.

32

Since 32 is not divisible by 7, 4Ci is not divisible by 7.

Is 266 divisible by 7?

2616
- 12I

1

Since 14 is divisible by 7, 266 is divisible by 7.

What did we do? The digit in the ones nl.ce is isolated from the ravlber
and multiplicated by 2. then this nulber is subtracted from the re-lain-
der, beginnin7; with the tens place.- If the re-:minder is divisible by
7 the original number is divisible by 7, and conversely.

TV 9

h number is divisible by 9 if the sum of its digits can be divided by 9.



23. Crisscross Multiplication - 3-12

Make a sketch on the cl,alk board, usin the numbers that 11.-.ve been givinG
the youngsters s,pacia difficult .

? S.

.0 7 4 g 3

\v
.0 8 5 9 J.J 3 Ai 7 3

The player begins with oit.,:r the 1,.t-hand nunbers. Follo,! the .

diagonal lines, multi.p1:..-in: t''e number by the one tlat follows. iach
product correctly given earns on .loint for the play:-..r. Children
can make t,eir own crisscross ga;aes )7(). thcfacts which they have diffi-
culty mastering.

24. rstimAion. - 3-12

A group of child en sit in x circle. .t a signal all the c'ildren ex-
tend any or all o.;.' their fingers. _Ich child then ci.ks an imm:,di:te
estimJte of the number of fingers sh,-wn. 4111 firs are then Jdecd
see who is ncr.r.tst to the exact number shown.

Other members o :i the class could write their estimates. Other objectc
-could be substituted Lor fingers.

. 25 Rounding Off - 3-12

Line up the class in two teams. The teacher then gives the instruction--
"round these numbers to the nearest 100, ( or ten or thousand.) She
then dictates a nuubor such s 12,426. .2he first two op )osier; students
call off t.:eir answers. The fist cue calling out t'le right number
roes to the end of the line to await another turn.. The loser roes to
his seat where he Atem-)ts to heat others by writing; the correct
answer.

26; Checks for Multiplication and Division. - 3-12

93 . 1 4- 2 3
8 x 6 . 48 4. 4 . 52 .7

x 32 = 5 .42) 7
15=6

2790 --V
2976- =24=6

Multiplication- -sec above cxauple. Add digits in 93--9 '. 3 = 12. Keep
addin:i until you get a one digit number-- 1 + 2 = 3. Do the sale in 32.
The result will he 5. Multi7ly 5 x 3 = 15 = 6.

add the digits in 2976 and ,;-et 24. Add ,:,gain 2 + 4 = 6. Since the chec
number in either direction is 6, 7h ex-Ilc checks.

Division. Check the num',ers as Cor Jiulti7)1y the check
number of the divisor by the cileck number of the quotient and ad(', the
check number of the remainder. This should give the check number of
the dividend if the division is correct.



27. Napier' Rods - 3-12

Make a Napier chart li' :e Vac:
illustr.ltiLn. Use red
2en to put t:,c num!lers in
th-, divided nou.res, hie&
for to others.

Cut along the vertl.cal
lines so that ejch colvAn
is a sonar,:to card or rod.

You should hitve 1. rode.

1. Suppose you ,,out to
multiply 369 x 6 using
Napier 's rods.

A. Pic'c out t-o 3, 6, :nd 9
rods and pl-cc t`le h side by
side. 11= pl cc the index
rod to tho rir-ht of these
three rods as shown in the
second chart.

Look ..(:)%4n the inecx rod

to t'7e nuober 6. To find
the product, you must dd
the numbers named diagonally

shwin in ne chrt.
Start at the rinht and re-
name an you add,

2. Sup?ose you wish to mul-
tiply 432 x 35.

out the 4, 13, and 2
rods. P1.2ce them side by
side. 'then place the index
rod at the ri;:ht oI
three rods. :!hat in the
product of 4fl2 x 5? This
is the fifst of ylvr

That is
the 7rr.dt:ct o.; 402 ;: 30?

Now add th;,ne tvo 7.c..rtil

products.

Checlz your wort: by nulti-Ay-
ing in the usual) ay.

o I

OM,/
El !

wei6rommuara.
11212EITIVIMP/102.4
MantaallMIEVE
INDIMMLFFII21
1111110261=0000
inEWIMIMPAMIR
orNIMPAMEiGiI

a 345-157 e91111
ellriffiffirg

-TANIPMEM

6



2% lip The &Weer - 3-1?

_

o 0 do

- 41' k__. 7 11.2'___Nr......___
i 37
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Ai 25 No

ao

14 2 24
+3 g _ X7 .4 4

29. ;.iuffia in Toss - 3 -12

Auter cul:s in muffin -Ian lccordinn to the type of rroSlei you wish to
stress. ,tultilicatinn 07 fractions, Take tv.rns tossing a
'-oft :1...1s-r int) muffin cu's fro, chalk line abou' thrle feet
fro., t'o pan. nunber of the cul tells you your score--now you
.ust add .r nultiay then correctly.

30, Aussian Pont.:sa - 3 -12

Follov ':he

24-m4; Halve each Au,:..-Jr on :,1,c left And double c.ich
nun'er on V:o right. doys discarding any

13 x N11-'es roanin

Crc. ont. 17 lin'.' '.Y:innin,; with an even number.

3 x add tho nu:.:11ern on no ri!lt to o')tain the correct

11_21L.:EL.
Ch-c' unnI1 ..Clod ,f rultilicltion.
dr--1 Vits



31. Finger Multiplication. 3-12

Learn the multinlic.ition facts u to 5 x 5. The numbers through 5
are mllnd the first cycle, 6 thr-ou..;h_10-the scond Cycle, 11 t'lrough
15 the third lnd so on,

To multily numbors in the second cycle, call tha L.'Iumb 6, te
fin:;cr 7, hnd so on to the little fiag.)r for 10. Do this for hot'
hJnds.

is 7 x 8? On one hand brirg the fiest fin:er, if 7 toether
with the thum'a. We 3he11 those fi4ars, re-x'esontU- 7, the
'tight finger..0 in c,.n"..rast it'l Ole throe romAnin: finvrs.'loose
fingers.:' On t!lc other h-nd ut to:;-th:sr the secmnd fin,; -:r, tha 8,
to3eth-r -1th th- tulo) first finger, is finere raarmentinm.
8.

Bring the two groups of "tight fingers- togeth.r. How r.ny do you have?
PIM This muller, 5, is the numer of i:ens in your answer. How
many loose finge-7s lvve you? Two on one h!nd, three on the other; but
this tine inste-d of Ading, multiply the numbers. Yov get 6, and
this is the num'her of ones in the .1nswer. Five tens, six ones 56,

Try 8 x 9. Throe tight fingers plus four tight fingers gives you seven
fingers torching. Hence the product iaclud-s seven tens. Two loose
fin:;srs times one loose firrr gives you 2, the number of ones in the
.)roduct. 9 x 8 = 72.

Will this alays work? Now try 6 x 7. You w411 find that ( 1 + 2)
tight fin7mrs indicaten 30, :nd ( 4 x 3 ) loose fingers inei,-at.,8 12;
and of course 30 + 12 = 42.

The Third :nd Fourth Cycles, Whlt h..criens in the third cycle?

Name the fingers 11 throu:;h 15. What is 13 x 14? Stnrt with
a bonus, of 100. Multiply the sum of the tight finr7ers (7) by 10.
Then add the product of the tight fin7rs (not t-e loos, ones this time).

100 10 (3 +4) + (3x4) = 102
= 13 x 14

In the cave way.
12 x 15 = 100 + 10 (2+5) + (2x5) = 180

For the fourth c;;c1c, tha bonus is 200. ;1.0.til)ly t' sura of the tight
fingers by 20, add the product oc the loose fin ;ors.

18 x 13 = 200 + 20(3+3) + (2x5) = 324

16 x 20 = 200 + 20(1+5) + (4 x 10) = 320



Finspr Mqlti;ajcation Cont'd.

"2/210 for t'le first ton cycles.

Cycle ,ponue Pi

2nd. (6-10) 0 10 L
3rd. (11-15) 100 10 T

4th. (15 -20) 200 20 L

5th. (21-25) 400 20 T

. 6th. (26-30) 600 30 L

7t.. (31-35) 900 30 T

.,th. (36-4J) 1,200 40 L

9th' (41-45) 1 ,o00 .50 T

10th. (46-50) 2,000 50 L

'Sum of the tight finr:crs multiplied by the number shown in the
col n.

I Product of the loose fingers (L) or the (T) fingers.

32. Ufortless Multillic-tion. - 3-12

4ffortl,sa lultiplication is P. motbod of diagonal place:lent of
ste)nroducts to eliminate the need for mental "carrying."

Step 1

7 3
94 .em MY. .
12

7863
r:4

M. .0 AM .0.

212
4

7863
94

7863
94

215212
824

7363
94

277212

324
27

7863
JR!.

23-212

824
527

4

7863
94

25512
824

752?
24

7863

231411
824

67527
324.

3212
24

111.2 fir3tsuroduct, 12 (4:0), pl hori- .ontally as usual.
ne's ml-nroduct, 24 (4x6), is placed diagonally to tho loft
V i'nt sue..-product, 12. W.ewise_thsthird sub-product is

to the 1 ^-ft of the p7'eccding one until you have
1 the -.ultiplicatien of all dic;its by the first digit in

the rocess with the digit in the "tons" place the
)r herizonticall in the txd lino. In this illustration

:.;ocons is re.Jalted followin7 the pattern for the digit
-nn: Jn' 11:%ce.



33. Multiplic,Ition Enrichment--Find the missing digit. 13-12

Each letter stands for a digit. Each time it 44 Li

2 F.'
is used in an =ample, it stan:::s for the same

X
A 4 3'

oilt. The letter stands for 0.
5 R -0

Look at t7le coda names for the partial products. What is the sum
of 3 ,:md 0? Then what number does .1) stand for in tie code name
for the product?

What added to 4 equals 8? Is the second partial product equal
to 540?

You know that-the second partial product is 540 and is the result
of multiplying the first factor by 20. What number multiplied by
20 equals 540? Then what is the factor that is represented by
A L?

Sirce A stands for 2, the fist Thirtial product is 243. he first
factor is 27. 4h,7,t number times 27 equals 243? Then what number
docs F stand for? "rite the multiplication complete with all the
di5.its that are now represented in code in the example above.

2 7
x 2 9

2 4 3
5 4 0

7-3 3

Here are some other examples to play with for a few minutes.

Q 1 3 ';' -3 4
X 4 6 7 8

L, n W S B B 0
s, 5 Q 0 A A 0 0

C

T, V

E D
G

T S B,

aQ

L

D
C

B

N

0

ll D I A, 0 E N
2 5 7 0 D C, A 0 0
J,J L. 0 1 5 3 7 5

B 0 Y
2 5

A, R B 0
6, 1 2 0
G, Y R 0

A 0 B
C D

D A D
C, 2 4 0

__...)._.

C, D D

A T 9 T
9 R P S

A 0 R 1 9 P
2 N F 0 Q, T T 0
A, IC F V P, 0 "N 6



I.viiion Euric7,o.Int - 5-12

Can you.brea'r the code? Renem'' thit 0
stan,fs

-

What nunher 2 - 0? when C sands fo-
2. 'Mat is ti: Oivisor in t'lis example?

To f3.;J:7 ti a nur:r revesentil. by L L
fine the prodyct of 4,0(Y) x 22.

In the e7:.:.idle X Anus L st for one. Since L
st,-.nCs for then -Whit numL)ar does X. st..nd for?

2 C) fd
L L 0. 0 i,_

1, C C
B T3 CI 0

.0 2

Fi..Ae. the oth.,r reprsented h7 lotrc.-.. Then write t7Ie
e;:ample comp1-!.J. with 41 its 47;:gits.

Break the code in 611 tliaa division examples.

L A 0
A 1
H L

R )

1.--R 0 A, L C
A A, 0 o 0
R 0, L C

00..
. 5 C

q. o

1 2
2 2

.4 N 0 P
41. Z 5 5);: N, X 3 T

2 1/7-37,i Y X 0 0 0 0
(, 0 0 0 1, 3 T
3, P m Y N, T..0 0

N T
Z, M M Y _ILT

0 0
2Y
MY

0



35. Birthday. Gaye._ - 3-12 Write th%.se numbqrs .cross

C- 37 x 3

4. 271 x 41

9 x 239

Wite these nnab%rs down.

1. 101 11

2. 555 -

37 x

5

4. 22-2
; 3

36. Duplicate a TILI-e of gr&ds Vic ones below. Have 7m7ils
write nnmerals below 10 in 'dlr.: nunbered ho7:es. t.nsW?7s to these fzcts
should then 1De ',ritt-Yn in -11a ot!rr boxes. Have' the csiildren nen

-Place arrows to culsvis for the eiff::rent fact .:roble:Is.-

37. Multiclic_Aion or :leditioa c.n h.:'us-d to complete ci box below.
(1) read ucross, (2) r.l'ad down. The iroduct Vie factors in tile, right
coln:In should eoual thc.ITOdnct of tie ;actors shown acrosfl tho
noreaev:Incod students can nse a 4 square grid.

)0 .o,IP0

/

1 /0

_.:g 3,_ /0 30?0



n--
51, Built-In Place Valve Chart for Long Division. - 3-12

Whenever children work with quotients larger t''an 10, the use of lined
7)rovidcs a built-in chart for place value. Have the student turn

his note napor sideways.

3§ Practice in thinking of more than one operation at a time. 2-12

40. Lattice Multiplication. - 3-12

// //
7 i /./ /h / /
o i /
U

to// / / / ,
0, cl// / /
d to / /a '
3

MP
Porm

Hun.zr awes



FRACTION NUMBERS - 1/2, 1/4, VOCABULARY

BEAL NUMBER-
OPERATIONS
FRACTIONS

K-I

1. Learner intuitively works with la.
vocabulary development and
recognition of parts,of a whole
or parts of a set,

c
d,
e.

Vocabulary-words to be developed area
part, some, all, whole, half, one
fourth.
To develop the idea of equality of
fractional parts:
a, divide and share apples or candy
b, fold or cut paper
c, divide beads, blocks, clay
Use of cuisenaire rods if available .
See activities #1-3.
EValuation
Does the child understand the process
of dividing 1/2 an apple and sharing
with others? (object is to make
fourths)



FRACTION NUMBERS 1/2, 1/3

2. When asked, the learner will be
able to differentiate between
a set of two and two halves, a

--set of three and three thirds,
etc. with 100c4 efficiency.

Raadiness: The learner has
previously been exposed to 1/2
and 1/3 in kindergarten.

FRP,CTIONS

o1-s_, 02-R

a. See activity 1 in activity section
under. Fractions.

b. Putting a mark or ccaor on pictures
that ohow thirds.

o. See Addison- Wesley teacheris guide,
pp. 201-203, Book 1

d, See activities #2 and 3
e. See activity #4, Use as much as

fits your needs.
f. Use Teaching Fraction transparencies
g. Use pp. 78-79 from-Addison4eSley

Duplicator Masters, Second Ed, Bk I
h. Filmstrip #118, "What is a Fraction ?"
i. Evaluation

Learner can with teacher supervision,
color fractional areas as indicated
by the sample below, or wits
fractional numerals.

Write 1/2 under regions that are
half colored.

IMEIBIEZX

Ring half the objects in each set.
(Continue this with thirds)

1/4.1

r-N 0 00
o co
00 0

0 0 0000



FRACTIONAL NUNRERS AND NUMERALS ASSOCIATLT
WITH THE FRACTIONAL NUMB RS 1/2, 1/3; 1/4.,

2/3, 3/4

3. When asked the learner will be
able to identify fractional
numbers and numerals associated
with 1/4, 2/3, 3/4, with 100%
(or near) efficiency.

Readiness: Learner is aware of
fractional parts and has worYed
with 1/2 and 1/3 intuitively.

III. FRICTIOIS

G2-S, 03-R

3a. Activities 1-4 can be used for review
b. See activities 5, 6, 7
c. See Addison-Wesley, pp. 275-280-2K 2
d. Use Teaching Fractions transpa:nencie
e. Use appropriate sheet from dupl]c.atcr

masters, Book 2, Addison=Wes17
2nd edition

f. Filmstrips: #118, "What is a Fmtiun°
g. For evaluation mdilsure, see WsrriLl

3ook Co. Discovering ellamati.cs

P. 58



FRACTION' L NUMBERS INCLUDLAG HUVES,
THIRDS, FOURTHS, SIXTHS, AND EIGHTHS

4. The learner will be able to
identify and write all fractions
through eighths with 100% (or
near) efficiency,

Readiness: Previous experience
has been gained in grade two
with halves, thirds, and
fourths.

5. Learner will be able to sole
five simple word problems
related to fractions through
eighths with 85% accuracy.

4a.

b

c.

d.

e.

f.

g,

h.

III, FRACTIONS

G3-S 04-R

Use preparatory practice listed
under "Preparation," pp. 336-340
of Addison-Wesley Teacher's Guide
Book 3.
Use pages 336-337 of Addison - Wesley
Teacher's Guide or 298-299 of
child's text for practice in review.
See activities 1-7 for review.'
See activity 8 to further objective
One .

Use Addison-Wesley. Book 3, pp. 338 -
31;1 of Teacher's Guide to further
objective 1.
Use teaching fractions transparencieu.
Filmstrips #1181 "What is a Fraction?"
#119, "How Large Is a Fraction?"
#120, "Fractions of a Group"
For evaluation of objectives see
Activity 9.

. Suitable problems'may be found in any
text for this level.

b. See activity 10.
c. Evaluation

Thought problems p. 343 of Teacher's
Guide, Addison-Wesley, Book 3.
Children's answers need not be in
reduced form, however.



GIVEN FRACTION AS A FRACTION.L
P1

III.

ART OF THE WHOLE

FRACTIONS

G4-21 25-R

6. Learner can, given 10 problems 6a. See Addison - Wesley, Book 4, pp, 2140-

identifying fractions, recognize 250, for review and mastery
and write the fractions with b. Addison-Wesley, Book 5, pp. 185491,
90% efficiency, may be of help

c. Fraction discs or cut up paper plates
Readiness: Learner has had d, Fraction Wheel, Ideal School Supply)
previous experience in frac- Chicago
tional recognition. e. Bulletin Board Charts (a kit) contain-

ini; materials on fractions, co iron
measures, and fundamental processes
P.A. Owen Co Danville, New Jersey

f. Use Duplicator Masters, Book 14,
Addison- Wesley - appropriate pages

g. Sec activity 10
h. Filmstrips - #119 "How Large is a

Fraction?", #120 "Fractions of
Group"

i, Teaching Fractions transparenci93
Evaluation could be done by a
teacher made test such as:

, , Write the fraction that
. tells that part of the set

is black



EQUIVALENT AND NON-EQUIVALENT FRACTIONS

7. The learner will be able to
define and ....ame equivalent

fraction sets with 85%
efficiency.

Readiness: Learner by this
time should have achieved near
mastery in fraction recognition.

8. Learner will be able to
determine whether a given
fraction is less than, greater
than, or equal to another
given fraction with 85%
efficiency.

4

III. FRACTIONS

211=11.115-s G6--R

7a.

b.
c.

Addison-Wesley, Book 4, 131:4 252 -268
Addison-Wesley, Book 52.pp, 194-203
Addison-Wesley workbook, pp. 62-65
provide practice exercises
An expanded classroom chart such as
in activity 7 would be helpful.
For evaluation/ the above mentioned
workbook pages may be useful

8a. Addison-Wesley., Book 5, pp. 204-2051
226-227

b. Addison Wesley, workbook, pp. 70-71
provide practice

o. Through the use of fraction discs;
individual cut outs, paper plate
sections/ etc., pupils can compare
fractional sets.

d. See activity 10
e. Continental Press, Transitional

(modern) Math ditto packs - 42 and
51

f. Use Teaching Fractions transparencies
6. Filmstrips: #335 "Working With Like

and Improper Fractions"
h. Evaluation checks may be found in

Addison-Wesley, Book 4, pp. 266-.267



NUMERATOR AND DENMINATOR

III, PRACTIOYS

9. Learner will be able to define
and identify numerator and
denominator when asked to do
so. Primarily, this should
a convenience in langua3e a.
discussion of fractions.

Reaiinesst Learner by this
time can undervtand the fraction
concept.

9a.

b,
c.

d,

C.

Addison- Wesley, Book 4, pp. 258-259
serve 3S introduction
Addison Wesley, Book 5, pp. 190-191
Practice exercises can be fopnci in
Continental Press (modern) 5
Use appropriate pages in Duplicator
Masters., Book 4, 2nd edition,
Adison4/esley
Continued use of terminology at this
time should facilitate ease of usage
on the part of the learner. This is

the evaluation.



324PROPEct FRACTIONS AND FM= NUMBERS

.111/11.11111=

11.11111.

-,II_ 2fli,;TIONS

9171, GsflaLa

10. Learner should be able to
recognize and explain a
fraction containing a numer
ator as large or larger than
the denominator. Proficiency
may be gained by repeated
usage of such fractions.

Readiness: Learner can
identify and define numerator
and denominator.

Addison-Wesley, Book 4, pp, 262-263
provide introductory material
liddison-Wesley Book 5, pp. 192
provides intorductory material
Scott Foresman, Book 5, pp. 148150
Aladdin Fraction Line Set, 095,
Ideal School Supply Co., Oak Lawn
Illinois
Fraction discs, paper plates,
flannel board, fractional parts,2etc.
Continental Press (Modern) Gr. 5 ,

r'. 1, 2, 3, 11
EV..luation may have to be through
teacher observation and teacher
made test, since materials are
scare.
A telt might bett The shaded areas

Circles are equal fourths
divided into
fourths

0 1 2 . 3 4

Point shows 3/2 on the
number-111e.-



IMPROPER FRACTIONS AND MaXED NUMBERS

III, FRACTIOM

11. Learner can change a mixed
number to an improper fraction
or the reverse with 85%
efficiency.

.1-
:1a. Addison- Wesleys Book 40 pp. 298302
b. Addisonliesley1 Book 5, p?, 241-242
c, Practice exercises Continental

Press, Modern Math, 52, pp. 23-214
d. See Scott Foresman Teacher's

Nanual, pp. 364 for a game called
Fraction Match, which supports
this objective.

e. Filmstrips:
#124 "Mixed Numbers"
4125 "Using Mixed NUMbers"
#335 "Working With Like and Improper

Fractions"

f. Inventory and evaluation material
can be found in Learning to Compute,
Harcourt Brace, 2nd edition, pp. 42 --

43



111=11.11111.

LONEST TERM FRACTIONS

12 Learner will be able to
identify the lowest term
fraction in a group of
equivalent fractions with
85% accuracy.

Readiness: Learner is familiar
with meaning of equivalent, can
differentiate between equival-
ent and non-equivalent frac-
tions .

III. FRACTIONS

12a. Addison Wesley, Book I, pp. 270-274
for introduction

b. Addison-Vesley Book 5, pp. 206-212
for introduction

c. Any fraction line set would be
helpful

d. Scott Foresman, Book 5, pp. 143-146
e, See activity 12 for supplementary

work
f. Harcourt Brace, Learning to Compute,

2nd edition, p. 40
g. Continental Press, Modern Math, 52,

PP. 17-18
h, See activities 13 and 14
i, Filmstrips: #332, w.Reducing Frac-

tions"
j, Evaluation might take the following

form: Give groups of equivalent
fractions and have child circle
those in lowest terms.
Give groups of higher term fractions
and have child write the lowest term.



r ADDING AND SUBTRACTING Lan
AND UNLIKE FRACTIONS

mou
71111.111o.

13. Iearner will add and subtract
like and unlike fractions with
8% efficiency.

Readiness: Review the inverse
relationship between addition
and subtraction to apply these
operations with fractions,

14. /earner will.apply above akille
in solving five word problems
with 80% efficiency.

III. FRACTIONS

G5 -s G6 -R

13a. Addison4iesley: Book 5$ Pp° 2144 -251
and 254-257 for developmental
processes

b. Addison44esley: Book 6, pp. 118-125
for development.

ee Continental Press Modern Math: 52:
pp. 20-21 for practice

d. See activity 11
e. Addison-Wesley workbook 5, pp. 74,

76-79
f. See activity 242 15, 18

g. Filmstrips:
#335 "Like and Improper Fractions"
:,!333 "Adding With Fractions"

h. Evaluation listed at bottom of this
page

4a. Addieca.Meelsyl Book 5, p. 257, for
experience in problem solving

be Addison- Wesley, Book 6, p. 125 for
experience

e. Let ehildren make up their own
problems. Select those best suited
to ability level and experiences of
group and place on math table with
answers on back of problem. In-
dividuals ean solve as they choose.

d. Use fraction number line

e. Evaluation for both Rbjectives:
Continental Press: 54, pp, 22, 27,
28



E--.--........--.-............-

ADDING AND SUBTRACT BIG
NUMBERS AND RIOROUPING

.....

II &II

112.11114.=t MIL

III. FRACTIONS

05-13 G6 -R

154 Learner will be able to add and 15a.
subtract mixed numerals with
like and unlike denominators b.
with 85% efficiency.

Readiness: Learner has already
gained skill in adding and
subtracting fractions with like
and unlike denominators.

16. Learner will be able to add
and subtract mixed numerals
with like and unlikr depom-
inators using regmmping with
85% efficiency,

0.

d.

e.
f.

C.

]6a.

b.

d.

e.
f.

Addison-Wesley, Bo)k 53 pp, 258-261
for information
Learni to Co 1033 Harcourt Bvace3
2nd edition: a edtion p. 54A
subtraction p. 59. These are for
practice
Continental Press, Modern Math, 52,
pp. 24-25 for practice.
Scott Foresman3 Book 5, pp. 177-182
Another approach to addition
See acJticities 12, 13, 15, 16
Filmstrip ,338
Evaluation: Addison-Mesley work-
book 5, p. 80

Addison-Wesley, Book 50 p. 262 for
introduction
Addison - Wesley, Book 6, pp. 128,
129, 131 for introduction
Scott Foresman, Book 5, pp. 190-195
another approach
Learning to Computes 2nd edition,
p. 60
Use game, Fraction Quizmo
Evaluation: Addison -Wesley work-
book 5, p. 81



ADDIM AND STEMACTING El= 11UMBMS
AND ALDROUPING

--IIII. FRACTIONS

G5 -S G6 -R

0E6

17. Learner will be able to apply
skills learned in Drob1em
solving by solving five word
problems with 85% efficiency.

17a. Addison Wesley; Book 5; p, 263
b. Scott Foresman, Book 52 pp. 196 -

197
c. Addison-Wesley, Book 6, pp, 135-

136
d, Scott Foreeman, Book 6, pp. 98,

100, 101
e, Children may contribute original

problems with answers for math
table

f. For evaluation, any test, teacher
made or commercial, incorporating
the three objectives would be
satisfactory. For example:
Addison-Wesleyi Teacher's Guide
Book 6, p. 143, "Short Stories"
would be useful.



LAND A UNIT FRACTION

III. FRACTIOES

G5 -S G6 -R

18. Learner can multiply a whole
number and a unit fraction in
preparation for multiplying
two or more fractions.

Readiness: Learner is able to
apply associative and com-
mutative laws in multiplying.

19. Learner will use the zero
principle and one as identity
number in multiplying frac-
tional parts.

18a.

b.
c.
d.

e.

f.

g.

Addison - Wesley, Book 5. pp. 286-
289
Addison-Wesley, Book 6, pp, 146-149
Use of any fraction line
Addison- Wesley workbook 5, pp. 88-
89
Houghton Mifflin, Book 5, pp. 202-
203, 206-207

Continental Press, Modern Math 61
See activity 17

19a. Addison-Wesley; Book 5; pp. 290-291
b, 2,ddison-Wesley; Book 6, pp. 150-151
c, Filmstrip 1339, Grames 1-18 for

intreduotory purposes



III. FRACTIOVS
MULTIPLYING TWO OR MORE

FRACTIOML MITTS

20. Learner can multiply a given
nunber of ex:mples involving
fractional units with 85%
efficiency,

Readiness' Learner has prev-
iously gained skill in the
multiplication or a whole
nunber and a fraction.

21, Learner ean use the short cut
method of multiplication of
fractions by dividing numer-
ators and denominators by the
same factor.

G5-Is G6 -s

203. Addison-Wesley, Book 52 pp. 292 -
293, 295

b. Addison-Wesley; Book 6, pp. 152-155
c. Harcourt Brace, Learning to Compute

2nd edition, pp. 62-63
d. Continental Press, Modern Math,

Book 6
e. Addison-Wesley workbook, book 5,

2nd edition, pp. 99-103
f. Addison-Wesley,Book 51 2nd edition,

Teacher's Guide, pp. 300-301
Involves problem solving

g. See activities 19-20
h. Filmstrips

a23 "Multiplying Fractions"
337 "Multiplying Fractions"
n39 "Multiplication and Division"

21a. Addison-Wesley, Book 6, p. 157 for
introduction

b. Harcourt Brace, Learning to Compute
2nd edition, pp. 64-66.for practice

c. Addison =Wesley, Book 6, pp. 158-159
Apply the distributive principle as
another approach to multiplying
fractions

d. For evaluation see activity 20



TM RECIPROCAL PROCESS Y DIVISION

22. Learner can divide a given
number of examples involving
division of rational numbers
by using reciprocal process
with 855 efficiency.

Readiness: Learner is able to
multiply rational numbers.

III, FRACTIONS

GS -I,_ G6-s

22a. Addison-Wesley, Book 6, pp. 156,
167-171 intro.; 172-177,problem solve

b. liarccu Brace. 2nd' edition,
Learning to Co.aate, pp. 68-73

c. Scott Foresman, Book 6, pp. 198-200
d, See Grade 6, Addison-Wesley work-

book
e. Continental Press, Modern Nhth,

Grade 6
f. See oFvuit Punch", activity 20 for

a culminating experience.
g. #339 "Beginning of

Multiving and Dividing Fractions"
Framer; 19-32
',336 Use this after reciprocals

h. For evaluation of all aspects of
fractions:

add 71,!2

/2

1/2

3/14

/8

'/3

subt. 2/3

1

1 1/6

5/6

1 1/2



ACTIVITIES - FRACTIONS

1. Pieces of Halves or Both k-1

Materials: Make two each of the following objects from paper. Be sure they
are large enough to handle conveniently.

Directions: Tell the children stories. For example:
(1) "You and your friend are hungry and you have only one piece of candy to
share between you. What would you do?" The child should say, "I would
divide it into halves." Then let him cut it with scissors.
(2) "A friend asks for piece of your doughnut just to see what 14,-; tastes
like." Child cuts it. "Is this cut in two pieces? In half?"
(3) "Fold the paper heart in two. :,re both sides alike? Cut in half."
(4) Have the children draw pictures of objects and show them divided in
half or in two pieces with a line.

(5) The same ideas could be used for thirds and f ourths,
(6) As the need arises, directions such as-"Break this piece of candy in
half," or "Fill this glass about half full," can be used to flake fractions
more meaningful.

2. Give each child a set of 10 small counting objects. Suggested directions
and questions are:

(1) Put 4 counters on your desk. Divide the set of coue.,ers into two sets
with the same number in each set. How ma4y counters are in each set?

(2) What is one hall' of 4?

(3) Continue with 6, 8, and 10 counters.
(4) Follow up: Have children draw a set of J4 a set 31 6; of 8 and of 10

objects of their own choosing. They may draw buttons, wheels, tops,
hats, etc. Then have them take turns drawing rings around one half
of each set. Next, have them write below each picture of a set the
number that tells the number of Objects in one half the set.

3. Let some children cut pictures from magazines that show groups of objects
which can be separated into two equal subsets or halves. These pictures may
be pasted on a large piece of tagboard (or put on bulletin board with a
caption such as "We Can Make Halves." Other children may cut pictures of
sets of objects which cannot be separated into halves. These could be posted
under a caption "We Cannot Make Halves."



4. How Much Pie? 1-2

Materials: Three large paper plates that have been cut into halves, thirds,
and fourths; and three circles of construction paper fcr each child the same
size as the paper plates,

Directions: The teacher is to request something like the following:
(1) "Will you take 1/3 or a pie next door to Mrs, Smith."
(2) "You may take 1/4 of a pie for your lunch."
(3) "Please put 3/4 of a pie in the picnic basket, Sue." In each cases the

child should take the correct portion and pretend to do as directed.
Show how the bottom number means the number of pieces into which the pie was
cut, and the top number shows how many pieces were taken, or are left.
Children should understand that pie-cutting is an estimation because no
me,..-,aring device is used, while a measuring pitcher is more nearly exact.

5. Place four chairs together, Ask a child to move three fourths of the
chairs away, Draw a rectangle on the chalk board and have another child
color two fourths of the drawing. Repeat with the other fractional parte
in related situations,

6. Use these diagrams for teaching fourths, quarters. The clock face can
also be worked in at this time.

Color as directed,

white blue -

gray black

1/4 of the drawing is blue
What part of the drawing is black?
What part of the drawing is gray?
What part of the drawing is white?

One Fourth of the drawing is blue.
It in also called one quarter.
Quarter is another name for fourth.

Look at the blue and black parts, Together they are
what part of the drawing? Trace the arrows from
A to C. How far did you move around the drawing?

7. Let the children make a classroom fraction chart,

one whole

one half one half

one third

one
fourth

1

one thlrd . one third

ooe
fourth

one
fourth

one
fourth



8. Name the Fraction

Materials: Flannel board, fractional cutouts of all sizes (or paper pie plates
different colors and cut into fraction parts maybe used.)

Directions: One child is "It", He puts a fractional part on the flannel board
and calls on someone to tell what the iprAction is. If the child gets it right,
he is "It" and gets to put up a fraction. If necessary, show all the equal
parts of the whole.

9. Write the fraction for (a)the shaded region (b)the unshaded region.

:3,

10. Let each pupil risk° up one or more questions similar to the following:
(a) Would you rather have 1/5 of a sot of ten dollar bills or 1/2 of a

set of ton dollar bill-;?
(b) Which is longer, a croa:Ae7 hour or half hour?

Select the problems that are the most interesting and within the childrents
ability level. Place them (with answers on reverse side) on the Mathematics
Table for individual work,



11. Over Yellow

Make sets of cards as shown below. Pupils shuffle and deal all the blue cards,
then all the yellow cards. A player starts by saying ',Over Yellow', which is
the signal for each pupil to pass one yellow card to the player on his right
if he has one. The pupils try to make as many fraction books as possible
containing two yellow and one blue card representing the same fraction. Each
pupil takes turns giving the signal until a player goes out. One point is
given for each correct book and two points for going out. The pupil with the
most points wins.

12. Raceway

Prepare a playing-board and a spinner similar to the ones shown below. Four
players or teams may compete on each board and each Should have a marker,
such as the cutout of a racer.

1 41i,

--;?:

4:

;- 1

1-
te 4

11111111111111

'CR.T: 1111111111

3 1111111111
EC

4 11111111H

Blue Comet

4-Tn--17-"ir"-4 5 6

0 7/16 lost
+7/16 +71/4 turn
7/16 1,717;

Directions At the stayt all markers should he placed fA the starting line, and
Players should take turns twirling the spinner to determine how far to advance
the racers each time. This continues until one oar finishes. Each pupil should
keep a score sheet similar to the one shown below. These are checked at the

end of the game for correctness. To adapt the gamic to thol review of subtraction,
markers may be placed at the finish line and moved backward as numbers selected
by the spinner are subtracted each time.



13. 21111122Ealama

The object of thir: gar io to fill the empty spaces according to the pattern
established by the r.117bers already in place. The game maybe made more
difficult by chongf.ng tha interval, or by breaking the rhythm pattern.

14. Back and Forth

Divide the class into two teams and line them up facing each other. Start
the game by giving the fraction 3/16. The first child of Team A is to give
the fraction 1/16 larger or 2/16, but in the lowest terns it can be reduced
or 1/8. Then, the first member of Team B gives 3/16. This continues back
and forth from team to T.,eamo When fractions for sixteenths have been
completed tenths, eighths, sixths, fifths, fourths, thirds, and halves
can be given. A score of one point for each correct answer can be kept.
The team with the nost points wins.

15. We Nake Or

Write three fractio,x; whose numerators are 1, whose denominators are different
and when added together equal 1.

Bcample: 1/2 1/3 T 1/6 = 1; rename fractions before adding
3/6 .1- 2/6 -1- 1/6 = 1

Then proceed using the same rules with 1, 5, 6, etc. fractions.

16. Magic Squares

First find the s.zm of one row of the square. Then you know what the other
rows should add up to Circle the key fact in each addition. Then add.

7 5/6 1: 2/9 3 1/3

8 5/8

5 1/18

Su .

6 1/8 5 2/3 4 5/6

7,1/12,

3 7/12

Sum is



17. Postman Game

Prepare envelopes with an address on each liko 1/14 of 4 = ?, 1/3 of 15 = ?,
and etc. Each desk represents a residence and is numbered accordingly. The
postman delivers his letters to the proper address determined by what/. is.
If the occupant discovers an error, he reports to the postmaster and if he
can correct the error, he continues until the letters are all distributed.

18. Common Denominator Game

Cut 20 or moro tagboard flashcards. On each card write two or three unlike
fractions. Place the Lommon denominator on the back of each card. This
game can be adapted for individual, small, or large group use. In group
use, the teacher or a leader can hold up each card in turn and the group
can respond on paper.

19. Complete The Chart

------

factors 2/3 x 4/5 3/4 x 1/2 2/3 x 2/5 4/5 x 3/5 2/5 x 2/7

product of
numerator I

8

pproduct of
denominator
-Iwo-
.product

15

'8/15

'20, Fill in the Spaces - One has been done for you.

X 2/3 4/5 1/3 1/2

21. Fruit Punch (serves 1C)

2 1/14 cups grape juice (5 5/8 ans)
1 3/4 cups orange juice (4 3/8)
1 1/2 cup pineapple juice (3 3/4)

3 3/4 cups water (9 3/8)
1/14 cup lemon juice (5/8)
3/4 cup sigar (1 7/8)

If you wish to serve a class of 25, you would have to multiply Etna ingredient
by 2 1/2. Recopy the recipe showing the new amounts.



22. Bulletin Board Suggestion

23, BuetinBo3rdgestion
Humpty Duzapty sat on the wall.

-F-7- -1-

6

Hunipty Dumpty had a great fall.

NHi.T A FBACTIMILL EITERIENCEL1



USING DEMALS TO NAVE RATIONAL NUJ BERS

II. Numeration and
Number T eory

S-51_ R-6

1. Given dollars and cents expres-
sions, such as $2.50, the learn-
er can express the amount as a
mixed number, in its lowest terms.

Readiness: Experience with money'.

2. The learner can write in decimal
notation any ten nun, erals made
up of tenths only, ?!id of whole
numbers and tenths, in random
order, dictated by the teacher.
The learner can, in addition,
read back what he had written if
asked to do so.

la. Place examples on the chalkboard
such as:

$3.25 = 311-

$4.50 =
$2.75 =
$5.20 =

(Express the rest of the sums of
money as mixed numbers. Add to
this list for the students to
complete.)

b. Have each child draw a number line.
Point out that you can use two ways
to name each number and that each
number on the line is named by a
fraction as we* ll as

2 t
by decima

A-15Illustration: ft"

0 A .' .3 4 S .6 .7 .8
c. See activities number 1. and 2.

2a. Each child lists five decimal numbers
in order by size. ( Example: 1.4,
3.6, .1, .5, 6.8). Choose a child
to write his numbers on the chalk-
board in random order. The other
children are to copy the numbers in
order by size. The first child
called on who has the correct arrange
ment writes his nimbers on the chalk-
board in random order.

b. See activity number 3--- for ODOMETER



USING DECIMALS TO NAME
RATIONAL NUN3ERS

1

II. Numeration and

Number Theo :';

S-5, R-6

3. The learner can write in decimal
form any ten numerals made up of
hundredths only and of whole
numbers and hyridredths, in ran-
dom order, dictated by the teacher.
The learner can, also, read back
what he has written if asked to
do so.

4. The learner can rite from
dictation a group of fifteen
numerals, including tenths,
hundredths, and thousandths,
some with whole numbers and
some without whole numbers.

5. Dictation of numerals, extended
to twenty to be written by the
student including tenths,
hundredths, thousandths, ten-
thousandths, and hundred-thou-
sandths, with and without a
whole number.

3a. Draw t.,,o number lines, the second being

so to speak, a magnified version of .L:19

first.
o .2 .3 .9. .5 .4 .7 .S .9 /.0

P 1 t .

I To% riro3 tgo # 72" ran
le)

.01 .o2 .011 ,o6 .or .08 .01

Explain that the key number is ten and
that we continue making subdivisions
of ten in order to name smaller and
smaller numbers.

b. See ACTIVITY 2(P), do the same thIng
using HUNDREDTHS. Example:
(0.13, 2.22, 0.44, 73.67, 7.01)

c. See ACTIVITIES 4. and 5.

4a. Same type of activity can be done as
in ACTIVITY 2(A). Examples should
include tenths, hundredths and thou-
sandths, some with whole numbers and
some without.

b. See PCTIVITIES, 6, 7, and 8.

5a. Use OBJECTIVE 5 as an evaluation.
b. See ACTIVITY number ).



II. Numeration and
Number Theory

USING DLCIMALS TO NAME RATIONAL NUMBERS
S-6, R-7

6. Given a list of ten decimal no- 6a. See ACTIVITY numbers10 and 11.
tations which contain e mixture
of four-, five-, and six-place
decimals, some in combination
with a whole number and some
without, and beside each of
which is written "ten-thousandths
- hundred-thousandths - milliontht
- " the learner can circle
after each notation which of tne
three denominators listed would
be used in reading the decimal.
In addition, the learner can
read any of the given decimals
orally if as'-ed to do so.

I USING DECLIIIS TO PERFORi; THE FUNCTIONS CF
ADDITION, SUBTRACTION, ITITIMCATION AND

DIVISION OF RATIONAL NULBERS

III. Real Number
Operations

S-6. R-7

7. Given ten examples, five addition) 7a. See ACTIVITY number 12.
and five subtraction with both i b. See FOLLOW-UP, ADDISON-WESLEY,
examples containing decimals of Teacher's Edition, 1968, p 223.
varying denominations from tenths
to hundred thousandths, and
with the addition examples having
from four to seven addends, the
learner can perform the indicated
operation and can read the re-
sultina sum or difference orally
if asked to do so.

Readiness: Can use decimals to
name rational numbers.



8. Iiihen Oven ten example:, includ-
ing five multiplication and
five division, which require
that a decimal be divided by
a whole number, and such that
there is a mixture of 3-, 4-,
and five-place dlicimals, the
learner can perform the in-
dicated operation, then read
his product or quotient if
called upon to do so.

9. Using decimal divisors,includ-
ing tenths through hundred-
thousandths, the learner can
divide these decimal divisors
into the indicated whole number
dividend, in a given list of
ten examples.

C-. See ACTIVITIES 13, 14, and 15.
b. Scientific notation makes it easy to

handle very large numbers, like those
used to measure distances in space.
The students may also, be interested in
converting to scientific notation some
extremely great distances, like the
distance to Andromeda,a large galaxy
that is 9 billion miles from earth.
( See Addison Jesley, Book 6, (1968)
p 245

9a. Problems can be selected in dividion
giving the students practice using
decimal, divisors. Examples:

1.5124 0.1310.0169

0.061T6 0.02610.39

0.00008'40 0.00710.00049

fi



1. SHOPPING:

Number of players:

Mate

OWES FOR USE ITH DECIMALS

Two to twelve.

needed: Play money for each child in sufficient number and
variety that he can show any amount from It to $1.00

N\ (minimum: 4 pennies, 1 nickel4 2 dimes, 1 quarter,
\ 1 half-dollar) and purses ( can be made of butcher

Cuf
paper something like one shown). Also needed are

ovt flash cards with pictures of commodities and prices.

Sra pies

Procedure: Leader or teacher holds up flash card. Players arrange
correct amount on their desks or tables. Leader says
"sold" to those who show correct amounts.

2. DECIMALS; STORE

Number of players:

Materials needed:

two to eighteen.

Large sheets with picture& of articles, each one
marked with a price tag, ( or pictures may be drawn
on the blackboard). Each child needs paper, pencil,
and possibly crayons.

Procedures Each child starts with an imaginary amount of money which
he writes at the top of his paper. With this he "buys"
things by drawing a picture of ihe item desired in one
square on his paper. He "pays" for it by subtracting the
price from the amount of money with which he started. The
money left over is written on one side of the next square, and
other purchases are made ( items drawn in and prices sub-
tracted) until the entire amount is spent.



0::OtiTcR CONSTRUCT1'1N

jyaterials: Ditto master, 10"x12" tagboard, crayons, and twopronged brass
fasterners.

The odometer should be made in quantities large enough to en-
able each child in a classroom to have one as decimal fractions
are studied. rake the pattern for the odometer body and the two
smaller disks on one ditto master. The body of the odometer is 10 3/4
inches long and 3 inches wide. The speedometer scale is 8 3/4 inches
long and 1 1/4 inches wide. The space for each numeral in the tens,
ones, and tenths places is 1" by 3/4". The disks showing tens and
tenths are each 3" in diameter. The tab on the tens disk is used to
turn the disk after it is attcched to the odometer.

The patterns for the ones disk should be put on another ditto master.
There is room for three such disks on one ditto master. This wheal
has a diameter of 4 3/4". After the ditto masters have been prepared,
the patterns for the parts can be put on the tagboard by hand- feed;.ng
the tagboard sheets through the ditto machine.

Each child can be given the parts he needs to assemble his odometer'
After cutting all of the parts out, the numerals should be colored,
The numerals for the tenths place should be black.

The teacher's odometer should be much larger. It can be made from
railroad board or any heavier tagboard.

0 10 lo 3o 41-0 5 7o &O 100



DECD ALS

4. DECIMAL PLACE VALUE- A place value chart shows places with similar names; 5UCh
as tens and tenths, in proper relationship. Each child should prepare his own
place value chart so he can better understand the place value of numbers. it
should be explained that 4 above G means 10 times as much as 4 above H, 1/10
as much as 4 above F, 1/100 as much as 4 above E; etc. The concepts of 10 times
as much etc. apply to the left of the decimal point; the concepts of 1/10 85
much, etc. apply to the right of the decimal point.
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5. DRIVE THE DECIMAL WHEEL: Duplicate a wheel like the one shown below. The
children are to go arou;:d the whe91 as fast as they can, writing decimal names,
on the outside of the cizcle, for the fractions. Plso, fraction names can be
written for decimals col- mixed numbers and improper fractions can be used.
Only fractions which are familiar with the children should be used.



DECIMALS

6. DEVELOP YOUR DECIALS: Have pupils go to the board or use paper, slates, etc.,
and draw some figure such as a jack-o-lantern. Then give several decimal
numbers to p,it into the figure. Say "Go" and the pupil should add all the
numbers as fast as he can. Time him and record his score on the chalkboard
under his name. The next child takes his turn. The child who gets his total
correct in the shortest amount of time wins. Also,. this may be done with
subtraction. A number in the stem of the pumpkin is subtracted from every
other number in it.

/."

A /

II ) y 5

\` If i
61i

he/7 3,

7. DECE1AL CHART AND SLkTED CLOTH: Cut a square out of slated cloth 27"x27"
with pinking shears to give it an edge that will not ravel. Draw a 20"
square in the center and divide it into 100 squares, outlined in 1:hite enamel.
Use white or colored chalk to shade the tenths, hundredths, or any part of
the whole to be illudtrated. A blackboard eraser will erase any work or it
is also washable. A washable white curtain shade outlined with black crayon
can be used instead of the slated cloth.

NOTE: This can also be done with graph paper or plain paper marked off
with a sewing machine.

8. SPOOLS: Thread 100 spools, identical in size and shape, on a heavy cord.
Paint in red with poster paint or airplane dope every tenth spool to
facilitate counting. Cut spools w.th a power saw or by hand to show decimal
equivalents. For example, the thirteenth spool can be cut in halves so that
12 1/2 spools may be separated from the rest to show 1/8 of the whole.
hake a number of dividers by cutting a 4" cardboard circle to the center and
slipping it over the string in between the spools.



LL;

9. DECO: Draw a playing area similar to the one shorn below on the board and
divide the class into teams. The members of each team takes turns filing the
boxes in their column with decimals that meet the requirements of the directions
common to both teams. Decimals may be corrected by the captain of each tea:7,
as he discovers errors or as they are pointed out to him by his own team
members. If the opposing team discovers an error, it and another decimal
must be erased and the boxes left empty. ^t the end of the game the teacher
erases any errors or duplications, even if a duplication appears in Team A
and Team B's area. The tear qithThe most decimals left in its area wins.
The playing areas may also be dittoed for use by pairs of pupils. After each
has filled his own area, he crosses out all errors made by the opposition.

1.1 L.It.Ari L
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10. M.R.BER BLOCKS: Duplicate a sheet that looks like the one in the illus-
tration below, or a similar one. On the back of it duplicate numbers or
letters in sequence, one to each square for checking purposes. Cut out
the squares, shuffle them, and pass them to pupils in sets. Have each
child recreate the original rectangle by arranging the numbers in order
from smallest or largest by rows. Then turn over the squares to see if
the sequence of numbers is correct.

0. c, 5% o_c_z. ct. ..:,c.

r8% /00.7; /.01 1.-e-li

1 7570 /. 8 ..."6 -..',47,31,

9 2. f
8 7 6 .5

/,_ // /0 9
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11. DECIkPL RELAY: ;rite two sets of fractions in columns on the board. Put

the same fractions in each column but in different order. Divide the class
into teams. When the signal is given to start, the first member on each
team goes to the board and writes the decimal equivalent beside the first
fraction in his team's column. Ps soon as he returns to his seat, the
next member goes up and so on. The team which writes the most correct
decimal equivlaents wins.



12. DECI: IL RACE:

Number of players:

1.aterials needed:

5

DECIPLS

Tiro teams of five to ten members each.

, collection of'large flash cards with three or four
decimal-fractions on each one.

o 5.

. c.) 0

Procedure: This game muld take the form of a race. There could be 10 lens
the race, and the team that answers 10 problems correctly

first wins the race and the game. Teams supply individual
contestants in rotation. If the contestant identifies the
decimal that is the largest, his teem advances one lap tnwaa.d5
the goal of 10. If one contestant misses, the contestan.:, of the
opposing team has an opportunity to give the correct
If this second student misses, the first team has an oportuni.ty
to answer correctly, etc. This is continued until the correct
answer is given. Student leaders write down the answers on the
board as given by the contestants. They draw an "X" through
any incorrect answers. They also keep a record of thelaps
completed.

13. I ATCHING:

Number of players: Two to eighteen.

aterials needed: Cards with decimal facts on them and room to match tte
answers as illustrated, diagram"A". Numerous small
squares of tagboard containing the answers as shown on
diagram "B".

L_6,,,2Y *----.2)

-/. 5 04.1 z

----1/.0079-L:

B
30

Procedure: Give each child a card and the mixed-up answers. (Have as many
different cards as there are children in each row, so that at the
end of each game the cards can be passed to another child and the
game played as before.) The object of the game is to match
correct answers to the problems. If the game is played by
individuals, the first one to finish is the winner. If played by
teams or rows, the first child finished in each row stands.



DECIMALS

14. Show the flight of a rocket with division marks in which are written examples
involving decimals, as shown below. Make out a set of small cards with
several duplications writen on them of each of the examples in the rocket's
flight. .!rite the correct cinswer on the back of each card. Give each of
3 or 4 students a marker which is placed on the "earth" at the start of the
game. Have the students shuffle and pass out the cards, placing them example
side up in front of them and reading in turn each card. If a card is read
that' matches theone'in the sl5ace in Front' of his .marker, he may advabce_if
he can give a reasonable estimate for the example, the first to reach tte
satellite wins.

15. WHO SHOULD PAY THE CHECK? Ask a friend to count all of the loose change in
his pocket. Tell him you will be able to find how much change he h;s if he
just shows you the final answer to these steps.

Multiply the amount by 2 2(64) = 128
Add 3 to the product 128 + 3 = 131
Multiply the sum by 5 5(131) = 655
Subtract 6 655 - 6 = 649

Then ask him to show you the final answer, 649, and you can tell him immediat-
ely that the change is 64 cents. Just cross out the ones digit, 640, and the
remaining digits express the change.

ALGEBRAIC PROOF:
Start with change
laultiply by 2 2C
Add 3 2C + 3
ultiply by 5 10C + 15

Subtract 6 10C + 9



Adcason-:csley
Book 5 (1964) pp 270-2P5 (1965) 4orkbook pp. 84-87
Book 5 (1-X8' po.261-273 '(1968) Workbook pp. .

Duplicator I.:asters (1969) pp. 50-51 (.'ddition and subtraction)
Possible f%ctivities: Book 5, f.ddison-esley (1968) .Teachers Edition:
ppr 256-257, 264-265; FollmJ-up: pp. 264-265; Cumulative review: pp. 268-26
Evaluation: pp.. 270-271, Also end of-chapter test. (85%on test recommended).

Seeing Through Arithmetic, 3rott Forepman Co,
Book 5 (1963) pp. 254-257, 554 -- 565.

Addison-Wesley . athematics Pxoaram
Book 6 (0;717 pp. 228 261 (19651 Workbook pp. 72-84
Book 6 (1968) pp 216-249 (1968) Workbook pp. 76-88
Duplicator :;asters (Now available from company)
Possible Activities: Book 6 (1968) Teachers Edition: pp 216-217, 230-231,
234-235, 240-241, 242-243, and 245.
Follow-up: pp. 217, 219,223,228,229, 235, 243, 246,247,249.
Evaluation: End of chapter test

Seeing Through Arithmetic, Scott Foresman Co.
Book 6 (1963) pp. 169-182, 216-246

Manipulative Devices
Transparencies:

Charts: (Aladdin) No. 529 Equivalent Chart, No. 762 Decimal Place value Chart.
*Liquid Duplicator Fasters (Continental Press Inc.)
Ginn Arithme-sticks (Taylor School) Tilton Bradley Co.
Abacus
* L.W. Singer Co., "Packaged Assistant" for the busy teacher kit
*S.RA. or Imperial Drilitapes.

( *Material that is not available in the system, suggest these might be ordered
in the near future)

Field Educational Publications, Inc., Cyclo Teacher, Mathematics Cycles.
M-81 Understanding Decimals
-82 Using Zero in Decimals

M-85 :.ultiplying Decimals
M-86 Changing Decimals to Fractions
M-87 Dividing Decimals
M88 Dividing by Decimals
'M-89 Changing Fractions to Decimals



Filmstrips,
340 Decimal. :hole Numbers
341 Decimal Fractions, Tenths
342 Decimal Fractions, Hundredths
343 adding Mixed Decimals
344 Decimal Factions, Subtraction
345 Decimal Fractions, Multiplication
346 Dcclmal i7ractims, Division

Teachers Reading P.efel:ences:

Dutton, 4ilbur H. and L. J. Adams-- Arithmetic for Teachers, Prentice Hall (1961),
pp. 254-277, "Has a fifth grade lesson plan on developing and understanding of
decimal fractions."

DeVault, M. Vera- Improving Mattcmatics Programs, Charles E. rerrill (1966),
pp. 86-89, "When a pupil writes a decimal point he should be expressing an
idea rather than performing a computational skill."

Osburn, Roger, M. Verr DeVault, Claude C.Boyd, and W. Robert Houston:
Extending Ivathematics Understandina, Charles E. Merrill, (1961), pp. 72-86,
"Decimal Notation--Past and Present-- Has been Represented in a Variety of Ways."

TESTING MEANINGS IN DECIMALS

1. Look at each number carefully and if the "1" on the left represents ten
times as much es the "1" on the right, put a loop around that number.

110 11 1.1 0.11 0.0011

2. The decimal point marks the spot where whole ones or groups of ones are on the
left and parts of one are on the right.

Yes No

3. The decimal point occupies a place the same as the digits do.
Yes No

4. The digits in a decimal number have place value.
Yes No

5. Underline each number in which the figure on the right represents one tenth as
much as the figure on the left.

55 2.2 0.45 0.33 0.0011

6. Underline each ntrnbcr if the "2" represents 20 times as much as the "1".

210 0.521 32.) 201 0.21

7. Underline the number if the".5" represents 25 times as much as the"2".

502 2.50 5.2 2.3 5.02

8. Put a loop around every number that is nearer to 3 than it is to 2.

2.1 2.6 2.4 2.5 2.9 3.4

9. This number 6.8, is read six and eight tenths. That means that the number is:

(underline onc) 8 tenths less than 7 8 tenths more than 6
8 tenths more than 1 8 more than 60

10. If the decimal point is left out of the answer in the example at the right,
the answer will be: (check one) 0.6

Too small _; ten times as large as it should be ;x0.6

100 times as large 35 it 11)irrd be



11. Draw o le'p every number th:t or.uals one fourth.
0.25 0.250 25 2.5 0.025

22. ritir.c a rero fter the number 125 lnkes it represent ten times as much.
Check the ps-ler that explains why this is so.

Because there is a zero in ten.
Because the zero in. ones' _place maKes the other number move one
one.place to-the left, which makes them ten times as large.
BPcause 50 is bigger than 5.
Because 1000 is ten times 100.

13. ritinc a zerc after the 5 when 5 is 0.5 (5tenths) does not change its value;
why Check the right answer.

Because 50 h ndredths = 5 tenths.
Because the zero did not come between the 5 and the decimal point.
Be:ause writing zeros after numbers never changes their value.

14. trite tEe.f.inures after each written numbers:
Nine hundred ten thoudandths
Nine hundred and ten thousandths'
Nine hundred terT-th6usandths
Three and one-third tenths
Twenty-five hundredths'

15. Decimals may be read in more than one way:
2.5 may be read as tenths.

$3.75 may be read as cents.
1.0 may be read as tenths.
1.25 may be read as hundredths. .

1750 may be read as . tens.
16. Write the figure after each of the following:

One hundred fifteen cents $
Twelve dollars and 2 cents $

Five and one-half cent_ $
Cne dime
Two and one-fourth dollars $

17. The carrying or re-grouping in this example 2.6 is the same as 26 because
+2.7 +27

(underline every true statement)
Ten of the tenths make "1" in the first, example just as ten of the ones make
"1" in the second example.
Ten of the units in any column make "1" in the next column at the left.
The relation between any two adjacent coluMns is the same.

18. Is this correct/ 0.9 + 0.8 = 0.17 Yes No



RELATIONSHIP OF FRACTIONS AND DECIMALS
TO PERCENT CND VICE VERSA

II. NUMERATION AND

NUMBER THEORY
Per Cent

G6-S. G7-R

1. Given ten expressions of per
cent such as 25% the learner can
express each per cent as a ratio
of the per cent to 100.

Readiness: Test to determine
if the child can use decimals
to name rational numbers and
perform the functions of
addition, subtractions multi-
plication, and division of
rational numbers.

2. The Learner can express each of
ten qiven per tents as a ratio
to 100 and can, in addition
express the-percent as a common
fraction in its lowest terms.

1 . MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND
If x stands for a number, X% expresses
the ratio of x to 100. For example,
3% expresses the ratio of 3 to 100.
This ratio can be expressed by the
fraction 3/100, which in turn can be
expressed by the decimal .03. in

other words, every rational number
that can be expressed as a per cent
can also be expressed as a fraction
or as a decimal.
See activities #1,2 (Many other
comparisons can be used.)

Describe the shaded region-of each
drawing with a fraction, another
fraction with a denominator of 100,
and a percent.



RELATIONSHIP OF FRACTIONS AND DECIMALS
TO PER CENT AND VICE VERSA

3. When (iven ten per cents the
learner can express the per cent b.

in their correct decimal
notation.

a.

II. NUMERATION AND
NUMBER THEORY

"36 -S 37 -R

See activity ft3e
Display the PAlowing per cents on
the chalkboarl:
1% 13% 25% 'M laze
Have pupils use a° definitions )f
per cent to change each of the
per cents to a fraction which ex-
presses hundredths Then have pupils
express each fraction as a decimal.
Inform pupils that in today's 1sson
they will discover how to chance a
per cent notation to a decimal without
first writing an equivalent fraction.
Have pupils write a paragraph le-
scribing how a per cent can be changed
to an equivalent decimal and how
a decimal can be changed to an
equivalent per cent.

SOLVING PER CENT PROBLEMS AS PROPORTIONS

4. Given ten word problems for
finding a given percent of a
number, tho learner can state the
problem a: a proportion having
one unkno4n then proceed to
solve for the unknown.

Readiness: To be able to
recognize relationship of decimal
to per cent and vice versa.

III. REAL. NUMBER
OPERATION
Per Cent

G6-S, G7-R

Write the following open sentences on
the chalkboard,
10% X 130= ri 32/n = 25/100
12/30= n/100
Have pupils make up a story problem
for each of these open sentences.
See activity number 4.



-1

III. REAL NUMBER
OPERATIONS

SOLVING PER CENT PROBLEMS AS PROPORTIONS Pr Cent
C-S G7-R

5. From a list of ten problems in
which you find what per cent one
number is of another, the learner
can state the problem as a pro-
portion having one unknown,
then solve for that unknown.

6. Given ten word problems, con-
taining different situations
in which the solution calls for
finding a given per cent of one
number, for finding what per
cent one number is of another
and for finling the whole (100%)
when a part in known, the
learner can state the problem
as a proportion having one
unknown, then proceed to solve
for the. unkncwn.

5a.

b.

6a.

b.

Example: One season Bert pitched in
209 games and won 17 of them. What
fractional part of the games that
he pitched did Bert win? What per
cent of the games did he win'

n x 20 = 17 (Equation)
17/20 = n/100 (Proportion)

See activity #4

Example: A men's club wants to present
a school with some new books costing
$60. If they sell balloons at a
profit of 30% on the balloons what
must the total sales be?

30% x n = 60 (Equation)
30/100 = 60/n (Proportion)

activity #4



SOLVING PER CENT PROBLEMS AS PROPORTIONS

III. REAL NUMBER
OPERATIONS
Per Cent

G6-S, G7-R

7. Discount
When the learner is given ten

a.

list prices and a discount for
each price expressed as a per
cent, he can compute the net
price after the discount has
been applies

8. Interest
Given ten word problems in
which the pl-incipal, the interes
expressed as a percent, and the
time stated, the learner can
compute the amount of the
interest for the time period and
the amount of the principal
plus interest,

b.

A girl's blouse was marked at $8. If
there was a 20% discount what was the
selling price of the blouse. (continuo
proportional method to find discount)

20% x 8 = n (Equation)
20/100= n/8 (Proportion)

100n = 160 $8.00
n = $1.60 -$1.60

$6.40 S.P.
See Addison-Wesley (1968) pp. 281

a. Example; Joan borrowed $250. for one
year at 8% interest. How much did
she pay the bank at the end of the
year?

x $250 = n (Equation)
8/100 = n/250 $250 prin

Reduce 2/25 = n/250 $ 20 int
25n = 500 $270

n = $20 Int
b. See Addison-Wesley (1968) p. 282



ACTIVITIESPER CENT

1. TRANSPARENT OVERLAYS FOR TEACHING PERCEMT
Percent is used as a means of expressing rational numbers, as are decimals
and common fractions. Children should be impressed with the need for being
able to express percent as a decimal or common fraction. Greater emphasis
is being placed on the use of percent as a way of expressing a ratio.
Children should have opportunities to learn the meaning of percent as
used to express ratios. The procedure described here is a means of using
transparent overlays in helping children understand the meaning of percent.

EXAMPLES:
The ratio of three to fivL s shown using disks on a magnetic or flannel
board. The meaning of this ratio should be discussed to bring out the
idea that a ratio expresses a relationship which exists between the members
of two sets. An identical set of objects is put on the flannel board
next to the first 4nd the ratio of six to ten is shown. The fact that the
ratio of three to five is the same as the ratio of six to ten should be
discussed. Put a third set of objects representing the same ratio on the
flannel board. Ls-3;a, discuss the meaning of the ratios 3:5, 6:10, and

9:15. The children should be able to discover that the two terms of the
ratio three to five can be multiplied by two to give the equal ratio of
six to ten. The terms can be multiplied by three to give the equal
ratio of nine to 15.
At this point, project a transparency that illustrates the ratio of three
to five as first shown on the magnetic or flannel board. The chart at
the bottom of the transparency shows the ratio expressed with numerals.
Turn an overlay over the first transparency to show the ratio as six to
ten. Call attention to the numerals for this ratio on the chart.
Additional overlays should be used to lead the children to see that +he
ratio can be expressed as 60 to 100. Follow the use of this transp2;oncy
with its overlays with another showing a second ratio such as 11 t, 20
(11:20) and the way it can be expressed as 55 to 100 (55:100). The

fact that ratios can be written in t;he form 55/100 should be brought
out as overlays are used. The idea of the proportion should also be
brought out. When the ratios 3:5 and 6:10 are discussed) the fact that
they can be written to show that 3:5 = 6:10, or 3 = 6 should be
:rought out. 5 10

After the overlays have been used in reviewing the meaning of ratios
and proportion, the concept of percent should be introduced. The

idea that percent is a form of expressing a ratio of one number to another
should be brought out.
When solving problems involving percent, the problem should be written
as a proportion.



2. Ratios in percent form can be used to compare many things. Complete the
following table on the chalkboard as a class activity or ditto for
individual use.

Player

Ratio Frac- Per
Number of Hits tional Denomi- Decimal Cent
to Times at Bat Form nator 100 Form Form

Shortstop

a

6 out of 20

First Baseman 7 out of 25

Catcher 3 out of 10

First Pitcher

,....

1 out of 5

Second Pitcher 1 out of 4

Third Pitcher 0 out of 2

Center Fielder 7 out of 20

3. Help in emphasizing interrelationships of fractions, decimals, and
percentages.
a. Write a percentage, fraction, or decimal on the chalkboard

(Example: .7)
b. Children arc to write the two alternative forms of what is on the

chalkboard (Example: 7/10, 7090
c. The first child chosen who has the correct answer may place the next

percentage, fraction, or decimal on the chalkboard.

4. Aid in Per Cent
After percentage has been introduced and-the pupils have had enough
isolated facts on which to build experiences, they collect clippings
pertaining to percentage from newspapers, magazines, advertisements, and
circulars. Interpretations of these materials are made, and the clippings
are used in the following way.
A clipping is chosen and is pasted on notebook paper. Then an original
problem is written for it, and solved. To accompany this, the pupils
also choose a similar problem from their text and solve it. lithen the

notebooks are completed they show problems pertaining to commission,
discount, interest, and so on.
Since the material wptilable for this project is abundant, a limit has to
be set on the number of clippings to be utilized. Each pupil selects one
clipping for his problem and is allowed an extra page for any others re-
lated to sports. In discount, each must have three types of clippings
and their accompanying problems, which deal with percentage of discount,
fraction off, and regular. reduced price.



MEDIA

1. Addison-Wesley Mathematics Program
Book 6 (1964) pp. 264-281 (1968) pp. 272-289
Workbook (1965) pp. 85-89 (1968) pp. 97-101
Duplicator Masters (1969)
Teachers' Edition (1968) Activities and follow up pp. 272-289
Evaluation: Chapter reviews (1964) pp. 280-289, (1968) pp. 288-289

End of chapter tests with 87% accuracy.

2. Seeing_Ihrough Arithmetic Scott-Foresman Co.
Book 6 (1963) pp. 126-142; 244-246

3. Transparencies: See transparency accompanying activity #1.

4. Charts: Equivalent chart (Aladdin) number 529.

5. "Packaged Assistant" for the busy teacher (L.W. Singer Co.)

6. Buchnell Mathematics, Self-Study System Number 1 (Webster Division McGraw-
Hill Co.)

7. Teachers' Reading References:
Dutton, Wilbur H., and L.J. Adams: Arithmetic for Teachers, (1961)
pp. 295-319. Has a sixth grade lesson plan for extending the meaning of
percent.

8. Nelsen, Jeanne: "Per Cent: A Rational Number or a Ratio" ArAthmetic
Teacher, Vol. 16, number 2, pp. 105-109 (1969) To clear up inconsistencies
in our teaching of per cent.



LINEAR A ?) METRIC MEASUREMENT
11`.71i CENTMIETER

1. Learner, by using any measure
that suitably comes to hand;
will be able to make such
comparisons as
longer than
shorter than
higher or taller than
near and far

The objective is to extend
these experiences toward under-
standing the need for standard
units of measure and finally
to use these with reasonable
efficiency.

leASUFtEMENT

K-1, G1 -I, G2-I; G3-S

la, In ear74 maims :; measurements were

calcul1,ed from parts of the human
body ...limb meas-zresn The following
are sore can be used by young
children,

1/

("2
pairt

b,' The teachlr can give, orally or
written on eardc for children who
can read, annh acLivities as:
lo'Heafiri-e your neck, wrist and

wai3'5,, What will you use to do
this? Nor many wrist measure
ments go around your rack?
(Estimate first)

2. Fee if your measure7ents are
different from you partner1s.,

c, Use your hand span, pace, or length
or your fco1 to measurer

the ... .3ngth of your desk

a of parer
. a book
a An' oq pane

nho..c' board

Think aboa: the bet unit to use
before you begin_; Compare results
with yoar 1:ar:;n.1--s. -Are they
di_fe:7ent? Why?



LINEAR AND METRIC ITASUREITEPT
INCH - CEillTDTETER

IV. MEASUREMENT

K-1, GlI, G3-C

1. Continu"&d ld. What human units would you use to
measure:

the height of a horse
a mouse

e, Children may also use arbitrary
which are convenient such-as a piec.:1
of string, paper, strides, etc, Be
sure they compare results.

f. This preparatory work will hopeful2:i-
lead children to realize the need fo-2
standard units, Here the ruler--
inch and centimeter and the yard may
be used,

g. Materials prepared by the teacher--
paper pinned o the wall, lines on
chalkboard and floor, etc, can now
be measured and results compared to
show value of standard units.

h. Addison-Wesley:
Book 1-pp, 307-310
Book 2-pp, 281 284
Book 3-pp, 1-15
Book 3Revised Edition-pp. 164-177

i. See activity ya,
j. S.R.A,Grade 2pp, 203-205, Linear

activities,
lc. ScOtt ForesmanBook 1, Grade 1-pp

226
1. Scott Foresman-Book 3-pp. 86-88
m. Suggested reading for teacher help,

McGraw Hill, Teaching Elementary
School Mathematics for Understanding
pp. 383 -389.,

n. See Recommended Lint, Item 4,
o. See activity #22.
p, Evaluation may be done through teacl.

observat:ton.
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IV. MEASUREMENT
LINEAR AND METRIC MEASURIKENT
INCH, FOOT, YARD, CENTIMETER

0.4 -., G5-R G6-R

2. Learner can, when asked, measure 2a. ritten instruotiorts for individual
various lengths in -1.,-.?ms of work might be somewhat as follows:.
inches, feet, yard::: and centi-
meters with 85% efficiency and 9 - x
gain an intuitive understanding 8 -

Iof-mile. 7 -
6 - --x

IReadiness: Learner is familiar -t
0 5

1

with inch, foot, yard and ceriti- u 4 -
meter as standard units of (-I- 3 - -- -x I

measure. 2 -
I

1

1 -
- I .1

1 2 3
yard

A simple graph can be made showing
conversion of feet and yards. The
discovery of zE%ro (0) can be made

b. 'Write down thL.,gs in the room that
you think are ab:lit one foot in
length.

Objects Measured Error to
estimated length to nearest
as 1 foot nearest inch
long inch

Window 9 inches 3 inche'
pane

How many feet in one yard? [,Trite

down how you found out, How long i.
one of your strides? (to nearest
Mark a yard on the floor. How much
shorter is one of your strides? (to
nearest inch) Measure the length of
the classroom by striding, Now use
a ruler (which one?) and work out
your error.



'61111.elwIr

LINEAR AND /ETRIC MEASURNMENT
INCH, FOOT, YARD, CENTEETat

2. Continued

IV. MEASUREMENT

g4-s, G5 -R, G6 -R

2c. Get a large piece of paper and draw
lines like these, much bigger, with
a felt pen or crayon. Measure the
lines. Think how you can do this
Estimate first.

d.

,..46111

.LG
What is the length of your foot?
Draw around it on a piece of paper
like this

Draw around other children's feet.
Try to find the longest and short-
est in class.
If a man's foot is a foot long,
how much shorter is yours?

e. Measure your height (how?). Measure
your partner's height. What is the
difference between heights? If you
stood on your partner's head what
would your combined heights be?
Addison-Wesley:

Book 4-pp, 1-7, 23
Book 5-Measurement, Lesson 1-p. 18

Lesson 8pp. 236
et 237

Book 6pp. 20-21
g. See activity a
h. See activity f',12 & 13
i. See Recommended List, Items 2 & 3
j. Activity #16, 23
k. Evaluation - Complete the followings

48 in = ft 2 mi = ft
6 yd = ----ft 2 mi = yd
33 ft = 5 yd = in
33 ft = in 288 in = yd



LINEAR AND METRIC MASUREMENT
INCH, FOOT, YARD, CENTINETER

D. TEAS UR laNT

G5 -R, G6-R

3. Learner can gain an intuitive
understanding of the meter and
its prefixes.

3a.

b.

c.

d.

Addison-Wesley
Book 5-p. 2814
Book 6-pp. 262-263

Use of centimeter rulers and meter
sticks
Suggested reading for teacher help,
McGraw-Hill, Teaching Elementary
School Mathematics for Understanding -

pp. 583-?787-
history of the metric system, see
The World of Measurement, 1ebster
Publishing Co.-pp. 15:71:9

LINE,IR AND MLIRIC
PERE/ET

DIE."..SURB/Ei!T

IV. /E.ISURUTENT

G4-S G5-R, G6-R

4. Learner can, when asked, measure
and/or compute the distance
around polygons with 85.;
accuracy.

Readiness: Learner can measure
with some accuracy varying
lengths in inches, feet, and
yards, meter and centimeters.

4a.

b.

c.

Adison-Wesley:
Book 4-pp. 14-17
Book 5-pp. 50 -51
Book 6-pp. 20 -21, 239

See Recommended List, Item 3
.additional practice, or testing,
Scott Foresman-Book 5-pp. 107-109



LINEAR PEAS UREM1T
C IRCUIFEREM

MASUREMENT

5. Learner can compute the circum-
ference of a circle with 85%
accuracy.

Readiness: Learner is familiar
with computing perimeter of
polygons.

5a. :_ddison-Wesley-Book 6-pp. 282-283
b., Another way to find circumference:

Cut out a circular piece of paper
with a radius of one inch. Hark a
starting point on a circle and on
a line segment.

Than roll the outer edges of the
circle along the line segment until
tha starting point is reached. Then
measure the distance between the
points. This is circumference. The
same can be done with laraer circles.
To prove this use formula:

c =grx 2 x r
c. Evaluation

Using the formula, c =MT, have the
pupils compute circumferences for
given diameter.. Example:

(a) 6in (b) 4 ft (c) 8 cm
Find the circumference of the
circles with the diamotors given
above.



LI

NEASUR=NT - ARIA.

B?. IFASURMENT alli

221:12.147.I, G5-8 06-R

6. Learner can f:_nd or compute the
number of squares or square
units in a two-dimensional.
drawing with 85::; accuracy.

Readiness: Developed in Grade
3 when learner is able to
count the number of squares
in a two-dimensional drawing.

7. 1,(:arn:c will 'Do able to find or

compute surface area of three-
dimensional objects with 85`
accuracy.

Readiness: Ability to find
area o2 place figures will
prepare learner for objective
two.

6a.

c.

d.

Addison-Wesley
J ook 3-pp., l-5, 16-19

Determine area by counting the
squares in the picture.

nook 4-pp. 1-3, 8-11
Short cuts for finding nrea usad
but no formula

Book 5-pp. 72-73, develi.v
Book 6-pp. 42-43

Make a square foot out of colAboard,
dividing it into 14/4 sq in u.!.,ing
black lettering ink.
Hake a square yard cut of cardboard,
divide into 9 sq ft c.nd altorvIte
colors so each squar-I stands out.
Hang on wall.
See Recommended List, Item 3

7a. :Adison41esley
nook 4-pp. 18-21-no formulas used
Book 5-pp. 84-85-use A = L x iT

to arrive at surface area
Book 6-pp. 42-43

b. :valuation
Find the area of the following,

(a) 8 (b) 12

114

(c) 32

inc? the surface area of the following-



iI1y,SLR13 .T - CZ,' TR I.PC LE

N. /E.1SUREIET-7

G6-s

8. Learner can find thQ area of
triangle using the formula
A = 1/2 Bil with 855 accuracy.

Readiness: Learner has become
familiar with finding area of
rectangles using a formula.

Q. Learner will discover that the
two legs of a right triangle
can be used in the formula
A = 1/2 9H in applying the
Pythagorean Theorem. No

particular mastery is indicate.
hero.

8a. Addison-Wesley-Book 6-pg. 216-217
b. Evaluation

Given several examples of*triangles
with the base and heighth, the
lerner should use 1 = 1/2 nn.

aample: 9 = 8 6

A = 1/2(8 x 6)
= 1/2 x 48
= 214

9a. Addison-Wesley-Book 6-pp. 226-227
b. suggested reading for the teacher:

The Pythaorean Theorem, 'Yebster
Publishing Co.



- ARTA GP A CMCL2
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10. Learner drill compute the area
c a circle through the
discover.;; of the formula

L = 11-xr". :o particular
degree o accuracy need be
required.

Readiness: Learner has become
lamdliar :yin finding area
rectangles and triangles
throug:-1 the use of formulas.

41Mis

IV. '12,1SURMIENT

G6-I

11,6

10a. Adison-Wesley-Book 6-pp. 296-297
d. r:',0e Recommended List, Item 3, for

visual aids that can be purchased.
c. 1:e degree of evaluation is recomr

mended. However, teacher obser-
vation is an evaluative device.

:2.1SURME.IT - SPAC GMMETRY

amp ea alMIIMIo

11. Learner demonstrate an
understanding of space geo-
metry tirouLh the construction
of a space figure.

.1edines: Learner is aware
or three dimensional objects
throw:1 e;:periences with area
and volume.

IV. MASUREMEUT

G5-I, G6-I

lla. Adison-wesley
look 5-pp. 162-165
3ook 6-pp. 208-212

b. Suggested reading for the teacher:
Singer, Sets and nippers, Book 5
.appendix 1, Geometry-pp. 377-395

c. flee Recommended List - Item ."'3, for

visual aids that can be purchased.
d. Evaluation

Make a 3-dimensional pdper figure
(suggestions in Addison-Wesley,
3ook 6, p. 212)



ME. SU:IEM:NT - Vaa7M: - LIC:d10 1.APACITY

12, Learner -will, through practicb.1 -12a.
experiences, gain the intuitive
understandin2 that liouids must
be kept in containers, change
shape linen poured into
different containers but that
the amount remains constant,

mastery of standard measures
should be expected.

neadiness: Sand play, pouring
sand into various containers
before introducing water play,
is less messy.

1V0 11ELSURE.1.1ENT

K-I. Gl-I., G2-I

Water play is indicated; with
children working as individual
or partners,

b., Liquid containers should be trans`-- -

parent so chi10-en can see amount:::
of water, Using the eye to measure
capacity is difficult at best.

c. Some examples of Individual activities
follow, Directions can be given
by the teacher for the younger
children who can't reed:, .Children
can write or-tell-the result.
(1) You will need some containers
and a funnel, Use the funnel to
avoid spilling.

How many cupfuls fill the jug?
How many spoonfuls fill the cup?
Now many jugfuls fill the bucket?
Now many teaspoonfuls fill the
-Medicine bottle?

(2) After some practice_alkethe
above, standard measures can be
used to fill the jugs-and buckets,
2stimate first; then pour. How
many pints can pour into one quart?
How many quarts pour into one gallon?
llow many 1/2 pints can pour into one
quart?
If you pour three pints in a gallon
measure, how many more pints will
you need to fill it?
(3) Young children should be en-
couraged also to experfrrient to find
out approximate tapac7Ities of
familiar vessels sucl. as teapots,
pop bottles- liquid-soap containers,

d. :,ddison-Wesiey
',3ook 1-pp, 285-286

3ook 2-pp, 285-286
e. See activity 2
f. ;:valuation must bs through teacher

observation.



IV.

VOLUIE - CAP *LC"TY
G 3- Cr) t-7!

13. Learner can tell or show how
most familiar liquid measures
are interrelated and solve
problems involving such
measures with 855 efficiency.

Readiness: T3xperience with
measures through sand and water
play.

14. Learner ran gain an intuitive
understanding of the liter as
it relates to the quart.

13a. -rlaterials for measurin s-L11
be necessary'for the younger
children or those who thoull
may still need the practical c :per-
ience.

o. T]xamples for idividual projects
follow:

(1) How many school mil!: containers
can you fill from a pint con-
tainer? A quart container?
gallon?

(2) Complete this table:

gal 1 2 3 h 5

qt 4 8 16 24 .

qt 1 2 3 h 5 6 .

pt 2 8 12 .

c. Adison-`resley
Book 3-pp. 22-23
'hooks 4, 5, 6, contain materials

scattered throughout
d. See activities 2, 3, h.

e. Sample evaluation.
4 qt = _gal 16 pt gal
1 gal = pt

14a. hddisoniesley-Book 6-pp. :62-2(3
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;TGWU. - C11.313 1.1.!ITS

e%. 11. eg.aw.a... .......
15, The learner, When given a rect-

angular solid, can give the
number of cubic units contained
therein with 8%; efficiency,

Readiness: The learner is
familiar with the inch and
centimeter ruler-

16. The learner can gain an
intuitive feeling for three-
dimensional objects (suggested
for grade 6)

OM* MISI.M

volmvamm.

15a,

o

...1IV. NEASUREICIT

Addison Wesley
Book 3-pp 2-5;20
Book 4-pp, 1-3; 12.13 .21
Book 5-pp. 101, 144-116
3ook 6-pp, 84-85

See activities 3 and 27
Evaluation
kddison-Wesley-Workbook6, 2nd ed.,
p. 95

16a. Addison.Nesley-Book 6.pp, 208-212



MAEUREMEHT -

17. Learner can distinguish between
pint and quart and recognize a
pound in familiar object like
a pound of butter or oleo.

Readiness: Learner knows such
terms as heavy, light, bigger
than, smaller than and that he
can find out how heavy he is by
standing on a scale..

IV. lEASUREMEUT

"Gl-I G2-I

17a. Measure sand in pints and quarts- -
two pints and one quart

b. Use of scales for weighing children,
nipples, blocks) sand, clay.

c. Use pound boxes to recognize size of
a pound - -oleo boxes or butter boxes.

d. Consider size of milk cartons from
cafeteria. Use sand or water to
experiment pouring into pints and
quarts.

e. Using a balance scale and a box-of
weighing matrials (sand, nails,
beans, pebbles, etc.) children can
answer such questions as: Which is
heavier--a cup of beans or a cup of
sand?

f. For evaluation ask child to demon-
strate the fact that sand is heavier
than beans and that two pints equal
one quart.



ilEASURME1T1' MIGHT

eamM.

IV, lEASUREi J.=

C23-T G5-R G6--rt-0

18c Learner can weigh objects to 18a,

determine which of two is
heavier, use the scale to
measure pounds and ounces,
and solve problems with the
ton, ounce, and pound to 850
efficiency,

Readiness: Learner is familiar
with weight and can tell which
is heavier or lighter of two
objects, He also has some
familiarity with pint, quart,
and pound,

BeE,in tai ;.h balances by discussing

the see sau, or balance when walking
along a wall, Build a balancing
device for use in the classroom,.
Continue with compring weights
of objects until pupils are able
to use the word "balance" with
understanding, Examples of balances
are

Continue by beginning with something
familiar, such as a pound of candy
as a standard of measure. Then
relate this to measuring a pound of
sand, wheat, etc. Class discussions
might load into a listof items
purchased by the ounce, by the
pound, and by the ton.

b. Addison Lesley
Book 3-p, 100
Book 4p, 277
Book 5-pp, 236-237
Book 6-pp. 262-263

c, See activities 1 and 18
d. Evaluation

3 lb =
8000 lb ..,-.. T
35 of,: = lb oz



EA ST Ta1:10.1T - TTITT211T112:

SVr.,

G3 -I, G4-S

19. Learner can find freezing, zeros
below zero, etc, on a simple,
perhaps toy or handmade ther
ID:meter with reasonable
efficiency,

Readiness! Learner is aware
that a thermometer io used
to measure his temperature and
that how cold or ram the day
is, is described by the word
temperature.

See activity :,t9 (child made ther-
momoters)

11, 15
Addisonesley:

?rook 3-p. 94
nook h p. 203

A biE; holpl Scott 7oresman, Teachcr
7.di.tion-Book 4-pp. 30-33
Let various pupils tell about the
hottest anj coldest weather they
h^. r; ever experienced, Draw a
temperatuPe scale or chalkboard
and relate to number line, Point
out zero as dividing point.
Ask various pupils to keep a log
for one ueek of the highs and lows
in temperatures of Sheridan recorded
by the weather bureau. Sonic; children

could do this for other cities and
temperaturoscould be compared,
Recornended List - /.'3 and I
Suggested reading for teacher help--
"Arithmetic Tencherfl Oct. 1968,
pp. 556-559
7valuation - Teachr ohscrvation

detca-nir: undetanding
pupil's learning.



MEASURalEilT - T EEPZLI TURZ,

IV 1111SURILIE ITT

05-R 06-R

20. The learner can solve simple
problems involving degrees
above and/or below zero on the
Fahrenheit thermometer with
8S accuracy.

Readiness: Learner can read a
Fahrenheit thermometer and
understands that a thermometer
indicates temperature.

20a. Addison-Wesley
Book 5-p- 253
Book 6-p, 59

b. See activity
c. See activities 19, 10, 11, 15
d. Suggested reading for teacher heir-

"Arithmetic Teacher," Oct. 1968.
pp, 556-559

e. Recommemied List - /!3 and 4
f. Tvaluation (possible sample)

Convert each Fahrenheit temperature
to Centigrade
(a) 502 (b) 92° (c) 77' (d) 167-

MEASURDIENT - T ELL 11:G

1V n I 173.1,S TEVE 11,7F..72

K-I, Gl-I, 02-S
03-R 04-R

21. Learner can tell from the clock
face the time (1)to the hour
(2)the half hour (3)minutes
past the hour in terns of 5
minutes or multiples of 5 to
855 efficiency.

Readiness: Learner is aware
that clocks and watches "tell
time

21a. Addison-Wesley
Book 1-rn. 195-198
nook 2-pp. 133-136

b. See activities Y4-7
c. See activities Y14, 16, 17
d. Recommended List - and 11
e. Evaluation - See SRA materials for

examples of testing devices.



MEASUREMENT - TIMETELLING

22. Learner can solve problems of
additions subtraction and
multiplicatio_l in clock arith-
metic. This work is optional
and for enrichment.

fi

MEASURENENT

G2 - -S

G3-R G4R

=1,6
22a, Addison-Wasley-Book 4-pp, 23,0-235

b. For evaluation tha following cou::
be used:
(1) 2 hrs after 9 o'clock is

o'clock --9 + 2 -
(2) 8 hrs after 6 o'clock is

o'clock---8 + 6 =
(3) 2 hrs before 3 o'clock is

o'clock---3 - 2 =
(4) 4 hrs before 3 o'clock is

- 4 -
(5} 5 hrs before 8 o'clock is

o'clock --8 - 5

MEASUREMENT - CALENDAR

IV. l'ESITRETENT

K-Is Gl-I1 G2-I

23, Learner can name the days of the 23a.
week and intuitively learns the
months of the year through
constant discussion of the
calendar.

Readiness: Learner is aware
of time through usage of the
vocabulary: Today, yesterday,
tomurrows this weeks etc. .

b.,

c.

The days of the week become impo-..,tan':,

when tie begin relating to Monday asl_
the first day f school in the week.-
Sunday is church day for most pop7-).
Friday is Ile last school day of
weel:
The impo7tant months might be the

in which the child was born,
Christmas in December, September
then school begins, etc.
See activities !;19-22
For evaluation, activity .9 may bo
used effectively through constant
use with teacher observation.



Iv IMI.SUREE1.71'

G3-S, Gh-R,

24, The learner will 'Do able to tell
with 85;:; efficiency: the
number of seconds in a minute,
minutes in an hour, hours in a
day, days in a week, teeks in
a month and year, nnntY's in a
year.

Readiness: The learner is
aware that the calendar shows
days, In previous gyades,
days of the week and holidays
are located and the month
named, This is done as a
daily routine but mastery is
not stressed.

25. Learner can gain an intuitive
understanding of decade,
century, millennium,

24a,

b,

c.

d,

:Adison=Hesley-Book 3-pp0 217, 283
:,uitivty 0 could be used for
grades 3 and 4
Recommended List #3, two filmstril,::
on the calendar
:valuation
Co;:-plete the following:
208 wk - yr
4 hr - min

da = 72 hr
sec = 3 min
da = wk

5 yr = mo
4 yr = da

25a. Addison-Wesley-Book 4-pp. 34-35



ACTIVITIES - MEASUREMEFT

1. The following is a suggested list of materials from Arithmetic
December 1967, p. 652,.

Item Source ,,ost

Clocks Old clock frog.; llome

Thermometer Supermarket or hardware Unacr

Kitchen or baby scales Used furniture store, Under 4h,1 -CD

Salvation -rmy, Goodwill

Cubic-inch blocks School Supply Co,

Cubic foot R.H. Stone Products, Box 414, Under t5.0.'
Detroit

Square foot Cut cardboard :X)

Square inches Tile store Under T1,C0

Milk Contain;rs Home $0

Egg Cartons Home $0

Gallon Jug Child donation $C

Weights (or sand etc) Various $0

Baby bottle, with Child donation $0
ounce graduations

Kitchen measuring cup Supermarket $025

Coffee Cup School kitchen $0

Eye dropper Medicine bottle $0

Funnel Supermarket $0

Teaspoon Kitchen $0

Tablespoon Kitchen $0

Ruler Teacher $0

Yardstick Lumber company $0

Tape measure Hardware $1



2. Eq121PLEMEE 1-2

Purpoa.: Recognizing 1/2 pint, pint, quart, 2 quart

Materials: Epty cartons-1/2 pint, pint, quart, 2 quart

Directions: You are about to bAng in the milk the milkman has just left at
your house. ..lex will be the milkman and leave some milk at someone's house.
That child will brir.g the rilk in; put it in the refrigerator (table) and tell
the class what he bought in,. For example: I brought in 2 quarts of milk and
1/2 pint of cream. Continue using different milkmen,

3. Mr. Measure Man 1.3

When teaching liquid measure, ..tee a figure called "Mr. Measure Man." He can be
made out of bristol boa.rd vith a rr.-1 hat, green hands and feet, yellow legs and
u: ms, white face, and ',1ack body- Useful in helping children understand
relationship between pints, quarts, and gallons.

4. lag Plate Clocks 12

Each child can make hid own clock from a paper plate with large numerals cut
from a calendar and pasted around the rim. Use two strips of Onktag for hands
and a paper fastener to ho3d them together.

0.

5. An Unusual Clock - 2

The second grade children in one class found the problem of learning to tell
time much easier and more fun with the aid of a large table -sized clock. This
cicck was originally a round dining room table, but with the use of a saw and
a paintbrush it became a worthwhile learning tool. It's height is 23 inches
from the floor. The large black numerals are easily read even at a distance.
The moveable hands are bolted on through a hole in the middle, and can be
removed when the table is to be 1::!ed for other purposes.



c. F=.....C1r,' 7-2

elalk to draw a very large clock face on the schoolroom floor.
C-it th2 2alre two ribbon streamers. Have a child sit in the center of

(7.7c :nc: end of each ribbon. Let one ribbon (the minute hand)
extend tc thL of the clock. Make the other ribbon (the hour hand)
notice-11)1; shcrtc::.

D5re:7tionn! yeu are going tc make a Human Clock. There is a large' clock
face dr2wn on i'locr. I an going to choose two helpers to hold ribbons
:Ifch LIU )c. fr... of the clock. One we will call Mr. Hours the other Hiss

4,,A. ':our will hold the sliort ribbon and walk around to make the clock
cay dircrec.t hours that I name. 2liss flinute may hold her long ribbon at

untf v.lo learns the work of flr. ::our. Then she will move to show the
-.11-1.;e17: (Lc.; each pair of children illustrate several examples) This is very
reed for slk.%

7. Time Is It? 1-3

HatcrialF.: Hand indr:-paper plate clocks. Divide the class in two teams.

Directions: T W.11. show this clock to the first person on team:" If he can

tell mc what tine the clock shows, he will win a point for his team. I will
reset the clock and show it to the first person on team B and so on. I will
keep track of your scores. A the end of the playing time, the team with the
highest v:ore will be the winner.

8, Our Own Calendar - 2
AN.O..10

Children may construct their own calendar as an aid to understanding border
and month:, are measured, Take twelve 12" x 18" sheets of construction paper,
ruling :fie lower part of each sheet in 1 1/2" squares. Help children fill in
squares with the correct numbers for each month and to note that some squares
are left blank, Children also learn the names of the days of the week and
may record important holidays. They may even illustrate the holiday such as
a turkey for Thanksgiving.

9. Making a Thermometer - 4

The abler atldent may devise a large thermometer in which the tube of liquid
is represenLed by a movable string. They will need a piece of cardboard
5" x 18". They should draw the outline of a tube and copy the calibration
marks and numerals from a thermometer. The scale should range from approx.
imately 20 degrees below zero to 130 degrees above. Holes should be made
at both top and bottom of their tiN9 illustration so the string can be
inserted. One half a piece of heavy white string should be colored red..
the string being about 32 inches long. The white half df the string should
then be inserted through the top hole from the front, and the red half
inserted through the bottom.hole from the front. The two halves should be
tied at the back of the thermometer just tightly enough so that the newly
formed band of string can be rotated.



10. Place a ..yenther therrometer out,'. de ',tore pnpils can easily rend it. Ask
them to read the temperature at lunch time and again before they go home for
the day. A record f:xale. be kept-or-a bar graph made,

11. Have ,r.artovs the:n,,nmeters brovcht to school -- cooking, fever,

weather, etc. Introdw.e tha name Fahrenheit. &plain how the colored liquid
in the tube uorks en the air around the thermometer grows warmer, the
liquid grows ;armer, expands and fills more space inside the tube. When the
air grows cooler, the coro:racis and goes down to take up less space.

12- 3.121PIPIts

Make a set of ca r& ,:o;:::4nirg on front and back snah information as follows:

3 ft - in

front balk front back

Put cards on the table Ploe up and h. .-c pairs of children compete by taking
turns to sopply the missing number- Cards incorrectly answered can be put in
separate pi.e for study, An individual could also use these for studying.

3, Two Deep

Form two circles as for the outdoor game of the sane name. The object is to
keep one's place in the irrar circle, The. teacher or a pupil flashes a
measurement equivaleW: ca7:1 ]. foot = ?in, etc. and nods to some child in
the inner circl). He mast, give the correct answer before his partner in the
outer circle or change places with him, Caution should be used in partner
selez:tion so that the partners will be roasonab17,equaljn arithmetic ability.

'14. TickTork

Togged out with cardboard or pie plates, each with a number from 1 to 12, twelve
children stare in a circle form a rlock. All face the same direction. A
shirteenth 1,11e cuckoo, goes to the center of the clock face holding two
dangling strIms. cr.) block to represent the hour hand and one red for the
minute hand. The 1,-Aer calls "five o'clock." "s" dashes to the center to
grab the black lholr hand'. strir3: while "12" races for the red "minute hand"
string, They rnn back with the strings to their positions in the circle.
When the player in the center feels the strings are taut, he calls out "Cuckoo!"
The game will get harder ::hen the leader calls a number that the children have
to puzzle out, such as "fLve fifty-rive or five to six," Then six and eleven
must dash for the string; Stilt later you night try 2 few time problems, such
as this one: It takes 2U minuts.o for Jane to get ix school. She leaves home
at eight o'clock. What time does she get to school?



15. Zipper Thenwmeters

This is good for -hsaohing negative and posiivs natbers and makes it more
reaninjul and easy ts real, SI:t a pine of cardboard and sew or staple an
18" zipper in the slit, n.7,:e aproviate markings beside the zipper on the
cardboard. Paint the ':ape of tho zipper on. the cardboardi with bright red

nail polish so it el.unds or.t, Esnh morning, let one child take the outdoor
reading from a thernometr? on the outside of the window. Then adjust the
zipper. slddiUonal falerromster reading can also be taken during the day if
a marked change can bs as!:od to hell the difference in the number of degrees.

16. Time Telling.

:.round two persm::.tly pair.: d cir....Ths on the gym floor,- children learn to place

evenly the nv.1.4rals fro,.; '.::rough 12. Tuo teams of partners play "What Time
Is It? m Uhpn lece:?r cal-, r.l.nte71 .z.. e, one partner steps in
feont of 3, 1:-Is o.z,ter outside V.s oppoolts 11. Partners in place
fi7st score for %eam,

17. Time

The circunteronse of a drs.,:n on heavy paper or cardboard represents a
road. Twelve o'cloc is "hoax;" and mae:ed by a sketch of a house. A stop
sign is located at C71.7.: o!oloer, Distar.le markers indicate MINUTE MIES between
the hours. Count by fives to anzwer2 "How far is it from home to stop sign?"
"How far from stop sign to krneVI "now far from hose all around the road book
to hone?"



18. Let each pupil use a bathroom scale to weigh himself and weigh another
object. Then subtract to. find the wr.:.ght of the object. The pupils could also
weigh individual objects, then weigh them together to see if t!e combined weights
will equal the suns of the individual weights.

19, For cpeainc; exercises, name the month, the date., the year, and the day of
the week. You night like to set this up on a rotation basis so a new pupil is
selected.each day for this naming process.

20, The Birthday. Train

This consists of :tn engine vith twelve cars reprzenting each month of the year.
Pictures are taken of all children and placed on the car of their birth month.
Follow up with periodic discussions of the train in relation to the monthly
birthdays.

21. sk the pupils to locate birth days of important people and'dates of
important events, For example: Februaryashington's birthday, Lincolnls
birthday, Beethoven's birthday, etc,

22. Make a large construction paper birthday cake. Make a candle for each
child, including the month, his picture, and the date of birth. On the child:8
brithday, place a large flare upon his candle.

23. Martian Pleasure Man 2 3

Materials: Hake "MLi'. Three M" of construction paper. Body = 1 yard long,
Feet = 1 foot long, Toes = 1 inch long, Different colors of paper cc'ald be
used for different measurements. Width and head could be the size you choose.

Directions: Children could design their own Martian Man but must use yard-
stick and ruler. By making their own they see the relationship of common
linear measurement.



24, LengtImproblem

One person in the class will be the lecAler. While class members put their
heads on the desks with eyes closed; the leader measures a: object in t:le
room. He then tel.Ls the ci:Nss the length of the object, Pupils will then
need to guess that the object measured might be and prove it by measurinr,
the object. The first person tc guess and neasure the correct object 7ill
be the leader for the next round,

25, 7!Ilanigiat

Mai%erials: two packs of cards (on each card is a clock face shoving a certain
time anA below it the time is 1-ritten out) iTo two cards are alike. The

second pack is like the first except the time is not written on each card.
Markers :or children,

Directions: Cards without time written on tYra are dealt, face tp. Each player
has the sane nunecer of cards (about 8 is good), uhen everyone is ready the
caller it ho has cards with time shown and written holds his cards and reads
them one at a time, Each player places a corker on the clock which shows the
time called, if he has it, The first player to cover all his cards calls
MIDNIGHT, The caller then checks the player to see if he is correct by having
him read the time on each clock back to him. As the player reads, the caller
must find the corresponding card among the cards called during the game.

26, Research Fun

Here is a list of measurement terms, some of which are now outmoded. They are
interesting however and might provide a good activity for a fast learner (or
a group). After researchinc: these terns a child might prepare a bulletin
board, for the class,

mottle noggin
gill furlong
gaggle bolt
fathom ell
cubit pole
hand vary
palm hogshead
span skein
digit cable
yard hank
journal league
inch (3 barley corns) decade
link millenium
chain



27. Hector and the Moldy Cheose

Hector's mother gave him. a cube cf moldy cheese. All sides were covered with

mold. Hector cut the cheese into 27 little cubes as you sc,,e below.

A. How many of Hector's little cubes of cheese had no mad?

B. How many had just one moldy side?

C. How many had two roldy sides?

D. How many had three moldy sides?



MELSURZLEITT - RECOMIZITJED PURCHASE LIST

T13AIISPI,RMICT7S

Instructo Products Coe
Philadelphia, Penn. 19131

389 Dry Measures
389 Linear Measures
389 Liquid Measures
389 Weight

FILMSTRIPS

Eye Gate Filmstrips

133H Meaning and Use of Fractions and Measures
162G Measures
162H Perimeters and Areas

McGraw Hill filmstrips

How a Day
Busy Week
Month
Year
History
History
Wistory
History
His tom
History

Passes

of Area
of Calendar
or Time
of Linear Measurement
of :reight and Volume
or the Umber System

Society for Visual Education, Inc,

537-21 Calendar, Time and Temperature
53220 Space Geometry, Surface and Volumes of Space Figures
532 -15. Using Measure - Time, Temperature, Linear, Liquid, Dry

Dino ii,TaiLis

Jenn Publications
815-825 E. Mar:nt St,

KY, 46206

1-150 Thermometer - Gr.
1-151 Clock - Gr. 1
B-333 Linear -- Gr. 2

1 3 334 Linear - Gr, 2
B-335 Ruler - Gr, 2
3-336 Ruler - Gr, 2

Im".......10-mlf--.1

B-337.Ruler - 07% 2

B-338 ThermneYFT,4
R-341 - 343 C17xk.



MEAISURIM DEVICES

Ideal School Supply Co.
11000 So,. Lavergne Ave.
Oak Lawn, Illinois 60453

Metric Place Valve Chart - #777 - $2.50
Perimeter Area B)ard #763 - $3.25
Meter Stick - ;77,111' $,50
One Cubic Yard - ;3776 - $7.50 Grades 5-8
Cubic Foot - 761 - $2.20 Grades 5-8

RECORDS

Catalog, Learning Arts
P.0, Box 917
latchita, Kansas 67201

Learn to Tell Time With Grandson Clock - $1.89 Interesting for primary grades

GAMES

Milton Bradley
Springfield, Mass.

Tell-Time Quizmo

A NEW AM 2:1.C1TIIM AID1

General Electric,

Radio, Phono, Viewer - looks like a T.V. sot. Synchronizes 1 record and film
strip. Records are titled Showsn Tell. Those especially suited to measure-
ment are (1) Time, (2) Days, Weeks, and Seasons of the Year, (3) Clucks Record
Price: about $1.00 (includes the tape) Viewer about $35.00.

ADDTrIOMLILTERIUS

Addison-Wesley -- Duplicator Masters (Robert Eicholz and Phares O'Daffer)

Harcourt Brace -- Learning to Compute, 2nd edition, for inventory practice and
evaluation

Merrill Math Series -- Teacherss Odition



RECOGVITION 07

1. The learner will recognize and
differentiate between pennies,
nickels and dimes and also be
able to recognize the cent
symbol (0) by counting play or
real money or by circling the
correct amount shown on a
written page with 85% accuracy.

Readiness: Counting skills.

2. The learner will recognize and
differentiate between quarters,
half-dollars and dollars and
recognize the symbol for dollars
($) by counting play or real
money or by circling the correct
amount shown on a written page
with 855 accuracy.

headiness: Counting skills.

'NE',.

V6 MUST
01.S
G2-6jE
G3-6 -R

la. Addison- Wesley -Grade I-pp. 33-34, 123-

124, 179-180.
b. Addison - Wesley -Grade 2-p. 121.

c. No. 1501 Playstore rash register
7"x7"x7" by Ideals

d. Nots 5601-5504 Toy money from Ideals
e. Real Money
f. See activities #2, 3, 4
g. Refer to materials page

2a. Addison - Wesley -Grade 2-pp. 271-272

b. Addison-Wesley-Grade 3-p. 108
c. Jenn Publications-Grade 2 -Noss B351

through B359
d. Jenn Publications-Grade 3-No's C97,

C169 through C174
e. See activities #1-14
f. Refer to materials page



MONEY OPMATIOPS

V. MONEY

Gl'-S

G2'6 -E

3. The learner will demonstrate an
understanding of money value by
solving problems dealing with
mono; th '5V accuracy.

Readiness: Computation Fills.

3a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

Wdison-Wesley-Grade 1-pp. 193-19h;
219 -220, 265-266, 273-276
Addison.4esley-Grade 2-pp. 131-1321
273-274
Addison-Wesley-Grade 3 -pp. 78, 60, 119.,
2014

Addison - Wesley- Grades 4-60 Widely
scattered throughout the book
Mo. 764 Dollar and Cents Place Value
Kit-Grade 3 -), from Ideal
Refer to activities #1-14
Refer to materials page



ACTIVITIES - MONEY

1. SloWaLpgasio - Grade 2

Materials: coins (quarters, nickels,

Directions: "I'm going shopping with
a. book that costs 40O. Have I enough
must be able to tell what is needed.
shopping next.

pennies, dimes)

a quarter and a dime." *I'm going to buy
money?" When a child answers 0115n be
The child who torrect gets to go

2, Who Will Trade? . Grade 1-2

The child who is "It" offers to trade a set of coins. Be says for example, NI
have two nickels and one jenny., Who will t.ade with men He calls on wchild
who raised his hand. The child may offer him one dime. If "It" refuses, he
may have another turn. If he accepts, he loses his turn because he hat
accepted coins of less value, The children love to "catch" each other$

30 I Have - Grade 1-2

Let a child pick 112 uore coins secretly. To the group he will say "1 berm three
coins and they have the same value as 15 tennies. What coins do I grave ?" The
child who answers correctly get the next turn.

)a. Cafeteria _Fun

Haterials: Children need pencils and paper, On the board draw items and their
prises of things that could be bought in a cafeteria, Toy cash register, coins,

EXamples:
Pie 1O Hotdog 15¢

Directions s Today you may take some of your friends to lunch. They will °Mose
.tat they want and v.211 pay for it. You will need to write sour friends
r..-mis and what he on a piece of paper. You will to add up
e-.11 persons food and pay for it.

5. How Much Does the IT/PU Show/ 3-4-5

,,dent Incas of Peru used a counting device called a quipu. The quipu was
of cords of various colors, each with a special meaning, with knots to

record quantities. The quipu shown records the amount of money a woman owed
the grocer. The blue cord shcws dollars, the red cord shows dimes, the groan
cord shows nickels avid V..23 ye:low cori shows pennies. How much does the woman

owe? $14J48

Blue c#16

ce/

Yellow

Red Green



6. Number Line

To teach equivalent values, a number 2ine on the chalkboard or a chart is
helpful.

o
e
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25
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ooo
o
ooo
o
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0
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0
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o
o
0
o
o
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0
0
0
0
0

0

o
0
o
o
o

0

o
0
o
o q)

a. As children work with the number
line bring out these equal values:

5 pennies = 1 nickel
10 pennies a 1 dime
2 nickels a 1 dine
5 nickels = 1 quarter
2 dimes 4. 1 nickel a 1 quarter
2 quarters a 1 half dollar

b. Extend to one dollar
0. Use the number line to determine

different ways of making up'given
amounts of moneys 25O, 3502 700,

d, Use the number line to help
children determine the coins
needed in change.

(American Book Co., 1966 Book 3)



7. Flannelboarl to Demonstrate the Equivalence of Money - Grade 3-4

Set up drawirgs or cutouts to show:

-77
!J-eicel

F
Penny
1

J0000
0 00000
\-) 00000
00000

Dime Ni -kel

10 5

00000
r% ^000
cc,/,0000000
00000
00000

1 nickel is worth 5 pennies
2 nickels are worth 10 pennies
3 nickels are wort: 15 pennies
4 nickels are worth 20 pennies

and so on

1 dime is worth 2
2 dimes are worth
3 dimes are worth
4 dines are worth
and so on

4 nickels
6 nickels
8 nickels

1 dime is worth 10 pennies
2 dimes are worth 20 pennies
3 dimes are worth 30 pennies
14 dimes are worth 40 pennies
and so on

a. Refer to activity #214 - multiplication-division

9. 3-4-5

section.

An interesting item for the bulletin board:
A man has $80 in paper money in his pocket. He has the same nurdx.rof $1, $2,

and $5 bills. How many bills of each kind does he have? Answer - 10



10, How much did Jack Make? 3-4-5

Jack sold a water pistol to John for 300. John sold it back to Jack for 20f.
Jack sold it .again for 350. How much did Jack make?mi-Answert 150--The
original sale price of 300 was the value. Jack bought the pistol back for
100 less than its value and sold it the second time for 50 more than its
value. 100 + 50 = 150

11, Selectin the Right Coins Quickly

1, Which of these amounts
a. 300 b, 360 c

2. Which of these amounts
a. 370 b, 510 c

3. Which of these amolrs
a. 160 b, 210 c.

4. Which of these amounts
a. 160 b. 310 co

5. Which of these amounts
a. 450 be 560 c.

6. Which of these amounts
a, 810 be, 900 c.

7. Which of these amounts
a. 750 b. 850 c.

8. Which of these 'amounts
a, 900 bo 951E co

could be paid win three different coins?
520 d. 600

could be paid with four different coins?
810 de 750

can be paid with three different coins?
260 d, 350

can be paid with four different coins?
44O do 660

can be paid with three different coins?
750. de 860

can be paid with four different coins?
960 d. 980

can be paid with three different coins?
900 de 950

can be paid with four different coins?
$1,05 d. $1.06

12, What's Missing? 5-6

For a quick quiz some day, duplicate some problems. In each of them leave
out a part necessary in order to solve the problem, For example, "Mrs. Jones
bought a dozen eggs. If she gave the clerk $1,00, what change did she get ?"
Children will need to find that part is missing (price per dozen), put in
a reasonable figure for,the missing part ($.70), and then solve the problem,
Another example might) es "Bobby got a sweater at a sale for 20% off,
What did he pay for 'the sweater?"



13. Globonia - Grade 4

In a land called Globonia there was a king who could only count to three so
the money of 'Ionia had to be based on three. The coins of Globonia weret

The gloi,nny was
their coin of
smallest value.

The coin of next
greatest val.ie was

the globnic which
was worth three
Globennies

The third coin was
the Globona which
was worth three
globnics.

1. ED (,) f,!) Here are three globennies. They are worth ill globnic
and 0 globennies.

2. C) Q O O C) Here are five globennies. They are worth Ill
Flobnic and 1Z1 globennies.

3. e C) -) 0 Here are six globennies. They at3 worth
.Lobnics and 121 globennies.

4. ?eople in Globonia used'only three digits, 0, 1, 2, to au amounts
of money. The chart shows how they used the digits. FlAish it.

'(lobnics lobennies

1
1one 4lobe

two globennies I 2

three globennies or one Alobnic 1 0

one globnic one globenny f 1 ? (1)

ons_globnic two globennies I ? (1)

two globnics 2 ? (0)

two globnic: one globenny ! (2)

? (2)

? (3)

? (I.L.itwo :lobnics two :lobennies

5. In Globonia the numeral 10 is read "one-zero." It means 1 globnic
and 0 globennies. The numeral 12 is read "one-two." It means 1
globnic and 121 globennies.

6. In Globonia thedmweral 21 means _(.21 globnics and globenny,



7. In Globonia the numeral 20 means globnics and (0

8. In Olobonia the nuAeral 22 means globnics and (2

9. In Globonia the numeral 11 means globnic and Q

Working with the Globona

globennies.
globennies.

globenny.

1. A globona was wcrth three globnics. How many globennies was it
worth? (9)

2. One globona ari one globnic are worth (12) globenniesd

3. How many globennies are 2 globonas worth? -T18)

4. Nine globernies are worth (3) globnics, They are also worth (1)

globonas.
5. Fifteen glol-emlies are worth (1) globona and (5) globennies.
6. Suppose you wore in Globonia and a child wanted to trade you a

globona for a g.L,:bnic and two globennies, Would you trade? (yes)

Why? (you would recieve the value of 9 globennies for 5 globennies)

7. Suppose a child i3TSbonia wanted to trade twelve globennies for
a globona and a globnic. Would it be a fair trade? (yes) Why?
(1 globona = 9 globennies 1 'lcbnic - 3 lobennies 9 + 3 = 12
globennies)

8. Complete the chart below,

Globonas Globnics ,Globennies
one globona

one globona one globenny

one

one

lobona one globnic 1

lobona two globnics ?

1 0

1

one globona two globnics
one globenny

0

. 0 ? (1)

? (1) ? (0)

(1) ? (2) ? (0) :

? (1)
I

? (2) ! (1)

two globonas one glolinic
2 globennies ? (2) ? (1) ? (2)

two globonas two globnics
two globennies ? (2) ? (2) 1 ? (2)

9. Licorice sticks in Gicbonia cost two globennies each. How many
could you buy for a globona? II_ What change would you get?
(1 globenny)

10. Apples cost one globnic and one globenny each. How many could you
buy for a globona? (2) What change would you get? (1 g1obeniy)

11. If you bought a baseball card for two globnics and sold it for
seven globennies, would you make a profit? (yes) How much profit?
(1 globenny)

12. You want to some craycns that cost two globonas. You have three
globnics and seven F;lobennies. You need (2) globennies more.



14. Honey chart to use for teaching 'inahing change"

daterials: one 2l x 24" cardboard
one 2" x 2L0' for pocket.
one 1/2" x 24" for pocket
two 1" x 1 1/2" for pockets
many 51, x 22,, for making problems
play or real money

example:
making change

you
spend

give
clerk

count
I

you
change received

. _

ltkl T 250 18.... 7,::

Directions: Place problem strip on the chart. Pupil counts change silently.
Pupils place coins on desks for amount of change needed. Have one child
demonstrate next problem.



MONEY

FILMSTRIPS

Society for Visual Education Inc,
1345 Diversey Parkway
Chicago, Illinois 60614

531-5 Honey -- Penny, Nickel, Dime, Quarter

F ILDE

University of South Dakota
Film Library
Extension Division
Vermillion, Sou'h Dakota

"Arithmetic is Easy"--11 ninutes
"Arithmetic in the Focd,Store"--11 minutes
"Making Change for a Dollar"--11 minutes

Intermediate

"The Story of Our Money System"--11 minutes

TRANSPARENCIES

Colburns
2702 Montana Ave.
Billings, Montana 59101

Mathematics Readiness Series 1400Includes transparencies :in money

RECORD

American Encyclopedia of Learning through Music
"All about Honey"



IDEYTIFYIIG NANIIIG COiTON PY.XTE FIGURES1, VI. GEO.. :ETRY

K-2-I G1

1. Given models of circles, squares
rectangles, and triangles (wire,
paper or flannel cutouts, pencil

or chalk oalines), the student
can identify, name orally, and
distinguish among the plane geo-
metric figures.

Readiness: Teacher observation

2. Given models of line segments of
different lengths, the stivient
can identify the longest and

shortest.

3. Using a straightedge the student
can draw a recognizable square,
rectangle, and triangle.

la,

b.

e

With the use of a pegboard and rubber
bang, the student can construct a

7ectangle, and triangle.
The sud:int with th use of pencil

;:an make drawings of circles,
r1/4Aangle&., and -triangles.
See ,-.(:tivtias ic1-4, 10, 11, 14, 15,
17, 18, 2L-28

2a The otuient can further his understand-
ing of the conopt length by drawing
a lin3 segtent cf given length (whole

b4 It the studentAcruct a line seg.
meat e a given lem-L, For eXample:
Draw a line 4 inches: long.

0. See activity j- 25

3a. See activity lit V



nmeal

) VI. GEOMETRY

IDENTIFYING AND NAMING COMMON PLANE FIGURES
,a3-I G4-3 G5-R

4 Using a ruler, the student can
construct a number line and
label the points with whole
numbers.

4a. See activity 115.

---.-
VI. GEOMETRY

IDENTIFYING AND NAMING SPACE FIGURES
(14*S G5-R

111SII.

5. Given a verbal description of a
precise location in the class-

room, the student can locate and
identify the point. Example:
Where is the place the floor and
those two walls meet?

Properties: Length, simple
closed plane figures, and area.
SEE MEASUREMENT

Readiness: To be able to
identify and name common plane
figures.

6. The student can identify, name,
and distinguish among these space
model figures (cubes, spheres,
cylinders, and cones ). These
can be wood or plastic solids,
rolled paper, etc.

5a. Give the students verbal descrip-
tions of precise locations in the
classroom, and have them locate
and identify these points.
Example: Where is the place where
the two walls and the ceiling meet?

6a. When given models of space and plane
geometric figures, the students prac-
tice naming, identifying, and distin-
guishing among them.



IDENTIFYING AND NAMING COMONSPACE FIGURES

Using a straightedge and folded
paper, the student can construct

'a right angle.

8, The learner can construct a
circle when given the center,
the radius and a compass to use.

VI. GEOMETRY

G3-1 G4-S G5-R

7a. Students, can make rough pencil and
or chalk drawings (outlLnes) of the

. plane geometric figures
b. Using a straightedge, the students

can construct models for lines, line
segments, rays, and angles and label
them in the following ways;

Er Ae A e

8. The learner can be given a set of
points to draw satisfying certain
conditions which are given to .him.
Example:

The set of all points one inch
from a given point is a (circle)

The set of all points contained
in two rays with a common end-
point is an (angle).



IDENTIFYING AND NAMING COMMON' SPACE FIGURES

VI. GEOMETRY

amm.....=a1.16G4-I G5-S G6-R

9. Using models including a triangle
right triangle, quadrilateral,
parallelogram, square, and rec-

tangle, the student can identify,
name, ..nd distinguish among them.

9a. From a group of models of plane
figures (wire, paper or flannel cut-
outs, pencil cr chalk outlines) the
student can identify, name, and
distinguish among them. (Models
can include; curves, line segments,
angles, triangles, parallelograws,
squares, rectangles, rhombus, other

figures could be pentagon, hexagon,
octagon)

b. See activities no. 7&8, 11-14, 17, 18,

21, 23-26

10. The learner can identify, name, 10a.
and distinguish among the
following space figures when
presented with the models of a
cube, right rectangular prism,

sphere. cylinder, cone and
pyramid.

From models of space figutes (prism,
sphere (hemisphere) cylinder, coned
pyramid) the students can identify,
name, and distinguish among them.
Models can be wood or plastic solids,
paper models, sketches etc.

L.. Singer, Book 6, pp. 392-405
(1966)

b. See activities 21,23 and 26.



IDENTIFYING AND NAKDIG COIZION SPACE FIGUItES

. IT- UniZTRY

G4.I G .S G6-R

Perimeter (SEE HEASUREMTNT)

I1, The student can sketch and des-
cribe parallel lines. Example:
Parallel lines are lines in the

same plane that never met.

12, The learner can construct and
describe intersecting lines.

11. Students can sketch, give des-
criptions, show examples of parallel
lines.

12a, Students can sketch, give des-
criptions, show examples of
intersecting lines.

b. See activities no. 17,25.



AtO CONNTaUCTIOG
AND SPACE FIGURES.

0101111MMO.

13. The student can describe a plane
geometric figure as a set of
points.

Example:
A circle is the set of all
points in a plane a fixed
distance from a given point.

An angle is the set of all
points contained in the union

of two rays with a common
endpoint.

Readiness: To be able to
name and identify space figures.

14. The learner can read and write
standard notation for plane
figures.

Concept of volume (SEE 1,Ek3UTS__

PLANE;

G5-1 G6-.S G7 -R

13a. Give students the centers radii
for different circles and 1et them
construct these circles using a
string or a compass.

b. See activity no 25.

14a. The student can practice drawing
plane figures using standard

notations, Examples:

is denoted by ZAP

is denoted by



IDENTIFYING, NAMING AND CONSTRUCTING PLANE
AND SPACE FIGIRES.

15, The leartv.._ can gibe examples
of, describe, and sketch
perpendicular lines. Examples:
Perpendicular lines are inter-
secting lines that form right
angles. The top edge and side
edge of the window are
perpendicular to each other.

16. When given a pair of line seg-
ments, angles, triangles, or
other polygons, the student can
identify the pairs as congruent
or not oongruent by matching
the figures in some manner.
(trace and overlay, cutouts, etc.

I

17. The student can construct a
plane figure congruent to a
given line segment, angle, or
triangle with the use of a

straightedge and compass.

VI GI:WEIR'

G5-I' G6-S G7-R

15a. Students can practice sketching
perpendicular lines. They can
describe their. Examples of things
perpendicular can be located in the

classroom and outside.
b. See activies # . 17, 25, 26.

16a.

b.

Have students tell in their on
words what they think congruent
angles and triangles are. Have
them through the use of cutouts,
trace and overlay etc. show that
two angles are congruent. This
can be done to show that two tr
angles are congruen' ; can be done
with other figures, also.
See activities -$ 6, 17, 25.

17a. Have students practice construct-
ing plane figures that are congrrant
to given plane figures. Example:



IDENTIFYING, NAMING, AND CONSTRUCTING PLANE
AND SPACE FIGURES.

VT GWIMRTRV

18. The learner can describe a
given plane figure as a set of
points.

19. The student can deschibe a
given space figure as a set
of points.

Perimeter of a polygon, area of
any parallelogram and triangle,
and volumes, SEE laASURMiENT.

20. The learner can distinguish
between equal and congruent
figures.

3

18a. Let students practice describing
various plane figures as sets of
points, this can be written'or
given orally.

b. See activities # 25 and 26.

19a. Students can practice desctibing
(written or orally) space figures
as sets of points.

b.

20a. Nhen given several equal figures
and congruent figures the students
can distinguish between the equal
and congruent figures. Example:

ABC =<-01X

<XBC":"<ZIP



.....]

VI GEOMETRY
1DaTibi1OG NAMING AND CONSTRUCTING PLANE

AND SPACh FIGURES

210 The learner can test the Pytha-
gorean rule with the following
triangles whose sides are:

(A) 3; 41 5.

9 + 16 .

(B) 6; 8; 10.

+ 64 = 100

G5-I G6-S G7 -R

21a. See activity 16.

22. Using a straightedge and compass 22a. Have students practice using
the learner can construct the the compass and straightedge, to
b&eeetor of a given angle. bisect a group of given angles.

Example:

23. Using a straightedge and compass 23a. See Addison- "esley Book 6 p. 199.
the learner can construct a line
perpendicular to a given line
at a given point.



IDENTIFY-DIG, DT/ ADIG, Al'!]) CONSTRUCTING PLANE

AND SPACE FIGURES.

24. Using a straightedge and compass
the student can construct the
perpendicular bisector of a
given line sement

25. Given a line and a point not
on the line, the learner can con-

struct a line parallel to the
given line through the given

point.

26. Using a compass, the st,aient can
construct a circle with a given
center and radius (or diameter).

IMII.1111!=1.11M

_UGE:14E'TRY

/{...1

24a. 'lave students draw several line
segmeats, then using a compass
and strAlahtA-e studenta
bisect them.

25a. See Addison-Wesley Book 6,(1968)
pp 116-119.

b, Have the student § construct
parallel lines. (Give a line
and a point not on the line, have
students construct a line parallel

to the given lina through tFe
given point).

26a. See activity # 20.



ACTIVITIES AND ilDIA

1. Addison-AIsley mathematic Prograld
Book 3 (1964) End of chapters (pp. 46-47; 76-77; 112-113; 150-151;
173-179; 200-201; 236-237)
Book 3 (1968) pp. 44-51; 128-135; 190-197; 246-253.

Teachers Edition ;1968) Activities and Follow -Ups, pp. 130-131; 15z -.1y;

250-251.
Evaluation:
Observation check since intuitive insight into some geometric ideas

was the objective. (100 accuracy).

Seeing Throrgh Arithmotic
Book 3 Scott Foresman (1963), PP. 524-527.

2. Addison-Wesley 1athematics Program
Book 4 (1964) End of chapter (pp. 46-47; 90-91; 130-131; 146-147;

160-161; 184-185; 218-219; 238-239; 280-281.
Ahtivities Arid follow up check atco pages.

Evaluation- Same as Look 3

Scott Foresman-Seeing Thrctgh Arithmetic
(1968) pp. 508-509.

Addisor-tresley ;athematics Prognam
Book 5 (1964) End of chapter (pp. .46-167)
Book 5 (1968) ( pp. 76-101-also includes measurement).
Book 5 (1965) '/Orkbook (pp. 44-45).
Book 5 (1968) 'Iorkbook (pp. 91-98- also includes measurement).

Evaluation:
Book 5 (1964) Chapter review p. 167.
Book 5 (1968) Day to day observation and specific testing of their
application to practical problems.

Seeing Through A"ithmetic
Scott Foresman--See index Book 5.

4. Addison - Wesley iiathematics Program
Book6 (1964_) pp. 188-215.
Book 6 (1964) pp. 96-123 Also, includes measurement.

See same pages for activities and follow-ups.
Book 6 9L92g. t/brkbook pp. 59-67.
Book 6 (1965) pp. 89-96 (includes measurement)

Evaluation:
Special care to evaluate the children on a day-to-day 'oasis as they stydy

this section. (100'7, accuracy).

Seeing Through Arithmetic
Book 6 (1963) See index.

L.W. Singar Co., Sets and Numbers,
Book 6 (1966) pp. 392-409 shows how to construct the figures of plane
geometry.

4
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5. Transparencies:
3h no. 26-S pythagorean Theorem.

3E no. 19 Introducing Geometric Figures

6. Charts:

7. Geo-boards ana Geo-blocks

8. Things to do with a Geo-board Activities.

9. Ttngram Packet

10. Filmstrips:
Introduction to Plane Geometry (no. 60)

11, Cyclo. Teacher, ?iathematics Cycles.
Geometry:
M-60 Recognizing Shapes
I .61 Permeter of Rectangles and Squares.
ii-62 Areas of Rectangles.

h-63 Perimeter of Triangles;
ii-64 Areas of Triangles.

E-65 Circumferences.
ii-66 Areas of Circles.

TEACHER'S READM REFERENCES

I. Walter, iiarion: "A Second Example of Informal Geometry: Hilk Cartons,"
Arithmetic Teacher, Vol. 16, # 5, Nay 1969. Describes some work that
children can do with milk cartons.

2. Krause, Eugene F.: "Elementary School etric Geometry," Arithmetic
Teaoher, Vol. 15, 8, December 196e. This article explains the
concept of measure and illustrates some of its application.

3. Aewfeld, K. Allen: "Discobery in Number Operations Through Geometric
Constructions," Arithmetic Teacher, Vol 15, f 8, December 1968. A more
interesting way to set a group of curious stadents to exploring the
number system and disco eering ideas that -,eem so obvious to them.

4. Complo, Sister Jannita iiarie, I.H.i;; "Teaching Geometry Through Creative
inorement," Arithmetic Teacher,Vol. 14, f 0,November 1967. Creative
movement is the child's creative interpretation of thougnts and feelings
through the use of his body. Recommended for primary grades.

5. Smith, Lewis B. "Pegboard Geometry", Arithmetic Teacher, Vol. 12,
A, April 1965. The pegboard is a successful medium for portray-
ing geoAetric ideas and for promoting exploration.



MEDIA

6, Glenn, William H. and Doncran A. Johnson: 1121222621-221222,2zus,
Webster Publishing Co., 1960. This booklet has been written on the
Pythagorean Theorem so that you may share the pleasure others have

had in exploring mathematics.

7, Nuffield Mathematics Project, John Wiley and Sons Inc., New York,

1968, Shape and size. The aim of this project is to devise a con-

temporary approach for children from 5 to 13. The stress is on

"hat,/ to learn," not on what to teach.



ACTIVITIES--GEOMETRY

le Although the history of geometry or "earth measure" closely parallels
that of man, efforts to teach this subject effectively in the elementary
schools have not been very successful. Although elementary textbooks
were filled with geometry in the early part of this century, it almost
disappeared during the 1940's and 50's. Now, with the new math, it
is returning. The emphasis has been one of "intuitive geometry", or
seeing and interpreting forms and shapes around us. The need for exten-
sive proof is delayed until a later time and the students are asked to
simply try to know and to appreciate the many varied shapes that they
see and feel.

Examples: George went east to the store, then south.to a
friend's house, then home.

John took three steps to the south, two steps 5 f4c
to the west, three steps to the north, and,
then back home. .

Ann spent a quarter at the fair for the merry-
ge-round. But she didn't go very far--it just
went round and round.

Three steps west, three steps south, three
steps east, three steps north and we are back
home. We walked a today.

2e Geometric Art
Materials: Have the children help you prepare a box of various geometric
shapes out e' colored construction paper. Each child will need a generous
supply of shapes, paste, crayons, and a sheet of manila paper.

Directions: Try to arrange a few of the shapes to resemble something
(a fish, a bird, a tree, etc.) When an arrangement is found paste it on

(

the drawing paper. Crayons may be used to add some finishing touches.

Dome.

0



3. Geometry is Fun
Have small pieces of wood cut into various geometric shapes, such as a
triangle, a square, a rectangle; and solids, such as a sphere, a cone,
and a cylinder. Learn the names of these shapes and solids. Also,
help the children identify other geometric shapes found around the
school building, the school grounds, etc.

4. Geometry Rely Game
Choose teams and have the players sit in rows facing the front of the
room. Each player has small cards With tine names of the geometric
shapes on the cards (square, circles oval, rectangle, triangle, pent-
agon, etc.). Place a number of geometric figures made of wood, plastic,
or heavy cardboard in a box or a bag and give it to the pupils in the
back seats. These pupils choose any one of their figures and hand it to
the pupil in the front of them. Each player must select the proper name
for.the shape. He then passes the figure to the player ahead and
reaches for the next figure. The first row finished with all correct
answers wins.
To vary the games each player may be required to identify the shape
of the figure before he looks at it.

5. Congruence or Similarity Matching
Have each pupil bring a cotton bag, perhaps 6 or 8 inches squ,are. From
heavy cardboard) cut small geometric models shaped like triangles, squares,
circles, semicircles, etc. Have each pupil put a number of these into
his bag. Have a leader select a shape from his bag. Each pupil then
draws a model congruent to it. Ho selects only by his sense of touch.
At first, children should have only a few models in the bag. The difficulty
increases as the number of models increase.

6. Equal Divisions
The purpose of this exercise is to get pupils to find various ways of
dividing a geometric shape into equal parts. Other shapes and other
numbers of equal parts may be used to make divisions.

Example:



7. Tell. All You Know

Divide the cliss into teams. Team A selects a geometric shape, such a,
an equilateral triangle. Team 3 tries to guess what the shape is by
clues given by Team A.

1. It's a simple closed curve.
2. It's a polygon.
3. Its sides are equal.
4. Its angles are equal.

The clues continuo until a member of Team B guesses the entire name of
the shape. Then Team B selects a shape and gives the clues one at a
time, etc. Scoring is optional but the sum of the clues given could t..7
used.

8. Pick Your Trophy
With a peice of masking tape, stick a number of geometric figures on
the blackboard. Under each figure write one or more questions about -He
figure. Fcr example, under the parallelogram.

1. ...re any of the angles equal?
2. ixe any of the line segments of equal length?
3. .,re there right angles in the figure?

Divide the class into two teams. Each player or group of players
selects a figure and takes it from the beard. To keep the figure
(trophy), the pupils must answer all the questions correctly and
identfy it by name. The team with the greater number of trophi's win.

9, How Manx Figures Do You See?
:,sk the children to count the triangles in this figure. Careful countin9
should produce 13. To keep an accurate record, use letters like 4A3C, -8F

10. Blind Geometry

Have the class tie a cloth or handkerchief over their eyes. Separate 4.c
boys and girls. Band the first boy a piece of cardboard shaped like
a geometric figure. He then makes some statement about the shape like
"It's a simple closed curve." He then passes it to the next boy who
gives a clue. Any girl may volunteer a guess by raising her hand, and
one guess is allowed for each statement. The number of statements
needed before a successful guess is made provides a score for the boys
;,ny incorrect statement can be overruled by the teacher. ;',11 state-

ments are based upon touch. :,11 answers must be based on these state-
ments.



11. Coverall. r-::ntest

Materials: Se flannel board in the front of the room. Cut two
corres.AneiLg acts of geometric figures from red and blue construction
paper. l';a::e a sot of cards with the names of the figures on them.

Directions. )i,Jplay the figures on a table or bulletin board. Divide
the clas! firls'and boys with the red figures for the girls and
blue fo,. In alternate turns, the boys and girls draw a
card from t.le dock, select the shape named from their set of shapes
and put it on the flannel board. : certain side of the flannel board
should be de7.gnatoc: for a team. If they can place the figure without
touching anoth:):-.. one already in place, they win a point for their
team. If the figure touches another one it must be returned to the
original supply, The object of the game is to put as many figures
as possible cn the board -.

12. To Tell The Truth
Three puldr3 .:Lt behind a table. Before each is a card with a name,
such as lAr. Triangle. Each pupil announces himself. The class, or a
committee fl-om the class, ask a series of questions (5 or 6). Two of
the pupils give at least one wrong answer to a question, while the
other pupil must give all the correct answers. For example:

QuesJonz Is a triangle a simple closed curve?
Yes, all boundaries are curves. (right).
No: all of its boundaries are line segments. (wrong)

,,fter the playors have listened to the three pretenders, they vote on
who the 'real 4r. Triangle" might be.

13. Geometric Baseball
Material ;:nk,) a set of cards with problems involving geometric
situatons on them. For example: Find the area of an eight-
foot sare

Diructi.Ac: ;Ii!de the class into teams. One player or the teacher
is the 12:_p1 -., The pitcher (pupils take turns as pitcher) must retire
three bats io end an inning. Shuffle the cards and lay them face
down on )1. The pitcher draws a card and lets the umpire and
the defe:,3i;e team read the problem before the pitcher makes a pitch.
If the pitche. gives a strong clue the umpire calls, "strike". If
the clue i, 7..ak the umpire calls, "Ball." For example: For the area
of an oigh4.-leoi: square- -

It is a measure of a plane region.--strike one
The plane region is a polygon.--ball one
The polygon is a quadrilateral.--strike two
The corner angles are equal.--ball two
The l' !e segments in the polygon are equal.--ball three

The count is nOw three balls and two strikes. If the pitcher now
calls "8 feet", and the batter does-not say "64 square feet," the
batter strikes out. If he does say, "64 square feet", he gets on
first base with a hit. If the'pitcher says only "8," the umpire
must call 'Ball four" unless the batter tries to guess. If he guesses
64 square foot, he gets a hit. If he guesses 64 square inches,
fielder, who also knows the problem, can catch the ball and the
player is out. If 64 square inches is not challenged, the batter
reaches brie on a fielding error. If the batter does not swing,
he walks,



Baseball (cont.)
If a batter "swings" after any clue, he advances to base if he is
correct. If he is wrong and is not challenged, he gots to base on an
error. my fielders on the defensive team may challenge the
batter. Extra bases may be awarded by the umpire when a fielder
makes an error. A "home run" can be declared when the batter gets
the answer on the first pitch; its n double if he gots it on the
second pitch; anything after that is a single.

14. Shapely ;,rt

Startwith some geometric shape, such as a circle. Using only that
shape, draw some object or idea. If desired, add features, colors,
or other trimmings to drawings.

15. Vocabulary Game
Prepare a deck of cards, each showing the name of some geometric term
or expression commonly used. If this is used as a team game, the cards
are shuffled and a student draws a card from the deck and draw or
demonstrate that he knows the meaning of the word. A teacher, or
a committee of pupils will serve as judge.

err
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16. Formulas and tables play an important part in arithmetic. Make o
class booklet of some of the ones needed. ;,s a new on is met, it
can be added. On 4" x 6" oak-tag sheets, write with a felt pen one
formula on each page. Fasten together with large rings and leave
where anyone can refer to it easily.

17. Geometric Gymnastics
Materials: flake two sets of cards. On each card of one set draw
geometric figure, and on each card of the second set write the name
that describes the figure. The second set could also contain three
blank cards.

Directions: Divide the name cards evenly between two players. The
figure cards arc placed face clown between the players. Each player
takes turns turning up one of the figure cards. If ho has a. name

card that matches it, and if he does so correctly, he claims the
figure card; the other player gets a turn. If he cannot match the
card, the figure card is returned to the bottom of the pile, face
down, and the next player plays. The player with the greater n%mber
of figure cards wins.



18. Geo-Santa
1. Draw the following geometric figures (younger children can draw

those shapes easier on graph paper); cut them out; put them
together to make a Santa.

2. For Santa's hat, mako an EQUIL:.TERAL TRIANGLE measuring 1" on
each side. The brim is made from a RECTANGLE that measures 1/4
by 1".

3. Santa's face is made from a SQUARE 1" on each side. (Ave him two
little TaIANGLES for eyes, n little SQUME for a nose, and a
little CIRCLE for a mouth.

4. Mako Santa's beard with an ISOSCELES TRIANGLE, measuring 1" on one
side, 1 1/2 inches on each of the other two sides.

5. His body is made from an ISOSCELES TaisPEZOID measuring 3" on the
two equal but nonparallel sides, 3" on one parallel base, and 1"
on the other base.

6. Snntn's arms arc outstretched with two RECTANGLES that are 1" long
and 1/2" wide.

7. His hands are made from two Cl2CLES 1/2" in diameter.
8. Each of his legs is made from a RHOMBUS, 1" on a side.
9. His foot are made from two RECTANGLES, 1 1/2" by 1/2".

10. Give him three CIRCLE buttons and the task is finished.



19. Ccomctry Frobl_rs
1. "n !vlks milc scuth, turns and walkc onc mile east,

turns in ,nd walks on milc duo north. Ho finds himself back
where he st3rted At what, location on the earth's surface is
this possibl,; (;.nswer; -A. the North Pole or about 1 1/6 miles
from th, South P-1,)

2. Th, ',docks of this Jrawin,17 :re idntically lottored. Roll them
around ':rite: your imagination or sk,tch a p7Atorn so that you can
t,11 thu. 1,tter th-t is on th, side opposite Y. Opposite G.
Opposit, (nsw,r; ; is opposite Y2 is opposite Gg and
P is oppo3it,

20. Dj-2..s:-!a.42-oLine
Show the cl&ss circle similir to the on in Figure A below. The
circl_ is cut out so that it is possible to change its position.
Wh,n th, circle is in thc position with the arrow pointing to 1,
tw,lve lin_s c n bo counted. When the circle is moved so
that the- :now points to the num,ral 2, as shown in figure B, only
clo%;',n ire visible. On, lin, has disappeared.

Thu disapp,-.rin9 line problem can be ..xplained by a very basic
g,:omutric assumption. 'Zion the circle is moved from 1 to 2, not
only do:.s ono lint disappear, but catch on is a little longer than
the origin7,1 sugm,.nts. The tot ,1 length of the line segmcnts in
the first position is equal to the totll length of the segments in
second position. Th geomctric principle applied is, "The whole
is alwys equal to the sum of its parts, no matter how the parts
arc rearranged."



21. A Pentagon Cut a rectangular-shaped strip of paper about l inches
wide and 15 inches long. i:iark both sides of ono end A and both sides of
the other end B. Form a loop with the strip by bringing end A over across
end B. Then bring end A under end B and through the loop. Pull ends
A and B outward until your model forms -. pentagon. Press the model
tightly to crease the edges. Then trim off the A and B ones of the
strip so your model represents a pentagon.

)Hexagon Cut two rectangular-shaped strips of paper about Lz. inchos
wade and 2 feet long. .lark the ends of one strip an B. l.ibrk tho

ends of thn other strip. C and D. Loop cnd C under and then over across
strip ;B. Then loop ond A over on top of ends C and D. ?'ring ond D
over and across ends A and C n' through the loop made by strip -D.
Bring end A over across end B. Pull onds A and B together to the right
and ends C and D together to the left and croaso the odg,s. Trim cff
ends J.%9 B9 C9 and II to obtain your :.10(lel of a hexagon.

A parallelogram lisp four ardboard stripe to show a parallelogram.
Use cardboard strips with theloppoeito sides of the srmL-. length. If

you move the sides, you will ;demonstrate many other parallelograms.
The corners may bo fastened with paper fasteners.

22. Toytown
Collect pictures of many different toys from colorful catalogs and
mount these on construction paper. Iake a bulletin board display
of them near the time this project is being esed. A list of the
shapes for some toys follows.

Toys, Shapes They Contain
drums circles, cylinders
blocks squares, rectangles, cubes
archery sot concentric circles

23. Geometry shapes Twister
One student spins n,spinner, two othLqs students bland, ono on either
end of the board. The student who is spinning gives the direction.
Example: "Put your right hand in a square containing a largo blue
triangle and a small red cone." Tho first student to place his
hand or foot in the wring place or to fail loses. Fcr upper grades
it would be possible to incorporate more shapes and perhaps put in
diagonals to indicate grooves and dots to show texture.



24. CuL-Ups of Numerals and Letters
Let pupils cut apart numerals, letters or geometric shapes into
geometric shapes. As they reassemble them in order to get the correct
item, they got good practice in discriminating between various shapes and
sizes. Some pupils may enjoy trying to construct geometric designs
out of the different cut-ups.

mw.m.

25. Stage a shape Relay
Scatter a variety of shapes on a table at one side of the room. Lines
angles, open and closed curves and rays could also be included.
Chocse two teams. Name a shape or item. The first child from each team
must go to the table and find a sample of the shape which has been
named. If he is correct, he goes to the end of his line. Name a
different shape to be found by the second pair of contestants, still
a different for the third, and so forth.

26. Polygon City
Have the children divide into groups and see which group can make a
aural of a city using the most geomotric shapes, lines, and angles.
They could work with pencils, crayon or construction paper cut-outs.
To add variety solid or three-demensional "sculptures" may be
produced by using a material such as styrofoam cut into desired
thicknesses.



27. Identifying Shapes, Points and CUt!en
Make two of the following charts an:-: have the Lhildren divide into i,
teams. Set time limit and sec .h.r:.1 team con locate the most
shapes, point:. and curves.

A simple example: M rvf

28. A Puzzlo
Two identical puzzles, made of gee: : .,:apes are placed on a ib7e
The teams sit arcond the table and .:pon their turn the player des!inat1
the question (which is written on t'ne puzzle vLore the shape is to
fit) he is going to answer, gives the answer and then, if correct
places the appropriate puzzle piece over the question, The. team it:lich

completes its puzzle first witas



29. An Elusive Area
Draw a square sixteen inches by sixteen inches, and then draw lines to
divide it into four parts, as shown below. Tell the class that you will
make a drawing that will rearrange the four parts of the square into
a rectangle. The second drawing should be like the second one below
Note that the dimensions of the four parts that make up the rectangle
match perfectly.

Alsk the class to compute the area of the square: 16 x 16 = 256 sq. in.
Ask them to compute the area of the rectangle: 10 x 26 = 26 sq.,in.
Four square inches of area has been created. If you change the
rectangle back to a square, the area disappears.

Proof: It was assumed that the lines BD and FH of the square will
form a straight line when put together in the rectangle. They do not
form a straight line. As a result, the parts do not fit together
perfectly and a rectnagle cannot be formed.

/1
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READING, INTERPRETING AND MAKING
VARIOUS TYPES OF GRAPHS

1 K -3-I , G4-S.2, G5-6-R

VIII. GRAPHS_

Pictoral graphs

1. Given a picture graph, the
learner can write or state
orally three factual statements
derived from the study of the
graph.

2. The student can write or state
orally three factual statements
derived from the study of a bar
graph. (Horizontal, vertical,
and double bar graphs.)

3. Given the raw data for a graph
of a minimum of five bars, such
data in numerical multiples of
5 or 10, the learner can con-
struct a bar graph to illustrate
the given data.

la. Show class examples of pictographs
collected from national magazines.
Pupils will enjoy inventing other
simplified pictures appropriate for
the pictographs you display.
(Suggestion: Pads of ordinary graph
paper should be made available to the
pupils. This produces neater and
clearer work.)

. Find in newspapers or magazines and
bring to class some bar graphs. Be
ready to explain to the class what
the graphs show.

. See activity 41

Use information from the social
studies program or from science that
may be organized and shown on a bar
graph. Pupils may work individually
or in small groups on constructing
a graph.

. Pupils may record results for a
series of arithmetic tests by making
a vertical bar graph. (Then they
should compute the mean average.)
See activity #2



READING, INTERPRETING, AND I1AKING
VIII. GRAPH.;

Picto.,al graphs
VARIOUS TYPES OF GRAPHS

K-3-11 G4-S G5-6-R

4. The student can write or give
orally three factual statements
from a study of a given line
graph.

5. Given the raw data for a line
graph, the student can construct
a line graph to illustrate the
given data.

6. Given percentage of tonal (suc1
as percentage of income spent
in various ways) and graph paper
the learner can construct a
divided bar graph to illustrate.
the data given.

4a.

5a.

a.

Using the temperatIre readings taken
at five different times during the
day, the student can plot these on
a line graph.

See activity #5

HOW THE FA ILY NOONE IS USED
Milimmanzasisimma

mnimranimmarcumo
ANIMIBM110611
0 t O .2o 30 46 bU 6e) 70 go 90 1o0

ReaC the graph and tell which of the
per cents, 24 S, 10%, or 5% of $100.
best represents the percent spent for
recreation; for shelter.
That decimal tells the per cent of $100
thct was used for food? for clothing?
for "other expenses"?



IZEADICI INTERPRETING,. AHD riAKING

TY17.2 OF MAPII

VIII. GRAPHS
Pictoral graphs

'G5-6-ja

"t. Given a ci7:cle graph '4nd fiv. I7a.

questions ;Jas::d on thy'

graph, the stucknt can Jnswor, 1

tho (portions by referring to
the graph.

b.

c.

Have pupil!; draw circles on plain

paper means- of saucers or other
ojects. Use circles of at

least 6:' in diameter. Have' pupils

fold h:. circle shapes once, crease,
and unfold them to obtain a circle
shag separated into two equal parts._
Use added folds to for four or eight
sectors. Coloring various parts in
differ.)nt colors provides a variety of
graphs.
Have pupils find circle graphs in
newspapers and magazines, bring them
to class for discussion.
An the questions about the graph
showing how Jane spent her 40 day
vacation.

(1) Hors did she

spend the
largest part
of her vacation?

(2) About what part.
of her vacation
did she spend
at home?

(3) About how many
. days of her
vacation were
spent visiting
at camp? at. home?

(4) The time swit at camp was about
what factional part of the time .

spent at home? of the time spent
traveling?



GRAPHING SETS OF POINTS AND PAIRS OF NUMBERS

VIII. GR,PH3
Coordinate

G5-S, G6-a

8. Given a set of numbers, the 8a. This :-,an b. on paper or on the
learner can mark a point for chalkb;ad,
each number in a set.

9. Given a line graph which
illustrates a progression of
ordered pairs of numerals, the
learner can write the set of
ordered pairs illustrated by
the graph.

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1'

9a. Let children play the game Find the
Treasure, Two children or teams eac'.,.
draw a picture of an island on a
coordinate grid. They may "hide" a
treasure on the island. The treasure
should be identifioc', by three points
which may be in a line (vertical,
horizontal, or diagonal) or be he
cornea points of a triangle,
Children may take turns calling out.
names for coordinate points (5,2), on'
so on, and on another coordinate
grid making an X at the pointcalle.
The object is to locate the treasury.
of the other team, Of course,
locating the island is helpful. Whe:,
a called point falls on part of the
island; the opponent must say, "You---
are on my island." When any portion
of the treasure is "hit" by a called
point: the game is over.

EXAMPLE OF GRID FOR FIND THE
TREASURE



GPU.PHING SETS OF POINTS AND PAIRS OF NUMBERS

.1.11.40

VIII. GRAPHS
Coordinate

G5-5, G6-R

10. When given a set of ordered
pairs and a sheet of lraph
paper, the learner can con-
struct a line graph to
illustrate the set of ordered
pairs of numerals.

11. The learner can graph the
number pairs for the function
from the following table.

function rule
n t 1

0 1

-1 2
2
3

4

5 6

10a, See activities 83, 4

lla. :,Jdison-liesley Book 6
1964, P. 305 (Graphing functions)



GRAPHING FUNCTIONS

12. The student can graph the
following pairs of integers
given in the table below.
(Involves negative numbers).

function rule
n + 3

n f n

-4 -1

-3 ,0

-2 1

-1 2

0 3

1 4

VIII. Ga:iPHS
Coordinate

Gh-S

12a. Use graph paper for the following
activity. Pupils are introduced to
negative numbers and then are
able to label points below 0 on

a vertical number-line model. The
number for the point Ideated is
called its coordinate. flow pupils

can use this knowledge in locating
points on a grid. (Negative number_
are shown now at the left of 0 on -1

horizontal model,) Each point on
the grid is determined by two
numbers or coordinates. The syml.;1!
already located on the grid are
described below under headings
"Over" and "Up".

III
111

I

j A

.
}

ill 11
3 4

Write or tell the letter located a
these points:

Over
2

Up
6

4 3

-3 5

-5 2

2 2

-2 2



GRAPH ACTIVITIES

1. The class might construct a chart on the floor by using masking tape for
lines. Children might then "walk off" specific points on the graph.
This activity, as well as the overall study of graphing, might easily be
correlated with map study with emphasis on the lines of latitude and
longitude. Before constructing graphs, children should have opportunity
to study many meaningful graphs, such as city maps, road maps, and Vraphs
charting rainfall, temperatures, etc.

2. Let each child make a booklet of different kinds of graphs in colors to
show his progress in each subject during the month. This teaches the
purpose and use of graphs, encourages the pupils to greater effort. They
learn about graphs wiLncut thinking of them as a dull arithmetic lesson.

3. Locate each of these points and conne.t the dots in the order giVen. 1.14:3

a grid and see what you have drawn.
a. (0,4) f. (15,4) k. (11,1) p. (6,1)
b. (3,3) g, (16,2) 1. (10,1) q. (6,0)
c. (4,5) h. (14,3) m. (10,0) r. (4,0)
d. (11,5) i, (15,2) n. (8;0) s. (4,1)
e. (12,3) J. (12,2) o. (8,1) t. (0,4)
Locato a separate point at kl,j)

III4

IliEWAII le, _111011 .

111111 @sl
U.MEI Mill Mai Nil .

III1 1 :
4 i. . 17

4. A student can draw a picture of his own and give a list of ordered pairs
of numbers which a classmate may follow to put the picture on a grid.

5. Other suggested activities:
Baseball fans will find a wealth of data in baseball handbboks and the
"ups and downs" of the schools own teams are sources of statistical
materials,

Find the height of each of five pupils in your class. Make a table to
show the information and then make a vertical bar graph to go with the
table. Lexl the vertical exale so that each unit represents 10 (inches)

Using an almanac, make a line graph to 'ho: ropulpt!cn of the UnitPe

States for each of four census years.

Make a graph showing the speed of travel of various bullets, missiles,
or planes, Check data on these speeds in an encyclopedia.



MEDIA

1. Addison-Wesley Mathematics Program
Book 5 (1964) P. 302-211
Book 5 (1968) F. 304-313

Norkbook (1965) P. 94-96
Workbook (1968) P. 105-108

Duplicator Masters (1969) Grids P. 54-56 Grade 5

2. Book 6 (1964) P, 298-307
Book 6 (1968) P. 302-311

Workbook (1965) P. 94-96
Workbook (1968) P. 106-109

3. Scott Foresman-Seeing Through Arithmetic
Book 5 (1963) P. 510-517'
Book 6 (1963) P. 266-269,270-272

4. Transparencies:

5. Charts:

6. Filmstrips:

7. S.R.A. Graphs and Picture Study Skills Kit (Coffeen)

TEACHERS' READING REFERENCES:

1. 'Heard, Ida Mae: "Making and Using Graphs in the Kindorterton Matharatios
Program", The Arithmetic Teacher, Vol. 15, No. 6. October 1968. Describe
and illustrates ways in which graphs might be used with young children*

2. Pierson, aobert C.: "Elementary Graphing Experiences", The Arithmetic
Teacher, Vol. 16, No. 3, March 1969. Excercises in graphing to help guide
the teacher.

3. Schell, Leo h.: "Horizontal Enrichment with Graphs" The Arithmetic
Teacher, Vol. 16, Ho. 3, December 1967. Lessons designed to supplement
a unit on graphs, where the plotted points do not lie on a straight or
a smooth line



PREFACE

to

JUNIOR HIGH SECTION

The Junior High attempts to be the coordinating link between the elementary
math student using Addison and Wesley texts and the high school math student
using Houghton Mifflin texts. For the 7th and 8th grade High and Average
groups texts used are Holt, Rinehart qinston's Elementary athemat',cs, Patterns
and Structures, 7 and 8. The numerous "Brainteasers" are used for extension
and enrichment in both grades. Cumulative Tests in the front of both texts
could supply good evaluation. The abbreviation HRW 7 or HRW 8 indicates these
texts. When reference is made to other texts, these listings indicate pub-
lisher first, author second, and title third (in caps).

The Addison Wesley set of Basic Modern Mathematics, Courses 1 and 2, and
Modern General Mathematics (Course 3), listed as Books 1651, 1661, and 1671,
respectively, are used for Remedial 7 and 8, where the main objective is to
improve computational skills and to increase understanding of fundamental
number operations. Particular emphasis is directed to where the various
kinds of mathematics are used in daily life, and units are set up, outside
the book, utilizing these relevancies to daily living and often culminating
in field trips, etc. Reading is de-emphasized and manipulation and actual
performance skills are encouraged. Wide variety and short lessons are
effective for this particular group of learners. AW 1651, AW 1661, and
AW 1671 are the abbreviations for these three overlapping texts used in
Remedial 7th and 8th grade math.

We would like to especially recommend two books as exceptionally useful.
Diagnostic tests and interpretations,plus what corrective phase may be
possible) for addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, decimals,
number sentences, ratio and proportion, percent, word problems, measurement,
and practical applications are available in:

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Bernstein and dells:
TROUBLESHOOTING ATHENATICS SKILLS, Teacher's
Edition, copyright 1969, 1963.

Enrichment activities for the students who progress more rapidly than their
classmates may be found in

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics,
ENRICHMENT MATHEMATICS FOR THE GRADES,
copyright 1963, pages 207-311.

These activities include puzzles, unit fractions, divisi-
bility rule, numeration systems, numbers and games, sets,
distances, mathematical systems, logic, and geometry.

Further Supplementary Activities are listed in the Pink sheets following
each section.



REVIEW SET UNION eh INTERSECTION;
INTRODUCE COMPLEMENTS

1. Given two sets, student can con-
struct union of the two sets.

2. Given two sets, student can con-
struct intersection of the two
sets.

Given a set and a subset, the
student can identify in writing
the complemont of the subset.

Readiness: Recognition of kinds of
sets and set terminology, including
diagnostic matching.

I Sets

7s

HRW 7, pp. 113-123; 291-292

C07.1M711 OF SOLUTION SETS AND THEIR USE IN
PROBLEM-SOLVING 7 S

I. Sets

1. Using proper set notation, the
student will correctly identify,
in writing, solution sets for 8
out of 10 given closed and open
sentences, sable of 'which may be

word problems.

Readiness: Recognition of kinds
of sets and set terminology, includ-
ing diagnostic matching.

111IMMIIIMI...,

101 7, pp. 43-45

Universal or replacement set limits
solution.

Learns to solve closed sentences.
Learns to solve open sentences.

Learns to recognize cases where solution
sets can be empty sets or infinite sets.

Mist be SURE to use SET NOTATION in
answer.



OONC12T OF SOLUTION SETS AND THEIR USL
IN PROBLEII-SOLVING

I. Sets

7 S

1. Using proper sot notation, the
student trill correctly identify
in writing solution sots for 8
out of 10 given closed and open
sentences, some of which may
be word problems.

Readiness: Student must be
familiar with set concept and
set notation; and with open
and closed sentences.

MU, 0. 43-45

Universal or replacement set limits
solution.

Learns to solve closed sentences.

Learns to solve open sentences.

Learns to recognize cases where solution
sets can be empty sets or infinite sets.

Plust be SURE to use SLT NOTATION in
answer.



I. Sets
CONCEPTS OF DENSITY AND BETIMINESS

7S

1. When given a list of 6 sets, the
student will correctly identify
in writing 5 out of 6 dense sets.

2. When given a particular set, the
student is able to compute the
number which is a given distance
between two members of the set.

.1.0.410

L
STRENGTIM CONCEPT OF ARITRIETIC MAN BY

HRH 7, pp. 181-193
Betueenness does not imply "half-my-
between."

Density can change depending on sets
given, from 0 to infinity.

HR'I 7, p. 185
Techniques for finding a number which is
between two other numbers.

HRH 7, pp. 182-185; 391-393
Arithmetic average or mean.
High groups will attain pp. 391-393 of
text, on median, mean, and mode.

I. Sets

BY ADDING "12AN," "MEDIAN," AND "MODE." 7 S; 8 It.

1. When given 10 sets of data (such
as test scores) the student can
compute the arithmetic mean,
median, and mode, some of these
sets being in word problem form,
with 705 acctlracy.

Readiness: Concepts of average and
betymenness.

HRH 7, pp. 182-185
HRH 8, pp. 40-42; 90-91 on progressions.

Webster, Osborne et al, EXPLORING ARITH-
mu 8, pp. 212-213

Ginn, Buswell et al, TEACHING ARITHMETIC
WE NEED 8, pp. 154-155.

HMI, Nichols: PRE-ALGEBRA MATHEMATICS,
pp. 126-129.

Harcourt, Brace & World, Clark: GROWTH IN
ARITHMETIC 8, pp. 327-337 (Especially
good and can lead into statistical
graphs; good for everyday usage.)



STUDENT IS ABLE TO GRAPH A SOLUTION SET ON
THE HUIEIER LINE

I. Sets

8S

1. Given 5 mathematical sentences,
the student can solve and graph
the solutior -et on the number
line with 8010 accuracy (4 out of
5 ) .

Readiness: Student is familiar with
problem-solving of mathematical sen-
tences, set operation, and the
number line.

HRU 8, pp. 284-290

Student is made aware which notaticng nmit
the solution set and how to graph theso.

Student learns to solve and graph problems
involving more than one condition.

Enrichment - "The Arithmetic Teach :r,"
_Vol. 13, No. 2, Feb., 1966, pp. 98-99.

HRU, PRE-ALGEBRA MATHEMATICS, c 1965)
PP. 430-446 on Graphing..

L
FOR FURTHial GRAPHING OF SETS, 8th grade, SEE

GEOMETRY & ANALYTIC GEOMETRY(Parabola) Sections

1....,
STUDENT IS ABLE ID RECOGNIZE THE NEAREST INTEGER
WHICH IS NOT GREATER THAN THE EXPRESSION IN HEAV1

OR BOLDFACE BRACKETS

III. Estimation

8S

1. Given 5 bracketed expressions,
the student will correctly
identify in writing the nearest
integer not greater than the
bracketed expression, in 14 cases
out of the 5.

Readiness: Student must be familiar
with concepts of less-than or equal-
to, and uith place value.

HRW 8, pp. 292-295

Student is made aware that this technique
may be useful in estimation problems.



SUPPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES

FILM LOOP "OPERATIONS"

Encyclopedia Brittanica
Super 8 MM Color No. S-80183 $22.00

Or
8 ?.Vi Color No. R-80183 $20.00
Concepts of Binary and Unary Operation.

FILM LOOP - 'OPPOSITES'
Encyclopedia Brittanica
Super 8 MM Color No S-80178 $22.00

or
8 MM Color No. R-80178 $20.00
Real and abstract situations using
Operation and its inverses.

FILM LOOP - M(ANY) SOLUTIONS'
-4' Encyclopedia Brittanica

Supeg 8 MM Color S-80166 $22.00
8 MM dolor R-80166 $20.00
Sets

di

Reasoning
Preb ems have differing numbers of
sou ions depenng on the data.

FILM LOOP - 'INTRODUCING ORDER 8 SIZE'

Encyclopedia Brittanica
Super 8 M Color No. S-80163 $22.00

Or
8 WI Color No. R-85163 $20.00
C4rtoor situation 1*.o illustrate
commutative property and basic
inequalities.

'6ET8, SENTENCES AND OPERATIONS'
by Donovan A. Johnson & 411. H. Glenn
Paperback, c 1960.
Webster Publishing Co.
Quite a vets Venn diagrams illustrat-
ing the various operations of sets
and possDle applications.

I. SETS (Functions and
Operations

Laidlaw, MATHEMATICS 8, MeSwaiii et al,
c. 1965., pp. 61-72.

.

Chapter 4 - Sentences about Numbers,
Order Relations, Open Sentences,
Replacement Sets, Subsets, Disjoint
Sets, Solution Sets, Empty Sets.

Chapter 2, p. 24 - Set Notation and
Matching Sets.

MODERN MATHEMATICS, Teacher's Edition,
Singer/Random House, c. 1965, 1963
Paperback.

When additional practice if, needed in
the items listed belou, this book is
handy to have around.

1. Ancient Systems of Numeration
2. Cardinal and Ordinal Numbers
3. Place Value
4. Other Numeration Bases
5. Number Patterns (Squares,

Reciprocals, etc.)
6. Number Line
7. Principles - Closure, Commutative,

order of Operation, etc.
8. Sets
9. Ordered Pairs

10. Sentences and variables
11. Graphs of sentences.

RENTAL FILM - INTERSECTION OF SETS
15 min. Color $5.00 for 1-3 days
U. of Jyo. 1968 'New Films'

Describes meaning of set and subset and
illustrates intersection of sets, shoeing
various degrees of overlapping betieen
sets.



REINFORCE AND RETEDINUMBER UdEORY CONCERNING
ODD AND EVEN NUMBERS, AND CLOCK ARITHMETIC

II. C5. Place Volvo

7-0 REMEDIAL

1. Given a list of five digits,
the student can discriminate
between odd and even numbers
with 80% accuracy.

2. Given the modified number
systems of 4 and 12, the student
will solve clock arfthmetic
equations with 700 accuracy.

Readiness: Familiarity with basic
combinations.

AU 1651, pp. 246-248

AW 1661, pp. 216-217

AU 1671, pp. 176-181

REVIEW AND REINFORCE NUMBER THDDRY CONCERNING
FACTORS, MULTIPLES, AND PRIMES

II. E. Factors

,

8 Remedial

1. Given a list of ten numbers, the
student will factor, find
multiples or primes, as indica
with 6o5 accuracy.

Readiness: Basic multiplication and
division facts.

4

AW 1651, pp. 249-259

AW 1661, pp. 218-233

AW 1671, pp. 249-259

Factor Trees
Function Machines
Sieve of Eratosthanes

IIIMOOmv...001.

Prime Factorisation Complete Factoriz-
ation

Composite - Non-Prime Number
Cyclo-Teacher 11 79-80; 77.

Demonstrate Least Common Mkatiplo Ara
Greatest Common Factor as intorseci&.a
of two sets.



STUDENT IS ABLE TO COMPUTE ROAN NUT
USING THE MULTIPLICATIVE BAR AND THE ADDITIVE

AND SUBTRACTIVE PRINCIPLES

=1011110.

II. Roman Numerals

7S

1. Student will correctly compute
values of 2 out of 3 given
Roman numerals utilizing the
overhead bar.

2. Student will correctly convert
8 out of 10 given numbers into
Roman numerals by proper use of
additive and subtractive prin-
ciples.

HRI1 7, pp. 9-11

Introduction of overhead bar, which means
multiplying by 1000.

Overhead projector demonstrations on proper
uses of subtractive principle.(IV and IX,
not IL), and of additive principle (VI,VII,
VIII but not VIIII), indicating limitations.

Transparencies on Roman numerals.

Contrast unwieldiness of Roman numeral
calculations with our own Arabic system.

STUDENT mu BE ABLE TO RECOGNIZE EXPONENTS
NE-NAIE NUMBERS IN EXPONENTIAL NOTATION 7 S

II. Exponents

1. Student will identify in writing
exponents in 5 given expressions

2. Student will be able to re-write
a given number (like 694) in
powers of a given exponent.

Readiness: Students must be
familiar with expanded notation in
Base 10.

WV 7, pp. 15-34.
By transparencies and overhead projector
demonstrations, identifications of
"exponent," "base factor," and "power"
are made.

(We prefer to use "base factor" to eiim*
Llate confusion regarding other-base
numerations and also to remind studefit
of the function of an exponent.)

Practice in writing numbers in expanded
natation, first in Base-10 and then in
other specified bases.

SE ALSO: Addison Wesley 6th grade
text, pp. 10-13.

4ir



STUDENT WILL BE ABLE TO CO DI T BASE-10 NO.

INTO A BASE OTHER THAN 10 (AND REVERSE) AND
MILL BE ABLE TO PMFORII ADDITION AND SUBTRAC-

TION OPERATIONS USING THESE BASES

II. Other No. Bases

7 S

1. The student will be able to con-
vert 5 given base-10 numbers into
a given base, and will be able
to convert 5 given other-than-
1pase-10 numbers into base-10,
with 805 accuracy (4 out of 5).

Readiness: Student is able to re-
name base-10 numbers in expanded
notation and in exponential notation.

HRWI, pp. 35-98

Money concepts (pennies, nickels, quarters
for Base 5)

Abacus - Transmobile or other.

Overhead transparencies.

STUDENT WILL D
LEADING TO

Of P EXPONENTIAL PA
TIVE EXPONENTS

1. Given a list of 10 numerals,
student will successfully com-
pute the value for exponential
forms, and develop the exponen-
tial form from the given fraction
al types, with 805 accuracy (8
out of 10). These numerals will
include some with negative ex-
ponents.

Readiness: Working knowledge of
expanded notation of exponents.

II. Exponents

8S

HRU 8, pp. 70-74.
Continues pattern from positive exponents.

Practice deriving values for negative ex-
ponents and converting given number into
negative exponent form.

Addison-Mealey, Wilcox: MAIRSUATICS, A
IDDERN APPROACH, ;8677, pp. 223-227.

HEW, PRE-ALGEBRA NATHENATICS, c 1965,

P. 4; 13-16.

Allyn Fs Bacon, Stein: FUNDAIENTALS OF
IRTHEHATICS c 1968, p. 30

HR, Nichols: =ERN MEDENTARY ALGEBRA,
c 1965, 1961; pp. 312-321.



REVIEW OTHER RIMER BASES II. Other Number Bases

7-8 REMEDIAL

1. Given a list of numerals
selected from base ten and other
number bases, the student will
correctly pair 60% (6 out of 10)
of the given list.

Readiness: Working knowledge of ex-
panded notation in base 10 and
familiarity with names for numerals.

AW 1661, pp. 22-25 (base 4 only)

AW 1671, pp. 18-25 (Base 4,6; Roman,others)

Transparencies for Roman Numerals

Base 4 Bingo

Cyclo-Teacher MA6,47,48 for Roman no.

Make pegboard game for other base no.

Make "Concentration" game for pairing,
with base 10 and some other base.

REVIEW READING AND WRITING LARGE NUMBERS

1. Given a list of ten numerals
written in decimal natation and
in English, the student will

correctly pair 70% (7 out of 10).

Readiness: Concept of place value up
to thousands.

II. Recognition

7.8 REMEDIAL

AW 1651, pp. 1-19.

AW 1661, pp. 1-27.
AW 1671, pp. 1-29; p. 64.

Transparencies on abacus.
Students make own abacus (strawa-lifesavers)
Transmobile (overhead abacus)

"Rounding numbers" - reinforce concept of
"more than" and"le's than."

Student realizes places can be indicated
by exponents.

Present exponents as "easy way" to write
astronomical numbers.



STUDENT UM BE ABLE TO RE-NAME BASE-10(DEC-
IMAL) NUMBERS IN SCIENTIFIC NOTATION AND WILL
BE ABLE TO DO MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION IN-

VOLVING THESE TERM

II. Scientific Notation

8 S

1. Given a list of Base 10 (Decimal)
numbers, the student will be able
to re-name 4 out of 5 in correct
scientific notation, using both
positive and negative exponents.

2. Given a list of 10 indicated
calculations, student will
correctly compute 8 out of 10,
utilizing scientific notation,
and giving the answer in proper
scientific notation. Some of
the "givens" may be in word
problem form.

Readiness: Student will be familiar
with expanded notation, with expon-
ential notation, and with computa-
tions involving both negative and
positive exponents.

HIV 3, pp. 75-100
Student is made aware of the wide useful-
ness of scientific notatica, fror rdcro-
to astronomical measurements.

Addiscli-lIesley 8677, liticox: MATHEMATICS,
A 1:0DERN APPROACH,pp. 228-231.

Allyn L Bacon, Stein: FUNDAMENTALS OF
MATHEMATICS c 1968, pp. 135-136.

Houghton-llifflin, Dolciani et al,
NOD= SCHOOL MATHEMATICS, Chapter 6,
pp. 153-170. This is an especially
good resource for the complex and often
difficult computation of scientific no-
tation. lie think this one is especially
helpful and it is also the pl.adecesr)r
of the Algebra book series used fn 1141
school.

HMI, Nichols: IDDERN ELE/OTTARY A14.1E:RA

c 1965, 1961, pp. 339-340

ADDITION, SUBTRACTION, AND MULTIPLICATION IN
lIDDULAR (CLOCK) ARITMETIC Iid 3-miagt,
WIDER, 5-NUIIBER, AND 6-NUID3E11. SYSTME

II. Clock Artthmetic

8 S

1. Given 10 indicated operations in
modular systems (addition, sub-
traction, or multiplication),
student mill correctly solve 8
out of the 10.

Readiness: Mole number fundamental
operations.

HM18, pp. 2-25

Clock transparencies for overhead.

Construct addition and multiplication tables
for each system, treating subtraction as
inverse of addition.

SEE ALSO: Addison-Wesley :r,..de V Bce,,
c 1969, pp. 318-319.



THE STUDENT WILL BE ABLE TO DETERMINE ABSO-
LUTE VALUES OF POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE NUMBERS

II. Absolute Value

8 S

. Oiven a list of 5 positive and
negative numbers, the student
can write the absolute value for
each signed number with 805
accuracy (4 out of 5).

Readiness: Student must be familiar
with directed rational numbers.

HRI18, pp. 212-213

Student learns symbol for absolute value
and that all absolute values are +.

HRII 8, pp. 202-284

Student learns to solve equations in-
volving absolute value.

HMI 8, p. 212

Student learns to recognize that absolute
value of 0 is O.

--------1 1II. Per Cent
STUDENT DILL ACQUIRE A liORKING 1010110DGE OF

PER C. 7 5

1. Given 10 numerals (some kind of
fractions), the student is able
to correctly write the other two
equivalent names.

2. When given 10 problems of various
practical applications of percent
(including word problems), the
student will correctly solve 7
out of the 10.

Readiness: Good understanding of
decimals is necessary, as well as
familiikritywith common fractions
and with proportion.

HRU7, pp. 227-264.

Establish meaning of percent together
with ability to re-name percent as
decimal and as common fraction.

Student is introduced to problem-solving
in percents by double ratio (proportion)
method.

Student is made aware of various appli-
cations of percent by considerhble

practice in solving both empirical and
word problems.

111114 PRE-ALGEBRA MATHEMATICS c 1965,
pp. 160-183.

Allyn & Bacon, Stein: FUNDAMENTALS OF
IIATHEIIATICS c 1968, pp. 149-171.

1111% Nichols, MODERN ELEIIENTARY ALGEBRA
c 1965, 1961, pp. 223-224.



REINFORCE THE BASIC PROPERTIES FOR WHOLE NUMBERS
II. F. Prop'rties

7 -8RENEDIAL

1. Given ten indicated operations, AW 1651, pp. 156-175
the student will be able to
match the associative, commuta- AW 1661 - No pages
tive, and distributive propertie
with examples of each, correctly AW 1671 - pp. 53-69
answering 7 of the ten.

Readiness: Basic addition and
multiplication skills.

STUDENT IS INTRODUCED 00 CLOSURE PROPERTY AND
CAN RECOGNIZE TO UHICH OPERATIONS IT APPLIES.

II. Closure Prperty

7Sand 8 S

famamm...ma

1. Given 5 sets and an accompanying 101 7, pp. 158-161
operation for each, the student
can identify which sets are HRU 8, pp. 228, 20, 21, 377
closed under that operation, with
805 efficiency.

Readiness: Familiarity with set
concepts and operationv.



STUDENT IS ABLE TO RECOGNIZE -A RECIPROCAL AS
A EULTIPLICATIVE"INVERSE AND THAT A NUIIBER

TIUE3 ITS UULTIPLICATIVE INVERSE =, 1.

II. Inverse Property

8S

1. Ina given list of 10 numbers,
the student will write the
correct multiplicative inverses
for 8 out of the 10.

Readiness: Familiarity with recip-
rocal.

HMI 8, p. 252

Remind students to change decimals into
common fractions for quick determination
of reciprocal.

Student learns to select multiplicative
inverse of directed numbers.

Student learns which numbers are their
own reciprocals.



SUPPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES

ODD AND EVEN TIC-TAC-TOE

Instead of X and 0, players use odd
numbers and even numbers. Since
there is one more odd digit, the odd
digit player begins first. Symbols
are alternated in successive games.
Each number can be used only once.
Player who completes a row, column,
or diagonal totaling 15 is the
winner! Gam ?. is a draw if neither
completes 15.

LATHEMATICALCSTERit

* Arith. Teacher, Vol. 16, No. 1,
Jan. 1969, p. 64.

Math. Teacher Vol. LXI, No. 5,
May 1968

Math. Teacher Vol. LA, No. 4,
April 1967, by Robert E. Reys,
'Mathematical Word Search.'

* has at least 75 words, all written
forward, vertically, horizontally,
or diagonally. One word appears 3
times but counts only once. Both
puzzle and list of words are printed.
Uther such puzzles can be made up by
putting in the words you want found
and then just filling in remaining
spaces.

NUMBER NAMES GAME
tCould he used for either whole

numbers or for types of fractions.)
Play like 'Fish' or 'Rummy.'
gake at least four cards having
different names for the same number.
Deal 6 cards to each player and put
the rest in the center. 'Books' of
any three names for the same number
are laid down for a point score.
Person scoring most points within
specified time is winner.

ROMAN NUMERAL RULES
The Key to Ronan Numerals,' by

Keith Breithaupt, Arith.Tchr. April
1968, p. 374.
Summarizes Roman Nu meral rules and
principles as few textbooks do.

II. Numeration and
Number Theory

BINGO-TYPE GAMES by Dr. Jo Phillips,
Dec. 1967 Instructor, p. 89.

Easiest version - child required to match
exactly the pattern on the caller's card
with that on a square on his paper.
Winner has his whole card covered. The
caller should have in his pile some cards
which do not match any pattern on chil-
dren's cards.

Harder: Children cover a square which
has same number of dots as caller's
card, whether or not these dots are in
the same pattern.

Still harder: Children cover a number
of dots which is associated with the
numeral on the caller's card.

Innumerable variations: Answers to
addition, subtraction, multiplication, or
division examples. Scoring can be al-
tered to allow bonus points to player who
covers a row of even numbers or all prime
numbers, or all numbers which are multi-
ples of 7, per maturity level. Could
be also work with fractions, geometry,
even to matching properties (has exactly
two parallel sides; has at least one
line of symmetry, etc.).

GREATEST COMMON FACTOR
Finding the greatest common factor with
the number line. Azith. Teacher Vol. 12,
No. 6, Uct. 065, p. 455.

FILM LOOP - 'WHAT DOES 10 MEAN?'
Encyclopedia Brittanica
Super 8 loLi Color No. S-80176 $22.00

Or
8 ML Color No. R-80176 $20.00

SCIENTIFIC NOTATION
Laidlaw, MATHEMATICS 8, McSwain et al,
c. 1965, pp. 281-289.
Chapter 15 - Scientific Notation,
Computing with Large Numbers, Comput-
ing with Small Numbers... includes word
problems.



SUP

TRANSMOBILE
Abacus for Overhead

Transmobile No. TM-2
Weber Costello, Chicago
Price:

II. Numeration and
Number Theory

-- page 2.
LEMENTARY ACTIVITIES

BINARY SYSTEM OR BASE

Use a set of Christmas tree lights (differ-
ent co,ors) to represent the 64, 32, 16, 8,
4, 2, 0 places.

Use for Addition, other bases,. from Webster Publishing Co.'s pamphlet,
place value, subtraction, frac- 'Understanding Numeration Systems.'
tional parts, possibly multiplica- (Coffeen has copy)
tion. Division is difficult on Also good for exercises in Base 10 to Base
abacus. Use for reading and writ- 2 and vice versa conversions.
ing of numbers, work with decimals,
etc

APRIL FCOL ARITHMETIC
(Bases Other than 10)
by Paul R. Neuriter, Apr. 1965
Instructor, p. 17.

Baa baa black sheep,
Have you any wool?
Yes sir, yes sir,
Zopple zop bags full.

.Let zop be zero, zoggle be 1,
and ziggle be 2 for Ternary
System. (Any nonsense ::orris

would do.)

Decimal Ternary
0 zop

1 zoggle
2 ziggle

10 zoggle zop
11 zoggle zoggle
12 zoggle ziggle
20 ziggle zop
21 ziggle zoggle
22 ziggle ziggle

100 zoggle zop zop
101 zoggle zop zoggle
102 zoggle zop ziggle
110 zoggle zoggle zop

etc. to
220 ziggle ziggle zop

NIM - a Binary Number Game.
p. 41 of debster Co. pamphlet, "Understand-
ing Numeration Systems.'
Pick up counters - sticks, matches, tolth-
picks, beads, coins, etc.
P. 48-49 of ,lebster pamphlet is good review
foI. all bases. See also for supplementary
exercises.

FILM LOOP - 'SYSTEM OF TWOS'
Encyclopedia Brittanica
Super 8 MM Color No. S-80085 $17.60

OT
8 U. Color No. R-80085 $16.00
Uses only two numerals, '1' and '0' to
count.

MODERN MATHEMATICS, Teacher's Edition, Paper-
back, Singer/Random House, c 1965, 1961.
Good for extra practice on

Ancient Systems of Numeration
Place Value
tither Numeration Bases

THE TWIST by Marjorie Hughes, Arith.Tchr.,
March 1964, pp. 204-5.
'If someone told you that with a simple
twist you could banish three-fourths of
all your difficulties in long division, in
hard multiplication, in addition of uneven
decimals, and probably in comprehension of
borrowing and carrying, wouldn't you at
least give it a try?'

(continued on next page)



II. Numeration and Numb=
Theory --- page 3.

THE MST (continued)

MERELY TURN THE SHEET OF THBU
PAPER 00° se that the holes ale
at the top of the page and the lines
are running vertically! Place
value is so important, that students
may well use lines to help them
separate places properly. The list
of 6 advaatages given by the author
mekdiseasei

* * * *

Bulletin Board Ideas for Bases
Other Than 10

Pe 121 el Nszch 1968 Ipstructer
by Stater Mary Caroline tSND,
Vincent de Pawl Syhool, Milwaukee,
Olsconsin.

This article shows a Base 8 number
Arranged esross a football, on a
basikatball, and on a soccer ball.
Naturally it is titled "On the
Sall."

BASES OTHER THAN 10
From March A967 Grade *Fehr.

Use Calendar for month in
Base 7 numerals

1

2 S 4 5 6 10 11

12 13 14 15 16 20 21

22 23 24 25 26 30 311

32 33 34 :35 36 40 41

42 43



STUDENT JILL BE ABLE TO IDENTIFY ROMAN NUIERAL
DULTIPLICATIVE BAR, RU'ETEND BAR, RADICAL SIGN,
SUBSET AND EMPTY SET SYMBOLS, IS EQUIVALENT TO,

AND IG APPROXIIIATELY EQUAL TO, NOTATION

1. Given a list of 10 symbols, the
student will correctly match the
symbol to the definition with
905 accuracy.

Readiness: Familiarity with basic
set notation and with R man numerals.

III. Symbols

7S

'MU 7,
pp. 9-11, multiplicative bar

265-271, square root or radical sign
138-140, subset
116-117, empty set
166, is equivalent to
207-210, bar for repeating decimal

(repetend)
268-269, is approxinately equal to.

REINFORCE FRACTIONS, RATIONAL mums, & RATIO
III. Fractions

7-8 REEDIAL

1. Given a set of indicated opera-
tions on fractions, rational
numbers, and ratios, the student
can solve with 605 accuracy.

Readiness: The learner can recog-
nize fractions 4nd.ratios. He can
see the fraction as a ratio or
indicating division.

AN 1651 - pp. 260-293; 294-326

Ali 1661 - pp. 236-265; 268-285; 288-317;
318-331.

ATI 1671 - pp. 188-201; 204-229; 232-271;
274-281.

Cyclo-Teacher 1167, M78.

Transparencies

Uebster, Osborn: EXPLORING ARITHMETIC
c 1962, pp. 12-13; 17; 21; 23; 301-306.

11RW;Bernstein & Wells: TROUBLESHOOTING
IIAZiEMATICS SKILLS c 1969 Chapt.3(p.104)

Make "Frac" game - uses sequences starting
with lowest fraction. Stildent must recog-
nize and arrange from lowest up.



RETEACH DECIMAL FRACTIONS
III. Decimals

7-8 REMMTAL

1. Given a list of indicated oper-
ations involving decimals, the
student will perform the indi-
cated operations with 605
accuracy.

Readiness: Place value concept;
familiarity with common fractions.

1651 - none
AL 1661 - pp. 332-343
AW 1671 - pp. 284-317

Filmstrips

Stress re-writing decimal divisor problems
instead of moving decimal point.

Houghton-Mifflin, Dolciani et al: EDDERN
SCHOOL MATHEMATICS 8, c 1967, Chapt. 9,
p. 223.

Webster, Osborn et al: EXPLORING ARITH-
MTIC 8, c 1962, p. 61

"Deco" , Game - p. 15, Ginn's Games
"Decimal Relay," - p. 15, Ginnts Games

RETEACH CONVERTING DECIMAL FRACTIONS TO PER
CENTS AND RETTLACHING OPERATIONS WITH PERCENTS

III. PER CENT

7-8 IDII at,

1. Given a set of ten numerals, the
student can convert, with 605
accuracy, to the other two equiv-
alent forms (decimal-fraction-
percent).

2. Given a list of indicated opera-
tions involving percent, the
student can accurately solve a
minimum of 50`,;.

Readiness: Working knowledge of
decii-lal fractions.

All 1651 - none
All 1661 - pp. 344-351
AU 1671 - pp. 320-337

Allyn L Bacon, Stein: FUNDAMENTALS OF
MATHEMATICS c 196, pp. 149-171.

111W, Nichols: MODERN PLITENTARY ALGEBRA
c 1965, pp. 223 -221.

HRU, Bernstein et al: TROUBLESHOOTING MATH.
SKILLS c 1969, Chapt. 9, p. 253 et al.

"Over Orange" - Rummy style game-Ginn's
Ganes, p. 13.



REINFORCE IBLITPLICATION & DIVISION
III. Multi.- Division

7-0 REVEDIAL

1. Given a list of ten multiplica-
tion and division problems, the
student will solve 7 out of the
10 correctly.

Readiness: Addition and subtrac-
tion facts are used with reasonable
accuracy. Student is aware that
multiplication and division are
inverse operations.

A'1 1651- pp. 82-111; 114-133; 176-205;
208-243.

AW 1661 - pp. 64-95; 122-137; 152-175;
176 -21'; 288-317.

MI 1671 - pp. 3L0-49; 232-271; 88-91;
100-123.

Cyclo -Teacher,
1122-31 on Hultiplication
1132-44 on Division

Time Tests

HR, Bornstein et al, TROUBLESHOOTING MATH.
SKILLS, pp. 57-103; 165-192.

REVIEWING ESTINATION III. Estimation

7-8 REHEDIAL

1. Given a set of ten indicated
operations, the student will
estimate 605 of the answers
within 255 accuracy.

Readiness: Understanding of round-
ing and place value.

AW 1651, pp. 138-149

A171671, pp. 70-79

Recipes (to estimate quantities to have
on hand)

Drivers Tests - estimating distances,
speed, time

Checking grocery size packages for
estimating best buy.



REV:EU OPERATIONS ON INTEGERS WITH EXCEPTION OF
DIVISION

III. INTEGERS

8 REMEDIAL

1. Given a set of operations
(addition, subtraction, or
multiplication) to perform upon
some integers, with 60% accur-
acy the student will solve the
problems.

Readiness: Familiarity with the
numberline and basic operations.

AU 1671 - pp. 342352
Transparencies
Film Strips

Cyclo-Teacher - M95,96,97,100,101,102, 103,
104, 105, 106.

Shuffleboard with negative numbers.(use
masking tape on floor)

REINFORCE ADDTION AND SUBTRACTION

Given a list of ten addition and
subtraction problems, the studen
will compute with 70% accuracy- -
i.e., solve .7 out of 10 problems

Readiness: Student sees addition
and subtraction as inverse opera-
tions, and knows one-digit number
combinations.

III. Operations

7-8 REMEDIAL

At! 1651 - pp. 20-47;50-81(1-12-A 3-digits)
AN 1661 - pp. 28-61;268-287 (4-digit no. and

regrouping)
AU 1671 - pp. 30-35; 204-229(rationals);

82-87; 92-93; 95-99; 124-127.

Number Line.
Function Machines
Magic Squares
Cycle-Teacher H 4-12 (Addition &eta)

M 13-21 (Subtraction Facts)

Time Tests

HRU, Bernstein et al: TROUBLESHOOTING TH-
EMATICS SKILLS, c 1969,
p. 4-56 Practice Sets
p. 132-164 - Rational Numbers



STUDENT-TELL BE ABLE TD RECOGNIZE A.NON-
TERUINATING DECIMAL

1. Given'two numbers to compare by
division, the student can ccrrect-
ly identify(in writing) a uon-
t3rminating decimal.

Readiness: Student can divide with
masonable accuracy; student must
"see" fraction as a 1.omp.4rison of
two numbers by division.

III. Irrationals

S

MUI 7, pp. 217-218; 265-266; 202-204;
206-217; 265-266.

Contrast repeating and non-repeating
decimals.

THE STUDENT IS INTRODUCED TO THE CONCEPT .Or III. Integers
DIRECTED MALE NUI1BERS BY NEARS OF ORDERED

4

PAIRS; Ha-L.! ARNS. ID..ADD:AM:SUBTRACT TETH 1. . 7S.
TR:SE INTEGERS.

1. The student will be able to
match 5 out of 6 given integers
with an equivalent ordered pair.

2. The student will correctly
compute 8 out of 10 addition or
subtraction problems (including
word problems) involving
integers.

Readiness: Student has working
knowledge of whole numbers and is
able to add and subtract whole
numbers with reasonable accuracy.

EV 7, pp. 168-180

Student learns that an integer may be
represented by any one of an infinite set
of equivalent ordered pairs.

For addition, student learns to add first
terms of °id-bred pairs together and second
terms together and then to express answer
as integer.

In subtraction the student is made aware of
choosing big enough equivalent pair for
first term in subtraction problem and then
subtracts respective members of second ex-
pression from the members of the first ex-
pression, giving the answer in integer form.



STUDENT 1JILL BECOI FAILIAR WITH FUNDANETAL
OPtRATIONS INVOLVING DIRECTED NUITEMS (REVIEW
ADDITION - SUBTRACTION ADD 11JLTI. - DIVISION )

III. Integers

8 S

Given a list of 25 problems
in various fundamental opera-
tions involving directed numbers,
student uill correctly solve 20
out of 25.

Readiness: Student is acquainted
with concepts of directed numbers.

HIU1 8, pp. 193-234 and 235-263.

Student learns meaning of additive inverse.

Student can see subtraction as process of
adding additive inverse.

Student learns 0 as sole integer which is
its oun additive integer.

Directed number =.real number = directed
real number in this text.

Student practices comparing directed
numbers.

Student develops pattern for multiplication
of signed numbers.

Division is shown to be inverse operatica
of multiplication and that this works for
directed hunbers, using terms of "recip-
rocal" = "multiplicative inverse."

III. Squares ez Square
STUDENT LEARNS 10 DIFFERENTIATE BETUEEN Roots
"SQUARE" AND "SQUARE ROOT, AND TO FIND
APPROXIIME SQUARES OR SQUARE MOTS. 7 S

1. By using the tables of squares
and square roots in his textbook
the student can select the
correct square or square root,
as indicated, of 4 out of 5
given numbers.

Readiness: Knowledge of exponents
and of factors.

7,' pp. 265-299

Student is introduced to p. 420 of text
shouin number facts. Cube roots are
introduced incidentally.



SUPPLEMENTARY AC

Kenworthy Educational Service, Inc.
Buffalo, N.Y.
SELF TEACHER, TESTER, CHECKER, c 1963
Tagboard with 100 combinations with
cut-out rectangular spaces below
every 14 problems for write-in answers.
Answers shown on reverse side.
Code no. is No. 2700. Price is
about $3.00 for a dozen cards.

ADDITION RELAYS (could also be used
for multiplication and subtraction)

4-digit numbers are placed on board
(or overhead?). Class is divided
into 4-member teams. Each member
adds one column. First team to get
correct answer wins.

ADDITION GAMES
Commercial games such as dominoes,
cribbage, parcheesi, yahtzi.

ADDITION-SUBTRACTION QUIZMO
Milton Bradley

68480-049 $2.00

COMPUTATION -
A punch-card "adding machine" your
pupils can build.
Math. Teacher Vol. LII, No. 6,

Oct. 1959, p. 471.

AN EXHIBIT ON ESTIMATION
Math. Teacher Vol. LIII, No. 51
May, 1960, p. 388

DECIMALS AND FRACTIONS IN MEASUREMENT
World Book Co., GROWTH IN ARITHMETIC
8, Revised, Teacher's Edition, c 1957,

pp. 51-59.
Fractions and decimals in the metric
system; practical problems in use of
fractions; practical problems using
decimals. ( Can involve "tolerance."
This book is also good on fractions
and decimals, inclwAng word prob-
lems, in earlier parts of this book.
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FRACTIONS (Practice)
Webster, Osborn et al, EXPLORING ARITH.8:

Addition: 10-13, 302, 306
Change to decimals - 29
Change to percent - 48
Division: 16-17, 305-306
Multiplication: 14-15, 101, 135, 3014, 306
Practice: 11-17; 101; 133; 135; 139; 159;

211; 247; 271; 281; 301; 307; 314.
Subtraction: 10-13; 303; 306.
Problems: 8-12,14-17; 20-21; 56; 67.

FRACTION QUIZMO
Milton Bradley
#58480 $2.00
Suggest for 7th-8th Remedial using
plastic covers for cards which can then
be marked and erased, rather than the
tiny cardboard buttons supplied.

FRACTIONS - "Save Those Egg Cartons"
Arith. Teacher Vol. 14, No. 7, Nov. 1967,

p. 578

FILM LOOP - FRACTIONS
Encyclopedia Brittanica
Super 8 MM Color No. 5-80075 $17.60

or
8 MM Color No. R-80075 $16.00
Fractions on the number lino -- only
like fractions can be adead or sub-
tracted.

SIGNED OR DIRECTED NUMBEiS,
FILM LOOP - DIRECTED NUMBERS
Encyclopedia Brittanica
Super 8 MM Color No. S-80076 $17.60

or

8 MR Color No. R-80076 $16.00
Defines signed numbers by ntberline and
clarifies nature of addition and subtrac-
tion.

FILM LOOP - SIGNED NUMBERS
Encyclopedia Brittanica

) Super 8 MM Color No. S-80083 $17.60
or

8 MM Color No. R-80083 $16.00
3 sets of integers -- shows relationship
between positive and negative integers by
utilizing as holes cut from fabric.



RATIO AND PROPORTION
Webster, Osborn et al, EXPLORING
ARITH. 8:
Ratio: pp. 18, 50, 219, 2-3, 226-227

Problems: 16 -19; 50-51; 219-220; 226-227;

230-231
Proportion: 221-224; 226-230

MULTIPLICATION-DIVISION QUIZMO
Milton Bradley # 58480-050 $2.00

MULTIPLICATION DRILL -
Game - "The Winning Touch" - type of
Scrabble with multiplication facts.

No. 702
"Winning Touch"
Ideal School Supply Co.
Oak Lawn, Illinois 60453.

Think this woul work well in
remedial 7th and 8th in place of
regular drill.

USE EITHER WITH DIVISION BY PROPER
FRACTION OR AS MONEY EXERCISE:
Why is the answer bigger than the
number you had at firo:. when you
divide by a proper fraction? Ac-
tually, the question in most people's
minds, although they do not say so,
is, "Since you do get a quotient
larger than the dividend when you
divide by a number less than 1, why
in the name of reason do you call
it division?" Here are two activ-
ities:

III. REAL NUMBER OPERATIONS
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of one deonomination, that is, all in
quarters, or all in five-dollar bills, etc.
Let's see how many twenties, tens, fives,
ones, halves, quarters, dimes(tenths of a
dollar), nickels (twentieth of a dollar)
or pennies (hundredths of a dollar) I could
get at a time:

1. Talk about mathematical princi-
ples.

20 + 4= 5 because 5 x 4° 20;
and thus, by same pattern
20 f 1/4 = 80 since 80 x 1/4 = 20.

2. Others still say, "Yes, but..."
For these, the following story
is the most productive I have
yet found:

I am going to the bank to cash
a check for $20. I decide to
get my $20 in coins or bills all

20 20 * 1 20 1 m 20
20 + 10 = 2 20 1/2s 40
20 + 5 - 4 20 1/4* 80

20 + 1/10 = 200
20 + 1/20 * 400
20 1/100 + 2000

EXAMPLE-WITH-A-HOLE-IN-IT by Jo Phillips,
Feb, 1968 Instructor, p. 39.

Put on the board an example-with-a-hole-
in-it such as

482 "Tell pupils to imagine
x36 that for a few horrible
2 92 minutes they have com-

pletely forgotten all
the multiplication facts.

173 2 Nevertheless, using just
what they see here, they
can find the answer to
482 x 30. If they sense
immediately how to do
this(17352-2892), they
understand the multipli-
cation algorith, whether
or not they usually write
the '0' in the second
partial product.



SUPPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES

SYMBOLS - "We've Been Framed" by
Dr. Jo Phillips, Oct. 1967 Instructor,
p. 103.
"Open sentence" means exactly what
the words suggest - An open sentence
has one or more holes in it. Indicate
"hole" by writing a squiggle other than
a lumber symbol or operation symbol
or relation symbol. Call this
squiggle "variable." Variables do
not ask question, do not hold place
for a specific numeral or a specific
symbol - only indicates place where
hole occurs. Open sentence is
neither true nor false; could be
either depending on replacement.
Set of all values of a variable is
called its "domain."

When we show what somethins IS NOT,
we reinforce what it IS, as well as
open the door to broader concepts.
Instructional program in variables
should go farther than solution
sets of open sentences.

5 + ? a 7 Questionmark is not a
variable but shorthand for "what
number?"

SYMBOL RECOGNITION GAME (by rk)
Similar to Fish.
Could be used as a team game with
any two correct acceptable.

Three sets of cards can be made--one
card showing the actual symbol it-
self, a second card with the nano of
the symbol, and a third with a brief
description or other clue as to how
the symbol is used.
Winner is the one able to collect
the most 3-card sets.

SQUARE ROOTS AND SQUARE ROOT TABLE
Harcourt, Brace & World, Court:
GROWTH IN ARITHMETIC 8, Discovery
Edition, p. 285
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PER CENT
Webster, Osborn et al, EXPLORING ARITH.8,
c 1962.

Unit 3, Pp. 47-70
Interchanging decimals and ftsctions.and

percent, pp. 47- top quarter p. 51.
Word problems, pp. 51-53; 54
Finding % of a number: p. 52, 9-18,,

p. 54 (1-4)
Finding what % a part is of a whole,

Fling19-less 1% - p. 54
% of increase-decrease - p. 55
Finding whole from part - p. 56
Finding part from % or whole - p. 58
word problems (we do not use rate-base
wording)

Finding % from part and base - word
problems and numerical problems p. 59.

Word problems with fractions or percents-
p. 67

Good check-up tests on pp. 68, 69, 70.
Also Suppl. Test, p. 70A.

PER CENT. Amer.Book Co.,Dleans et al,
STRUCTURING MATHEMATICS, p. 229 et al,
Chapter 8.

This book has good portions (of this chap-
ter) for equivalent fraction-decimal-per-

cent practice and much good practice work.
We at our level have not been emphasizing
"rate" and "base" in percentage, feeling
that these two words create confusion,
and this chapter does utilize these termR
in the standard tradition. However, the
Shortcuts, Problems, review on p. 255 and
Chapter Test Jn p. 256, are very good.
This chapter brings in simple interest
and compound interest if desired.

PER CENT - World Book Co.,GROWTH IN ARIL
8, Revised, Teacher's Edition, o. 1957
p. 259 - 'Nord problems concerning cost,

'

selling price, and per cent.
p. 260-261 Word problems involving

interest, percent, promissory notes.
etc.



TROSMOBILE (Abacus for Overhead)
Transmobile No. TM-2
Weber Costello, Chicago
(developed by Instructional
Dynamics Inc.)

Use for addition, other bases, place
value, subtraction, fractional parts,
possibly multiplication (not division-
too difficult), reading and writing
of numbers, work with decimals.

PRINCIPLE OF ORDER OF OPERATION
Singer/Random House, MODERN MATH.,
c. 1965, 1961 (Paperback) 8) 7/746I- 9) 54/74717 10) 4/8
Included under discussion on Princi-
pies (closure, commutative, etc.)

DO-IT-YOURSELF CHECK CHART by Ken 11) 3/8 12) 1/7 13) 3
Baird, Grade Tchr. Jan 1968, p. 78

*__1(21_
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moves ahead one more space. Cards help
student to pinpoint his problem so that
exact help can be given.

1) 72 2) 42 3) 4002 4) 24
31 -31 -3999 2

5) 48 6) 347 7) 7/2
x31 x47

Since the four basic skills are still
the bulk of a child's math education, 14) 3 1/3 15) 3 1/2 16) 7
this teacher has made a classroom - 2 5/7 + 2 1/4
feature of the 29 basic computational
problems which are generally considered
essential in 4th through 7th grades. 17) 2/7 x 1/5 18) 1 3/5 x 7 1/4
Although the number of problems is
infinite, they all fit into a cate- 19) 4 x 1 1/7 20) 1/3 + 1/7
gory of 29 problems. Each problem
is put on a card, numbered, and'- 21) 1 1/3 +'1 1/5 22) 7 1/7 + 7
mounted in order across the front of
the room. Thus the student can see: 23) 12.4 24) 4.7 25) 10.3

the whole pattern of skills to be + 3.7 - 1.4 x 4.4
learned

the size of the learning task
how far they have progressed
how much farther to go.

Keep chart for, each section on which
child's progress through the 29 is
recorded. Acts both as record and
stimulus. Lets each pupil know where
he stands in relation to others in
his class (or in his school). Parents
like to see something this concrete.
This work is independent of regular
classwork lessons. It is voluntary
and does not affect regular grades.
Work on charts is done in spare
time. Problems must be done in se-
quence. Teacher looks at problem
student has done and gives him one
similar in category. If he can
handle it, his line on the chart

26) 23/ 74.5 27) 3.1/177--

28) .7 29) 74.3
x .2 x 2.3

TRACHTENBERG SPEED SYSTEM OF BASIC MATH.
translated and adapted by Ann Cutl ©r and
Rudolph McShane. c. 1960 $4.95

Doubleday & Company, Inc.
Garden City, N. Y.
c 1960 by Ann Cutler
Library of Congress Card 60-13513

Speed systems for multiplying by 11, 12,
etc., rapid addition, division, square
roots, etc.



SUPPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES

COMMISSION, DISCOUNT, INSURANCE,
BANKING

Webster Publ. Co., Osborn et al, EX-
PLORING ARITH. 8 :

Commission: pp. 62, 123
Discount: pp. 78, 65, 64
Insurance: pp. 106-107; 98-100; 105;
96-97; 102-105;
insurance problems: 95 -100; 102-
107.

Banking: 71-73; 76-78; 80-81; 83-85;
88-89.

MATH AIDS YOU CAN MAKE, by De. Jo
Phillips, Oct. 1966 Instructor,
p. 113.

"Old Maid" type-unlined filing cards
and marking pen - all kinds of
drills.

21 cards - 3 players - 1 unmatched
card.

(10 cards with number combinations
and 10 with answers)

Players find matching pairs by
drawing from one another's hands
as in "Old Maid." Each group
should contain at least one pupil
sure enough of the facts to check
on the rest. Decide how to score
the first time the game is played.
Frequently pupils will suggest
specific variations. "IA/ didn't
you make the cards so that..."
If older pupils make the cards
for younger ones, they should be
sure to try them out to eliminate
possible "bugs" that will confuse
the younger ones.

"Hundreds Chart" may be made on
poster paper, but more durably on
wood, 10" x 10". Use cuphooks or
L-shaped screws to place in each
square. Numbered key tags may be
hung on the hooks in any way the
occasion may warrant. Device can be
used for all kinds of exercises, from
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finding missing numbers in a sequence to
sifting out prime and composites, etc.
Some tags can be printed with operation
signs and the chart used in working with
open number sentences. May also be used
like a geoboard with rubber bands.

PEGBOARD may be made from tempered masonit
pegboard or even scraps of soundproofing
material. Golf tees and tapered pieces
of doweling make excellent pegs. Every
teacher knows at least 5 ways to use a
pegboard in math. class.

CYCLO-TEACHER LEARNING AID
World Book Co. (Field Enterprise)

Circular several-windowed device to en-
able student to turn crank to ask questio
give space for his written answer to
printed question, and next crank reveals
correct answer for immediate checking.
Sets of discs for Cyclo- Teacher include
Social Studies, Mathematics, etc. Sae

Aupplementary List of Materials and
Equipment for more detailed prices.
($49 for 2 complete sets.)

"CALCULATOR'S CUNNING, The Art of Quick
Reckoning," by Karl Henninger.
14 -12 $4.50
Cuisenaire Co. of America, Inc.
12 Church St.

New Rochelle, New York 10805

CLASSROOM COMPUTER
Math. Teacher LIX, No. 4, April 1966,
p. 356
Idea of using gallonage computerheads

from discarded gasoline pumps for class-
room computers by putting handles on ---

see picture in above article.



SUPPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES

MATHEMATICS FIELD TRIPS
Arithmetic Teacher Vol. 15, No. 4,
April 1968, P. 332 and 340.
Suggested:

Grocery Store
Hardware Store
Feed Store

?Equipment Store

CONTINENTAL PRESS MASTERS
Packets of Masters for Transitional
Math, Learning New Concepts, and
Modern Math for Jr. High. For Liquid
Duplicator. Teacher's Key free.

Grade 7: Learning New Skills JAI
Arith., Parts 1 & 2
Jr. High Arithmetic, Sem-
esters 1 & 2

Grade 8: Learning New Skins in
Arith., Parts 1 and 2.
Jr.High Arith., Semester
1 and 2

Ungraded Jr.High: Modern Math for
Jr. High
Working with Decimals(6+,
Working with Percentage (7-9)

$4 per packet
Continental Press
Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania 17022

or
Elgin, Illinois 60120
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NUMBER LINE, by Dr. Jo Phillips, Oct. 1;67
Instructor, p. 11;
Counting forward - readiness for addition
Counting backward-readiness for il_btraction

Skip counting - relate to multiplication
Skip counting backward - relate to division.

Counting forward and backward serves as
simplest possible way to introduce negative
numbers. Start with number line on which
only positive whole numbers are labeled.
Make up instructions such as,"Start at 3;
go 2 forward and 7 backward; where do you
land?" Let the children name the landing
places. Can also then introduce the idea
of opposites using two frogs who live at 0
and who never want to go the same direction.
Only time together is at home.

Dr. Phillips suggests using three dots to
indicate infinite line extension and re-
serving headed arrows for specific dis-
placements.

Man' kinds

S.R.A. TAPES
1 Kit of Computer Skills 3-3350 $

I set #2110370 plus $450
4 Cassette recorders

Ordered by Central Jr.High May '69.

of "Track" games are useful here,
including "wild variations of
Parchscsi and Uncle Wige:-."
One or two dice or cards can be
used to determine size of mo-e.
Can be as simple or complicated
as desired. (Can use movos
which are multiples of 3, etc.,
or number which is congment
oa a round number of "clock"
line to 3 modulo 8...)



2 FUN PROBLEMS
Webster Osborn et al, EXPLORING
ARITHMETIC 8, p. 70 A

DOMINO GAMES, by Jo Phillips, Dec.
1967 Instructor, p. 108

Commercial dominoes up to double 6
or double 9, per maturity level, may
be used, first just matching dots,
next laying doubles crosswise, and
then allowing branching from the
doubles, and standard rules. These
can be used for addition skills and
identifying multiples of 5.

More extenseive use can be made of
dominoes from cardboard, plastic,
or wooden sticks such as those used
in windowshades. These can have
number' combinations, either addition
or subtraction, on one side of domino:

6 + 3 ' 4 9 - 2 ' 7

The second domino is a double. Such
dominoes can be nada as simple or as
difficult as you wish. Often pupils
may make the u.n-Js either for their
clascmates or for other classes.
Usually they are tried out at home
and the whole family gets interested.

MAKE A SCENE, by Caro; Cowles in Nov.
1967 Instructor
To give more interest to math drill,
I often make up some duplicated
sheets of problems, enclosing each
problem in an area When the prob-
lems are cone, students color the
areas according to a key I set up--
areas with answers of 12, blue; an-
swers of 10, red; :rte. If problems
have boen on correctly, colored
areas make a picture.
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GAMES, PUZZLES, FUN THINGS

IT'S IN THE BAG, by Jan Cummings in Nov.
1967 Instructor, 'p. 144

When students seem to need a change, wo
have "It's in the Bag" Bey. Activities ara
written on reparate pieces of paper and put
into a small bag attached to chalkboard(?)
and labeled "It's in the Bag." When we are
ready for a new activity, a child pulls out
a paper. No one knows what we'll do until
the paper is read.

We think thir, could be adapted to a Math
Laboratory. etc., or perhaps to the sequence
of items is a daily class lesson.

.YES, MATH CAN BE FUN! Book by Louis Grant
Brandes, c 1960.
263 pages of problems, puzzles, math magic,
games, and other math entertainment. In-
cludes biographies of great mathematicians.

J. Weston Welch, Publisher
Box 1075
Portland, Maine

OINN GAMES FOR ARITHMETIC pamphlet
26-3, 59
Ginn & Company
Arlington Heights, Illinois 60005

This is an excellent booklet containing
many games, and adaptations, which are
very usable.

PUZZLES - A CROSS NUMBER PUMP.

Math. Teacher Vol. L, No. a, Dec. 1957,
P. 568

TUF Number Game

TUF
P.O. Box 173
Rowayton, Conn. 06853 (brochure)

Also listed in Cuisenaire.



MAGIC SQUARE FOR THE NEW YEAR
Math Teacher Vol. LXI, No. 1, Jan.

1968, page 18

Reference:
Simon & Schuster, New York
THE. SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN BOOK OF
MATHEMATICAL PUZ7LPS AND
DivERSIONS, Chapter ii.

by Martin Gardner

CALENDAR ARI I 104 IC

Arith. Teacher, Vol. 16, No. 1, Jan.

1969, page 69

1. 3 successive dates in same month

sum divided by 3 middle date;

add 1 and subtract 1 for other
! dates.

2. 3 successive dates in same col-
umn (same day of week)

Sum 3 middle date, add 7 and
subtract 7 for other 2.

3. Four consecutive dates

Sum -6
smallest date; add 1,

2, 3
for other 3.

4. Four successive dates in same
column:

sum - 42
---4---- = smallest date.

Add 7, 14, 21 for other three.

5. Four dates which form a 2x2 squar

Sum - 16
---4---- - smallest number.

Add 1, 7, 8 for other 3.

(continued in next column)
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GAMES, PUZZLES, FUN THINGS

6. Eight dates which form a 2x4 rectangle:

Sum - 40

8
smallest number.

Add 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10 for others.

TRACK GAMES - NUMBER LINE GAMES, by Jo
Phillips, 1967 Dec. Instructor, p. 89.

Try first on inexpensive materials - oar be
converted into more durable version.

Basically, need starting place, track to 'oe
traversed in accordance with rules anc, pro-
cedures (which vary with variations) p_r_!°,. a

spot a player must reach to wit:. Dist
guishable markers are needed for each nlayer
(colored disks or buttons, or difforc:.:.) tiny

toys) and dice, cards, or spinner to LAI-
cate the moves.

Use number line with "dark cave" indicated
on spot 7, etc., for example. Player who
lands on already occupied space suffers some
kind of penalty (stops at nearest unoccupid
space behind that one) or a bonus (go,:, a-
head to nearest unoccupied space ahead of
it). For complications, may throw 2 dice or
pick up 2 cards, etc., or some cards may
have special instructions "Go to Dark Cava,"
etc. (Game should reveal quicl:
or those ready to go on to more complicated
games.)
Harder: Tracks may go up to 50 or 100 17t-
stead of original 30, or use steps as :-.11t1-
ples; marking steps by other than singl
units may require rounding the numbers
draw to the nearest multiple. Cards hrst1',7..

than dice for upper grades; with die:
e: stated penalty for certain throws la.)
double ones and bonus for double five,
Try to have one pupil in each group wIl
likely to get directions straight ane.1...)
is confident of required number facts,



PROBLEM CARDS (Domino Style)

Two-part cards are prepared (maybe
4x2"), one-half giving a number fact
and the other half an answer to some
other problem. The first player puts
down a card on which the second play-
er-can play on either end (supplying
the number fact to -tl:a answer given
on the firs) card or else the answer
to match the number fact given on the
first card). Each plaar starts with
4 or 5 cards and,-dr4us a card from
the pack at the completion of each
play. The first player to get rid
of all cards in his hand is the
winner.

TAKE IT OR LEAVE IT (Review)
Tic-tac-toe type.

Questions are prepared on individual
cards and placed in a box. Class is
divided into two teams. Teacher se-
lects random card and briefly describes
question ("This is about division")
asking team Do You Take It or Leave
IL? If the card is turned do' m,

second card is drawn which the team
MUST accept and the rejected card is
returned to the box. Questions are
directed at teams alternately. If

an answer is incorrect, the other
team gets the opportunity to answer
with double points awarded for
correct answer. Team with correct
answer gets to mark its X or 0 in
tic-tac-t,)e box. Any three marks
in column, row, or diagonal means a
winner.

MYSTERY SIGN (Drill on Definitions,
etc.)

One student is chosen to be It."

The definition or symbol is written
on a card or paper and pinned to "It's"
back so that he is unable to see it.
He must discover by questioning stu-
dents, with only Yes or No answers
allowed, what is his mystery sign.

III. Real Number Operations
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GAMES, PUZZLES, FUN THINGS

SECRET AGENT REVIEW

Students are assigned the ordered pair
which represents their seat number. Each
student prepares 5 questions for review.
Teacher selects first student who poses
his question and decides what number
Secret Agent should answer it. If he

answers correctly, that Secret Agent has
his turn to pose his question and assign
the answer. If an incorrect reply is
received, the questioner may ask for
volunteers and the correct answerer
becomes the questioner.

MATHEMATICAL TERM BINGO

Needed: 2 pegboards, colored markers,
40 words on cardboards for peg-
board.

From a pegboard list of 40 words prepared
by the teacher, students may select any
16 for his squares formed by folding hiL-
paper. Once he has written his chosen 16
words in his squares, the game ca.i begin.
Student selected to go to the board chooses
a word from the pegboard, pronounces it
and moves it to the smaller pegboard.
Student who has this word on his paper
covers it with colored marker (oaktag
square?). Student at board chooses another
student to select the next word. Winner
is student who completes row, column, or
diagonal first, providing he can pronounce
(or define?) all the words.

INTEREST GETTERS, by Karl G. Zahn,
Arith. Teacher, April 1968, pp. 372-374

3 "problems" for maintaining pupil interest:

1) Number pyramid of multiplications

2) Pat and Mike, "7 tons of coal at alb a
ton is $49."

3) Arab and his three sons and division
of 17 horses.



NUMBER BASEBALL

Class is.divided into two teams. Re-
view questions &lin a "single" for
each correct answer and an "out" for
each incorrect reply. Teams are
questioned alternately. Three "outs"
constitute an inning. More difficult
questions can be labeled "double,"
"triple," or "homer."

Questions can be selected at random
by drawing from envelope. Each
captain keeps score for his team.
Variations are numerous. 6imdents
can compile questions for random
selection.

This technique could also be used
for drills.

NUMBER WORMS, by AlfrEd-and Patricia
Lazar, Nov. 1;67 Instrwtor p. 144

Number worms are long segmented
drawings with a computation to be
done in each segment. They make
excellent warm-up activity or for
any fvw spare minutes. Worms can
vary in size and range of operations
involved and provide high motivation.

(We suggest making thembn plastic--
possibly discarded overhead projector
strips--so they can be used on over-
head, possibly in colors, and thus
eliminate having to duplicate in-
dividually.)

III. REAL NUMB' OPERATIONS
--- page 10

GAMES, PUZZLES, FUN MINOS

OPERATION BOTTLECAP, BY Marjorie Bacon,
p. 466 Arithmetic Teacher Oct. 1965

Collection of bottle /Jape can be sprayed
red or some such britElt color, and used
for counters, to illustrate operations,
and to illustrate properties such as
one-more-than or one-less-than...

Author seemed to think that the "project"
type of collection added considerably to
the success of Operation Bottlecap.

She iUggests using these counters flat
side down and fluted side up so that desks
will remain =scratched and yet these
counters are easily fingertip manipulated
in this position.

20 counters per student is not enough for
the 'ore- more - than" relationships through
the number 8.

OPTICAL ILLUSIONS - "April i,Jo1 Math'' by
Dr. Jo Phillips, April 1968 Instructor

1. Use 2 segments of identical length to
make an upside-down capital T. At top
write, "Which segment is longer?" and
at bottom, "How can you be sure?"
Probably best to use same color for
both segments unless you want to dis-
play effect of color on length.

2. Cut out two circles, same size, one
from black and one from white. &mint
on opposite color background so that
background is at least twice as wide
as circle. Display side by side with
sign at top,"Which circle is larger?"
and at the bottom, "Bow can you be
sure?" (Does it make any difference
if the figure is a different shape
than a circle -- square, triangle,
etc.??? Let students experiment.)



OPTICAL ILLUSIONS (continued)

3. Hake drawing like example and
ask whether any segment on the
left belong3 to the same straight
line as the segment on the right.
As usual, ask how to verify the
answer.

Optical illusions are suitable for
all grade levels and these illustrate
the three general types of illusion.

NOEBIUS or H8bius STRIP, from April
Fool Math by Dr. Jo Phillips in
April 1968 Instructor, p. 88

Have fun with a Moebius strip, a
. solid with just one surface. Cut a
strip of paper, not stiff, about
two inches wide and 18 inches long.
Newsprint or grocery bag is fine.
Take a strip, give a half twist,
o arlap the ends, and paste them
together (like a belt twisted just
enough to go upside down through the
buckle). Let the past dry. Then
think of this "loop" as a highway.
An at is walking along the center
line. Draw the ant's path, all the
way. Surprised? Cut along the line
you just drew. Gee Nbiz! Repeat
the same thing with the ant walking
along this new highway. Cut again.

Can you visualize a bulletin board
display of the stages of this activ-
ity? It shows one thing which may
happen in a non-Euclidian space. It
interests people of all ages.

FUN WITH NUMBERS (for 6th grade up)

Let your class try this. Convert

1/27 to the decimal form. Then do

1/37. Now, try 1/81. Exasperating!

(1/27 '2 .037037; 1/37 A .027027;
1/81 'm .0123456... )

III. REAL NUMBER OPERATIONS
--- page 11

GAMES, PUZZLES, FUN THINGS

CURVE STITCHING, from April Fool Math by
Dr. Jo Phillips, April 1968 Instructor,
p. 88

Draw any angle on a piece of plain paper.
Mark each side off in units of a convenient
size (perhaps quarter inches). Number the
marks starting from the vertex of the angle
so that you have the SAME NUMBER on each
side. Now, with a needle and thread, or a
ruler and pencil, connect the last mark on
one side of the angle with the first mark
on the other side. Then go down a notch
on the first side and up a notch on the
second to locate the other pair of points
you should connect. This drawing shows
the general idea, but not what your fin-
ished drawing will look like. Notice that
in this illustration, 5 + 1 = 4+2 = 3 + 3.
This helps to insure that you haven't
skipped any marks. If you have 22 on a
side, you would be dealing with 22+1 =
21+2 = 20+3, etc. When you complete the
drawing, you are sure to see a curve, even
though you know that all your lines are
straight. (Actually your lines are tan-
gents to a hyperbola, one of the conic
sections, and when the points of tangency
are cl)se together, you think you are see-
ing the curve itself.)

Colored cord or yarn shows up well (rk).

5

3

Your;g children might have the outline pre-
pared on a piece of cardboard or tag,
punch holes for the points on the side of
the angle, and let children use colored
cord or yarn. Older children can start
with their own angle...use sharp colored
pencils or fine colored thread for more
complicated designs. Can work on all
four angles produced by two intersecting
lines, or all 3 angles of a triangle(or
angles of other polygons) for fascinating
designs. Experimentation should be en-
couraged.



ANOTHER WAY TO CURVE STITCH... from
April Fool Math by Dr. Jo Phillips,
April 1968 Instructor p. 88

Start with a circle, prererab],r one
of at least 6 inches diameter. Mark
it off evenly all the way around,
every 10 or 15 degrees. You get a
beautiful design if you connect each
murk with the five closest to it,
moving clockwise. See what you get!
(You are drawing, or stitching, tan-
gents to circles this time.) White
thread on blue paper is especially
effective. Alter or augment these
instructions, being very skillful in
your use of colors, and you may even
get a design that appears to expand
and contract.

FUN FOR 3rd grade and Up

Using 7 for H, everywhere H occurs,
and for different numbers, break
this code. If you do it correctly,
the numerical answers will check.
It does not matter which of these a
pupil does first. If he has a lot
of work to do in aolving the other
two after doing the first, he has
been fooling himself.

a) AHAHA b) TEHAW c) $AHA.HA
+TEHE -TEHE +TE.HE

AHAHA $TEH.AW

(Hints, to be given only if necessary:
T + H . 9 'Ahy? A + E 6. T 8. A + 1

Why? One of the solutions - TEHAW

is 52746.)

ARRANGING MOMS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 . 100

Insert proper symbols so that the
above 9 digits actually do = 1(X).

(Answer:

(1+2+3+415) x 6 - 7 + 8 + 9 . 100

III. REAL NUMBER OPERATIONS
--- page 12

GAMES, PUZZLES, FUN THINGS

ARRANGING NUMBERS (continued)

Arrange 5 fives such that they - 100

( Answer: (5 x 5) - 5 x 5 . loo )

Arrange six sevens so they equal 100

(Answer: 777 - 77 )

7

Arrange seven sevens so they equal 100.

(Answer: 7 + 7 x 7 + 7/7 + 7/7 )

( )

A MOST UNUSUAL MAGIC SQUARE...from April
Fool Math by Dr. Jo Phillips, April 1968
Instructor, p. 88

Not only do all rows, columns, and diagonals
add up to the same number, 19,998, but if
you hold it upside down, or even look at
its image in a mirror, you will see a square
for which 19,998 is the "magic" number. Be-

sides, its title reads the same, right side
up, upside down, or in a mirror.

IXOHOXI

8818 1111- 8188 1881 ,

8181 1888 8811 1118

1811 8118 1181 8888

1188 8881 1818 8111



V. Honey
REVIEW ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION II1TH IIONEY

REVIEW CONSUIER WORD NOBLE'S INVOLVING IDNEY 7-8 RE1EDIAL

1. Given a list of 5 problems of
indicated operations, the studen
will correctly perform the oper-
ations on 4 of the 5 problems.

2. Given 5 :cord problems involving
purchasing items, the student
trill correctly answer 4 of the
5 problems.

Readiness: Place value concepts;
familiarity with decimal fractions;
money recognition.

AU 1651 p. 76
A11 1661 - pp. 46-47; 54; 87; 129.

AU 1671 - pp. 86-87; 96; 116-117; 291; 303;
329-330.

NIN Bernstein et al: TROUBLESHOOTING MTN.
SKILLS c 1969, Chapt. 13 (p. 392)

LaTIET, 1 BASIC MII IS & CONCEPTS OF GEOMTRY

VIA. Plane Geometry

7-8 RLIIEDIAL (Optional)

1. Given a list of basic geometric
figures and corresponding parts,
the student will identify with
70 accuracy the figure or part
with its corresponding name.

Readiness: Point, line concepts.

All 1651 -

AU 1661

1671 -

pp. 18-19; 48-49;
174-175; 206-207;
pp. 26-27; 62-63;
150-151; 174-175;
266-267; 286-287.
pp. 28-29; 51-52;
128-129; 130-165;
272-273; 282-283;

80-31; 112-113;
244-245.
96-121; 136-137;
214-215; 234-235;

68-69; 80-81;
186-187; 230-231;

;h0-341.

Cyclo-Teacher fl 61 through N 66.

311 Transparencies for figures.

'lake own blocks and squares.

,ae Activities for making own models of
other figures.



1111111.

RECOGNITION OF GDODETRIC SHAPES, INCLUDING
LlUES AND THEIR TERMINOLOGY

VI. Plane Geometry

7 - Option Al

1. Student is able to match a list
of 25 geometric shapes and their
parts with the proper names with
805 accuracy.

Readines,: Familiarity with line
concepts.

HRU 7, pp. 307-343.

STUDENT WILL HAVE A WORKING KNOLMGE OF
CUITRAL AND INSCRIBED ANGLES.

VI. Plano Geometry

8S

1. Given diagrams of ten angles,
the student will successfully
match each angle with its defin-
ition or with Its corresponding
arc or measure, as indicated,
with 805 efficiency (8 out of 10)

Readiness: Understanding of angle
and circle ;oncepts.

HRU 8, pp. 122-125

Student will learn definitions for
"semi- circle," "intercept," "chord,"
"inscribed," and notation for arT,

Student learns a new way to constrob
90° angle by inscribing an angle x:thin

semi-circle.

This technique can be adapted t- cco.
struct line segments of 1pnathr V-Nc



[---- i 'ILASURLIIIIST OF GEOMETRIC SHAPES
VI. Plane Gxsmetry

7-Optional; S

1. Student is able to compute areas,
volumes, or perimeters, as indi-i
oated, from a set of 25 problems'
(including cord problems) involv-
ing measurements of Geometrical
Shapos, mith 805 accuracy.

Readiness: Ability to recognize
Coometric shapes and their parts.

HRU 7, pp. 345-390

HRU 3, pp. 122-1118

Harcourt, Brace C.: World, Osborn -A, A:

EXPLORING ARITHMETIC 8, pp. 171-1911 A.
(Especially good for formulas n--..-dcd.)

HRH, Nichols: PRE-ALGEBRA W.THEMATICS,

PP. 306-335.
(Includes good cumulative ter,t

STUDENT WILL BE ABLE 10 CONSTRUCT, USING ONLY
COMPASS AND STRAIGHT EDGE, TOE FOUR BASIC

CONSTRUCTLUS.

1. Given a compass and straight edge,
the student can reproduce the basic
constructions for:

(1) bisecting a line segment;
(2) constructing an anglo similar

to a given angle;
(3) bisecting a given angle; and
(4) constructing the distance from

a point to a line segment; all
with 100% accuracy.

Readiness: Vanipulative familiarity
with compass; working knowledg3 of
line -ray relationship and sot con-
cept.

VI. Plano G30M. Constr.

85

Hmr 8, pp. 101-148.

Student becomes familiar with terms of
"porpondicular," "arc," "bioct,"
"diagonal," "concurrent," "polygon," and
"regular polygon."

"Construction" contrasted with drawing
or Sketching.



SUPPLELENTARY ACTIVITIES

FILM LOOP - 'FROM A TU Z'

Encyclopedia Brittanica
Super 8 MM Color No. S-80184 $17.60

or
8 MM Color No. R-80184 $16.00
Concepts of line and point symmetry
are illustrated using a selection
of symmetrical and asymmetrical
capital letters.

FILL LCOP - POINT-LINE-PLANE
Encyclopedia Brittanica
Super 8 Mk Color No. S-80160 $22.00

or

8 Mk Color No. R-80160 $20.00

Real life situations - concrete
illustrations of points, straight
lines, and planes.

FILMSTRIP - GEC1IETRY

Society for Visual Education, Inc.
(subsidiary of the Singer Co.)

Modern Geometry for Jr.-Sr. High - Color
542-1 Distance and Betweenness (55 frames)
542-2 Points, Lines and Planes (includes

convex sets and separation proper-
ties) (58 frames)

542-3 Angles - linear pair, supple-
Laidlaw, McSwain et al, 1.1ATEELiATICS 8, c

mentary, complementary, per-
1965, pp. 83-98.

pendicular, vertical, etc.
Chapt. 8, pp. 149-166, Points and Linos
Includes good evaluations and review
material.

Chapt. 10, C,Instructing Congruent Line
Segments, p. 185..., Triangles, p. 193,
and Parallel lines, thru p. 204.
Chapt. 11 - Perimeter of a polygon, nreas,
Volumes. Good thought-provoking problems
in Self-Evaluation on p. 230.

VI. GEOkETRY

-- page 1

for mobiles... or painted and glittered
for Christmas decorations except 'many
states have net' laws forbidding this.'

Alherican Book Co., Deans et al,STRUCTURING
MATHEMATICS 7, c 1966, Teachers Edition:

Chapt. 4, pp. 91-118, Points, Linea,
Planes, and Space.

Chapt. 9, pp. 257-300, Polygons and
Right prisms.

Chapt. 11, Circles and Right Circular
Cylinders, pp. 323-342

These chapters are good for 'Sharp
Thinkers,' stimulating practice
problems, and good reviews and chapter
tests.

Allyn & Bacon, Stokes et al, ARITHMETIC IN
MY WORLD 8, pupil pp. 151-159 or pp. 99-
101 in reacher Edition, for use of con-
gruent triangles, similar triangles, and
their use in solving word problems.

RENTAL FILL - DYNAMICS OF THE CIRCLE
U. of .iyo. 1968 New Films

14 min. (presumed black and white)
$3.75 for 1-3 days.
To state and illustrate definition
of circle, radius, chord, diameter,
arc, and central angle. To illus-
rtrate dynamic effects of variation
of one upon the other.

EASY-TC-PASTE SOLIDS by M. Stoessel
Wahl, Arith. Teacher Get. 1965,
pp. 468-471

Easy diagrams for constructing oak-
tag models (solid) of Tetra-hedron,
Lctahedron, Icosahedron, Hexahedron,
60-faced solid. These can be used



SUPPLEENTARY ACTIVITIES

Amer. Bog* Co., Deans et al,
EXTENDING LATHELATICS 8, c 1966,
Chapter 5, pp. 129-172
This chapter parallels our Holt-
Rinehart-Anston text in many
senses and gives excellent thought-
provoking exercises for practice;
brings in set union idea for tri-
angles, a good concept of measure-
ment of a line segment, suggestions
for research topics. Bisection of
an angle is shown on page 169, 428.
Contains excellent review pages
170-171, as well as a good Chapter
Test, p. 171-172.

See also Same Series, Grade 7, en-
titled Structuring blathematics.
Chapter 11, p. 323, on Circles and
Right circular cylinders could also
be useful.

World Book Co., GROWTH IN ARITHME-
TIC 8 Revised, Teacher's Edition,
c. 1957:
p. 128 - classifying nature designs

into geometrical shapes
p. 134 - geometric shapes into

designs
p. 129 - To Help You Remember is

summary of geometric
shapes together with
salient points of angles,
sides, etc. properties.

p. 130 - Recognizing geometric
shapes in every-day articles.

p. 131 - Symmetry in every-day
132 articles.

pp. 136-137 and thru p. 147, on
triangles and angles.

VI. GECIIETRY -- page 2

GEOBOARDS

"Notes on Geoboards" and "Gtioboard
Geometry"

CG-10 $1.50 (believe for both pamphlets

CG -9 Cuisenaire Geoboard$1.50

Cuisenaire Company of America, Inc.
12 Church Street
New Rochelle, New York 10805



VII. MAThEMATICAL SENTENCES

FILM LOOP - MATHEMATICAL SENTENCE
Encyclopedia Brittanica
Super 8 MM Color No. S-80078 $17.60

or
8 ?AM Color No. R-80078 $16.00

'Compares word sentences to
number sentences.

'Is' compares to 'Equal.'
'Is Not' compares to 'Not Equal to'.

FILk LOOP - 'INEQUALITIES"
Encyclopedia Brittanica
Super 8 1 Color S-80086 $17.60

or
8 Mk Color R-80086 $16.00

Laidlaw, MATHEMATICS 8, McSwain
et al, c 1965, pp. 83-98.
Chapter 5 deals with Transiating
Open Expressions and English
Phrases into mathematical and
using such expressions to solve
word problems. This is excep-
tionally good for what seems to
prove a very difficult activity.

Chapter 4, pp. 61-72, contains
Sentences about Numbers, Order
Relations, (pen Sentences, Re-
placement Sets, Solution Sets,
etc.



INTRODUCTION TO CONSTRUCTION AND INTLMPRETA-
TION OF VARIOUS KINDS OF GRAPHS AND LATTICES.

VIII. Graphing

7 Optional

1. Given 15 sets of ordered pairs,
student can construct various
tyres of graphical representation
as specified, with 8oc; accuracy
(12 out of 15).

Readiness: Concept of ordered pairs
and set concents.

HRH 7, pp. 391-419

STUDENT CAN GRAPH STATISTICAL DATA INTO
PICTORIAL Fon.

VIII Graphing, Pictorial

8S

1. Given 5 sets of data, some in
word nroblem form, student can
graphically represent the data in
circle, bar, line, or picture
graph form, for 4 out of the 5.

Readiness: Student needs to be able
to interpret statistics as ordered
pairs.

HRII 8, pp. 47-54.

Institute of Life Insurance booklet on
"Sets, Probability, and Statistics" for
examples (1964 issue).

HRW, Bernstein et al: TROUBLESHOOTING
MATHENATIC SKILLS, pp. 289-295 (includes
as as graphs).

Webster, Osborn et al: EXPLORING ARITH-
METIC 8, pp. 208-213.



111081.

STUDENT WILL BE ABLE TO GRAPH SETS OF POINTS'
EITHER ON AN ARRAY OR LATTICE OR.ON

COORDINATE PLANE

VIII. GrnplArt
h., ----

8 S.'

,. Given 5 lists of ordered pairs,
student can construct graphical
representations for 4 out of th
5, on lattice or coordinates as
indicated.

Readiness: Student needs number
theory concepts and a working
knowledge of directed numbers.

HRW 8, pp. 311-374

Student is introduced to ordered pairs on
graphs by means of point location on
various arrays. (Army grid in exister-3
for entire world by locating "poin:s.")

Arrays are extended into coordinatcs --
student learns terms of "axis," "quad-
rants," "symmetry," "slope."

Student practices graphing, including
graphing solutions sets for two conditions,
and graphing subsets.



REVIEWNWIER LINE GRAPHS AND REINFORCE
PLOTTING COORDINATE PAIRS

VIII. Graphs

8 REIMDIAL(Option11)

1. Given a number line, the student
can locate a given point on the
line.

2. Given a set of ordered pairs,
the student will plot the set
of ordered pairs on a coordinate
system with 70% accuracy (7 out
of 10).

AN 1671 - pp. 355-365.

Use columns and rows for locating coordinate
graphing points.

HRW, Bernstein et al, TROUBLESHOOTING MATH.
SKILLS c 1969, PP. 355-365.



VIII. GRAPHS

SUPPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES

Heath Co., Fehr Schult, MATHEMATICS
IN LIFE 2, p. 421.

General rules on graphing.
Also good on other 'measures.'

GRAPH THESE POINTS (to make a six-pointed star)
p. 175, ELEMtNTARY MATH., 2nd Ed., Harcourt,
Brace & Jorld, c. 1968, 1966.

A. (8,2) To make a steamboat, graph:

B. (6;5) A. (4,3)

C. (2,5) 3. (2,5)

D. (4,8) C. (5,5)

E. (2,11) D. (5,6)

F. (6,11) E. (7,6)

G. (8, 14) F. (7,8)

H. (10, 11) G. (8,8)

I. (14, 11) H. (8,6)

J. (12, 8) I. (9,6)

K. (14, 5) J. (9,8)

L. (10, 5)
K. (10,8)

L. (10,6)

CLORDINAT2S TO TRXE A
CHRISTMAS TREE

Math. Tchr. Dec. 1968, p. 764.

M. (13,6)

N. (13,5)

O. (16, 5)

P. (13, 3)

MAKING LODELS
of 3-dimensional geometric shapes (triangular prism, cube, balls of
clay).

Arith. Tchr. Lot. 1965, 'Geometric concepts in Grades 4-6' by Dora
Helen Skypek, pp. 443-449.



STUDENT IS INTRODUCED TO BASIC CONCEPTS AND
BASIC TERMINOLOGY OF PROBABILITIES

IX. ProbebiliiT

8 S

1. Given a specific experiment,
the student, can write the
sample space for the experiment
and can also identify the prob-
ability for a given specific
outcome.

Readiness: Famil,a ',yr with group-

ing principles.

HRW 8, pp. 29-39

(See also Chapter 15 in Addison - Wesley
new Book VI, pp. 312-321.)

Transparencies for overhead on both con-
cepts and terminology.

Petroleum company pamphlet on probabilitie5.

Red booklet by Life Insurance Institute
(1964), SETS, PROBABILITIES, AND STATISTICS.

Laidlaw, JR. HIGH likTHENATICS 8, pp. 313 -
T331 (includes independent tests, etc.)
(1968) Chapter 12.



IX. PROBABILITY

American Book Co., EXTENDING
LATHEATICS 8, by Deans et al,
c 1966, Chapter 12.

This entire chapter is very
good on all basic aspects of
probability including practice
exercises, suggested research
topics, and excellent review
and chapter test on pp. 415-416 as
well as an interesting cumulative
test on pp. 417-419.

HEASTAT, Probability demonstrator
Harcourt, Brace, Aorld, Inc.

This little gadget utilizes
a honeycomb of passages for
tiny steel beads and one copper

bead, from top to bottom.
Fascinating!



STUDENT GAINS EXPERIENCE IN LORKING WITH RATIOS
OF RIGHT TRIANGLES, MICH LEADS TO DEVELOPIEIT
OF TRIGOUOIETRIC FUHCTIOOS OF anE, cosnm, TAN-

GENT AND COTANGENT

X. Trigonometry

8S
(Rt. Triangle)

1. Given two similar triangles, the
student can determine the missin
parts either by proportion or by
trigonometric function. Given
situations may be in the form of
word problems.

Readiness: Needs understanding of
right angle, right triangle, and
proportion.

HEW 8, pp. 149-192.

Student learns what two conditions are
necessary for similar right triangles.

Student learns to identify complementary
angles.

Student learns how to use trigonometric
tables and how to interpolate for in-
between values.

Student learns definition of trigono-
metric functions in terms of ratios.
(No secant or cosecant is included.)

Student learns how to apply these tech-
niques in problem-solving and practical
applications.



World Book Co., GROWN IN
ARITHMETIC 8, Revised, Teacher's
Edition, c 1957.

PP. 248-251, Ratios of similar
triangles, using similar triangles,
and solving problems by similar
triangles.

X. TRIGONCMETRY - RIGHT
TRIANGLE



STUDENT WILL BE ABLE TO DEVELOP SUII, NUI1BER OF
TERNS OR SPECIFIC TERII OF AFT ARITHIIETIC

PROGRESSION

XII. Progressions

8 S

1. Given 3 arithmetic progressions
student will compute the correc
suns for 2 out of the 3.

2. Given 3 arithmetic progressions,
student will compute the correc
number of terms for 2 out of
the 3.

3. Given 3 arithmetic progressions,
student will compute the speci-
fied term correctly for 2 out
of the 3.

Readiness: Student must be able
to utilize formulas and must be
familiar with set concepts.

FIRW 8, pp. 85-98.

Student develops formula for sum of
series:

S

al + an

2

Student develops formula for last term
or specific term (found in Chapt.Review):

a . al + (n - 1 ) d ;

n

From the above formula, notation for
the number of terms is developed as

an al

1,

d

where S = sum of series
n = number of terms,
d = difference between any two

consecutive terms,
a
n

= last or nth term of series,
and

a
1

= first term of a series.

iiENTAL FIU., - ;JEAN, r,ED1AN, 1,,ODE

U. of Jyo. 1968 Ne,,: Films
13 min. Color $5.00 for 1-3 days.
Explains that the meaning of average includes
the concepts of median, mode, and arithmetic
mean. Uses meaningful situations to develop
use and computation of average.



I SSTS

1 G 9 R

1. The student can show
familiarity and know correc
mathematical meaning of the
language and symbolism of
sets to include the
following:

Roster, rule, element,
member, null or empty
set, subset, one to one
orrespondence, equivalent
sets, fiaite sets,
infinite set,
replacement set,
variable,
domain.

1: A prepest can be used to determine
if purther individual explanatiOn
and practice is needed. Suggest a
list of exercises be selected -and
study the reference material given 1-/
below.

2. "Basic Text", pages 18-314.

It Number Theory
AriD

aDERSTAND)
G 9 and R

PROPERTIES (To IDENTIFY

recognition of the proper
ties of real numbers as
listed below:

Commutative ( Add. R; Hu
Associative (Add 2c Mul)
Distributive 2.
Closure
Special )roperties of
zero aad one, with
res2ect to addition
and multiplication.

Properties of equality
Reflexive

1
3.

Symmetric
Transitive

student recotpition.
1 4 2= 29 1 or 44.1.1 7. C3 +
as an illustration of the
commutative property with respect
to addition.

The student, by nasals of an inventory
test, will indicate say properties
which need to be reviewed, studied
or iatroduced for the first time
to a few students Whose background
:,gay not have included all properties

"Basic Text" pages W7-551
5-6

" 61,67,63,71,7

pages 87-08 gives an excellent
summary list of statements of
axioms, properties and theorem's.



11111n
III REAL NUMBER OPERATIMB

I,

1

PREPARATION POR ALGEBRA
IBASIC DETIITITIMS AND CONCEPTS G 9 R

1, The student can-aFEChs ra
His recognition and under-
standing of zhe following
mathematical terms, signs,
and symbols:

Whole lumber, real numbers
to include rational numbers
use of ',;.e .umber line,
the following signs:

X +
\ 7" "Isighs of iuclusion,c

powers, base, exponent and
order of operation.

2.

ADDITION OF POLYNOMIALS
Includes Subtraction as the Additive Inverae G 9 R

se a pre ein-Virraetermine if any
additional time is necessary to
further reinforce auy apparent
weakness.

"Basis Text":. pages 1-16
(Hereafter, "Basic Text".will
refer to: Modern School Math-
ematics, AT747R-11753111017 Woocon
Beckenbach, Zurgensen, Donnelly;
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1967.)
Use Filmstrip #206 for individual
instruction. (Unless otherwise
indicated filmstrips are those
located in the Resource Center,SHO

RealNumber Operatlo:sa

2. The Student will 3.10W that
he is able to add al,;ebraic
polynomials z.ad is familiar
with and understauds the
mathematical vocabulary
associated with the additkn
properties as listed below:

Closure, addends,
coefficient, like terms,
binomial, trinomial, sim*
form, degree, number line,
identity element of add-
ition and the additive
inverse.

1.

2.

"Basic Text° Pages 47- 64, R
77- 82, R
95-106, S

.PS (Film Strip) # 001,"Meaning
of signed Iuabers .low to
Add Them", may be ::see, for

studart sudy G7
Classroom use:



PRODUCTS OP POLYNOMIALS
- III REAL !CABER OPERATIONS

G-9 S

The student will show he
can multipl:A a monomial
and a polynomial sad will
ap)ly the distributive

2. ApTalication
Ph student can show maste
of finding products of
binomials by solving
problems requiring multi-
plication of gino.iials to
solve the equation.

[--

FACTORING aF POLYNOMIALS
APPLICATION

=11.17...
1. Sufficient )ractice should be given

in developing the ability oethk: stude
to fild the )roduct of two binomigis
at sight.

2. "Easic Tezt"; pp. 267-279

1, "Basic Text" pp. 276-277
7

1. The student will be able tc, 1.
factor polynomials by
applying previous ItnowledGe
of products,

2, The student 14 11 Isecognize
and apply the 3 general
factor ,a...ttc-f.ns

occur frequent? y.

3. The student 1411 apply
factoring to polynomials
formed to solve various
types of word problems.

2.

III REAL NUMBER °MATIONS

g 9 S

The general developnent (717
factorin,_; should be
a. Fid greatest monomial factor
b. Recognizing a patern if it .extst

and factoring accordingly.
The oat'-erns are:

a2 -b2= b)

a2 2ab t-b2 ( a -1-b
)2

a2 - 2a134 b2 (a - b)2
"Basic Text", pp280-300



MULTIPLICATION OF POLYNOMIALS
Includes Division as the Multiplicative

Inverse

1. The student 1111 be
to multicly cid divide
polynomi413 of 1, 21 and
3 terms with decree 0 to
3 and with coefficients
of real numb..rs.

Readiness; Previous ability
should consist of multiplica-
tion and division of rational
real :lumbers.

III REAL NUMBER OPERATIONS

G 9 S

. The axiom of the multiplicative
inverse aid the relationship betweer
multiplication and division shall
be established.

Theorem: For all real numbers
and all nonzero real numbers b,

a(-0, which gives the
definitioff of divisions and
implies that the set of real
numbers is .aosed under divisior

. Reference and exercises-"Basic Text'
pp. 106-115,

. For reinforceuentc the individual
may be referred to Filmstrip #002,
"Iflultiplicatim of Signed Numbers",
and #004, "Absolute Value".
Filfastrips are located in the
Resource CenVer.



DIVISION OF POLYAOliIALS
III RZAL 171-B R

G 9 S

3 The student /all review the
laws of exponents with
respect to division and
learn the meaning of the
and negative exponents.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

coN.L. vvi -

ALL" - t4A. vt
1,

VL

1. Practive a.p7lication of t.i ex)onent
laws with nononial

zero2. "Basic Text

2. The student Id 11 be able to
reduce (simplifz:), divide
aJad combine (add) rational
polTimaial expressions.

I I
p') 307 -312, 324- 328 .

1. The application ' the .1rincip s of
fractions 11 be reviewed and
applied to algebraic rational
expressions.

. "Basic Te:ft", . 323-338,313-323.

SUMS OF REAL NUMBERS
WORD PROBLEM SOLVING

III REAL NUMBai OPERATIONS

The student will translate
a verbal statement into a
mathematical statement,
indicating sums of real
numbers nd dimplify the
expression to a single real
number correctly.

1. "Basic Text ", pp. 65 766

2. Review of Filmstrip. #001 "Meaning
of Signed limbers and how to
add them.



RATIONAL TUMBERS IN PROBLEMS

/7110Le student w tl write .

equations containing e ' 0!
fractions from, facts of
POBIams and solve for the
soltkion sehi. latt

Roadinoss: The-stUdent; should
be familiar wityl.ratID and
fractional expressions,
factoring and equation solving

3.

III REAL NUMBERS OPERATIONS.

G 9 s

pecia asses o pro ms poseiTly
introducod at this time involving
fractions are: mixture, profit and
loss, cost, interest, work and time.
The multiplicative .aroprty of
equality All be emphasized as the
means of transforming open
sentences with frActional coefficien
into equivalent sentences without
fractions.
The importance of the check oust be
emphasized in terms of the orJ.ginal
equation.
"Basic Text", pp. 345-365

1....._

PROBLEMS INCLUDING INEQUALITIES

1. The student shall be able to 1.
correctly tr.mslate into
algebraic language, word
problems containing expressions
of greater than, less than,
at least, more than, as well as
the equality statement. 2.

3.

1

III REAL WUMBER OPERATIONS

G 9 S-R

Ater forming the mathematical
sentence, the student AL 11 continu
use this knowledge of solving the
equation to find the solution set
and nage a check of the numerical
answer.
"Basic Text ", pp. 169-18G.
Filmstrip #9427,"Solving Equations
St nley Bowmar Co.
Filmstrip #210,"Solving Equations"
2nd part, Resource Center, AHI
"Programmed Units in Mathematics"
by Denmark and Sample, Houghton Hi
Co., will make an excellent source
of sup-Aeaental 4elp for lg'r,year
Algebra students and good r.-Akforc,
ment for Alg II students. They
may be obtained in Work-Problems,
Mixture Problems, Motion Probleas
and percentage at small cort.

(See 1978-69 catalog)

Re-diness: The student is
familiar wich the uniform
motion relationship, cost
relatitliship and the meaning
of complementary ,InGles.

4.

S.



1 WORD PROBLEM SOLVING
Writing The Equation

III REAL NUMBER OPERATIONS

Tho student shall w±tite
algebrait exprelltop or
eination front a &iven
probIm situation.

-101111WWm
Example: A total amount of 232
gallons of oil is contained in 5
drums, each containing x gallons
and a 6th drum containin7
gallons.

5x-t-32:=232

gal. gal. total gals,
2. Equation should be a correct

statement of fact.
3. "Basic Text", pp .120.1214.

PROBMM SOLVIMG
SOLVITAG THE EQUATION

root or solution to an
algebraic equation uth one
variabb to the first
degree.

Readiness: The student can
write the proper equation tha
expresses correctly the
problm situation.

IIIREAL NUMBER OPERATIONS

..
Equations of tlais type shall be solve
by applying theImasformations of
substitution, adding multiplying,
subtracting ,Ind dividing to produce
an e uivalent e uation who3e soluti
set can be found by inspection.

2 The importance of checking the
apparent solution should be
emphasized.

3. The sequence of pvoblem solving
should be reemphasized.
a. Read :aid decide what is to be

found.
b. Choose a variable, idetify it.
c. Write an open sentence using

relationships found the the
problem or indicated by the
nature of the problm.

d. Solve the open sentence.
e. Check with requirements of probie
"Basic Text", pp. 116-136.
Filmstrip #013, "Problem Soltine
will provide supllementP1

on



1 OPERATIONS WITH RADICALS
Irrational gumbers

e ent wi app y t
properties of roots to
radicals ia oi.dtir to simp-
ltfy them and perform the
four fundwiental o;)erations
with sets of radicals.

III REAL MINDER. OPERATION'S

G 9 S

IRRATION1L ITUIMMS

T e (roper les of r E1 icals
. k a

4, V I) \i 4 b

help to simplify radicals to
better facilitate their combiaation

2. "Basic Text", pp. 437-440.
3. To solve a racica1 equation

a. Isolate the radical in one meri
b. If square root, square both

members.
c. "Basic Text", pp. 451-461.

III REAL NUMBER OP2RATMT

The student will extend
his concept of irrational
numbers and be able to
approximate their
decimal values.

1. Emphasis should be placed on
squares, square toots, the
decimal notation for rational aid
irrational numbers, arid to recognize
and produce them

2. "Basic Text" pp. 419-430.



1 III RLAL NUMBER OP4AATIOYS
SYSTEMS OF LIITEAR EQUATIONS

PROB.GEM SOLVING [ G 9 S

1. The student will translate
word probIms into equations
using two variables and
correctly solve the system.

. T e trans ation o set of fact-
a pair of equations in two variables s
should be first practiced.
Example: The sum of 2 numbers is 40

and their eafference is 14,
xi- y=4.0
x y=.14.

. Various fornulas to be used should
be reviewed.

Uniform notion -7=c-

Cost formula vi

p = s v,,q+1S.Perimeter

Relationship of paralle1A,P, R
and opposite forces c -

3. Emphasize mar* problens c,,n be
easily solved by using 2 ',/ri7.1bles

4. "Basic Text", pp244-251.

5. The Latheldatics Teacher.
Jan. 1960, P. 12.



ALGE3RAIC EJ,IPRESSIONS kLTD SENTEJCL2
WITH VARIADL:M

1. The prospective algebra
student will show his
ability to transform word
phrases into mathematical
expressions using variables
quantifiers and open
sentences.

Readiness: The student 3houla
be able to solve open sent-
ences in one variable.

(eouations niid inequalitie

VII' MATHEMATICAL SONTOICES

G 9 R

1. IfalirticTal study and practice
is needed, study :cad use selected

Basic Text", np. 35-45.

INEQUALITIES IN MATHEMATICAL
SENTENCES

VII MATHEMATICAL SENTENCES'

G 9 S

1. The student t 11 be able to
apply the axioms, theorems,
and transformations of
inequality to produce a
solutionset.

Readiness: The student should
be rap-tiller with the symbols
of inequality, and 'th the
axiom of ca,)arison or
Trieaotomy.

1, Transformations used to affect the
solution set are substitution,

subtractibn, multiplicativ
and division.

2. particular attention should be paid
to the reversing of order of hhe
inequality when multi?ly or
dividing e cal nember by the
same negative nLuiber.

3. "Basic Text ", pp. 145-151,157.165.

4. Filmstrip #9426, "Inequalities",
Stanlej Bownar Co.



INTERPRETATION OF DATA AND PROBABILITY

1. The stWent become familiar
with the col )n, organization
and interpret. _un of data, and
probability.

IX. Statistic...-.

G -9 -C

%sr

. Specific topics to be accomplished will
be to:

(a) Arrange data in forms that indicate
frequency, cumulative frequency,
percentile, mode and mean.

(b) Find variance and mean deviation.
(c) Find elementary probability of an

event, P(E).

. Basic text, pp. 587-616.

. Filmstrip 4209, "An Introduction to
Probability, Resource Center, 3HS.

. 'Non-intuitive Probability, "Math Teache:,
May 1969, p. 361.

. "Gambling Doesn't Pay."--Probability
Math Teacher, March 1967, p. 200

. Use simple experiments such as coin
tossing, card drawing, objects in a
container, etc.

ANGLES, FUNCTIONS, APPLICATION, VECTORS

X. Trigonometry

G9-0

1. The student will learn how angles 1.
may be used in many practical
problems, the sine, cosine and
tangent function, use of tables,
and the use of vectors to re-
present displacement, velocities 2.

and forces. 3.

Since the student has some previoJs
experience with triangles, the time may
vary and some effort should be m:de to
reinforte and add to his previow. know-
ledge of trigonometry.
Basic text, PP. 545-581.
"How Shall We Define Angle"? The Path
Teacher, Jan. 1967, p 18.



PERMUTATIONS

IX. Statistics

G11,6

1. The student can compute the
number of arrangments or per,-
mutations of a ,set of objects
under ve::yng

1. Develop the basic relationship orform-
ula for atputing permutatuions: Pfl=n!
where n = number of objects and rlY =
n(n-1)(n-2) (2)(1). Use three
objects A,B,C and show how they can
be arranged in a row.

(ABC), (PCB), (BAC), (BCA), (CAB), CBA)

3P3,= = 3i =73x2x1 = 6 arrangements

2. Place the restriction that a lesser
number of objects will be used than
those available.

n
P
r
= n(n-1)(n-2) (n-(r+1))

3. Involve the fundamental principle of
counting by examples such as how many
different odd 3 digit numbers can be
formed from the digits 1-9, if no digits
are repeated. Using place systems.

Fill the units place first. Thts
gives 5 choices, leaving 8 for the
tens place and 7 for the hundredths
place, giving (8x7x5)

4. Referencei: Algebra and Trigonometry
Book 2; Dolciant, et.al.



.1111

SPACE GEWETRY - 3 VARIABLE

...]

XI. Geometry

1. The student will learn about
linear equations in 3 variables
and how they may be graphed as
planes in space.

The solution to a set of 3
equations in 3 variables should
be found correctly and some
verbal problems should be solved

1. This should include ordered triples
and their graphs, space coordinate,
graph of the plane (ax + by + c = d)
in space, use of traces, and lines in
space.

2. Basic text, pp. 510-544.

THE QUADRATIC FORMULP

XIII.

G9-S

Functions

1. The student will be able to solve
a quadratic equr':ion by completing
the square and be shown how the
quadratic formula is obtained.

2. The student will learn the
quadratic formula by using it
to solve equations.

Emphasis will be placed on the fact that
completing the square enables one to
find irrational roots when factoring
will not work. (ratioral roots).

2. Bas.:c text, pp 448-452

1. Thy discriminant will be emphasize6
(b 4ac) and how it indicated charac-
teristics of the roots.

2. Application should be made to problems
where it is necessary to use the formula
to simplify finding the solution.

3. Basic text, pp. 448-457



SLOPE,INTERCEPT, AND NUATION OFTHE
LINE G 9 S

XI ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY

The siAident can find the
slope of a line and use the
slope and intercept concept
to determine the equation
of a line.

Readiness: Be able to obtain
the coordinates(ordered
pairs)of 2 Points on a line
graph on the coordinate
plane. The berms abscissa
an oildinae as name:, of
the two parts o?' the

mordered ).zirs may be
introduced.

1. Concoet of slope should bo introduce
as a ratio of vertical chanje to
horizontal change. If the-coordinat
ages are named x and y and two point.
A .nd have coordinates (xl,y1),(x
respectively, then the slope (m7

Y2-Y1

xl
Slope sHoui be compared to the pitc
of a root in constriction rid

percent grade Of a road sarface.
Emphasis(A 100;.6 grade i3 not verticE
but equal to a slope of 1.
1: 100

IC
Pi z:10010 L;rade

2. Sho that the intercept will mean
y intercept desinated by (b).

3. A line cm be shown to have a slope
and an intercept. Use sraphs.

4. A line can be represented b the
equation y mx b, called the
slope-intercept form uf the straight
line.

5. The equation of a line can be writte
if the slope (m) y interr;ept (b)
are known.

6. The x and y values o: the coordinate
of a point on a line will deternine.
the y intercept wlien the slope is
known, ancl 6.7juation of the line
can be deter:dined. See 5.

7. Zei o slope of tile h.ori.zoatal line
and no sloe of t.:e vertical line
should be emphasized as we;; as
the :aesative a d los,.tive slope.

8: "3asic Text"; pp.206-216.
9. Filmstrip :/:208, "The Slope of

Line", Resource. Center, SRS.



GEOMETRY DISTANCE FORYIULA
XI AJALYTICAL GEMOTRY

G 9

1. The student will recall : 1. Practive with the thecoem and
the Pythar;orean theorem, its converse. Use general notation
how to find the distance for points (xl,y ), (x2,y2), etc
between two points on the aL_d develop the distanco iormula.
number line and apply them
to form the distance formulr22."Basic Text" pp 431-437,
and use it to find distance
between given po-ints on
the coordinate plane.

ORDERED PAIRS
EQUATIOITS IN TWO VARIABLES

XI ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY

G 9

1. Student shall be able to 1. The plottin3 of points(ol.dered ?.:,irs
relate the equation in two i on the coordinate plane :,yid the-
variables(first degreelto i equation also should be practiced.
the straight line and the
solution sets to ordered 1 2. The general worm of the linear
pairs(coordinates)

i

equation sold be recojlized
as Ax4-3y=0.

Readiness: Previous ex)erienc0
with the one-to-one :

3. Linear inequalities should be
correspondence between the! related. to the graph and the
set of all points of a I open and closed half plane.
olane -Id she set of all .

ordered ?airs of real 4. rilmstrin #9447,"Coordinate
numbers. Geometry" and 119428, "Graphing

Equalities" St. nley BOwmar Go.

5. "Basic Te:a", pp.189-205.



XI ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY
C2 LI JT pit ZQUATIONS

CRAP:A*7.'1 I:772aPRATION AND SOLUTION !
G 9

S

. c::v.c,-nt con 6ermine 1. Given linear iTaems, graph aad
or estimJlte tl..71 coordinates find the solution sets.
of the pol-its of intersec-
tions of 2 lines on The Lieaains] of consistent and :..con -
the coordinate )lane, sistent, as applied to a linear system
the equivalon s-jste.1 can should be understood.
b°0 obtained - :,;:;.c11 can be

used to i2;ivo, j;1.-.e solution 2. "Basic Text" ,-)p. 229-235.
set.

3. Filmstrip # ;)428, "Graphic..;; Equatioi
Readiness: no student should by ta_ley 3-)w-mar L:o. can be review'

be able to e-i.f)ily aid quickl/
sketch the correct graph of
a iinear equation

SYSTEiIS OF LT.HEAR EQUATIONS
ALIE3RAIC SOLUTIONS G 9

XI ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY

--IT-TErTZTIZent can soave systems 1. Indicate t,e characteristics fhat
of linear equations having tell which method will most veadilz
2 variables, eliminating and easily obtain the solution set,
one of the variables by such as, like and unlike signs,
substitution, addition, or value of coefficients Lad when
subtrattion and check the substitution is indicated by one
solution s't. term 1.iavin6 the numerical coefficie

of (1) one.
Readiness: The student can

multiply both members of an 12."Basic Text", P13.235-244,
equation by the number
necessary to zurIke the
coefficients of the same
vari,4ble alike.



XI ANALYTICAL GECNETRY
INEQUALITIES IN TWO VARIABLES

G 9
S

. The student can correctly
graph a system of inequal-
ities and show the set of
points (intersection of
half-planes), whose coord-
inates satisfy the system.

Readiness: The student has
p'reviously graphed the
linear equation and the
linear inequality.

I.EMphasize the triaging together of
algebra and geometry in showing the
solution.

2."Basic Text", pp,252-253

The student w 1 became
familiar with the present
day importance of linear
programming and can find
and graph the restraints,
find the corner points,
and indicate the polygonal
convex region.

2. The student should be able
to correctly interpret the
graph,

XI ANALY'T'ICAL GEOMETRY

G 9
0-.8

mos por en f-
recen t ''levelopiaent in math of
a.practical application of a large
part of the previous algebra..
It is widely used in areas of
business and industry. It shows a
particular use of inequalities.

2. See "Linear Programming Problems for
1st year Alsebra", Rhe Mathematics
Teacher", Mara', 1960.

3. "Basic Text", pp. 253-258

4. Transparency Set, #519 AOSP, by
Creative Visuals would be u.sefull



INDIRECT PROOF
XII REASONING.

G 9 S

leThe student-shall understand
the steps, reasoning and
logic of the indirect proof.
and properly use them in an
ex *"iple of an indirect proof
of a hypothesis.

Readiness: The student has
previously used the direct
proof.

1.

2.

To write an indirect proof:
a. Start with the hypothesis and

two possibilitie3-one true end
one false.

b. Now show that one possibility
(the false one) leads to a
contradiction of an tIccepted faf

c. Thus, the second(true) possibili
must be the case. (The co,iclusi
is true).

This indirect proof is quite often
used for the proof of theorwis
relating to inequalities.

3. "Basic Text", pp. 151-156-

4. Filmstrip 49441, ",Tature
Stanley Bowmar Co. This
used to re-emphasize the

of Proof",
can be
direct prc

5. Filmstrip #210, "Proof in Algebra"
in Resource Center, SHS, 1st part.



mmiwwww111.
PROOF OF ALGEBRAIC THEOREMS

XII REAWNING OR LOGIC

1. The sudt.n', w.177-56 able to 1. "Basic To:At", pp.71-76.
begin hypothesis
(theorem) an!7. proeod by means 2
a a of

statemens ;a7".=1 an.:1
properties) to (:cnclusion
in a logical maner.

Review of previously studied
properties cf real numbers such. A'.1:

Clo.7.1):ro

SubstitutIon principle of equslit.y
Additive Inverse
4V3seiati7e axiom of AdditioA
Add3.tive Axioa of Zero
Transitive propmty of equalit7
Commutative property of Acditi:yn.
Commutative prop3rty of multiplies
Other axioms, properties am:
proven theorems,

COMPUTERS AND PROGgAMING

G

--I XI7..R5ASONIaG OR LOGIC

Th3 s.,liaTiciurnbec.ome
acquainted with and learn to
write simple programs in
new programming language
and study somo mathmatical
concepts

ym o s o in ica e proceclue:
flow charts to describe how
procedure or algorithm is to be
carried out; assignments, ststc-
ments and programming language
are to be covered emfficiently to
give students some insight
into the world of tae computer,

2, "BASIC TM", pp. 472-509

3. "History of Computers", The
Mathematics Teacher, Jan. 19680,0

4, Use ample punch cards, printclt
mheetol etc..



.

Ar,LICATIcN OF DIRECT AND INVERSE VARIPTICN
G9-0

XIII. Functions

1. The student can translate a
problem into an equation and
find the solution when the types
of variation are combined.
Proportion and/or the equation
involving the constant of var-
iation can be used.

1. Joint variation: Let x vary jointly as
y and z. Gives--

x/yz = k or xi/x2 = y1zI/y2z2

2. Combined variation: Let v vary directly
as T and inversely as P. This gives--
VP/T = K or V

1
/V- = T

I 2
P./T2P1

3. Emphasize the large number of applicatLams
of variation that can he found in the
physical world,
(1) rate, time relationship
(2) volume of a gas
(3) mechanical forces, the levers pulley,

gears, meshed (transmission)
(4) electricity
(5) gravity
(6) Orbiting satellites and Moon trips

4. Basic text, pp. 408-413.



THE QUADRATIC AS A FUNCTION

1. The student will identify the
quadratic ax- . bx + c as a
functir in the form f;

+ bx c and further

1.

identify the graph as a parabola.
2.

3.

4.

XIII. Functions

G9 -S

Quadratic functions should be graphed
over the domain G and note particularly
the zeros of the function. Compare to
the solution of the equation ax44-bx+c=0.

Basic text, pp. 394-400.

Film strip U207, "Quadratic Equation and
Solutions", Resource Center, SHS.

"Useful Generalizations of the Concept
of Functions," Vath Teacher, Oct. 1959,
p 444

2. The student will identify the '1. Basic text, p. 395
mi:nimum and maximum point and
cor-?late the point with minimum
and maximum value of the fdnction.1
The point will also be identified
as the vertex.

3. The student will understand the 1. Basic text, pp. 395-400.
meaning of symmetry of the para-
bola and how the value of.the
domain at the axis of symmetry
can be used to determine the
vertex and the minimum or maxi-
mum value of the function.



EXPG,NL+3 - ULTOLICATION

XIII. Function;s

1. The studentSb41 be ,able /0 apply 1.

the laws of exponent.: for multi-
plication to indicated products of
expressions containing powers.
The laws are: For all real numbers
a and o and all positive integers
m and nt

(1) afr.an

4/

= a""

= ambql

= 0, then a = 0 or b =0

Shcw. that exponentS'can'Oe Iiteial 'numb#ss
as w. .is real num6Ors. UsetUfflEient
var Jf examples todetermine near
10( racy in application'of th.laws
of -nts. Be sure-that the-difference

ab2 and (ab) 2 is understood.

2. Filmstrip 4 9423, "Exponents", Stanley
Bowman Co.

-3. .BPsic text, pp. 267-272.

1



INTRODUCTION TO FUNCTION

1. The student will learn to recog-
nize, write, evaluate the mathe-
matical connotation of the term
function.

1.

=1.

XIII. Functions

G9-S

The formal introduction to function can
be based on using the following concepts.
(a) mapping diagram showing association

ordered pairs, leading to the
tinn.of function: The first compon-
ents of different ordered pairs in a
set must be different.

(b) If not a function, the set is a re-
lation.

(c) Range and Domain are to be introduced,
(d) Symbols J and R, meaning integers,

and real numbers respectively a:-.7e to
be used.

.

(e) Function notation should be empha-
sized.

(1) (x,5x): x R

(2) x 5x
(3) f:x 5x

(f) Be able to find value of the function
at a specific value of the domain
f(3) = 5'3 using c.

2. Basic text, pp. 377-387.

3. Lively Functions for Algebra One,The
rath Teacher, Hay 1969, p 365.



LINEAR Fl7.CTION - DIRECT VARIiTION

.r tin n

G9 -S

1. The student is to learn to ident-
ify the function concept with the
linear equation and particularly
the form of the function commonly
referred to as direct variation.

1. The linear equation in the form y=mx b
changed to function notation is:

f:x 4 mx+b
or set of ordered pairs

)(x,f(x)), f(x) =

note y=f(x) (m is slope, by

2. Special forms would be findin,; zero of
function (letting y=0 or findino the
value of the function at zero.

3. If m= 0, you have tho constant function.

4. If b = 0, and m is nonzero, you have the
function commonly called direct variation
y = mx.

5. 3 3SiC text, pp. 387-3)0.

PROBLEY SOLVING - DIRECT VARIATION

XIII. Functions

G9-5

1. The student can translate problems 1.

involving the linear function into
equations, using ratio, proportion
and correctly solve -..ne problem.

Direct variation and the proportion of
direct variations. One to be brought
into use as many practical probiPms can
be easily solved by the linear function,
ratio, and proportion.

2. Basic text, pp. 391-394.



THE PDO"OMIPI. FUNCTION

1

XIII. Function

G9-k

1. The student can make a rough
(graph) sketch of a polynomial
function of the 3rd and 4th de-
gree ano estimate the zeros of
the function.

. Review the graphing of the 14near and
quadratic function by preparing a table
of arguments and values.

. Emphasize the graph of a polynomial
function with domain Q as a sr-loth curve,
At present the student should be able to
plot sufficient points to make a rough
sketch.

. Basic text, pp 400-403.

THE INVERSE FUNCTION

1. The student can identify, under-
stand and use the function rep-
resenting the incerse variation
xy = m where the domain is under.
stood to exclude zero.

XIII. Functions

G9-0

1. Use rt = d where d is constant and show
by a table of values that r and t vary
inversely.

r

50
25

20
10

5

t

1

2

24
5

10

Given d = 50 miles,
r in mph and t in hours.

2. Graph an example of the inverse: xy = 12
obtaining a form of the hyperbola.

V

3. Basic text, pp. 403-406
4. Filmstrip #203, "Inverse Dariati- " in

resource center, SW.:



AN INDIVIDUAL LESSON PROGRAM FOR ALGEBRA II

This.progftm is designed for use by an accelerated (.;]-7 on
an individual basis, where each student can proceed at his c
ability rate, or it may be used for a reL.ular class workilg
unison on a lesson per uait of time.

It is based speoifioally on the-textboot presently a3ilable.
This text is: Dolciani, Wooton, Beckenlmch, and Sharron, Mort
Sohool Mathematics, Algebra and Trigonometry, Book 2,(Bost6::
Houghton rafflin doi, 196d).7gotation will fol1771Me chapto' a7d
section numbering system of the text. For Example: 6-2 ref/
CbApter 6, Section 2.

Lessons will be numbered, a brief,very specific obje:.:
will be given and detailed, sug.:ested activities will be Us,'
by exercise number. Odd numbered exercises will be given a!:
students will have available to them the answers.
The following code will be used: L4/1,3,4 means page 14, 1,3,4.

R - Read and Study 0 - dill refer to Oral EXercis
S - Will refer to exercises of previous sections for

reinforcement and review. This is the Spiral conceJ.'

Certain procedural instructiona listed below are reo- nded
but may be changed in any manner desired to best achieve th,, iective.

The exercises listed in the activities may be kept in
sniral bound notebook in numerical sequence. The work wit:
complete, showing all si,pificant steps, so it can be easily
interpreted. Each student will the ax ais own answers for e-r1- is aeon.
Exercises found incorrect in aly lesson will be corrected d!reray
following the lesson.

Periodic evaluations, by number, are indicated at tae end
of certain :croups of lessons. A certain minimum score should 'L)2

established, and any test score below this minimum should require
additional work, help 01; instruction. The student should
responsible for requectias, aad obtaining this help. A reteF of tile
particular chapter should be taken; before proceedina to the nexi:
objective.

A particularly low score may :Indicate more extensive ,1,11
and this may be accomplished by the use of "Pro rammed Pract::f
This Programmed Practice is 1 companion publication to the b,21.r;
texbook and may be obtained from the publisher. Additional a- d
supplemental material, visual aids, etc., should be used Ihne.r
available. Filmstrips numbered with three digits are taose
available at local Resource Center.

Minimum standards of psrformance should be determine
fit the location, situation, etc.

Pretests over concepts aad subject matter oi certain
chapters, which may be of a review aature ay be j.vea to
if student could proceed.

Specific and clear instructions sllould be riven to
class as to the implementation and conduct 'f this program.
Good class notes, individual projects, suppleAental readies
should be implemented.

itte



as

Give protost over Clr;, 1 1 If ?retest score is satisfactory
'roceod to losson 7

To rovlouiaa;;.ten.atic;:.1 R 1-1 5/1,3 7,11,13,15
stiltc.tonts

To review oonoopts of este
emboXe used, and the real
magmes; vim at verial4em
aaatifiers and o en sent

v op con ona an
eanwerse statements

-vrarasahnme,

R 10,4 sind 14.14004. 9.49nas9,441537 tal423.27.29
131131/509015$g5 /9

T e

To review and relearn the
basic axioms and propertie
of real numbers

To review theorems of
addition an their proofs.
To be able to prove some
simple extensions of same
prom rties.

To review" basic theorems
about multiplication.
To be able to set up some
proofs of theorems about
multiplication

If average of test # 1 and
#2 is below

To learn what constitutes
an Abolian Group and be
introduced to abstract
group theory

3, 15/2931
Et 14

1-5, 25/3,7,9,11,15,17,19,23,25
S, 14/21,23,25,27
R, 1-6

0, 30-31/1-23 odd, 25-28 all
1-6, 32/7,9,11,15,19,21,23

s, 24/33,35
R, 1-7 FS #210

1-7, 37/7,11,15,17,19,21

Take Test # 2

Complete 41/1-57
Then take retest over Chap. 1

R, PP. 44-47
46/1-12 all, 13,15,17

Take pretest over cont
If score is satisf.'.cto

nts of Chap 2
y go to lesson 18

To review the required
properties of operation for
solving simple equations

mEmlamaltik

1111.111.11MMIIMAI

R al a 54/1-30
55/3,7,13,19,21,25,27,29

R 2-2 FS #214

To review operations with
polynomials

10 To review th* gperational
props rties of equality used
for transforjmations to
produce equivalen4-.
equations

2-2
60-61/1,5,9,13,-241,45
3, 31/ write 25,27
R 2-3 FS #214

IYE

2-3
-6546/1,3,7,11,17,21,27.29,37,41
S 54/write 25
R 2-4(study problem examples carefu117



Lasso
No

11

[ 12
To continue to improve
problems solving ability

OBJECTIVE
To apply alge ra to prob-
1ms by developing a
sequence of action.
1. Read problem, what is t

be found?
2. Select variab.
3. Write equation based on

given information.
4. Solve the equation or

open sentence.
5. Check result with the

problem,

ACTIVITY

2 -LL

7i-75/5,7,11,19,23,25,29
S 66-67/31,33

FS #013 and #210.

73-75/9,13,17,21,27,30,31
67/37,39
R 2-5 Take test # 3

13 To review the xiokts of 2-5
inequality and application 81-82/315,9,13,17,21
to problems 8a-03/1,5,7

S 75/26,32

Te continue to practice S 81-82/3,7,11,15,19,23
and improve problem solving 82-83/3,9,11
ability with inequalities 67/45,47

2-6

To review the absolute 2-6 87-88/1,5, 9,11,13
value in equalities and use S 67,449,51
of Anion lnd intersection R 2-7 FS # 004
of sets to facilitate
finding solution-sets

16 To review and be) able to 2--7 92/1,3,7,11,13,15
use the theorems of order

If average of test 3 and
is below

17 To learn the symbols used
in math logic

18 To learn what a sequence is
and the characteristics or
the arithmetic sequence

19 To discover and use the
formula for the genen,a1
term of an A.P and to
find the arithmetic mean

S, 88/25,27 Take test LA

Complete #1-36 pages 95..96
Then take Chap. test #2

ead and study pp. 99-103
101/1-17 odd

3-1 0, 107/1-15 odd
107-108/1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17019
R, 3-2 FS #005

20 To find the sum cif an
arithmetic series and use
of and interpreting the
summation sign (sigma

2, 111-112/1,5,7,9,13,15,19
S, 108/21,23,27
R, 3-3

117-118/1,5,9,11,1341
S, i3.2/21025,27

112-113/1,5,9,

cA4Am
n

c.



Lesson
NO ,

22

OBJECTIVE
To contilaraevelop
mastery of use of the
AP by solvin problems
involving the Arith. Prog.

ACTIVITY

To learn what a geometric
sequence is and discover an
use the formula for
the nth term of a G.P..

23 To be able to find the
\__geometrio mean (s)

24 To learn what a geometric
series is and to discover
and use the sum formula.
The summation notation
should be understood.'

To und:ostand meaning of
limitof a series and be
able of determine. the
boundedness.

To be able to determine
the sum of thE, infinite
geometric series

I average of tests 5,6, and
7 is below

118-119/1,7,11,13
113/11 112/29 Take test # 5
R 3-4

27 To review function and re-
lation, emphasizing domain
and range.,

28 To be able to draw mapping
diavam3 of functions and
to graph functions on the
coordinate plane.

29 To 7evIow the graphing of
the 1Lneal, equation

A 7. IS

30 IlevIw the graph of the
linen? inequal.ty

0, 122/1-16
123/3,5,7,9,13,17
123-124/10'5a
S, 112?31 FS.# 006
R, 3-5

3-5, 128/3,5,7,9,13,17,19,21
S, 124/9,10,11
R, 3-6 aLltILELE1

UMIIMINMIEW

3-6, 0 131/1-10
131/5,9,13,17,19,25

S, 128/23,25
123/15

R, 3-7

136-137/1,5,9
S, 131/7,15,27

132/1,5,9
R, 3-8 ..,vraws

3-8, 141/1,5,9,13,21,25
S, 137/3,7 Take test # /

FS # 204

Complete pages 145-146/1-25
Then take Chap. test # 3

R, 4-1
152-153/1,5,7,11,13,17,21,25,27

R, 4-2 FS # 212

-2, 153-159/1,3,7,9,15,21,23
S, 152-153/3,11,15,19,23
R, 4-3

4-3, 163/5,9,11,15,19,21,27,31
s, 159%25,27,29

4-4

4-4, 167/5,9,17,19,23,27
s, 163/25033 159/33. 153/31
R, 4-5 Take Test # 6

To review .:bo var3.ous
as?ecte of slope of a line
and methods of ol4Taining
the slope

4-5, 173-174/1,5,11,13,15,19,25,29
S, 167/25 153/29,33
R, 4-6



Less -.n
No. CJILL.,1

iia

1

To be able to write the
'equation of a line, given
2 po!mts on the line,
slope and 1 point or slope
and the y intercept. 7

!

0111111,111,

4-6, 176-179/1,5,9,11,17,19,23,25
Ss 173/17
R,

174/33
4-7 FS # 208

I.'"

33 To relate the linear
function to direct vari-

f

atioii, to find the coastantl

_
4-7 , 184-185/1-13 odd
S, 178-179/7,15,27,31
R, 4-8 Emphasize the differentot varlabaonkaaope, anu forma of /unction notation.to form the proportion of

variation.

34 To relate :':calctions to i 4-8, 188-189/1,3,5,9special forms, using 8, 186/3;7,9 179/35,39different subsets of the 173/17 :lead pp.194-195domain such as the step
Take Test # 9function

35
....-----__

To be abbto graph systems P, 5-1
of linear equations in the 202/1,4,9,11,11plane aad produco a R, 5-2
solution set.

--
36 Vo solve systems of linear 5-2, 208-209/1,5,9,13,17,21,2503equations by transformation- S, 202/15,17

involving elimination of ,

one variable by substi-
tution, addition or subtr.

R, 5 -3

37 To show ability to solve 5-3, 2147216/7,11,13,15,19,23,27,31
problems using 2 variables S, 209/37
and formiLg a pair o.:.

system of eruations. F., 5-4

.38 To show the 9.pplieation of 5* , 22C-221/9,11,17,21,27,31systems of Inequalitf.es 221/1
to the very impo:1-vane :;, 215/29 Take test #10present day lineal.
programming method,

H, 5-5

39 To :?sprocent on the plan-. 5-5227-228/1:5,9,13,15,19,23the 3 dimepsional concp
by plotting ordered triples
with respect to the 3
dimensiional axes.

i3, 222/5,6

To continue practAce 8, 227-228/7,11,17,21with the graphing concept 221/29,33 222/7,8
R, 56

To be able to rcp:aesent ths 5-6, 234/1,5,9,13,17,21,25
equation of a plane: as a S, 221/3 214/143 dimansion0 clzwing on u
plane using intercepts and
truces.

R, 5-6



Lesson'
No. 033 JECT:VE ACTIVITY-Tla To continuo practi-3727:

with sketching the: plane 221/35
in 3 d'-'-%i mai space. R, 5-7

43 To be able to represent
graphically 3 planes and
their pt(3) of intersectbal
Aln be able to maJ7e the
algebraic transformations
to give the solution set
corresponding to the point
of intersection of the
planes.

5-7, 240 -241/1,5,9,13:
S 241-242/1,5
S 234/39

7,21

To continuo practice with
finding solutions of
systems of equations in
3 variables and to apply
the methods to some verbal
problems.

If average of tests, 8,9,

1

10, and 11 is below

45 To review and be able to
apply the laws of positive
and negative exponents to
multiplication and divis-
ion end powers.

46

S, 240-241/7, 11,23,25
242/7,9 221/28

Take Test # 11

Complete pp. 244-243/1-23 and
take Chap. test # 5.

6-1, 255-256/1,5,9,13,17,21,25
29,33,35,39.

R 6-2

To review and reinforce
abilityto multiply poly-
nomials with particular
attention to the special
forms such as:

(a - b), (g + b) (a - b)
and (a +

258-259/1,5,9,13,17,21,25,29,33,
-37.

S 256/41
R. 6-3

To be able to facto_,
given polynomials, partic-
ulatly the trincrlal at
sight when over possible.

To continue practice
factoring polynom:.als

6-3,
S,

264/1,5,9,13,21,25,29,33037
256/43

S 264/3,7,11,27,31,39,43 45
256/45

R 6-4

To be able to apply
factoring ability to the
solving of equations
and p.roblmo

To continue practice in
factoring of polynomials
and oolving of problems
involving the factoring
of ovations

6-4, 268/1,5,9,13,17,21,25'290
269/3,5

S, 264-265/41,53,57 FS # 21' 7

S 268-269/11, 15,19,23:33
270/ 13,15
255/59961

R 6-5 Take Tent...e.



Lesson
No. OBJECTIVE ACTIVITY
51 t To apply factoring ability 6-5, 272/1,3,5,7,9,11,13

to solution of the S 270/17; 263-269/35,37
inequality. R 6-6

To be able to divido with
polynomials Is dividend
and divisor

6-6, 276/307,11,13,15,21,27,31
S 272/17; 269/39
R, 6-7

53

54

55

56

57

To be able to simplify
rational algebraic
expressions(fractions)

6-7, 279-230/529013117,19,25,27:29
S 277/33 272/15,16

272 R 6-8

To be able to find products
and quotients of rational
Algebraic exprosions.

6-8 282-283/1,3,7,94547,19,23
S 28o/33; 276/25
R 6-9 Take test #

To be able to add and
subtract rational
algebraic e;:pressions

6-9, 286-287/ 3,5,9,13,17,21,25, 29,
31,37

S 282-233/11,25

To continue practive with
addition and subtraction
of clgebraic fractf.ons,

S 286-287/11,19,27,35;39,41,43
283/27; 230/28, 35
R 6-10

Application of tho
operations with fractions
to equations :Ind 2roblems
with rational coefficients

6-10, 29O-291/3,7,9011,15021
292/' 5,7,11

S 277/35

58 To continue practive and
probbm solvin, of ration-
al algebraic equations

S 290-291/17, 23,25027,33,35
292-293/9,17,19

R 6-11

To show application to
fractional equations of
pr vious principles.
(variables appear-i the
denominator)

6-11, 296 - 297/5,13,19,21.27
298-299/5, 9: 11, 15

'283/29

60 To continue practice'
with fractional equations

S 297/11,23,25.29
298299/7, 13,19,31
287/49,53 Take Test # 15

61

If average o f t ests 2014
and 15 is below

Be able-to graph the power
function and 5.1 applica-
tion. as direct popoz,tion
to many types of important
physical science problems.

Complete pp301-302/1-23 and
take Chap, test #("..

R 7-1
0,309-310/1-19 odd
7-1, 310/1,3,5,7,11,15,17,21
R 7-2



Lesson
No. OBJECTIVE ACTIVITY

To be able to determine the
kinds and no. of roots of
radicals and estimate
roots from a graph of the
power function

63 To be able to dotormine
the rational roots: if any,
of a polynomial function

7-2 314-315/3,70a, 15,19
s 310/9,13;19

R 7-3

7-3, 319/5,9,13,15,19
S, 314-315/9, 13, 21

311/3,5
R 7-4

64 Review and be abis to
change decimal r.umerals to
rational numbers, and to
estimate the decimal value
of an irrational number,

7-4 324/1,5,9,13,15,21,25,31
S 320/17; 312/9
R 7-5

65 Be able to operate with
real numbers as radicals
(simplified form)-Multip-
lication and division

7-5, 328/1,3,7,9,15,19,23,27,33,37
S, 324/19,27,33
R 7-6 Take Test # 16

66 Be able to add and subtract
with simplified radical
expressions

7-6, 331-332/1,5,9,13,15,17,19:21,
25,27.

S, 329/49,51; 33'05
R, 7-7

67 Be able to simplify
products and quotients
which contain radicals

7-7, 333/1,3,7,9,23,27
q2a205,19,23,29,31,35,37

68 Be able to solve equations 7-8, 336-337/5,7,11,13,17,25,27,29
containing radicals I S 334/29,31,37041,43

RJ 7..9

69 Be abh to solve a qua`- 1 7-9, 340-3111/3,7,11,13,17,19,25,29,31
ratic equation by templet- S 337/35,37,41
ing the square. Use
completins the square to
derive; -the quadratic
formula

70 To gain skill in applica- S, 340-341/5,15,21,27,35,41,45,147
tion of the methods of 342/3p7; 337/31
solving a quadratic aqua- R 710
tion.

71 To learn to the rela-
tion between roots and
coefficients of . :t quadratic

7-10, 345/3,9,11,17,19,21,23
S 334/38,47 Take +:est # 17

If average of tests 16 and
17 is below

Complete pp 347-348/1-15
and take Chap. test # 7



Lesson. GB JECTI7ENo
72 To be abb to .graph and det

erminecharacteristios of
the Quadratic fl;metion

75 Firthor work With the
function yr-1 k.

ACTIVITY

R, 8-1, 0 356/1-17 odd
357/1,5,9,13,15,19,23

RI 8-2

74 To be able to solve the
quadratic inequality by
factoring and graph

7 To know and underzand the
imaginary unit (1) and to
simplify radical express-
ions with neg. radicand.

.41MM,

8-2, 360-361/1,5,9,13,17; 361/1
S 357/7,11,17,21,25; FS#014 R 8-3

8-3,364/1,5,9,13:
S, 361/307; 360-361/3,7915i 357/20
Rs 8-4; TalatmLtIll

8-4, 368-369/1,5,9,13,17,21,25,293 33,
37,39.

S, 364/3,15
R, 8-5

76 To identify the corplo.;t
no.(a+bii and her to work
with them in aff,d. and. sub.

To be abb to determine the
nature of tho hoots of a
quadratic equatn by use
of the discriminant.

8-5, 373/1,5,9,13,17,21,25,29,33.
S 368-369/3/7,11,15,27,41,43
R, 8-6

8-6, 377/1,5,11,15,23
S, 373/7,15,19,27,31
R, 8-7 Take test # 19

78

79

To be able to doter:mine
values of a polynomial
function by synthetic sub,

To understand the remain-
der theorem and is cor-
ollary, the factw :. theorem
and be able to use the
factor therem to find the
zeros of a function.

80 Be able to apply the fund-
amental theorem of algebra
and to estimato real roots
of a polynomial when they
are not rationa,

83. Continue to prastice in
finding estimations of
rnots.

8-7, 380-381/1,5,9,17,21,25.
Ss 377/7, 13/17025; 364/7
,R, 8-8

8-8, 384/1,5,9,13,17,21,25,29,31
S, 380-381/15,23

364/11
R, 8-9

8-9, 388-389/1,5,7,17, 21.
S 38)4.-385/347,11,15,19,23

S, 388-389/3:11919,23

Take test # 20

If average of tosZ.s 18,19
and 20 is below

Complete pp. 3931-13. and then
take Chap. test #

2 Tb understand the extent-
icn of the laws 02: expearmt
to rational numb::,s and to
write radicals In f7.:pon,:,:nt-
ial form

R 9-1: 400-401/ 1,5,7,11,13,17,21,
25.9,29,33,L1.

11, 9-2; FS# 212



Lesson
1To, ACTTVITY

83 I To understnnd that all 9-2, 404/1,5:9,15,17,21
real nu:.abea--; S, ::.00401/3,9,35,23,31,35
as exponents and to be able R. 9-3
to graph tllo c .:;;:ponential

functioli.

To 3dontfiTy thc. Lilmrse of
a funct1-n and t,.- able to
graph a. J7,ancti:n arr. its
inver,z

9-3, 407/1,5,9,13
S 404/3,12,19,23

401/19,27,37
R 9-4

85 I To idr)nt:I..'y spocii11.-Ially 94, )-10/1,5,9,13,17,25,29;
the 5.nverso of tho expon- S. 407/3,7; 404/25;
entiai '1.1no:,::or.. as them. . R, 95 Take Test # 21
logahmi.c j'uftiol an....

be abl 'co t-qlaLge ivom
one fom to the o'The-2.

To entabin t1' linani.ng 9-5, 4-414/1,59,13,15,17:23:27
arse' 11.1.n of the teams, S. 410/11,15,27,35
precision accu7acy of a R 9-6
measurement and '.:(3 review

scientific na.;ation.

To uncizrstarld common log- 9-6, 47/1-25 odd
arithms, the chai,aGtoristicc. S 413-414/3,17,19,21:25.29,33
mantissa, and th9 anti- R, 9-7

u..;0

To be abic to u!7° inter-
polatLon to yin'. mantissas
of the logs of 4 signif.m

89 To lea.:,n how ';c) tin the
produc'c, and quotlen of
decimal nunberc using
logarithms. .

I

90 To lepz,n how to find
powei's and root;, or dec71.mal
numbers by usj.ng leg-
aritbms.

97, 419/1.3,5-13,15,17
s, 414/28; 410/7:9,13;
R 98; Take Test # 22

9-8,
s,

423/5911,17,23,25,33,35
410/3,23:33

R, 99

99, 426-427/1,3:7,23,25,29,35.
427/1

s, 410/39
R, 9-10



Lesson
no.

OBJECTIVE ACTIVITY

91 o be able to solve equations re-
Wiring the use of logarithms.

9-10/1,5,9,13,17,21
S 428/7; 426/27; 401/45 FS#011

92 Additional practice in solution of
various types of equations using
logarithms.

S 430/7,15,19,23; 488/5; 427/35,37,41
423/29 TEST 1#23

If average of tests #21,22,amd Complete page 432, #1-10
23 is below Take chapter test #9

93 Review of coordinates in the plane, R 10-1
and developing the distance formula 437-438/1,5,9,13,17,19,23,29

R 10-2

94 To review slope and the point slope 10-2 441/1,5,9,13,17,
form and establish and use the S 437/3,15,21,25
slope relationship of perpendicular
lines.

R 10-3

95 To find the equation of the circle 10-3 443-444/1,5,9,13,17,21,25
using the distance formula and S 441/7,11
definition of the circle as a locus 437/7
or a set of points. Be able to find
the center and radius of .a circle.

R 10-4 FS.015

96 Be able to find the equation of I 10-4 448-449/1,5,9,17,21
the parabola using the foci, dir- S 443/3 441/15 437/7
ect.rix and distance. Recognize and R 10-5 Take Test#24
describe the parabola whose equation
is given.

I

97 Be able to fine the equation of the. 10-5 452-453/1,5,9,13,15,17
ellipse using focal points and 448-449/7,15,19
distance. Identify and describe 443/16
the ellipse from the given equation. 10-6

98 To determine the equation of the 10-6 457-458/1,5,11,13,15
hyperbola from the given information 452-453/3,7,17
and to identify and describe the 448-449/3,13
equation of the hyperbola. R10-7

99 Understand the inverse variation 10-7 461-462/1,3,5,9,13,17 FS203
and application of the hyperbolic S 457-458/3,14
function and be able to use tha 453/16,19
inverse variation. R 10-8 Take TestH25



Lesson
En.

1100

CBJECTIVE

Be able to graph the different
quadratic eqations and determine
the solutions.

L
ACTIVITY

10-8 464-465/1,5,9,13,17
S 462-463/1,5

462/11,15; 458/19

101. Continue the graphin of quadratic
systems to indicate the number and
the approxirate solutions.

102

S 464-465/5,15,23
463,3,7: 462/19,21

R 19-9

453/23 4444/

To learn how to algebraically de-
termine the solution sets of linear
quadratic systems by substitution.

10-9 466-467/5,7,9,13,21
467/1,3 464-465/11,21

R 10-1)

103 To learn how to solve quadratic
quadratic systems by combining the
equations in some manner and
eliminating any one variable.

1010 469-470/1,5,9,13,17
S 467-468/5,7

466-467/15
462/23

104 Review the methodS of solution of
systems and additional practice in
problem solvin.

S -469-470/3,7,15
470-471/1,5,7
467/19; 461/7 Test 426

If average of tests 424,25, and 26
is below

Complete page 473 4 1-13:
and Chapter Test 410

105 To review the geometric angle and
correlate with rotation and the
angle in standard position.

R11-1; 484-485/1,3,7,9,11,13,17,21
R11-2

106 To.-review the measurement of angles
in degrees and to learn the radian
measure of an angle and the re-
lationship of the radian to degree
measure.

107 To learn the coordinate definition
of.the sine and cosine function and
why they are called circular.
functions.

11-2 48)/1,5,9,13,17,21,25,33
S A84/5,15,19
R 11-

11-3 493-494/1,3,5,9,13,17,21
S 489/7,23,31

485/23
R 11-4 Test 428



Lesson
No. OBJECTIVE PCTIVITY

108 To learn the values of the trig- 11-4 498/1,3,7,9,13,15,17
onometric functions for special S 493-494/11,15,23 489/19
angles: 30 ,45 ,60 , 90 , etc.,
including multiples of 360 .

11-5

109 To learn to use trigonometric tables 11-5 502/1,5,9,13,17,21,25,33,41,45
and to find the approximate values S 498/5,11
of trigonometric functions. R 11-6

110 To learn how to find reference 11-6 505-506/1,5,9,11,13,15,19,25,33,39,45,
angles and arcs for angles greater S 498/19
than 90 or radians. R 11-7 Test #29

111 To be able to correctly graph the 11-7 512/1,5,6,8,13,15
the sine and cosine functions, S 505-506/3,27,45,49
learning the meaning of amplitude
aril period.

R 11-8 FS 4202

112 To learn by definition, in terms of 11 -8 516-517/1,5,9,11,15,17,19,31,37
sine and cosine, the tangent, co- S 512/3,7
tangent, secant and cosecant
functions.

R 11-9 FS #224

113 To learn to use all six functions, 11-9 521/3;7,9,11,13,15
as required, to solve right triangles 521-522/1,5
and their application to problems S 516-517/7,21,33 506/53
requiring solution of right triangles.

114 Continue practice in solving right S 522-523/3,9,11
triangles utilizing angles of 521/5,17,19
elevation and depression. 517/13,23,39,43 Test #30

If average of tests #28,29, and 30
is below

Complete Page 525. #1-15 and Chapter Test 11

115 To learn the eight fundamental R12-1 529-530/1,3,5,7,9,13,17,19
identities and how to use them in
simplifications of trigonometric
expressions.

R 12-2



Lesson
Fo. OBJECTIVE

117

o carp UDC a":. sfir13 es
proofs and development of other
identities plus simplification of
soms complicated trigonometric ex-
pressionpl: c ex-

To Itsrarlikr specil formulas are
needed for sums and differences of
trigonometric functions of an angle
and what the cosine of a sum or
differende is.' .

ACTIVITY

J771171737=1171.011---------
529-530/11;15023
12-3

12-3 540-541/1,5,9,13,17,21,25
S-532-533/7015,25

12-4 Take test #31

no To use the previous.formaato find
the formulas for the sine and tan-
gent of a SUM or difference and to
use them

119 To derive more identities for
double and half-angle formulas.

12 -4 547448/1,5,9,13,17,25,29
S 51,1/11,2k$29

533/19
R 12-5

"=0.1=11i11111:

124 554-555/1,5,9,13,17.523,31,39
S 547-548/11,33,39,41,53
R 12-6 Bake test #32

120 ITo develop the Lau of Cosines and
to apply the Law to the solution
of oblique triangles.

12-6 558/1,3,5, 559/1,3
S 554-555/11,19,25,35,41 FS#222

21 To develop and use the Law of

Sines, and to a'-ply the Law to

oblique triangles.
\MP

122 To continue practice with appli-
cations of the sine and cosine laws
to examples and problems.

12-7 563-564/2,3,5,11 19
564-565/1,5

S 554/29,43 548/47,49 FS #223

563-564/7,15,21

565/7; 558/9 555/47,63,65
548/35,45 Take test #33

If average of tests 331,32,33 is
below,

Complete page 566 A-10 and take Chap.

test #12

123 To learn to graph and use notation
for tho inverses of the periodic

functions and principal value

13-1 57/1-575/11,7,9,13,15,17,5029,

R 13-2



Lesson
No. OBJECTIVE ACTIVITY

124 To be able to find solutions to 13-2 579/1,5,9,13,17,23,27
equations involving circular and S 574-575/5,11,21,27
Trigonometric functio ns. R 13- Test #34

125 To learn what polar coordiantes 13-3 583-A4/1,5,9,13,17,21,25,29,31,33,35
are plus using them to produce S 579/21,33
polar graphs, and the interchange
with Cartesian Coordiantes.

R 13-4

126 To apply the polar form to complex 13-4 590-591/1,5,9,11,17,21,25,31
numbers and become acquainted with
and to use De roivre's Theorem.

S 583-564/7,15,19

127 Continue practice with complex S 590-591/7,13,19,23,33
numbers and use of De ;oivres 584/27,37,43 579 ' 11
Theorem.

12S To learn how vectors may be used R 13-5 595/1,3,5,9,13,15 FS #213
to represent directed line seg- S 590/3,15,27
meets and notation. 579/15,25 Test 435

If average of tests 434 and 35
is below

Complete Chapter Test #13

129 To lean; the Fundamental Principle 14-1 601/1,3,7,9,11,13,15
of counting, as related to R 14-2
Cartesian Products.

I
.

130 To learn the principle of per- 14-2 604-605/1,5,9,13,17,21,25
mutations and be able to find S 601/5,17
linear .7-And circular permutations. R-3

-
5

131 To continue practice in finding 14-1 606-607/1,5,9,13,17
the number of distinguishable S 604-605/3,7,11,27, 601/8
permutations R 14-4 Test #36

132 To learn to cunt subsets, to 14-4 609-610/1,3,7,11,13,15
determine the number of combin- S 606-607/3,15 605/15,19
ations that can be formed from a
given set.

R 14-5



Lesson
No. OBJECTIVE ACTIVITY

133 To be able to find tte number of
combinations that can be formed from
several sets.

14-5 611-612/1,3,5,7,1'
S 609-610/5,17 606-607/7,15

i

R 14-6

134 To develop and apply the binomial 14-6 614/1,5,9,13,15
theorem, to expand a binomial and
also to find a given term of a
binomial expansion.

S 612/9,12 609/9,10

1135
6

'To
I

continue practice with the S 614/3,1107,19 612/13; 609/6,12

I
binomial theorem and its application. 606/11 605/23

R
I

14-7

I

136 Iu note Ve application of Pascal's 14-7 616/1,5,7,9
Triangle and combinations to the
finding of coefficients of terms in
the binomial expansion.

S 611/2,8 609/2,8 Test #37

137 To learn to properly list a sample 14-8 618-619/1,3,7,9
space of events and select specified
events.

S 616/3,6,8 601/10,14

138 To contivue practice with events S 618/2,5,8,10
and sample spaces. 614/7,14,16 607/14,16

R 14-9

139 To understand the meaning of moth- 14-9 621/1,5,9,13
ematical probability and develop, S 618/6 616/10 610/14 605/23
and use, the basic formula for
probability.

R 14-10

140 o determine what is meant by 14-10 624/1,5,7,
mutually.exclusive events, tie
formula and application of the
formulas.

S 621/37 614/2 618/4 610/16

141 ontinue application of finding

.,

S 624/3,648 614/18 622/11
robabilities. 611/4,6 610/18

R 14-11

.



Lesson
No

,

OBJECTIVE- ACTIVITY

142 To determine the difference between 14-11 626-627/1,5,9,11 624/2,4
independent and dependent events and
how to determine probabilities of
said events.

-,,

621/4,6 610/19

143 To continue practice with probability
problems. S 626 - 627/2,3,7,10 622/11,,15

612/15 Test #38

144 If average cf tests #36,37,38
is below

Complete Page 629 #1-11 and Chapter Test 414

145 To understand matrix, entry, dim- R 15-1 638/1,5,9,13,17,21 25
ension. How to find sum of matrices, R 15-2
rules for adding the identity and
the inverse

1

X146 Be able to find product of a scalar 15-2 641/1,5,9,13,17,21
and .a matrix S 638/3,11,23

R 15-3

147 Be able to find the product of 15-3 645/1,5,9,13,17,21
two matrices. S 641/3,15; 638/27

R 15-4

...

148 To investigate and discover 15-4 648/1,5,9,13,17,21,25
properties of matrix multiplication. S 645/7,15,19'

149 To apply and review operations S 648/3,7,15119,23
with matrices. 645/11,15; 641/7,19

15-5

150 From the give definition of the 15-5 652 - 653/1,5,9,13,17,21,25

determinant, find the determinant S 648/11 645/3
of given 2x2" and 3x3 matrices., by
expansion by minors.

R 15-6

151 Be able to find the inverse of a 15-6 656-657/1,5,9,13,17,21,25
matrix using the determinant 652-653/11,15,23,27
function R 15-7



Lesson
No. OBJECTIVE ACTIVITY

152 Be able to solve lieear systems by 15-7 661/1,5,9,17,21
matrix solution pnd by Cramer's S 656-657/7,11,15,23 653/29 Test 44p
Rule.

153 Continued practice with matrices. S 661/7,15,19 656-657/3,19
To review and strengthen ability to 652-653/7,31 648/27 645/23
wo=k with matrices and their
determinants.

If average of tests 1#39,40 is Complete Page 663 1-10 and Test 15
below



L
PARA?ETRIC FOW OF EQUATIONS

IN COORDINATE PLANES

1

VI. Space GaJmet7y

G12-S

1. The student can write out and
graph parametric equations, in
keeping with his ability.

Readiness: The student is
familiar with algebraic
equations and graphing in a
coordinate system.

. Am. Bk. Co.; Kline, et. al.,
FOUNDATIONS OF ADVANCED MATHEMATICS,
pp 271 - 274 c 1959

b. AI.; Shanks, et. al., pp 15 - 33,
79 - 90; c 1965, PRE - CALCULUS
MATHEMATICS

VECTOR FORI , OF LINES AND PLANES IN SPACE

VI. Space Geometry

G12-S

2. The learner can identify, by
defining and graphing, the
vector form of lines and
planes, within the limit of

his ability,

Readiness: The student is
familiar with scalar quantities
and plotting points on a co-
ordinate system.

2a. A!; Shanks, et. al., pp 40 - 57
PRE- CALCULUS H!kTHE,ATICS; c 1965



DIHEDRAL AND POLYHEDRAL ANGLES

VI. Space Geometry

G12-S

3. Given a set of half planes, the
student Can construct dihedral
and polyhedral angles, in
keeping with his ability.

Readiness: The student rec-
ognizes planes, half-planes and
lines.

=
3a. AW; PRE-CALCULUS MATHEMATICS;

Shanks, et. al., c 1965; pp 72-74

b. Am. Bk. Co.; Kline, et, al. c 1959
FOUNDATIONS OF ADVANCED MATHEMATICS;
pp 18-25

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION, CUMULATIVE
FREQUENCY AND PERCENTILES

4. Given a list of data, the
learner can compute the fre-
quency distribution, cumulative
frequency and classify the
percentiles, within the limits
of his capabilities.

Readiness: The student ie
familiar with arithmetic
averages.

XL_spar;e nm t

n12-s

4a. Am. Bk. Co.; Kline, et. al. c 1959;
FOUNDATIONS OF ADVANCED MATHEMATICS;
pp 403-408



IX. Statistics

VARIANCE AND STANDARD DEVIATION
G12-S

5. Given a distribution, the
student can compute the variation
and standard deviation, in keep
ing with his ability.

Readiness: The student is
familiar with frequency distri-
bution, mean, mode, and median.

5a. Am. Bk. Co.; Kline, et. al. c 1959;
FOUNDATIONS OF ADVANCED MATHEMATICS;
pp 410-413

PERMTATIONS AND CXXIBINATIONS

IX. Statistics

G12-S

6. Given a set of objects, the
student can arrange these
objects according to P(n,r) and
C(n,r), commensurate with his
ability.

Readiness: The student is fami-
liar with the fundamental
principles of counting, and
ordered pairs.

6a. Ave.; Shanks, et. al. c. 1965;pp470-75
PRE-CALCULUS MATHEMATICS;

b. Am. Bk. Co.; Kline, et. al. c 1959;
FOUNDATIONS OF ADVANCED MATHEMATICS:
pp 370-378



PROB:EILITY - SETS

IX. Statistics

G12-S 1
7. Given two events, the student 7a. Am. Bk. Co., Kline, et. al., c 1959;

can apply the addition and FUNDATIONS OF ADVANCED I ?THE ATICS
multiplication theorems to pp381-387
predict the probability of the
events occurring, within the
limit of his ability.

Readiness: The student is aware
that an event can occur or not
occur and if the event occurs,
it can happen in ire than one
way.

THE WRAPPING FUNCTION

X. Trigonometry

G12-S

8. The student 'can correctly define 8a. A).; Shanks, et. al. c 1965,
the wrapping function when re- PRE-CALCULUS LATHE ATICS; pp 187-191
quested to do so, according to
his ability.

Readiness: The student is
familiar with number line and
one-to-one, one-to-two, etc.,
correspondence.



CIRCULAR FUNCTIONS

X. Trigonometry

G12-S

Readiness: The student is
familiar with functiOns.

9. The student can define, in
writi6g, the three basic circular
functions and their reciprocals,
in keeping with his ability.

9a. Avd.; Shanks, et. al. c. 1965;

PRE-CALCULUS MATHEMATICS; pp 191-200

b. Am. Bk. Co., Kline, et. al., c 1959
FOUNDATIONS OF ADVANCED MATHEWATICS;
pp 65-78

Tri onomet ,

I

GRAPMS OF TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS

----/X.

G12-S

10. The student can demonst;ate his
ability to graph the basic trig-
onometric functions, including
variations in amplitude and
phase shift, within the limit
of his ability.

Readiness: The student can
graph algebraic functions; the
student is familiar with concept
of basic trigonometric functions

10a. AW., Shanks, et. al., c 1965;
PRE-CALCULUS MATHEMATICS; pp 200-1

b. Am. Bk. Co., Kline, et. al., c 1959
FOUNDATIONS OF ADVANCED MATHEMATICS;
pp 106-119



TRIGONCMETRIC IDENTITIES

X. TrigonoMetry

G12-S

11. Given a trigonometric expression
the student can simplify the
expression or sentence by
applying the fundamental ident-
ities, within the realm of his
ability.

Readiness: The student knows
the fundamental trigonometric
identities.

lla.

b.

Am. Bk. Co. Kline, et. al., c. 1959;
FOUNDATIONS OF ADVANCED MATHEMATICS!
PP 120-129.

N., Shanks, et. al., c 1965;
PRE-CALCULUS MPTHERATICS; pp 248-56.

TRICCNU;ETRIC EQUATIONS

X. Trigonometry

G12 -S

12. Given a list of trigonometric
equations, the student can
solve the equations, within the
limit of his ability.

Readiness: The student is
familiar with the solution of
algebraic equations and a
knowledge of trigonometric
functions.

12a. AM., Kline, et. al. c., 1959;
FOUNDATIONS OF ADVANCED MATHINATES;
pp130-135

b. A:, Shanks, et. al. c., 1965;
PRE-CALCULUS r.ATHEPATICS; pp 283-5



K. Trigonometry
FUNCTICNS OF THE Slit , DIFFERENCE,

DOUBLE AND HALF ANGLE FORE. UL
G12-S

13. Given an angle or angles, the 13a.

student can calculate their sum,
difference, double and half
angles by using the appropriate
formula, in keeping with his b.

ability.

Readiness: The student is
acquainted with the circular
trigonometric functions.

AC, Shanks, et. al. c., 1965;
PRE-CALCULUS MATHEMATICS;
pp 252-263

Am. Bk. Co.; Kline, et. al.; c 1959
FOUNDATIONS OF ADVANCED MATHEMATICS;
pp 136-152

INVERSES OF TRIOONDETRIC
FUNCTIONS AND RELATIONS

X. Trigonometry

G12-S

14. The student can identify the
inverse circular functions in
writing and given a value, can
compute the corresponding numbe
of radians or degrees, within
the limit of his capacity.

Readiness: The student is
acquainted with the circular
functions and algebraic inverses

14a. Ai., Shanks, et. al., c 1965;
PRE-CALCULUS MATHEMATICS;
pp 276-283

b. Am. Bk. Co.; Kline, et. al. c 1959;
FOUND,rj'ONS OF ADVANCED MATHEMATICS,
pp 153-16D



POLAR COORDINATES

X. Trigonometry

] G12-S

15. Given a set of ordered pairs of
the form (r,P), the student can
plot till ordered pair on a polar
coordin,7 stem,within the
limit of his ability. .

'-'eadiness: The student is
familiar with radii and angles,
( angle measurement).

15a. .64., Shanks, et.al. c. 1965;
PRE - CALCULUS MATHEMATICS:
pp 370-382

b. Am. Bk. Co.; Kline, et. al. c. 1959;
FOUNDATICNS OF ADVANCED MATHEMATICS,
pp 274 285

SINE AND COSINE LAWS

L_Tri9onometry

G12-S

16. Given certain parts of a tri-
angle, the learner can solve the
triangle by applying the sine or
cosine law, within the limit of b.

his capability,

16a. AI" PRE-CALCULUS !ATHE0,ATICS;
Shanks, et. al. c. 1965; pp 226-40

Readiness: The learner is
familiar with the trigonometric
functions.

Am. Bk. Co. Kline, et. al. c 1959;
FOUNDATIONS OF ADVANCED MATHEMATICS;
pp 179-190



X. Trigonometry

SOLVING RIGHT AND OBLIQUE TRIANGLES
VIA LOGARITHMS

G12-S

17a. Given a set of circular log-
arithmic functions and anti-
logarithms, the student can
match the anti-logarithms with
the circular functions and vice
versa, within the limit of his
ability. .

Readiness:c,The student is
familiar with circular functions
and logarithms.

17b. Given certain parts of a tri-
angle, the student can solve
the triangle through the use
of logarithms.

Readiness: The learner can
convert from circular functions
to logarithms and back again.

17a. AW.; Shanks, et. al. c 1965;
PRE-CALCULUS MATHEMATICS;
pp 233-236

ROTATION AND TRANSLATION TRANSFORrATIONS

XI. Analytical Geometry

G12-S

18. The learner can rotate and 18a.
translate the conic sections on
a coordinate plane, according
to his ability.

b.

Readiness: The student
familiar with the conic
and the coordinate axis

is
sections
system.

A!., Shanks, et. al. c 1965;
PRE-CALCULUS MATHEMATICS;
pp. 364-369

Am. Bk. Co. Kline, et. al. c l919;
FOUNDATIONS OF ADVANCED MATHEMATICS;
pp 310-314



POLYNOWI!L FUNCTIONS

--1XIII. Functions

G12-S

19a. The student can apply the
division, remainder, factor and
fundamental axioms of algebra
to a given set of polynomials,
commensurate with his ability.

Readiness: The student can

19a.

1 b.

AW.; Shanks, et. al. c 1965;
PRE-CALCULUS MATHEMATICS:
pp 140-145

Am Bk. Co.; et. al. c 1959;
FOUNDATIONS OF ADVANCED MATHEMATICS;
pp 316-329

recognize a polynomial function.

19b. The student can graph polynomial 19b1.
functions by sketching, accord-
ing to his ability.

Readiness: The student is
familiar with graphing and
polynomials.

Al., Shanks, et. al. c 1965;
PRE-CALCULUS FATHE ATICS;
pp 145-150

19b2 Am. Bk. Co. Kline, et. al. c 1959;
FOUNDATIONS OF ADVANCED MATHEMATICS;
pp 316-329

POLYNDIAL FUNCTIONS

20. Given a set of functions, the
student can compare and contrast
continuity, rational functions,
and algebraic functions, accord
ing to his ability.

Readiness: The learner is
familiar with polynomial func;.
tions.

XIII. Functions

G12-S

20a, A;., Shanks, et. al. c 19651
PRE-CALCULUS MATHEMATICS;
pp 150-163

b. im. Bk. Co., Kline, et. al. c 1959;
FOUNDATIONS OF ADVANCED MATHEMATICS;
pp 318-319



EXPONENTIAL FUNCTIONS

XIII. Functions

G12-S

21. The student can define and gr'aph
exponential functions, within
the means of his ability.

Readiness: The student is
familiar with exponents, func-'
tions and graphing.

21a.

b.

AW., Shanks, et. al. c 1965;
PRE-CALCULUS MATHEMATICS;
pp 163-171

Am. Bk. Co., Kline, et. al. c 1959;
FOUNDATIONS OF ADVANCED MATHEMATICS;
pp 265-270

COMPLEX NUMBERS

1

XIII. Radicals and
Variables

C'12 -S

22. Given a set of complex numbers,
the student can perform the
basic operations on them, in
both the rectangular and polar
coordinate systems, as instructed b.

and within the limit- of his
capability.

22a. Am. Bk. Co., Kline, et. al. c 195?;
FOUNDATIONS OF ADVANCED : ATHEYATICS;
pp 476-483

Readiness: The student is
familiar with the rer..and
imaginary number systeS.

A Shanks, et. al. c 1965;'
PRE-CALCULUS :,ATHE,ATI CS;
pp 263-272



XIV. ratrices and

MATRICES AND DETERIIMANTS
DeterminanI3

G12-S

23a. The student can define matrices
and determinants, within the
limit of his ability.

Readiness: The student is
familiar with systems of linear
equations.

23b. The student can evaluate second
and third order determinants,
according to his ability.

Readiness: The student is
familiar with rectangular
arrays of numbers.

23a. AW., Shanks, et. al. c 1965;
PRE-CALCULUS MATHEMATICS;
pp 449-450

b. Am. Bk. Co., Kline, et. al. c 1965;
FOUNDATIONS OF ADVANCED MATHEMATICS;
pp 461-462

23a. AW., Shanks, et. al. c 1965;
PRECALCULUS MATHEMATICS;
pp 451-457

b. Am. Bk. Co., Kline, et. al. c 1959;
FOUNDATIONS OF ADVANCED MATHEMATICS;
pp 462-472

CRAk ER'S RULE

i

XIV. Matrices and
Determinants

G12-S

24. within the limit of his ability, 24a.
the student can apply Cramer's
Rule when solving systems of
linear equations.

b.

Readiness: The student is
familiar with determinants, and
systems of linear equations.

AW., Shanks, et. al. c 1965;
PRE-CALCULUS MPTHEMATICS;
pp 456-461

Am. Bk. Co. Kline, et. al. c 1959;
FOUNDATIONS OF ADVANCED MATHEMATICS;
pp 472-473



SUPPLEMENTARY MATHENATICS AIDS AND SOURCE,

Allyn and Bacon, Inc.
470 Atlantic Ave.
Boston, Mass.

Creative Teaching of Mathematics in the Ele-
mentary School, by Alvin N. tfestcott and
James A. Smith $3.95

Ninon Bradley (Games) Related Facts Cards
Springfield, Mass. 01101 No. 7608 Add. and Subtr.
(Dept. GT-1-68 for Teaching Aids) No. 7609 iiult. -Div.

John D. Caddy
Box 251
Canoga Park, Calif. 91305

Concept Company
P.O. Box 273
Belmont, Bass. 02178

Cuisenaire Co. of America, Inc.
12 Church St.
New Rochelle, N. Y. 10805

or
9 Elm Ave., lit. Vernon, N. Y.

Edukaid of Ridgewood
1250 East Ridgewood Ave.
Ridgewood, II. Y.

Encyclopedia Brittanica
425 North Mich p=n Ave.,
Chicago, Ill. s.11

Fidget Digit
The Roalex Co.
Forest Hills 74, N. Y.

Quizmo
No. 9309 Add.-Subtr.
No. 9310 NUlt.-Div.

Arithme-sticks No. 7601

1.10

2.00
2.00

5.00

The Six Wonderful Records of Facts
1 record $7.95; 2 records $15; all 6, $39.50
Additional reduction on more than 4 complete sets,
"Quickest, easiest, surest way to diagnose chil-
dren's difficulties 4th the facts." 390 basic
facts.

Record ,P,!1 - Gr. 1, Up Record :4 - Gr. 3, Up
11 2 - Gr. 2, Up " 5 - Gr. 1-3, Up
" 3 - Gr. 1,2, Up t' 6 - Gr. 4, Up

Activity cards for independent exploration, de-
signed to accompany liath Games& Puzzles Kit , 1.

(About $8.50?)

Cuisenaire Rods (72 in box, 15 boxes for $14.95)

Count-a-Line (Lola May)
(catalogue)

Math Workshop for Children (Instructional

(Silent Teacher Games) Naterials Div.AT 68-
27

Movable plastic Magic Squares -- 4 to the set.



Field Educational Publications,
(World Book Corp.) Inc.

1Jo. Rep.:
Terry H. Swirl
2028 II, Oriole
Colorado Springs,Colo.

80909

Ginn and Company
Wyo. Rep.: Jack Baier

P.O. Box 1133
Bozeman, Montana

59715

Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc.
7555 Caldwell Ave.
Chicago, Ill. 60648

Wyoming Representatives:

Secondary
David A. Jones
25147 114th Avenue

Greeley, Colo. 80631

Elementary
Homer Hjerleid
610 Heather Drive
Loveland, Colo. 80537

D. C. Heath and Company
1815 Prairie Avenue
Chicago 16, Illinois

Heller, Bruce and Co.
1 Wall Street
New York, N. Y. 10005

Holt, Rinehart, Winston,Inc.

Hope-Math Games
Turnpike Press, Inc.
Box 170
Annandale, Virginia 22003

Suppl. Math Aids and Sources - page 2

Cyclo-Teacher Kit $49.50. Includes 179 Study
wheels, 2 answer wheels, Teacher's manual,
Storage File with dividers, 2 Cyclo-Teacher
Machines.
Cycle-Teacher ifachine $12.75
Package C: 80 Study Vheels $14.55 (Sets, addi-
tion, subtraction, multiplication and division
of whole numbers, numeration, measures, geometry,
fractions.)

Film St2ips:
No. 4 - Division and Multiplication on the

Number Line
No. 5 - Properties ; of multiplication
No. 5"(9 Filmstrip - Elkins

- Bar Graph, Line Graph, Circle Graph
Graphs in Daily Life

MATHEMATICS SKILL BUILDER - Records - 3 Albums
at $30.(X). Each album 12 33 1/3 RPM
Album (1r. 2-4) Basic Facts, Sums 0-10;

Products 0-18
Album 2 (Gr.3-5) Basic Facts, Sums 11-18:

Products 20 to 81
Album 3 (Gr. 5-8) Special Purpose Drills

(Problems such as 28 + 5 = ? (7 x 8)+6.?
471 7 Includes fractions, decimals, and
percents.)

I m EN TARRY iiATi IiATICS ENRICIEIENT, by Dr. Lola J.
May( Grades 3 through 6). Order through School
Department.

LEAR1IING TO COPUTE, Books I and II, by 11. L.
Jones, J. R. Cleric, and IL A. Potter (1967)

HEXSTAT, Probability Demonstrator

Free - Large Addition Facts Chart
- Large Subtraction Facts Chart
- Large Multiplication Facts Chart
- Large Division Facts

Book of Math Puzzlers - Free

Multiple Computation Board $12.

The Same Difference No. 1, No.
The Sum's the Same, No. 1, No,
Concentration. Number Nhist,

(3 separate games)

78

2 (2 games)
2 (2 games)
You Find It



MP

Houghton Lifflin Co.
777 California Avenue
Palo Alto, Calif. 94304

or
1900 South Batavia Ave.
Geneva, Illinois 60134

or
6626 Oakbrook Blvd.
Dallas, Texas 75235

(Above are all regional sales
offices.)

Suppl. Math Aids and Sources - page 3

Manipulative Aids Specimen Kit No. 1-4419 $4.95
Number line No. 1-4478(set of 10) $2.40
(Transparent plastic ruler with number
line marked - for overhead use)

Geometric Shapes(set) 1-4440 $1.20
Six models - sphere, cube, rectangular solid,
cylinder; cone, and pyramid - of transparent
blue plastic suitable for use on overhead.

Colored Centimeter Rods No. 1-4423 (kit of 19)
Sound like Cuisenaire rods done on centimeter
basis. Match illustrations in Modern School
Math. text.

Open-end abacus kit, 1-4455 $1.20

Abacus supplement, 1-4468 $0.66 (for use with
open-end abacus - base 2, base 5, base 8 rods)

IN PREPARATION - Tes3heris Guide - Manipulative
Aids, No. 1-4421.

Ideal School Supply Co. Pegboards,
11000 S. Lavergne Ave. 1010 P. Plastic 10" x 10"
Oak Lawn, Illinois 60453 66 P Plastic 6" x 6"
(included in many other catalogs) 66 11 Uood 6" x 6"

NuMber Lines $1.00 to $2.00

Imperial International Learning it 123 Sot Only (40 tapes, 30 nupil booklets
for each, 3 teacher's manual) $217

123 C - Complete program in Cassette form $319

Self Teacher Tester Checker (1963)

No. 2700 1 Doz. addition cards $3.00
2710 (New math. 10 ) 3.00
2701 1 Doz. Subtraction Cards 3.00
2711 (not; math. " 3.00
2702 1 Doz. lhatiplication Cable 3.00
2712 (net: Lath n 3.00
2703 1 Doz. Division Cards 3.00
2713 (New math. " ) 3.00

90 cents
45 cents
75 cents

Konworthy educational Service,
Inc.

Buffalo, N. Y.

(Included in many other
catalogs)



N and ii Associates

liedia Division
P.O. Box 1107
Danbury, Conn. 06810

National Council of Teachers
Iiathematics
1201 Sixteenth St. N. IL
liashington, D. C. 20036

S.R.A.

Science Research Associates,
259 .ast Drie St.
ChicaZo, Illinois 60611

(subsidiary of 1E1)

Scott Foreman and Co.
433 Nast uric St.
Chicago, Illinois

Selective Education Equip,
Three Bridge Street
Newton, llass. 02195

Simon and Schuster

L. 1d. Singer Company, Inc.
lienlo Pazi:, California

Su221. liath Aids and Sources - page 4

11112 Interlocking Number Cubes
Printed with numerals 0-9 and base symbols.
Very practical for arithmetic operations and
equations development. 24 yellow and 24 green,
$5.50

E 114 Plastic Ilathematical Balance.
The weights are easily placed on numbered pegs
on the balance and show relationship between
numbers, addition, subtraction, and multiplica-
tion. The reverse side of the arm is blank and
adhesive labels are supplied so that each peg
may be given fraction, money, or length values,
etc. $8.00

of PuzZles and Graphs, by John N. Fujii(1966) $0.75

48-page booklet, A Guide to the Use and Procure-
ment of Teaching Aids for iiathematics. $0.75.
Remit with order.

Book - Kaleidoscope of Skills: Arithmetic by
Inc. 11ramer (1966)

Inquisitive Ganes - Exploring h:mber and Space

Free - liathcmatical Words Chart

Free - Neu to Read Large Numbers Chart

Inc. Curriculum Bulletin No. 1 (1966), ullathematies
in Primary Schools

(Notes on iiathematics in Primary Schools $4.95
Cambridge University Press
Games -Activities)

Full round protractor (in halves) for overhead.
25 cents???

Also plastic ruler for overhead.

The Scientific American Book of athematical
Puzzles and Diversions, by Ilartin Gardner
$1.45

Individualized iiathematics: Drill E... Practice Kit;

.%8 each.
Kits AA, BB, CC, DD correspond to Grades 3-6.
Drill and practice materials for full year's
uork in addition, subtraction, multi. and div.
of whole numbers; fractions, decimals, measure-
ment, etc.



Supt. of Documents
U.S. Govt. 2rinting Office
Washington, D. C. 20402

Teacher's Publishing Corp.
23 Leroy Avenue
Darien, ;Iunnectieut 06820

3 II Education Press
Visual Products Division
3 Ii Company, 3 11 Center

St. Paul, I:innesota

Suppl. iiath. Aids and Sources - ?age 5

UHArl'S UP TH172.2, (Eathematics sourcebook about

space and space ex7loretion) Goddard Space
Flight Center, NASA Office_ of Education $1.04

Eathematics Games for All Grades, by Dr. Lola J.
Eay. All operations are covered. $1.55

University of Illinois Arithmetic
Project (at Edu.Dev. Center)

University of South Dakota

J, Weston l!alch

Box 1075
Portland, Iladne

Walker Company
720 Fifth Ave.
New York, N. I. 10019

Ilebster Division

Ile Gras:41111

John Wiley and Sons, Inc.

New York, N. Y.

The Impact Teacher $3.95

lIaneuvers on a Lattice, by- David Paige

aim aental -
Arithmetic in the :ood Store
Arithmetic in Es-Amat.iag and Checking Answers

Games for Learning Mathematics, by Donovan A.
Johnson $1.00

Suggest uriting for catalog from these-people:
they put out an extensive line oS math aids.

raddson Project Coordinator

Geo-Cards by Donald Cohen

Problem Cards ($10 ?)
A-Block Cards 1-39 )

Color Cubes 1-17 ) packed together
People Pieces 1-16 )

Creature Cards - must be ordered separat47
1-15

Individual pieces can be replaced in these
sets, which are most useful for dramatizing
many mmthematies principles.

Nuffield liathematics Project (3 sets) (1967)
I Do and I Understand, Paper, $1.95

Pictorial Representation (Graphing) $2.25


